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June 21, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Re: Indiana Commission for Higher Education budget actions
Senator Simpson,
In response to your letter dated June 1, 2010, I am happy to supply you with the budget
information you requested.

r A list ofyour agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY 201 0 and
2011 b1y pro;;ram_-

FY 2009

FY 2010

%f1

FY 2011

%f1

$1,538,266

$1,476,735

~153,829

~147,674

$1,384,437

$1,329,062

A.O%

$1,181,388

-11.1%

$671,139

$644,293

-4.0%

$644,293

0.0%

iQ

~96,744

$671,139

$547,549

CHE Operating

appropriation
actual/planned reversion
actual/planned
distribution

-4.0%

$1,476,735

0.0%

~295,347

Statewide Transfer
System

appropriation
actual/planned reversion
actual/planned
distribution

~128,859

-18.4%

$515,434

-5.9%

2. The methodology used to determine how cuts are made:
As a small office, our cuts were allocated against our general operating budget through leaving
vacant positions unfilled, freezing staff salaries, and reducing administrative expenses. The
Statewide Transfer System cuts have been made by delaying implementation of vendor contracts and
by finding temporary sources of funds to fill gaps.
3. Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnellayojJs
All budget cuts were implemented, or begun on the first day of each fiscal year. No lay-offs have
been required. However, vacant positions remain vacant.

101 Weft Ohio Street, Suite 550. Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-1984 • www.che.in.gov
P: 317.464.4400. F- 317.464.4410 • Teresa Lubbm, Commissioner

4. Expected reversions to date by program
See above table
5. Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program.
As a coordinating board, cuts to our budget have not had a direct effect on the people served by the
state's public higher education system.

Please feel free to contact me with questions.
Sincerely,

\.,,-~~.-

•

Teresa Lubbers
Commissioner, Indiana Commission for Higher Education

101 We!"! Ohio Street, Suite 550. Ind/(lnapoilj, fndiana 46204·1984. www.che.in.gov
P: 317.464.4400. F: 317.464.4410 • Tere!"a Lubbers, Commissioner
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STATE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
402 W. Washington St., Rm. W161
Indianapolis. Indiana 46204-2261
Telephone: (317) 232-0200

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.

Governor
Daniel L. Hackler
State Personnel Direotor

June 23, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
The State Personnel Department's (SPD) strategy for saving taxpayers' money is to significantly reduce
human resource staff throughout the various state agencies and provide top-notch service to our
constituencies through the efficiencies of centralizing all human resource functions in one agency.
State Personnel began the centralization efforts in 2005. In August 2009, a financial management
circular (FCM) was signed to make the process more formal (see attached letter and FCM).
It is SPD's goal to complete centralization of agency human resources departments by December 31,
2010. The centralized model transforms agency support to a shared services model, which reduces the
redundancy of maintaining separate HR departments across state government. This integration of HR
services ensures more consistent application of State Personnel policy and state and federal
employment laws while reducing costs and improving efficiency. Through centralization, we have been
able to streamline processes and our goal is to reduce the statewide HR footprint to a staffing level of
199 by the end of 2010.
•
•
•
•

SPD has partnered with 68 merit, non-merit and quasi-agency business units for centralized HR
services. This involves 94% of state agencies.
Currently our services are provided by 157 HR professionals and staff through the State
Personnel Department.
A total of 301 HR pOSitions have been deactivated across state government as of June 11, 2010,
with salaries and fringes totaling $14.9 million.
SPD will partner with the remaining agencies over the course of 2010 to complete our shared
services goal. This will result in deactivation of 33 additional positions for an additional $1.8
million in savings to the taxpayers.

Of the 301 eliminated HR positions, six incumbents retired, eight resigned, 10 were terminated, 56
positions were vacant, 61 were hired by SPD, 18 were laid off and the balance accepted other approved
positions in the same or a different state agency.
While there has been growth within State Personnel to support the HR Centralization objective, other
strategic deCisions and actions have occurred simultaneously that have enabled the State Personnel
Department to meet the 10% reversion target of our general fund appropriation as well as reduce the
HR Service Fee for our internal service dedicated fund in year 2 by nearly 22%.

Equal Opportunity Employer

State of Indiana

www.IN.gov/spd

In January 2010, SPD restructured the Employment Division, resulting in a reduction of the number of
individuals necessary for recruiting and evaluating applications from 17 to six. Existing technology
within the PeopleSoft HR System was utilized to streamline the initial screening and review of
employment applications. The impacted employees were reallocated to other divisions and field
operations to support newly centralized agencies, resulting in no layoffs and fewer new positions being
created. No other SPD programs or positions were reduced or eliminated.
The majority of the costs associated with SPD operations are salaries and fringe benefits. SPD has
also taken the following actions to meet the reversion target:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significantly limited both in and out-of-state travel
Limited the number of professional organization memberships to one for the agency
Limited participation in training
Made no major equipment purchases
Had 21 % of SPD employees participate in the Temporary Voluntary Unpaid Leave Program
(see attached TVUL policy)
No general salary adjustments (See attached press release from Govemor Daniels notifying
employees that they will not receive a pay increase in 2010, the same action as 2009.)

As an internal service organization, SPD does not make distributions to any groups or organizations, nor
does SPD administer any programs that would directly impact the public.
In addition to all of the above, SPD implemented a consumer-driven health plan (CDHP) in 2006 to get
consumers more engaged in their healthcare deCisions. This program is on the cutting edge of modern
health care plans and has provided savings for both the taxpayers and our employees. Mercer
conducted an independent analysis of our consumer-driven plans and found that the two CDHPs had
combined savings of 10.7% per year, with projections to save $17-23 million for the state in 2010.
Mercer also prOjected that state employees and their families enrolled in the CDHPs will save $7-8
million in 2010. We currently have more than 70% of our employees in one of two CDHPs, which are
also the plan of choice for the school corporations, voluntarily joining our state health care programs.
Thank you for the opportunity to share with you what we consider to be a success story in the reduction
of the costs associated with the operations of Indiana state govemment.
Respectfully,

V4/l1/M

~1ckl~

Daniel L.
State Personnel Director
Cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director
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STATE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
402 W Washington St., Rm. W161
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2261
Telephone: (317) 232-0200

SPD

Daniel L. Hackler, Director

TO:

ALL STATE AGENCIES

FROM:

DANIEL L. HACKLER, STATE PERSONNEL DIRECTOR
CHRISTOPHER A. RUHL, STATE BUDGET DIRECTOR

DATE:

AUGUST 6, 2009

RE:

APPROVED FY2010 FEES FOR CENTRALIZED HR SERVICES

Governor Daniels has requested the centralization of human resource services. Much the same as the
centralization of IT services, by sharing resources and eliminating duplicative processes, significant
statewide savings and efficiencies can be achieved. The attached Financial Management Circular
specific to the HR Centralization Project has been posted to the State Budget Agency website. For
additional information, please refer to the following pertaining to the FY2010 approved fees for
centralized HR services.
FY 2010 ANNUAL FEE
$350 per authorized fulltime position
$150 per authorized non-fulltime position (part-time, intermittent, temporary)
POSITION COUNT INFORMATION
Monthly fees will be based on the total number of authorized positions of the final Staffing Report ofthe
previous month.
BILLING SCHEDULE
Centralized agencies should expect the first HR administration fee to be posted to their agency default
fund center in the first week of October for the first four months of FY2010 (July, August, September,
and October). From that point on, the charges will post monthly.
BILLING INFORMATION NEEDED
Please provide to the State Personnel Department Finance Division your agency's default chart of
accounts information in the Encompass format. This information can be sent to the attention of Allen
Aitken at aaitken@spd.in.gov .
On behalf of both the State Personnel Department and the State Budget Agency, we appreciate your
continued support and cooperation in the efforts to streamline state government. State Personnel will
gladly respond to any questions you may have regarding the centralization efforts. Please contact your
Budget Analyst to discuss any fiscal concerns.
Cc:

Agency Finance Directors
Agency HRDs

Equal Opportunity Employer

State of Indiana

www.IN.gov/spd

Financial Management Circular:

2009-1

Effective Date:

July 1, 2009

General Subject:

Human Resources

Specific Subject:

State Personnel Department

Authority:

IC 4-12-1-13(h)
IC 4-15-1.8-7

Application:

This circular applies to all state
agencies, as that term is defined herein.

Section 1. Miscellaneous Provisions
Human Resources (HR) Defined. The term "Human Resources" includes the
development and administration of the HR system, rules, policies, and compensation
plans for the executive. branch of state government. This includes providing all
strategic, transactional, and advisory human resources services required by State
Agencies to achieve statewide and State Agency goals in the areas of (1) benefits, (2)
compensation and organizational design, (3) employee relations, (4) HR related
training, (5) Onboarding/New Employee Orientation, (6) employment and recruiting, (7)
IT Support to the Peoplesoft HR application, (8) communication to all employees on HR
related topics, (9) administration of the strategic hiring process, (10) maintenance of
employee data and transactions, and (11) performance management.
State Agency Defined. The term "State Agency" shall mean an authority, a board, a
branch, a commiSSion, a committee, a department, a division, or another instrumentality
of the executive, including the administrative department of state government. The term
shall include bodies separate corporate and politic. The term does not include: the
judicial or legislative departments of state government or a state educational institution
(as defined in IC 21-7-13-32).
Section 2. Centralized HR Services
Centralized HR Services. State agencies shall use the HR services provided by the
Indiana State Personnel Department. The legislative and judicial departments and
other instrumentalities of state government are encouraged to take full advantage of the
centralized human resources services provided by the State Personnel Department
(SPD).

Section 3. SPO Rate Setting & Billing
The SPD shall strive to provide its services at the lowest practical cost and manage state
human resource needs in the most efficient and cost-effective manner.
The SPD shall create a schedule of rates for its services, which shall be available on
SPD's website. SPO's rates for its services shall be directly attributable to the costs
associated with providing these services. SPO's rates may change from time to time in
order to ensure that SPO recovers no more than the costs associated with providing its
services. SPD may charge additional surcharges to cover the costs of overhead
and the SPD's statewide cost allocation plan allotment; such surcharges, however, shall
not include the costs of special projects or other functions that should more properly be
included in the cost of the SPO's services.
On October 1, 2009, agencies shall be billed for the months of July, August,
September, and October, after which agencies will be billed on a monthly basis.
SPO's annual budget shall be subject to the review and approval of the State Budget
Agency.

Christopher A. Ruhl
Director, State Budget Agency
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Director, State Personnel Department
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\1.STATE OF INDIANA

IINDIANA
CRIMINAL

JUSTICE
INSTITUTE

Dr. T. Neil Moore, Executive Director
INDIANA CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE

Mitch Daniels, Governor

101 W. Washington St., Suite 1170
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2038
Telephone: (317) 232·1233
Fax: (317) 232-4979

June 21,2010

State Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, Indiana 47404-8935
Re: Program Cuts
Dear Senator Simpson:
Please find the information requested in your letter of June 1,201 0 outlined below:
Administrative Action
As a starting point, the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute (ICJI) has engaged in several
administrative actions to control agency costs. No agency personnel have received pay increases
for the previous fiscal year, nor are raises planned for the current fiscal year. In cooperation with
the Strategic Hiring Committee, some positions have been eliminated and other hiring has been
deferred. IeJI and the State Budget Agency are currently experimenting with a consolidated
accounting arrangement to explore potential efficiencies that may be gained by combining this
function with the same work required in other smaller agencies. Finally, in cooperation with the
Out-of-State Travel Committee, agency travel has been reduced to the point of only sending
essential personnel to federally mandated conferences and trainings.
Status of Reversion Plan:
I. Revert 100% of Drug Match Appropriation (Fund 16870). Money de-allocated and in
reserve. Target achieved.
2. Implemented a 5% reserve on the General Fund portions of the Indiana Safe Schools (Fund
14870), the Domestic Violence and Prevention Fund (Fund 11590), and the Child Restraint
System Fund (Fund 16950). Money de-allocated and in reserve. Target achieved.
3. Appropriation of dedicated fund Alcohol and Drug Countermeasures (Fund 32610) and the
Drug Free Communities (Fund 34510). Money de-allocated. Target achieved.
4. Sweep remaining cash balances of Legal Funds 2540 Drug Free Communities and 2240
Alcohol and Drug Countermeasures. This action will be undertaken at closeout.

An Equal Opportunity Employer - www.in.gov/cji
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Methodology Used to Determine Cuts
As a state administering agency, the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute (ICJI) receives and
disburses a large amount of federal grant funding to various criminal justice agencies throughout
Indiana. The funds identified to aid in meeting the state's reversion targets were only state
appropriations and several state dedicated funds overseen by ICJ!. Where 5 percent reserves were
taken, the decisions were made based on meeting the reversion target while trying to sustain
programmatic operations using federal funding. The Drug Match Appropriation, Drug Free
Communities, Alcohol and Drug Countermeasures funds were cuts based upon unobligated
balances carried forward in state level funding available that would be the least detrimental to
available programming.
Implementation Dates
All funding to meet reversion targets were officially committed to in response to statewide budget
actions on reserve targets and dedicated funds publicly communicated last year. Funding sweeps
become effective June 30, 2010. There were no personnel layoffs in ICJ!.
Expected Reversions by Program
See above response.
Estimated Impact of Cuts on People Served
Due to the amount of federal funding overseen and disbursed by ICJI, there were no cuts to the
people served by our agency.
On behalf of the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute, thank you for allowing us to address your
requests. If you have additional questions, please feel free to contact me at nmoore(al,cji.in,gov.
Sincerely,

T. Neil Moore, Ed.D.
cc: Christopher Ruhl
Betsy Burdick
Sebastian Smelko

An Equal Opportunity Employer - www.in.gov/eji
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EVER

801 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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June 21, 20lO
Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Dear Senator Simpson:
White River State Park is a quasi-State agency which participated in the FY lO
reserve request oflO%. We were able to achieve budgetary efficiencies through
general reductions in our operating expenses (described below). We did not cut
any programs or projects. We were able to meet reserves by:
1. Enlisting only unpaid interns;

2.
3.
4.
5.

Leaving vacant positions unfilled;
Delaying the replacement of staff members;
Freezing pay raises;
Biring DOCwork release offenders instead of seasonal grounds
maintenance employees;
6. Integrating into the Capitol Police downtown patrol circuit instead of
dedicated, overtime officers;
7. Imposing a moratorium on miscellaneous services;
8. Instituting a contract optimization process for all external contracts;
9. Eliminating outside counsel payments by utilizing the Attorney
General's staff;
lO. Reducing the purchase of supplies, materials and parts;
11. Restricting the purchase of new equipment;
12. Limiting in-state travel and requiring pre-approval for such by me;
13. Basically eliminating out-of-state travel; and
14. Exercising voluntary unpaid leave.
We expect to make our lO% reversion target forFY 10 but will notknow the final
number of this until the close out. Note that this has been achieved without staff
layoffs or decreases in customer satisfaction. For future reversion targets, we
plan to continue and further hone these initiatives.

'.~~
Robert Whitt, Executive Director
Cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
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INDIANA

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
315 WEST OHIO STUET. ROOM .104. INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46202

3.17.232.3850

June 18, 2010

The Honorable Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Dr.
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935

Dear Senator Simpson,

This letter serves to provide the information requested in your June 1 letter regarding agency budget reductions.
Thank you for your inquiry regarding our agency budget.
The Indiana Dffice of Inspector General (DIG) is appropriated an annual operating budget of $lAM for state fiscal years
2010 and 2011. This reflects a 11% decrease from the DIG annual operating budget of $1.6M for state fiscal years 2008 and
2009.
The OIG operates two programs, p'er se: the State Ethics Commission and the Inspector General f.unctions. Neither
program makes distributions other than for agency operations .. i.e. no grant or entitlement funds are distributed by OIG,
OIG operating expenditures for FY 2010 are expected to be $l.3M, or about 10% less than SFY 2010 appropriation. A pay
freeze has been in effect since 2008. The decrease in expenditures from FY 2009 to FY 2010 is primarily attributable to
recent structural changes at the OIG:

Persona/services
• Decreased'$93k or 7% from FY 2009 to FY 2010 due to voluntary retirement of two OIG employees

Lease expenses
•

Decreased $60k or 47% from FY 2009 to FY 2010 due to relocation from ISTA to Indiana State Library

•

Will decrease another $68k in FY 2011

In addition to the FY 2010 reversion target.of$130k, the OIG will revert$50k in revenue to the General Fund at the close of
FY 2010, mainly comprised of restitution payments made by criminal defendants.
The 15% r€version target for FY 2011 will result in the OIG reverting $217k at the close of FY 2011. The OIG will rely on
eliminated lease expenses and reduced out-of-state travel to meet the 15% target in FY 4011. No personnel layoffs have
occurred at the OIG and none are planned.
Piease contact me with any questions or concerns you may have r:egarding the information contained herein.
Regards,

f1;I;{/iIJ~?
David. O. Thomas
Inspector General

~-mWJ

CyntHia V. Carrasco
State 'Ethics Commission Director

ssaCf

state student assistance
commission of indiana
ISTA Center Building

150 W. Market Street, Suite 500
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

317.232,2350 ph

317.232.3260 fax
www,ssaci.in.gov

June 22, 2010

Sen. Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana Senate
Statehouse
Dear Senator Simpson,

Thank you for your inquiry regarding the State Student Assistance Conunission ofIndiana
(SSACI) and the Indiana Commission on Proprietary Education (ICOPE) conllibutions to
Indiana's overall budget reductions. Please find the answers to your questions below:

1) A list ofyour agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY
2010 and 2011 by program
Because of no pay increases, two planned retirements, the dismissal of three staff members due to
disciplinary problems, a military leave, and an employee on long term medical leave, we have
been able to accumulate savings and put them toward the reversion for the coming fiscal year.
We have reorganized staff, automated and modernized procedures to alleviate much of the
manual work that was done in the past.
Both agencies have gone paperless saving costs associated with producing letters, postage and
labor.
The Hoosier Scholars award was suspended for the coming school and fiscal year.
In January of201 0, SSACIIICOPE relocated to the Government Center South building.

i!

I,!
~

Staff has voluntarily contributed 56 hours of unpaid time off, and others are planning On utilizing
this benefit in the coming year. We have announced "Summer Friday's" in which an employee
may take Friday aftemoon's off (unpaid) during summer months.
SSACI increased funding above the appropriation for the largest need based and entitlement grant
programs: The Frank O'Bannon Program, and the 21" Century Scholars programs. Funding was
shifted from smaller merit based grants to accomplish this.

"

I

I
r

I
I

II
*

ICOPE now conducts accreditation visits in conjunction with the national and regional
accrediting organizations.

2) The methodology used to determine how cuts are made
We prioritized cuts from administrative and travel budgets in order to protect funding for need
based fmaneial aid programs.

3) Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs
Two retirements: one effective December 2009, the other January 2010
Dismissal: March 2009
Dismissal: October 2009
Dismissal: April 2010
Military leave expiration: October 20 I 0
Medical leave expiration: Unknown

4) Expected reversions to date by program
See response to question number 1.

5) Estimated impact of cuts on people sen'ed by each program
SSACI has seen an unprecedented rise in on-time and eligible applications for financial aid over
the past two years. Indiana was able to increase the nnmber of students receiving need based aid
to support access to postsecondary education. While the amount of individual aid awards has
varied over the past two years due to increases in eligible students and tuition charges, Indiana is
rightfully proud to be one of the most generous states with need based aid for students.
I've attached a PowerPoint presentation from the March Commission meeting. Please let me if
you have further questions.

Respectfully,

(l~
Claudia Braman
Executive Director
State Student Commission of Indiana
Commissioner
Indiana Commission on Proprietary education

Cc: Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

State Student Assistance
Co mission of Indiana
Executive Director's Report
March 24, 2010
Commission Meeting
Claudia Braman
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• SSACI contributions to fiscal responsibility:
* administrative
* policy
* reorganization
• 2010 Legislative Session
Indiana's state of financial aid as compared
to other states
• ICHE / SSACI financial aid study
• Facts at a glance
•

...
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SSACI contributions to fiscal
,~~~~~~~~J2iQmQ~j!,bJJJJY:<l-\d min istrative
• Returned SSACI car to state
• Transitioning to paperless communications
• Modernization and automation of systems
and process
• Cut 100/0 across the budget as directed by
the Governor, EXCEPT for HEA, FOC and
21 st. This is subject to change.
• Moved from 1STA location to on-campus
office space
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• Suspension of Hoosier Scholars
Program
• Elimination of contract payment for
students attending out of state
colleges through "contract for space"
• Studying many other possibilities in
conjunction with ICHE and Governor's
office
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• Streamlining of process and procedure
meant changes in job responsibilities
• Two retirements
• Headcount down from high of 30 to 22
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IlIinois- considering deeper
cuts than already executed
multi-million dollar
reduction in aid
Missouri- Governor
proposed cutting aid to
independent college
students altogether
Michigan- Governor
proposed cutting aid to
independent colleges as
well as several specific aid
programs

•
•
•
•
•
•

California
Florida
Arizona
Idaho
Utah
Rhode Island

•

All these states known for
robust state financial aid
programs

•

All these states have seen
dramatic cuts in funding
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"Shortfalls in California, which faced the largest budget gap in the
nation this year, have grabbed much of the attention as tens of
thousands of students were turned away from public colleges and
tuition rose by more than 30 percent. But other states' public highereducation systems are getting hit just as hard or harder," the
Chronicle of Higher Education reports. "Utah saw the biggest
percentage drop in state general-fund spending over the past two
years, while also facing one of the fastest projected growth rates in
high-school graduates. Arizona's budget gap was nearly as large as
California's, by percentage of its general-fund budget, and it is facing
much faster growth in its traditional college-age population. Florida,
too, is seeing rapid population growth and big drops in state spending
that have resulted in large cuts in higher education. In Colorado
federal stimulus dollars have made up close to one-fifth of the total
state budget for higher education in 2009 and 2010 combined,
making the state the most heavily reliant so far on that temporary pot
of money for financing higher education."
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ICHE / SSACI financial aid study
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• Studying:
* 21 st Century Scholars
* Children of Veterans and Officers
Programs
* Funding of higher education for Prisoners
* SSACI methodology
* Consideration of Pell grant
* Funding levels of Publics and
. Independent Colleges
* Need based aid vs. merit based aid
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Facts at a glance:
• 2009 - 2010

(3/23/09)

Valid apps:

191,397

Edit status:
Wait:

52,298
15,124

•

2010 - 2011

(3/23/10)

Valid apps: 212,622
Edit status:
65,836
Wait:
17,938

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .

Apps up 24% over
2008-2009

Apps up 15% over
2009-2010
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Indiana Department of Education
SUPPORTING

STUDENT

SUCCESS

June 17,2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 W. Woodland Dr.
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
During these difficult economic times, Hoosiers have been doing more with less and learning to live within our
means as our country's economy has been reset. I am very proud of the leadership position the Indiana
Department of Education (IDOE) has taken during these difficult times. We have proven that government can
be more responsive and efficient with fewer resources when you create clear goals, set high expectations and
assemble a dedicated team of talented individuals.
Due to economic constraints, we have had to make many difficult decisions about how we will allocate state
and federal resources. Our primary concern when making each of these decisions has been the impact on
Indiana's students. With leadership from the Governor and the State Budget Agency, and as a result of the
sacrifice of other agencies and state workers, Indiana was able to minimize the decrease in K-12 funding
compared to the huge cuts made in neighboring states. Now, we must rely on local schools to put the best
interests of students first when making funding allocation decisions. We must also ask adults in these school
buildings to make the same compensation sacrifices that others in government have made over the past two
years.
Program and operational cuts have been applied based on the anticipated impact to IDOE's goal to have 90%
of students passing ISTEP, a 90% graduation rate and 25% of our graduates receiving dual credit or successfully
passing an AP or IB class. We have not compromised one federal or state statute with these cuts, but instead
we have focused our resources to ensure our students meet or exceed these high expectations.
Since arriving in January 2009, the IDOE's operational budget has been reduced by over 25% due to these
challenging economic times. We have taken advantage of technology, transformed our operations and
identified savings in all areas of the IDOE. We simply cannot ask for another penny from Indiana's hardworking taxpayers. Instead, we must learn to adjust to this new norm without ever sacrificing service or
success,
I look forward to working with you over the next two and a half years as we strive to do more with less and
usher in a new era in terms of the way schools and government agencies do business in Indiana.

Sincerely,

Dr. Tony Bennett
Superintendent of Public Instruction
www,doe,in.gov

www.doe.in.gov

STATE OF INDIANA
INDIANA EDUCATION EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
INDL\NA GOVERNMENT CENTER NORTH
100 NORm SENATE AVENUE, SUITE Nl049
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204-2211
(317) 233-6620
(311) 233-6632 FAX

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
Governor

June 21,2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 W Woodland Dr
Bloomington IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson,
IEERB is a very small agency with five (5) full-time employees and approximately twenty-five (25)
ad hoc panelists who serve as mediators, fac!finders and administrative law judges.
Our agency has implemented numerous efforts to reduce expenditures and increase our
efficiency while maintaining our legislative mandate:
1.

Personnel. We have eliminated or consolidated two full-time positions. This included
merging our Research Director and General Counsel positions and elimination of a
ProgramrTraining Specialist position. The individuals in these positions were simply not
replaced. There were no layoffs.

2.

Metrics. Our efficiency has not been compromised by the personnel cuts. Our agency
has met all of its performance metrics, including:
a.
Unfair labor practice mediation
b.
Research
c.
Conciliation, which includes mediation and fac!finding

3.

Budget. Fiscal year to date, 20% under budget. This is in addition to the 10% reversion.
We will continue to seek additional cost cutting measures without impacting the quality of
service to our constituents.

4.

Efficiency. We are limiting mediation sessions unless significant progress is being made.
This greatly reduces the cost of our ad hoc panelists and creates a pressure point for
settlement which is not provided in the enabling statute. This is in contrast to the past
practice of 30 years when mediators were sent without limitation.

5.

Other. The Agency has further reduced its overhead by granting no pay raises, limiting
travel, cutting in-house legal library expenses and postponing upgrades in office
equipment.

We have no idea how our workload will develop over the coming months, but there is nothing on
the horizon that leads me to the conclusion that the current trend of a moderate workload will change.
If you need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

:uJJ~

~~:el w. McConnell, Ed.D
Chairman

MWM:mrj
www.in.gov/ieerb
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MITCHELL E DANIELS, JR
GOVERNOR

CHAIRPF.I<SOhj

M CARTER

VICE CHAIRPEflSON
MAf<rOI~

AND ADVOCACY

'PAS
'

ALL£N CO
Kr~ISTlt

4701 N KEYSTONE AVE # 222

INDIANAPOLIS IN 46205
VOICE 317.'122.5555

SERVICES

COMMISSION MEMBERS

MELANIE MOTSINGER

INDIANA

PROTECTION

CO

FAX 317.722.5564
TOLL FREE VOICE 800.622.4845
TOLL FREE TTY 800.838.1131
WWW.1N.GOVI1PAS

SARAH E E:MERSON
Sr:C!~E1N~Y

MARlar, CO

June 11,2010

MARY ALTER
Ht;NOFlICI{5

co

RONDA AMES
MARION CO

PATI~ICIA AND[f~SCN
LA!~E

CO

DOUGLAS R GOEPPNER

co

DUBOIS

HOPE LEWIS
LAKE CO

GARY MAY
WARRICK CO

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Dri ve
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935

I-(!\THY OSBORN

co

I,lr-;,ION

Dear Senator Simpson:

W1LLlAM RIGGS PhD
H/,NCOCI~

co

ALAN SPAUL,DING
GU\CI(FOIW

co

ADVISORY MEMBERS

VI\NE:TA BECKER
SEN/\lOR
VAN()ErWUfWH &

This letter is written in response to your June 2, 2010 request for information. As
Indiana Protection and Advocacy Services is 100% federally funded, this agency
and the people served by its programs have not been impacted by state budget
cuts.

WARf~ICK CO~

JOHN J DAY
REPRESENTATIVe

co

Mi\I<IOI~

MENTAL ILLNESS
ADVISORY COUNCil
I~ONDA

AMES

(;HAIRf'EHSOi~

MARION CO

SANDRA CURRIE
M/\f?ION

Respectfully,

c;'~

Thomas Gallagher
Indiana Protection and Advocacy Services

co

MISTY I-IOLUS
\'I'AYNE CO

NANCY SI..AfER
H{,MILTONCO

LYNDA SNIDER
POR1f;t'( CO

LARf\Y WI[SENAUER
MADISOI,

co

DONNA YANCEY
HAMILTON

co

THOMAS GALLAGHER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

nlc f>I~OTECT10N liND IIDVOCAC)' SYSrE.l fOil I,"DI/IN/,
TO PHOHGT lIND PHOI.H)H THE f<IGIHS OF INDIVll)uALS \9ITH DiS"81LIl'IEB. lHROUGH EMPOWl,HMI"NT AND /Il;VOCACY
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MITCHELL E. DANIELS, JR., GOVERNOR
Lori A. Torres, Commissioner
402 West Washington St., Room W195
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2751
Advancing the safety. health and prosperity of Hoosiers in the workplace.

Phone: (317) 232-2655
Fax (317) 233-3790

June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
200 W. Washington Street, Room 3A-4
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Dear Senator Simpson,
Thank you for your letter of June 1,2010, In response, I have included below a list of
various cost reduction initiatives undertaken as a result of the state's lower revenues. In
addition, I have enclosed the fiscal year 20 I 0 reserves by division. We have worked to fmd the
least impactful places where we could cut spending, while still performing all of the essential or
statutorily mandated duties of the Department of Labor.
The cost reduction measures include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OSHA Training Institute training travel - reduced by well over half
Out-of-State conference trave1- only where federal grant requires, policy requires or job
critical travel requires
INSafe travel reduced to nearly eliminate overnight travel and non-consultation travel
Fleet Vehicle Management with enforced travel matrix to reduce overall travel expenses
Cancelled 2 all agency meetings to reduce travel costs
Web based training/remote field attendance to reduce travel costs
INSafe scholarship awards - eliminated entirely
Letterhead elimination of color, preprinted letterhead. We are generally using only
photocopies ofletterhead.
VPP flags -less expensive version ordered
Paper quality reduced
Increased email correspondence and created more web-based communication portals
Switched vendors for online legal research
Fewer educational mailings from Child Labor and INSafe
Reduced cost ofVPP award plaques by choosing more basic products
Printing expenses reduced (elimination of2 hole punches, shrink wrap, different photo
mounting forms, etc.)
No purchase of new employee IOSHA uniforms
Equipment not calibrated or agency borrowed calibration equipment from other agencies
Emphasizing email storage costs and retention schednles for email

An Equal Opportunity Employer
TTNoice 1-800-743-3333
http://www.in.gov/labor

Senator Vi Simpson
June 21, 2010
Page 2

•
•
•
~

•
•
•
•
•

Eliminated most all pagers
Voluntary Unpaid Leave permitted and encouraged where operationally feasible
Eliminated distribution of free IOSHA standards books by consultation division
Curtailed Industrial Hygiene equipment purchases
Restrictions on purchases of office supplies
Exhaustion of stored postage stamps
Left vacant positions unfilled
Reorganized the Operations Division resulting in the reduction of 1 position
Reorganized the Bureau of Mines resulting in the reduction of 1 position

I appreciate your interest in our agency. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate
to contact me.

Lori Torres
Commissioner
Enclosure
LAT/clw

cc: Gov. Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

.

I

F Y 2010
.. Appropri<!ted
CalCul<!ted
1s<!IM.ies/~Qefjt~- :Qp¢ratioQ~p- __ l;r.ot<!L------- ~O%.Reserve_.-

IAppropriated
Division
W&H/Admin.
Bureau Mines
QMS
IOSHA
Child Labor/EOY
INSAFE

Appropri<!ted

871,619
150,554
207,354
3,237,073
183,555
874,587

141,615
20,104
22,360
568,548

5,524,742

Actu<!1
.Reserve.to~.ate-

217,752

1,013,234
170,658
229,714
3,805,621
183,555
1,092,339

101,323
17,066
22,971
380,562
18,355
109,234

220,942
25,057
14,844
284,845
6,367
97,456

970,379

6,495,121

649,511

649,511

.

ihcdaOO~
June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana Senate
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Senator Simpson:
I am writing in regards to your June 1" letter concerning budget information pertaining to
the Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority. Below you will find an
answer to each question.

I. A list of agency's implemented and proposed cnts and withheld distributions for
FY 2010 and 2011 by program.
For FY 201 0 IHCDA has reverted a total of $2,800,000 back to the State. This
consists of$I,OOO,OOO from the appropriation for Individual Development
Accounts and $1,800,000 from the Affordable Housing and Community
Development Fund. For FY 2011, IHCDA continues to evaluate options. In
addition to the reversions, IHCDA has participated in the salary freeze, and
having new hiring approved by the Strategic Hiring Connnittee.
2. The methodology used to determine how cuts are made.
IHCDA stafflooked at programs with flexible funding sources where we could
replace State funding with other sources of revenue with little or no impact to the
programs. The Individual Development Account program was fully funded
through the Development Fund which allowed the State to leverage the
maximum federal grant under the Assets for Independence Act. Meanwhile,
reversions from the Development Fund were fully offset by Community
Development Block Grant - Disaster funds.
3. Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs.
These reversions took place during FY201 O. There were no layoffs related to
these changes.

ADnRtSS 30 South Meridian Street, Suite 1000, Indianapolis, IN 46204
Pd!)Nt 3172327777 "U.i!"" 800872 0371

'tiP www.ihcda.IN.gov
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ihcdaOO~
4. Expected reversions to date y program.

IDA's
Development Fund

$1,000,000
$1,800,000

5. Estimated impact of cnts on people served by each program.

Because of the way IHCDA was able to substitute funding sources to offset the
States funding cuts, the current impact to those served by these programs has
been almost non-existent.
IHCDA appreciates the General Assembly taking an active interest in Indiana's
fiscal constraints to ensure that state resources are used efficiently and
effectively. Please let me know if you need additional information.

Sincerely,

y2,t[~&<t~
Sherry SeIwert
cc:'l~iIi'1iemlilt'MifultDaniel.i
Lt. Governor Becky Skillman
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

?n!mcss 30 South Meridian Street, Suite 1000, Indianapolis, IN 46204

PHn"

3172327777 rD.i.FU 8008720371

'.".,) wwwihcda.IN.gov
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Indiana DCl'arHnem of Child Sc.rvices

indianC'1cniis, Indiana 46204"2738
:~ 1}-23t.'-KILiS

FAX: 3 '1/·,-732,-4497

Child Supp.rt Hotli"", 800-840-8757
Child Abu,e and Neglect Ho!line: 800-aOO-5556

June 23, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
State of Indiana
Indiana State Senate
Third Floor Statehouse
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Senator Simpson,
The Department of Child Services is consistently working to identify ways to maximize
the impact of its funding for the services it provides to children and families in Indiana.
In the current economic environment, the importance of this effort is magnified and
many difficult decisions must be made.
Over the past year, DCS has initiated the two major strategies to more effectively
deploy its limited resources.
First, effective January 1, 2010, DCS reduced rates by 10% for community based
preservation services providers. The Department also reduced funding by 17% for the
Healthy Families program. While DCS recognizes the value and importance of
prevention programs, our statutory responsibility for and commitment to direct
intervention services and programs for Indiana's children who are victims of abuse and
neglect limits our flexibility and options in managing our budget. DCS is currently
applying for a federal grant to supplement funding for the Healthy Families program.
Second, in January we announced the reorganization of our finance and administration
operations to ensure it better aligned with new business requirements and maximized
the benefits of recent technology upgrades. This resulted in the elimination of
approximately 75 positions and will be completed by the end of this month. While this is
a reduction in staff, it involved administrative functions and not direct service delivery to
children and families.

DCS also participated in a number of statewide cost containment strategies including
providing no pay increases for employees for a second consecutive year, implementing
significant restrictions on travel, limitations on overtime and a committing to the strategic
hiring process.
Please note the Department took these steps without adverse impact to our over 1500
Family Case Managers and 240 Supervisors.
These fiscally prudent moves and other strategic initiatives will allow the Department to
meet its budget commitments. Final DCS reversion totals will be available at year
close-out.
Attached are the Department communications to constituents and media that
summarize and report each of these actions.

irector
t of Child Services

.

STATE OF INDIANA

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
Governor

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT & BUDGET
212 State House
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2796
317-232-5610

Ryan Kitchell
Director

June 22, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Indiana State Senate
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Dear Senator Simpson,
The Indiana Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Department of Government Efficiency
and Financial Planning (GEFP) received your letters date June 1, 2010. GEFP is a department of OMB
and these entities utilize the same General Fund appropriation. Therefore this letter is a combined
response,

1.

A list of your agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY 2010 and
2011 by program.
•

OMB/GEFP reduced headcount by not filling positions that became vacant due to
voluntary departures. Additionally like the rest of state government, no raises were
given and travel was reduced.

2.

The methodology used to determine how cuts made.
• Vacancies identified as they occurred. Followed statewide policy on no raises.

3.

Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs
•

Throughout FYlO

4.

Expected reversions to date by program
• Approximately 12% of General Fund appropriation will be reverted.

5.

Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program
•

No impact. Duties shifted to other OMB/GEFP staff.

The OMB/GEFP mission is to identify and implement taxpayer savings opportunities throughout state
government. We appreciate your interest in this and would welcome any ideas you have to reduce
spending.
We are encouraged to hear of your interest in transparency. We have worked with Representative
Welch the past two sessions to pass something legislatively. This past session, this was the last
negotiated item in HB1086. To our surprise it was removed from the House controlled conference
committee report in the final hours of session. I'm hopeful that we can count on your support next
session to pass a transparency bill for all branches of state government. In the meantime, we have
already started development of a transparency website that will launch later this year. This site will
bring together many currently available web sites and put them in one place. Additionally, a "spending

i

Page 2

portal" will be developed for all branches of state government. Some of the current resources are listed
below and available now to you, your staff, and Hoosier taxpayers.
•

Contracts: Upon Governor Daniels taking office, the Indiana Department of Administration
created a contract portal in 2006 that allows all citizens to search for any state contract
electronically. This continues to be updated regularly, and contains a pdf ofthe actual contract.
This information was not available under previous administrations. Information on active
contracts and quantity purchase agreements (or QPAs) can be found at:
http:(/www.in.gov/idoa/2448.htm

•

Close-Out Documents and Reversion Details: Each year, the State Budget Agency posts a
number of documents at fiscal year close-out, including an updated surplus statement and a
detailed list of reversions by program (or "fund/center"). The reversion reports detail exactly
how much money was reverted from each program for each fiscal year, including general funds,
dedicated funds, and federal funds. The most recent close-out statement for FY 09 can be found
on the State Budget Agency website at: http://www.in.gov/sba/2538.htm. FYlO close-out will
occur in July and the SBA website will be updated then.

•

Administrative Action minutes: The State Budget Agency posts administrative action minutes
on a monthly basis that detail transfers that have been made between funds as well as
augmentations of funds and other moving of funds within an agency or fund. This information
continues to be updated on a monthly basis, and can be found on the State Budget Agency
website at: http://www.in.gov/sba/2539.htm

•

Budget Committee minutes: The State Budget Agency posts Budget Committee minutes on the
State Budget Agency website following each meeting after approval. The minutes include the
approval of all capital projects in excess of $100,000 as well as all review items and higher
education capital projects. This information can be found on the State Budget Agency website
at: http:(/www.in.gov/sba/2373.htm

•

Board of Finance minutes: The Auditor of State posts Board of Finance minutes on the Auditor
of State website after the minutes have been approved. The minutes include various items,
most notably the transfer of funds between agencies. This information going back to March of
2005 can be found on the Auditor of State website at: http://www.in.gov/auditor/2364.htm

•

Performance information: OMB posts performance metrics for executive branch agencies on a
quarterly basis. Beginning in 2005, Governor Daniels insisted that all executive branch agencies
measure their performance, and begin reporting this information to the public. This information
was not reported in previous administrations. This information is reviewed regularly by agency
management, OMB, and the Governor's office to ensure that state government is providing a
high level of service to Hoosiers. This information can be found on the OMB website at:
http://www.in.gov/omb/2342.htm

Ryan Kitchell
Director,OMB

Executive Director, GEFP
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STATE

INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
INDIANA GOVERNMENT CENTER NORTH
lOON. SENATE AVE

June 21, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4955 W. Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN. 47404-8935

Dear Senator Simpson:
The following is the Indiana Department of Revenue's response to your letter dated June I,
20 I 0, requesting a listing of specifics associated with our efforts to meet our target budget
reserve. Our answers are respectfully submitted below in accordance with each question set forth
in your letter:

1) A list of your agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for
FY 2010 and 2011 by program.

The Department of Revenue (DOR) does not have an established comprehensive list of
specifically proposed budget cuts, a list of enacted cuts, nor a listing of any withheld
distributions for FY 20 I 0 and 20 II by program. The Department has a general direction (or
operational guidelines, if you will) it considers in meeting its target budget reserve. That general
direction is outlined in the response to Question #2.

2) The methodology used to determine how cuts are made.

Budget-spend guidelines are determined for each operational area with consideration to the
operational and service impact of each area. General costs considered within these guidelines
include: elimination of unnecessary travel, pay freezes, hiring practices (including stringent
approval process requiring justification to fill vacancies), moving taxpayers to more costeffective online tools and information, and stringent spending justification across the agency.
Some key actions to minimize spend include:
• Installation of image/capture system allowing reduction of key punch
requirement.
• Expanded utilization ofIVR system and Web services within Taxpayer Services.
• DOR has not performed any layoff of employees. Through restructuring, process
improvements, training, improved hiring practices, and automation the
Department has used retirement and attrition to reduce staffing levels hy 25
percent since 2005.
• Expanded use of electronic filing ofretums and payments hy taxpayers.

3) Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs.

As stated in Questions # 1 and #2, general direction is provided to all division management
within the agency. All spending decisions are analyzed as they evolve and require executivelevel review and approval as the situation dictates. This practice has been in place since 2005.
Therefore, specific dates are not available as ongoing management practice has continually
searched for efficiencies in achieving budget. As noted, no layoffs have been performed. In
anticipation of the economic challenges, DaR has continually managed its staffing, while DaR
staff has worked hard to meet customer needs by improving many performance levels, yet
operating with staff below target levels.
4) Expected reversions to date by program.

Response to above questions summarize the ongoing management approach of DaR towards
achieving effective operations, cost efficiencies, and budget level. Accordingly, this does not
currently apply to DaR at this time.
5) Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program.

To date, DaR does not plan to cut any essential services to taxpayers; therefore, no study has
been necessary to determine the impact on the people DaR serves.

Sincer~~

Commissioner
Indiana Department of Revenue
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Department of Correction
Indiana Government Center - South
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
Governor

302 W, Washington Street· Indianapolis, Indiana 46204·2738
Phone: (317) 232-5711 • Fax: (317) 232-6798 • Website: www.in.gov/idoc/

Edwin G. Buss
Commissioner

June 21,2010
Honorable Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Attachment: Department of Correction Implemented & Proposed Cuts FY 2010/2011
Dear Senator Simpson,
Thank you fOr allowing our Agency to outline for you the program cuts implemented by
Corrections in order to meet the needs of Hoosier taxpayers by reducing budgeted spending
while simultaneously providing the finest possible public safety to Indiana.
During the past year and a half the Department of Correction has implemented a myriad of cost
savings initiatives not only designed as "budget cuts" but addressed to streamline government
and enhance overall effectiveness and efficiencies of the Agency; creating; in other words "a
better way of doing business."
Please find in the attachment the information you requested in your June 1, 2010
correspondence. These measures are in addition to the statewide initiatives outlined by the
Governor including: No Salary Increases, the Strategic Hiring Committee, and Reduction of Out
of State Travel.
Additionally, please find attached press releases and news articles that describe some of the
measures implemented by the Department. Subsequent to your review, if you are in need of
further information or clarification do not hesitate to contact me.

~~.~~
Edwin G. Buss
Commissioner

Cc: Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

EOE

I
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Department of Correction
Implemented & Proposed Cuts FY 2010/2011
Accomplished

Working Toward

Topic

Eliminate
Dishwashing
Machines and utilize
offender labor

Implemented
are a standard
infood service
industry and
cost a fraction
of small dish
machines pI us
offenders will

FY

2010/2011

10. Implement Instant
Urinalysis Program

Education at Madison
Juvenile

Utilize Instant
Strips Vice Lab

Juvenile
Education to
Meet DOJ

Implemented
2010

Commissioner's Script for Change to 14-day Pay Cycle for Custody Staff
November 10,2009
Colleagues As you all know, our state, as well as our nation, is experiencing tough financial times.
The economic recession has made our jobs more difficult by generating lower state revenues in a time
when our population growth has never been greater.
Every day, our neighbor states lay off thousands of correctional workers, close correctional institutions, and
release thousands of offenders prior to sentence completion.
None of these actions is the right thing to do for the safety and security ofIndiana or for the welfare and
morale of dedicated correctional professionals and their families.
Because Governor Daniels and I are committed to keeping Hoosiers safe and keeping good lOOC staff
employed, we will not resort to the broad sweeping actions of other states.
However, tough times call for strong leadership and tough decisions to make sure our Agency continues to
promote public safety and successful re-entry.

In that regard, custody staff are on the front lines to ensure that our facilities are safe.
And we have recognized this in the past by awarding custody staff pay increases above that which other
Agency employees have received.
Our state and nation are both in very difficult economic times and tough operational and budgetary
decisions await us if we do not take proactive steps now.
When we have considered cost saving measures, we have looked at returning custody staff to an 8 hour
shift. This move would save the agency millions annually.
However, I know, as I travel the state and talk to you at each facility, that the 12 hour shift is very popular,
allows for quality time away from the facility, and most importantly gives you quality time with your
family and loved ones.
After discussing different options with the Department of Labor, State Personnel, and the Office of
Management and Budget, we have chosen one that will help keep all staff employed and retain custody
staff on the 12-hour shift schedule.
The Agency has determined to transition from a 7 -day pay period to a 14-day pay period for custody staff
beginning on January 1,2010.
Under this pay period system, authorized by the Federal Fair Labor Act, Custody hours will be blended
over a 14 day pay period as opposed to being capped at 43 hours on the current 7 day pay period cycle.
This cycle allows overtime pay to be paid after an employee works 86 hours during the new 14 day period,
rather than being paid overtime after working 43 hours under our current 7 day pay period cycle.
For years, 5 hours of automatic premium overtime pay was given to custody staff during their long week.

Federal and State law both permit variations from the usual 43 hour work week for law enforcement
activities.
So, by switching to the l4-day pay cycle, custody staff will no longer realize premium pay, unless it is in
excess of 86 hours in a 2-week period.
This decision will save five (5) million dollars annually and help keep our valuable staff employed while
the state recovers from this unprecedented economic downturn.
Although this change saves dramatically, it is not only about cost. It is the right thing to do for the
taxpayers of Indiana.
With Open Emollment for health insurance options right around the corner, please consider your options
carefully. Our Human Resources professionals will be providing a briefing to all staff on plans that may
save you and your families considerable savings in the health care arena.
If you have questions about this adjustment and Open Emollment, please talk to your facility's Hurnan
Resources Department.
Again, I am fully committed to retaining our staff, keeping our facilities operating, and not releasing
offenders prior to them fulfilling their adjudicated sentence.
In the years ahead, we must be prepared to work together as tough decisions await us in keeping our
Agency moving forward in very tight budgetary times.
Thank you.

###
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For Immediate Release

moe Introduces Facility Forward Initiative
Indianapolis, Indiana (July 7, 2009) - As prison populations in Indiana continue to expand, the
Indiana Department of Correction (maC) must absorb these offenders with no additional space or funding.
Other states have permitted the early release of offenders, attempting to solve the overcrowding problem,
but under the leadership of Governor Mitch Daniels, the mac resolved not to resort to such measures.
Today, mac Commissioner Edwin G. Buss announced the introduction of Facility Forward, a
comprehensive initiative designed to enhance prison capacity, maximize current state property and assets,
decrease spending through cost savings, and increase overall efficiencies, while still providing the utmost
safety and security for the State ofIndiana.
A major component of Facility Forward includes moving female youths from Indianapolis to
Madison, Indiana. The new juvenile facility will be separately located on beautiful grounds near the current
Madison State Hospital and Madison Correctional Facility.
Additionally, adult female offenders from the Indiana Women's Prison will be relocated to the former
Indianapolis Juvenile Correctional Facility, which will allow full capacity utilization of this facility and
help meet female capacity needs for the foreseeable future.
Subsequently, the Plainfield Re-entry Educational Facility (PREF) will relocate to the grounds of the
former Indiana Women's Prison. This move will allow the mac to use the current PREF campus
(formerly known as the Indiana Boys' School) as the location of the new Short Term
Offender Program (STOP). The STOP facility will be designed and commissioned to address the needs and
case management of offenders committed to the IDOC for less than one year.
"With these moves, the mac gains almost 2,100 beds, addresses the foreseeable growth in the female
offender population, and saves the State ofIndiana nearly $200 million," Commissioner
Buss stated. "Facility Forward is an ambitious endeavor, but with the support and teamwork of all
stakeholders, its implementation will succeed as a piece of the mac's preparation for the future."
For more information on Facility Forward, please visit the mac's website at http://www.in.gov/idoc/.

###

For Immediate Release

IDOC Modifies Facility Fonvard Plans
Indianapolis, Indiana (July 16, 2009) - Indiana Department of Correction (maC) Commissioner
Edwin G. Buss announced today a change to the Facility Forward initiative, which was unveiled last week.
As outlined in the initiative, adult female offenders from the Indiana Women's Prison will relocate to the
current site of the Indianapolis Juvenile Correctional Facility. Also, the Plainfield
Re-entry Educational Facility (PREF) will relocate to the grounds of the former Indiana
Women's Prison on the east side ofIndianapolis.
The Indianapolis Men's Community Re-entry Center for work release offenders, however, will not join
PREF in the move to the current Indiana Women's Prison grounds. The re-entry center will remain in its
current location until another option is chosen. Once PREF moves to Indianapolis, it will become the
Indianapolis Re-entry Educational Facility (!REF), a minimum security adult male facility that will be
fenced in a neighborhood friendly way.
PREF is an extraordinary facility that focuses on preparing soon-to-be-released offenders for their re-entry
to our communities. PREF is nationally known for its work to reduce the recidivism rate and improve
public safety, including winning the Indiana Association of Cities and Towns Intergovemmental
Cooperation Award in 2008 for its work with the Town of
Plainfield.
Commissioner Buss declared, "The mac has heard from many public .officials, community organizations
and concerned citizens, and we listened to their .concerns and ideas. We recognize their strong commitment
to the revitalization ofIndianapolis' near east side, and therefore, we have reconsidered our decision to
move the men's work release center to the Indianapolis east side."
Commissioner Buss plans to meet privately with community leaders and organizations in the next week to
provide more information on Facility Forward.

###
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For Immediate Release

IDOC to Partner with Ivy Tech to Improve Adult Educational Services
Indianapolis, Indiana (January 12, 2010) - The Indiana Department of Correction (maC) has completed a
thorough review of the manner by which education is provided to adult offenders in Indiana, and as a
result, the Department has decided to restructure educational services for adult offenders by partnering with
Ivy Tech Community College as the educational provider.
In a plan that will be roIled out in phases by regions ofthe state, Ivy Tech has committed to begin
delivering adult educational services comprised of GED, literacy, and vocational programs to adult
offenders statewide. The IDOC chose Ivy Tech to better serve the re-entry needs of offenders. Indeed,
around 80% of offenders are released to areas in Indiana within 40 miles of an Ivy Tech campus, and
offenders may finish their education at Ivy Tech upon their release from prison. Moreover, with Ivy Tech
providing the basic educational services at all adult correctional facilities, the standardization of services
will be optimal throughout the state.
The mac will require Ivy Tech to offer interview opportunities to all of the mac's current teachers
during its transition as the sole provider of Literacy, GED, and vocational education to adult offenders.
Overall, the initiative will result in savings for the state of approximately $7 million a year. The savings
would also be realized by realigning the educational structure, moving services where most needed and
using offender mentors. Education at the juvenile correctional facilities will not be affected by the changes,
and current college degree programs will remain in place.
Not only does improving the delivery of educational services reduce recidivism by giving offenders skills
to be more productive members of society, it also helps manage prison populations by allowing the mac
to continue to award earned credit time required by law to offenders who successfully complete
rehabilitative educational programs.
"Ivy Tech is proud to join the Indiana Department of Correction in its endeavor to provide adult
educational services in a more efficient, cost-effective way. This partnership is good for the offenders and
the State ofIndiana," said Thomas J. Snyder, Ivy Tech President.
"The IDOC understands that educational services are an important component to offender rehabilitation
and re-entry. In partnering with Ivy Tech to provide this service, the mac has found a way to better
provide education with a respected Indiana institution," said mac Commissioner Edwin G. Buss.
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For Immediate Release

moe and Ivy Tech Finalize Partnership
Indianapolis, IN (April 27, 2010) -The Indiana Department of Correction (maC) and Ivy Tech Community
College have concluded their assessments and finalized the agreement by which Ivy Tech will assume
responsibility for providing adult educational services comprised of GED, literacy, and vocational
programs to adult offenders statewide. The full implementation of the partnership will be completed by
April 1, 2011.
"We are pleased to enter into this partnership with such a respected Indiana institution of learning" said
mac Commissioner Edwin G. Buss. "Our partnership with Ivy Tech will allow us to tear down some of the
barriers to re-entry."
Nearly 90% of all mac offenders are released within 30 minutes of an Ivy Tech campus. The men and
women who enroll and pass Ivy Tech classes while incarcerated will be fully enrolled Ivy Tech students.
Upon their release from prison and subsequent enrollment at a local Ivy Tech Campus, they will receive
prior learning assessment credit toward certificate or degree programs and will have the option to finish
their education.
A recent study was conducted for the Serious and Violent Offender Re-entry Initiative (SVORl) to examine
the extent to which program participation improved the outcomes of adults and juveniles returning to
their communities after incarceration. The study's participants were high-risk offenders who had
extensive criminal and substance use histories, low levels of education and employment skills, and
families and peers who were substance and criminal justice system involved.
The study's impact evaluation included pre-release and post-release interviews. Among soon to be
released prison inmates asked about their re-entry needs, education was the most frequently mentioned
need, More than 90% of the adult male participants reported needing more education immediately prior
to release. Throughout the post-release interviews education remained high with 89% saying that they
needed more education.
The results from this study show the need for educational opportunities for offenders both during their
incarceration and after they are released back into their communities, a need that will be met with the
newly formed partnership between mac and Ivy Tech.
"Ivy Tech is proud to join the Indiana Department of Correction in its endeavor to provide adult
educational services in a more efficient, cost-effective way. This partnership is good for the offenders and
the State of Indiana," said Thomas J. Snyder, Ivy Tech President.
"We look forward to working with Ivy Tech for many years to come and providing offenders true
opportunities for them to better themselves, while enhancing. our ability to manage our prison
popUlation," added Commissioner Buss,
###
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For Immediate Release

IDOC Announces Closure of Northeast Juvenile Correctional Facility
Indianapolis, IN (May 7, 2010) - The Indiana Department of Correction (mOC) is announcing plans to
close the Northeast Juvenile Correctional Facility in Ft. Wayne, IN. In early 2009, the moc created the
Division·ofYouth Services (DYS) to oversee all aspects of juvenile services for those youth committed to
the Department of Correction. DYS immediately undertook major efforts to reduce the length of stay of
juveniles in secure (prison) facilities and to assign youth to the least restrictive setting based on their
individual needs and risks in accordance with national best-practice approaches. moc has also worked
closely with Juvenile Courts to establish appropriate community-based diversion programs aimed at
reducing the commitments to secure confinement. Through these efforts, the overall juvenile population
has been dramatically reduced from almost 1,100 youth to approximately 750 today. The population level
at Northeast Juvenile has steadily declined through these efforts from 100+ to about 45 juveniles today.
Many of the students currently housed at the Northeast Juvenile facility are already scheduled for release
before the facility officially closes on May 29 th , 2010. Those who are not scheduled for release before then
will be moved to the South Bend Juvenile Correctional Facility. South Bend Juvenile will then become the
primary juvenile facility for providing services for the youngest youth committed to the moc, those
students who are 12, 13, 14 and some 15 year olds who will be housed separately from older students.
"The Division of Youth Services has been able to establish best-practice approaches to providing services
to the youth in our care. Through these efforts, these youth are spending less time in prison and are
returning to cornniunity-based programs as quickly as possible in order to re-establish family ties and
support," said Commissioner Edwin G.. Buss. "Our ability to close this facility and redirect these resources
will not only save the State of Indiana precious tax dollars during times of economic hardships, but, more
importantly, will continue to ensure that these troubled youth receive appropriate services in the least
restrictive setting."
Approximately 60 moc employees will be laid offwith the facility's closure, although all will be able to
apply for vacancies at other moc facilities. The moc expects to realize approximately $4,000,000 in
savings as a result of the closure of the facility.

###

June 18,2010
Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Dear Sen. Simpson:
The Indiana Finance Authority (IFA) has received your letter dated June 1,2010. Please see the
responses (0 your roquest below.
I) A list of your agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY
2010 and 2011 by program
The IFA implemented the reversion of state Iimds dedicated to the Indiana Brownfields Program
(the Program), a program that had been previously funded using a combination of state and
federal dollars.
2) The methodology used to determine how cuts are made
The IFA voluntarily detel1nined that the Program could continue operating using primarily
federal funds without saCl'Hieing quality of service.
3) Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs
The IF A reduced its staff by 2 positions
the past two years.

011

December 4, 2009, and no raises have been given for

4) Expected reversions to date by program
$300,000 in Program funding this year.

One No(th Cnpi1cd f\VOlHlO, Sllite 9UO $ \lldinnr-Ipolis, IN 11G::<(liJ ¢ Wi--'{vvJfr.tin,gov
Phone:
l) ?:i3.t1:<Y? & h':ix: (]'jJ) ?:'Y?J3/gn

5) Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program
The impact of cuts on people served by the Program is minimal. The IFA will maximize
available federal funding so the Program may continue to offer assistance to its constituents,

Best Regards,

Yr~1l/~r
Jemlifer M, Alvey
Public Finance Director of the State ofIndiana

Cc:

Clu'istopher Ruhl
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- - - - - - STATE OF INDIANA
DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE

INDIANA GOVERNMENT CENTER NORTH
100 NORTH SENATE AVENUEN1058(B)
INDIANAPOLIS,IN 46204
PHONE (317) 232-3777
FAX (317) 232-8779

June 18, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Sen. Simpson:
I have received your letter dated June 1,2010, in which you request infonnation rel~ting to
savings our agency has realized for FY 2010 and FY 2011. A detailed respons!; is attached.

Respectfully yours,
"~'.\
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{ [ !i.".v(! ~,ki/Yt: \
Brian Bailey,
DLGF Commissioner
cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director
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Department ofLoeal Government Finance
Response to Request for Budget Information

1.

A list of your agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY
2010 and FY 2011

The Department of Local Government Finance is responsible for ensuring property tax assessment
and local government budgeting are carried out in accordance with Indiana law. The Department is
charged with publishing property tax assessment rules and annually reviewing and approving the tax
rates and levies of every political subdivision in the state, including all counties, cities, towns,
townships, school corporations, libraries, and other entities with tax levy authority. The Department
consists of five divisions, each of which works to achieve this result. However, the Department does
not operate separately funded programs. The information provided is related to the agency-wide
function of providing oversight for property tax assessment and local government budgeting.
FY 2010 Budget
The Department's total appropriation in HEA 1001-2009 for FY 2010 was $3,927,361 for personal
services and $722,957 for other operating expenses. The Department also received transfers from the
Market Value Assessment, Database Management, and the Assessment Training Fund totaling
$604,217. Therefore, the total agency budget was approximately $5.25M, and the total amount that
the Department needed to save in order to meet the 10% reversion target was approximately $525,000.
PersOlmel Expenditures: lu March 2009, before the 5% and 10% reversion target announcements, the
Department voluntarily conducted a restructuring that resulted in elimination of eight (8) positions,
the filling of two (2) positions, and the promotion of one (1) employee. This was done to innease
efficiency within the Department and brought about $349,000 in FY 2010 savings. Additionally, as
employees resigned to pursue other opportunities, the Department has replaced them at lower salaries
or left positions unfilled by distributing the workload to other employees when efficient. Such changes
made during FY 2009 caused a savings of $336,000. The changes made during FY 2010 result in an
annual savings of$157,000, though only $22,000 was realized for FY 201 0 due to the timing of the
changes. The full amount ofFY 2010 personnel savings occurred as a result ofthe voluntary
restructuring and natural staffturnover, neither of which was related to the 10% reversion target.
Travel Expenditures: The Department employs field staff members who work individually with local
units of government on assessment and budget matters. The Department's original FY 2010 budget
planned for travel expenditures of $205,000. This planned expense was reduced to $122,000 by
Plltting restrictions on travel. This policy saved the Department at least $83,000 and represents a 40%
savings in travel cost.
Computers and Equipment: The Department, through a directive from the State Budget Agency,
eliminated all unused computer seats, phones, blackberries, and air cards fora savings of$1 ,131.50
per month, phased in between October.2009 and February 2010, with a projected annual savings of
over $13,000 with a minimum of $2,500 of savings accruing in FY 2010.

,
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FY 2011 Budget
The Department will need to save an additional $263,000 in FY 2011 to meet the 15% reversion
target. Please note that while these changes will be implemented for FY 2011, the changes have been
finalized as of the date of this letter.
The additional savings realized from full-year implementation ofFY 2010 staffing changes will be
$135,000. Staffing changes resulting from employee resignations and retirement effective for FY 20 II
will save the Department an additional $97,000.
The Department entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the State Budget Agency for
accounting and payroll services. As a result of efficiencies achieved, one accounting position was no
longer needed and an existing Memorandum of Understanding with the Indiana Department of
Administration was cancelled. This produced a savings of$45,000.
The additional savings realized from full-year implementation of the computer and equipment audit is
approximately $13,000.
Through these items, the Department's projected additional savings for FY2011 will be at least
$290,000, which is above the amount required to meet the 15% reversion.
2. The methodology used to determine how cuts are made
The Department approached the reversion targets with the objective of reducing expenditures in all
other possible areas to preserve current staff. Vacancies as a result of employee resignations will
either go unfilled for 2011 or will be filled at a savings to the agency. For example, two positions in
the legal division wiIl be filled for a total minimum savings to the agency of$38,000 insalary alone.
3. Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs
The Department filled any vacancies at lower salaries compared to predecessors, or reorganized duties
and responsibilities to aIJow for a new position to be filled at a lower salary. These happened
throughout the year.
An initial policy of travel restriction was implemented on September 10,2009. A more restrictive
policy was later implemented on November 10, 2009.
The computer and equipment audit that saved on monthly lOT charges was conducted from October
2009 toF ebruary 201 O.
The Memorandum of Understanding with the State Budget Agency and the cancellation of the
Memorandum of Understanding with the Indiana Department of Administration are both effective
July I, 201 O.
4.

Expected reversions to date by program

As mentioned above, the Department does not have separate programs that it operates. The total
reversion for theDepartment for FY 2010 is conservatively projected to be $525,000, though it will
likely be greater than that amount. The Department actions since the passage ofthe biennial budget

I I

saved over $750,000. Due to the timing of invoices, contract costs for FY 2010 were higher than
expected. The net savings generates a reversion that will be at least 10% of budget.
5. Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program
The people served by the Department are primarily taxpayers and local government officials that
handle property taxation and other fiscal matters. Despite a reduction in spending, the Department was
able to help counties improve the timeliness of property tax billing from two (2) counties on-time in
2009 to 85 counties on-time in 2010 and reduce the number of days that property tax bills were late
statewide by 91 % from 2008 to 201 O. Local officials have received increased assistance and guidance
from the Department through memoranda and conference calls. As a result of these actions, the
Department received 42 written compliments from local officials between February 2009 and
December 2009. The Department has increased the amount of information available to taxpayers as
well. A significant number of new reports, data, and tutorials have been placed on the Department's
Web site during 2009 and 2010. Therefore, the impact on people served by the Department has been
positive, and its customers are receiving better service at a lower cost to taxpayers than ever before.
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Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader, State of Indiana Senate
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your letter of June 1, 2010 In which you requested information regarding spending
decisions at the Indiana Public Employees' Retirement Fund (PERF) and the Indiana Teachers'
Retirement Fund (TRF).
Request 111- A list of your agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY
2010 and 2011 by program
Response - PERF and TRF undertook several initiatives during the past year to reduce spending.
Specifically, both PERF and TRF
•

Delayed certain large information technology system projects,

•

Delayed hiring new employees,

•

Did not grant employee salary increases, and

•

Reduced travel and training expenses.

There have been no distributions withheld.
Request #2 - The methodology used to determine how cuts are made
Response - PERF and TRF management have achieved savings by examining the budget,
determining which activities were critical to achieving its goals and mission, and eliminating or
delaying expenditures deemed non-critical to fulfilling our respective missions. PERF and TRF
also have fin~ncial approval processes in place to insure that all requested expenditures are
carefully reviewed and evaluated against our goals and mission before any expenditure is
approved.
Request #3 -Implementation date of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs
Response - Implementation of savings has been an on-going process throughout this fiscal year.
There have been no employee layoffs.

I
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Request #4 - Expected reversions to date by program
Response - There are no reversions to be made to the General Fund. However, savings are
retained by the funds' assets and reduce the contributions paid by schools, state government,
and local units of government including police and fire protection.
Request #5 - Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program
Response ~ No services to plan members have been compromised and there has been no
measurable negative impact to member service and satisfaction levels. In fact, member service
levels and satisfaction levels continue to improve. PERF and TRF have several metrics in place to
monitor member service levels. Two key member service measurements are
•

Percentage of retirements without payment interruption, and

•

Customer Service Index.

PERF and TRF have maintained excellent performance and continued to improve in each of
these measurements throughout the fiscal year. In addition to internal measurement, PERF and
TRF have recently received numerous recognitions from independent external organizations
Including
•

Institutional Investor News' large Public Plan of the Vear Award

•

Public Pension Coordinating Council Public Pension Standards Award for both
administration and funding

•

Government Finance Officers' Association (GFOA) Certificate of Excellence

•

CEM Benchmarking Inc; recognition as a High Service / low Cost organization

I hope you find this information useful.

Sincerely,

Steve Russo
Executive Director, Indiana Public Employees' Retirement Fund
Executive Director, Indiana State Teachers' Retirement Fund
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June 17, 2010

Em'" E. Y"",.
Executive Director
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TELEPHONE (317) 233-0046
FAX (317) 233-0047
www.in.gov/gaming

Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, Indiana 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
By statute, the Indiana Gaming Commission's administrative budget is
funded from the Indiana Wagering Tax. Nonetheless, we participated in the FY
10 reserve request of 10%. Due to the regulatory nature of our agency, we were
able to achieve budgetary efficiencies through general reductions in our operating
expenses (described below). We, therefore, were not required to cut any
programs or projects.
We were able to meet reserves by:
Leaving three vacant positions unfilled;
Delaying the replacement of three staff members;
3. Not issuing any executive branch employee pay raises;
4. Imposing a moratorium on miscellaneous services;
5. Assuming the responsibility of financial analyses for Licensee's
refinancing in house;
6. Reducing outside counsel contract payments;
7. Reducing the purchase of supplies, materials and parts;
8. Restricting the purchase of new equipment;
9. Limiting in-state travel and requiring pre-approval for such by me;
10. Basically eliminating out -of-state travel; and
11. Exercising voluntary unpaid leave.
1.
2.

We expect to make our 10% reversion target for FY 10 but will not know
the final number of this until the close out. For future reversion targets, we plan
to meet them with increased savings from in-state travel, voluntary unpaid leave
together ,vith releasing unspent previously encumbered funds.

Ernest E. Yelton,
Executive Director
EEY/ttw

INDIANA TOBACCO PREVENTION
AND CESSATION

June 22, 2010

Honorable Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana State Senate
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
Indiana Tobacco Prevention and Cessation IITPe) is providing the following
information in response to your Request for Information,
At the beginning of SFY 2010, ITPC budget was reduced by the General
Assembly from $16,200,000 to $10,859,308 for the annual appropriation to the
ITPC Trust Fund, At the start of SFY 2010, ITPC was required by the State Budget
Agency to create a budget that provided for a 5% reserve in SFY 2010 which
calculated to $543,000, was set aside as the reversion target for this mandate,
On November 6, 2009, the State Budget Director issued a memo to State
Agencies requiring an additional 5% increase to the reserve for state agencies,
That reserve remained at 10% for the balance of the year,
On November 23, 2009, the State Budget Director issued a memo to State
Agencies that set forth several cost savings measures including the following
policies: Agencies should minimize media and advertising expenses to the
greatest extent possible; Agencies/divisions should belong to no more than one
(1) association or organization; Agencies should no longer pay for business
cards for state employees,
On April 21, 2010 the State Budget Director issued a memo to State Agencies
requiring a 15% reserve for all executive branch agencies for the upcoming SFY
2011 budget.
IT PC Budget cuts:
Because ofthe overall budget reduction in SFY 2010, ITPC has downsized
funding allocations back to levels for SFY 07, In addition, the number of
community grantees was reduced to 65 counties, down from 80+ counties in
SFY 08 and 09, The majority of reductions in the number of local programs
were the result of decisions on the part of the local communities to not pursue
funding because of the cuts to the program, ITPC did not aggressively pursue
alternate lead agencies in order to make budget, At this time, ITPC modified
the contract deliverables for community and minority grantees to tighten the
agreed upon work plan,

150 West Market Street· Suite 'W6 • InJianapoli~ • lndbna 46'204' 317<234-1737' Fax 317-234-17R6
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The level of funding for statewide grants was cut by 50%. The number of VOICE
(youth movement) regional grants was reduced by 50%. The public education
component was reduced significantly resulting in fewer media messages to
youth and smokers. The MOU with the State Board of Accounts was
discontinued. This MOU was used to provide fiscal monitoring oversight for
community, minority and statewide grants. Funding to the Alcohol and Tobacco
Commission was eliminated. Out of state and in state travel by staff was
red uced by 50%.
In addition to modifying the contract deliverables, ITPC has taken other steps to
reduce the cost of the program to the State:
1) No employees at ITPC received pay increases in the last 3 years.
No vacated positions have been filled in the last 2 years. When
the ITPC budget increased in SFY 2008·09, no additional staff
were added to the ITPC organizational chart.
2) Staff travel is further restricted for SFY 2011.
3) Grantee in-person training and technical assistance is restricted and
more utilization of conference calls and web technically where
available. Those methods are limited by the technology available at
the point of service delivery.
4) In years past, ITPC has contracted with the Indiana State Board of
Accounts (SBOA) to perform site reviews of all local contracted
coalitions. This year due to the unavailability ofthe SBOA to
perform these site reviews, ITPC will conduct desk audits of
expenses incurred by local contractors.
5) More cuts to the public education component were applied.
For SFY 2011, a 5% reversion was already factored in the budget. The additional
10% or $1,085,930, in reductions is as follows.
•

Administration and Management was reduced by $100,000.

•

Community based programs was reduced by $731,103. Included in
those cuts are;
o Training and Technical assistance to the contracted grantees by
$131,069
o Quitline is reduced by $550,034
o Alcohol and Tobacco Commission funding was reduced by
$50,000

•

Public Education Campaign was reduced by $254,827.

Despite the funding reductions, we are pleased to report that the smoking rate
for calendar year 2009 has declined to 23% for adult smoking. This represents a
historic low for the State and is a statistically significant decline since 2001.
Since, the ITPC program began, smoking among middle school youth has
dropped 58% from 9.8% to 4%, and high school smoking has dropped 42% from
32% to 18%. Youth, described as frequent smokers, has dropped by 50% from
17% to 9%. These are youth who become addicted adult smokers later in life.
Sincerely,

Sneegas, M.P.H.
Executive Director
KSS/csb/rjh

HOOSIER

LOTTERY

The Honorable Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana State Senate
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
June 18, 2010

Dear Vi,
I am writing this in response to your information request dated June 1, 2010. As you know, the Hoosier
Lottery is a quasi state agency, and even so, is uniquely different from other quasi state agencies. We
have no budget appropriations, and no programs. Therefore, we have had no budget revisions, nor have
we withheld distributions as referenced in your questions, 1, 2, 4, and 5.
Since our mission is to maximize revenue for the state, we always strive to reduce expenses and search
for efficiencies. This is even more critical when there are significant decreases in sales due to a
challenging economic climate. In FY2008, we delivered $217 Million to the state. In FY2009, we were
able to deliver $179 Million. We will not know for a few more weeks, where we will end up in FY 2010.
We are on budget with expenses, but what the final sales number will be is something we must wait to
see.
Each department at the lottery has been tasked with reducing expenses and evaluating every aspect of
our business so that we are operating as efficiently as possible to maximize our state contribution. Over
the past two years, we have restructured several departments, reduced staff in some areas and added
positions or transferred staff in others. In February 2009, we had a reduction in force of 15. In February
2010, we restructured our regional territories and offices based on cultural, geographic and market
considerations. Because of technology, our sales representatives have less need to visit a regional office.
While we closed four offices, we also added 7 new positions in the field resulting in a net loss of 4 staff.
Like our fellow agencies, we have not had pay increases, and we have offered voluntary unpaid time off.
I hope I have adequately addressed your questions given our unique situation. Please feel free to
contact me if you need something more or require clarification.

Best regards,

Kathryn A. Densborn
Executive Director

Pan Am Plaza. 201 S. Capitol Ave .• Suite 1100 • Indianapolis, IN 46225 • (317) 264-4800 • hoosierlottery.com

E. Mitchell Roob, Jr
Indiana Secretary of Commerce
IEDC Chief Executive Officer

June 22, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Statehouse
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear

•

senato~

Thank you for your inquiry regarding the Indiana Economic Development Corporation's
("IEDC") contributions to the State of Indiana's ongoing budget stabilization efforts. As you know,
the IEDC and all other state agencies have been asked to identifY programs from which unobligated
accumulated fund balances can be reverted to assist in budget stabilization.
The IEDC has satisfied the requested reversion requirements through full or partial.reversion
of accumulated balances in the following fund centers:
•
•
•
•

Economic Development Fund
Capital Access Program
Loan Guaranty Program
Technology Development Grant Fund

Determinations regarding the funds targeted for reversion and the respective amounts we
based on a review ofwhich funds could be reverted while preserving IEDC's effectiveness in carrying
out its mission of securing new job creation and capital investment commitments through competitive
business expansion, consolidation, and attraction opportUnities.
In addition to reverting unobligated accumulated balances as discussed above, the IEDC has
implemented several measures to improve organizational efficiencies and achieve cost savings.
Examples of these actions include:
•
•
•

Reducing overhead costs in our regional office strncture
Introducing new approaches to business outreach that require very limited overhead
costs
Funding marketing efforts through sponsorships contributed to the Indiana Economic
Development Foundation established under IC 5-28-5-13

Indiana Economic Development Corporation· One Nort? Capitol. Suite 700 • Indfanapofis, Indiana 46204 • Tel 317.232.8992 • Fax 317.233.5123. mroob@/edc,ingov

f!NDIANA

Accelerate Your Business
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The IEDC believes that the measures described above collectively represent a strategic
approach to satisfYing the requested budgetary reversions while continuing to effectively pursue new
opportunities to expand the Indiana tax base through business growth and attraction.
Despite these cost saving measures, IEDC is managing a significantly higher volume of
competitive projects in 2010 compared to the same period in 2009. IEDC has closed 83 competitive
deals year-to-date.in 2010 compared to 52 deals year-to-date in 2009. 2010 year-to-date job
commitments total 10,284 jobs compared to 2009 year-to-date job conunitments of 6,887 jobs. 2010
year-to-date conunitted capital investment is $1.29 billion compared to $731 million committed yearto-date in 2009.
I appreciate your interest in the State of Indiana's ongoing efforts to manage limited financial
resources while working to avoid a potential tax increase and maintaining our ability to provide vital
services to the citizens of Indiana.

E. Mitchell Roob, II.
Secretary of Commerce

INDIANA
JOINT FORCES HEADQUARTERS
NATIONAL GUARD
2002 SOUTH HOLT ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46241-4839

June 22, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana State Senate
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404

Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your inquiry of June 1 regarding the budget of the Indiana National Guard. Our
organization has been working hard to reduce spending during these difficult times. I'm
particularly proud of the dedication of every member of the National Guard family, at every
level, to help us live within ours means. We have been able to reduce our expenditures as
follows:
No Pay Raises and Hiring Freeze - 17 State-funded positions that have become vacant have
gone unfilled.
Voluntary Unpaid Leave - 30 employees have signed-up for VUL (see attachment).
Utility Conservation Initiative - All facilities have been ordered to adjust heat/cooling
settings to conserve energy and lower all gas/electricity billings. Use of space heaters is
prohibited. Switches have been installed to turn offlighting systems automatically. Computer
controlled buildings have been adjusted to minimize operational time.
Take Home Vehicle Fleet Reduction - We have only 2 take home vehicles authorized in
agency. I now drive my personal vehicle to work.
Convert MR2 (Maintenance Repair)State Funded Positious (50/50) - We have worked
closely with the Federal Government to convert 58 state funded positions into ones that are now
50% federally funded. We appreciate the support of the National Guard Bureau in enabling this
important savings.
Convert MR2 State Funded Positions (100%) - We have been able to convert 16 state funded
positions into 100% federally reimbursed positions, eliminating all salary costs to the State of
Indiana.
CCMRF Armory Savings - Certain Armories have been designated as CCMRF facilities (part
of the nation's Homeland Security/Disaster Readiness network). This allows them to become
100% federally funded for maintenance, repair and all utility expenditures.
Leave of Absence, Federal Contract - 4 positions, state funded, have been temporarily
converted to federally funded contract positions.

·
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Armory Closures - As you may have noted, we have announced the closing of 3 Armories
(see attachment)
1- Delphi
(Moves to Lafayette)
Oct 10
(Moves to Greenfield)
2- New Castle
Jan 11
3- Tell City
(Moves to Jasper)
Oct 10
I will follow-up with you following the close-out of the fiscal year with a summary of the
specific dollars we will be reverting to state government. As you can tell, our efforts to reduce
state spending have covered a wide range of our operations. Yet, we remain well positioned to
fulfill or core mission to the State and the Nation. As always, I am grateful for your support of
the Indiana National Guard.

f.:1RTIN UMBARGER
Major General, INARNG
The Adjutant General

2

Communities bid Guard armories farewell
USA Today - Tim Evans - Jun 8, 2010
New Castle, Ind., Mayor Jim Small was stunned by the announcement in May that the Indiana
National Guard would close its armory in ...

Armories close as training of citizen soldiers changes
Sioux Falls Argus Leader - Jun 13, 2010
In Indiana, New Castle Mayor Jim Small was stunned by the announcement in May that the Indiana
National Guard would close its armory in his town of about ...

USA Today Top Online Stories: Wed 6/09/10
Newsroom America - Jun 8, 2010
It says New Castle, Ind., Mayor Jim Small was stunned by the announcement in May that the
Indiana National Guard would close its armory in his town of about ...

New Castle National Guard Armory could be refitted for other use
Muncie Star Press - Oseye T Boyd - May 15
The Indiana National Guard earlier this week announced the armory, along with two others, would
close. But a possible reincarnation could be in the works as .••

National Guard's loss to be Delphi's gain
Journal and Courier - Bob Scott - May 15
The closing date of the Indiana National Guard Armory in Delphi is months down the road.

Purdue president soon off to China
Journal and Courier - May 15
The Indiana National Guard Armory in Delphi is slated for closure within the year. Read more
about the timing and effects of the closure, Saturday in Local. ••.

National Guard to vacate local armory
Carroll County Comet - Debbie Lowe - May 11, 2010
R. Martin Umbarger, Adjutant General of the Indiana National Guard, ... One of those facilities is
the Delphi Armory on Armory Rd. You must be an online •..

,

Delphi Armory scheduled to close
WLFl.com - Aaron Leedy - May 11, 2010
Staff Sergeant and Indiana National Guard Media Relations Manager Lef Newport ... 24
positions comprised of staff and soldiers at the Delphi armory will be ...

WLFl.com
New Castle National Guard armory one of three to close
Muncie Star Press - May 11, 2010
The Indiana National Guard armory in New Castle is being closed, along with armories in Tell City
and Delphi, officials announced Monday ....

3 National Guard armories to close
Fort Wayne Journal Gazette - May 11, 2010
AP The Indiana National Guard is closing three of its armories in a cost-cutting move ... R. Martin
Umbarger said it's always difficult to close an armory, ...

Delphi 1 of 3 Guard armories closing
Journal and Courier - Justin L. Mack - May 10, 2010
DELPHI -- The Indiana National Guard Armory in Delphi is one of three Indiana armories slated
for ...

IN National Guard closing three armories
14WFIE.com - Sarah Harlan - May 10,2010
INDIANA (WFIE) - The Indiana National Guard is closing three of its ... Officials said the duty
positions of full-time armory staff and sold iers who take ...

Tell City Armory Closing
WTVW - May 10, 2010
The armory in Tell City is one of three the Indiana National Guard has announced it is closing. The
others are in Delphi and New Castle ..•.

National Guard closing 3 Indiana armories
WAVE - May 10, 2010
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The Indiana National Guard is closing three of its armories ... R. Martin
Umbarger said it's always difficult to close an armory but he ...

Ind. Guard announces 3 armory closures
Indianapolis Star - Scott Thien - May 10, 2010
The Indiana National Guard is closing three armories across ... The release said fulltime armory
staff and soldiers who train at those sites ...

WoRKFoRcE
DEVELOPMENT

AND ITS WorkOnecENTERS

June 22, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
RE: Response to request on June 1, 2010
Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your letter of June 1, 2010 regarding spending and budgetary issues.
DWD, as an agency, receives state funding ofless than $1 million per year, which
includes a mandatory $500,000 state match for Federal Perkins funds (Career and
Technical Education). DWD has not implemented any proposed cuts, or withheld any
funding due to budgetary concerns, for FYI 0 or FYII, since the remaining funds used to
operateDWD programs come from Federal funding streams.
Nevertheless, our employees have not received merit or cost ofliving raises for two
years. We have worked to limit travel, eliminated take home cars and reduced our motor
pool from 13 to 6. We carefully consider every opening we have and work closely with
the Strategic Hiring Committee to ensure only those positions most essential to the
operation of DWD are filled.
Please contact me ifI can be of further assistance on this matter.
Sincerely,

Mark W. Everson
Commissioner
Indiana Department of Workforce Development

Mitchell E. D~e1s, Jr., Govemor
Mark W. Everson, Commissioner

10 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2277
www.workforce.IN.gov
Ail ~conomie Development Partner

Phone: 317.232.7670
Far 317.233.4793

INDIANA DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION
Driving Indiana's Economic Growth

100 North Senate Avenue
Room N758
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

PHONE (317) 232-5525
FAX: (317) 232-D238

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Michael B. Cline, Commissioner

June 22, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana State Senate
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Dear Senator Simpson:
INDOT has looked at all facets of reductions, including the potential of layoffs, in an effort to offset the decline of $35m in motor fuel
revenues from the initial bienuium projection, Our increased efficiencies (some detailed below) and deferral of cost in select areas
have ensured that INDOT will meet the fiscal goals set out by the Governor and align with our current revenue projection. These
changes have not affected our ability to continue with our record Construction program for this fiscal year or FYII which will be
equally as robust.
The following items are representative of those actions taken in fiscal year 2010 enabling INDOT to address its budget commitments
in FYIO and in future years:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced Payroll (via attrition - no layoffs, and no pay raises for state employees for the last two years).
Reduced head count - INDOT's approved FYI0 budget allowed 4351 employees; the target for July, 2010 is 4122,
However, we operate today with 3990 - well below target.
Increased productivity_ Despite a winter (FYIO) that was 30% more severe than FY09 (measured in weather hours):
o Man-hours/weather hour decreased 23%
o Overtime hours/weather-hour decreased 21 %
o Total cost/weather hour decreased 13%
Implemented a pavement preservation initiative that has added 83% in lane mile years, yielding more lane mile years than
previously completed in 2009. This is a major cost savings vs. construction.
Reduced fuel consumption via operational improvements by 23%_
Extended the life of equipment and other assets resulting in cost savings.
Deferred capital projects previously approved by State Budget Committee.
Eliminated illumination of overhead road signs has generated savings on electricity and maintenance.
Launched a propane conversion project that's estimated to save fuel costs for nearly 500 vehicles. This was funded with
nearly 100% Federal grants.
Took advantage of the competitive landscape. INDOT recently awarded contracts to buy 71 pieces of heavy eqnipment for
$1.2MM in savings below cost estimates.
Reduced motor pool fleet by nearly 300 vehicles over the past 3 years generating capital savings as well as savings on
maintenance and fuel.
.
Instituted Voluntary Unpaid Leave.

I hope this background is helpful. As I continuing my on-boarding as Commissioner, I look forward to meeting you in the near future.
Regards,

Michael B. Cline
www.in_gov/dotl

An Equal Opportunity Employer

_______ J

-
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CENTRAL OFFICE

150 W. MARKET ST., STE. 100
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204-2845
TOLL FREE 800-232-PORT
TELEPHONE (317) 232-9200
FAX (317) 232-0137
WWW.PORTSOFINDIANA.COM
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June 22, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Re: Your Inquiry Dated June 1,2010
Dear Senator Simpson,
Thank you for your letter inquiring about the Ports of Indiana's proposed cuts and withheld
distributions for FY 2010 and 2011. Our fiscal year is a calendar year (Jan.-Dec.). As I'm sure
you'll recall, the Ports are a self-funded enterprise and are not dependent on the general fund or
Hoosier tax dollars so there were no withheld distributions to us.
We did, however, take a close look at expenses and cost control measures, and I'm pleased to
report that we finished 2009 with our total operating expenses 9% under budget and through the
first five (5) months of2010, expenses are currently 12% under budget. There were no salary
increases in 2009 or 2010.
We continue to look for other innovative ways to reduce costs and fund major capital projects.
For example, we are currently negotiating with our .building owner to reduce office space
requirements that would save over $IOKlyear, and through successful negotiations we expect to
save $2.5 million in construction costs in 2010 on an access road that will be funded by private
sector dollars.
I hope this answers your questions. Feel free to contact me directly if additional information is
needed.
Sincerely,

Rich Cooper
Chief Executive Officer
Ports of Indiana

INDIANAPOLIS· JEFFERS·ONVILLE ~ MOUNT VERNON· PORTAGE

·
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INDIANA WAR MEMORIA
431 North Meridian Str
Indianapolis, IN, 462
317-232-7E
www.warmemorial.in.{

22 June 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
4695 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
SUBJECT: Response to inquiry
Senator Simpson
The Indiana War Memorials Commission is responsible for 24 acres of property in downtown
Indianapolis which include the Soldiers and Sailors Monument on the Circle, a portion of the
White River Canal that houses the USS Indianapolis CA-35 Monument, and the IWM Plaza
made up of University Park, the Indiana War Memorial, and the American Legion Mall.
We employ 13 full time and 4 intermittent employees. The funds we receive from the State are
utilized in three ways which consist of paying our employees who have not had a pay raise in
two years, the utilities to operate the 24 acres and buildings, and maintenance of the facilities
which are 80-90 years old. Utility costs have risen over the years and the large portion of these
costs relate to street lights which we must operate due to security reasons.
In order to reduce operating costs of the properties we have entered into an agreement with the
Department of Corrections to utilize 13 offenders who are working in the pre-release program.
They perform landscape duties, cut grass, build exhibits, and conduct interior repairs.
Additionally, we have a commitment with the Marion County Court System to provide
Community Service personnel who conduct cleaning duties on the properties to satisfy their
obligation and residents of Wheeler Mission come here to perform trash duties in the parks.
These measures allow us to save approximately $250 K each year of taxpayer dollars and also
assist in the rehabilitation of Hoosiers.
We have reduced the operation costs of our agency to the minimal level. Even if we were to
close the IWM Museum which is open 5 days a week for 8 hours a day we would only save the
expense of one employee. The State Capitol Police are required to be in the building 2417 to
meet our obligations under the Federal guidelines to maintain the federally owned
weapons/artifacts in the museum. The majority of our costs are the maintenance of the
properties.

Therefore, we have no current plans to reduce our program budget. If additional reductions are
required we will meet the budget reductions with funds we receive from conducting events on
the properties. We are maintaining the properties with the fewest funds possible. That combined
with the assistance from DOC and the other agencies to augment our workforce we are able to
maintain the properties at the high level that is expected as we continue to honor Hoosier
Veterans.
Thank you for your interest in the Indiana War Memorials.

J. STEWART GOODWIN, Brigadier General, IN ANG
Executive Director, Indiana War Memorials Commission

"Honoring Hoosier Veterans is our Mission and our Passion"

STATE OF INDIANA
MITCHELL E. DANIELS, JR., GOlfflrrtor

Lindll.l>eterson. Hamilton, Cbairmllll
C{)MFENSATION BOARD

June 21, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Senate Minority Leader
Statehouse
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Senator Simpson,
The purpose of this letter is to respond to the requests contained in your letter dated June 1st,
2010. The Worker's Compensation Board ofIndiana has taken a number steps to reduce its
budget It should be noted that the Board performs only functions which are required by state
law, and does not have the option to eliminate programs.
Some of the smaller changes include:
Printing orders and decisions of our judges/single hearing members on both sides of our
paper and using scrap paper for printing internal documents.
Employees are strongly encouraged to save e-mails to electronic folders instead of
printing them out
Instead of mailing many documents out to attorneys or insurance adjusters, our staff was
taught how to scan and e-mail them, which has reduced our postage costs.
Reduced the number of phones in our office even further and began sending mail to our
court reporters once a week instead of twice.
We continue to expand the number of forms and filings which can be made
electronically.
Larger changes include:
Reducing our travel budget by requiring judges and court reporters to ride together to
hearing locations throughout the State
Case coordinators who previously traveled to hearing locations have been grounded,
performing the majority of this role through e-mail and telephone correspondence.

___ -i
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Traditionally, the full Board of seven judges meets for two days, seven times each year to
hear appeals. Whenever possible, cases have been set so that all are heard in a single day
so that overnight lodging is not necessary.
Reimbursement of travel expenses for the judges is set out in the Worker's Compensation
Act of Indiana. However, three of the five judges who necessarily travel to their hearing
sites have voluntarily foregone reimbursement in order to help reduce our budget.
The increased use of electronic filing made it possible for the Board to reduce its clerical
staff by two. One longtime employee chose retirement. Another was laid off after a
complete evaluation of the number of files and pieces of paper handled by each clerical
staffer.
The cost saving measure of which I am most proud is the participation of94% of our staff in our
voluntary unpaid leave program. Because all of our small staff is cross-trained, we have still
been able to cover all necessary daily tasks in an efficient and timely manner.
I hope you find this information helpful. Tfyou have additional questions, please don't hesitate
to contact me.

Yours very truly,

Linda Hamilton, Chainnan

cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, Director, State Budget Agency

~~~~,~~. ~J

Mitchell E. Daniels) Jr.
Governor

Gregory N, Larkin, M,D" F.A,A,F.P,

Indiana State
DeRartment of Health

Slate Health Commissioner

An Equal Opportunity Employer

June 22, 2010

Hon. Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
State House
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your recent letter of inquiry and concern about transparency surrounding state
govenunent spending decisions. First of all, let me assure you our agency has and continues to
make every effort to reduce expenses and improve efficiency while continuing to provide the
highest level of public health services to all Hoosiers. Our efforts include: restructuring staff,
providing no employee pay increases, offering voluntary unpaid leave, reducing cell phone
assignments, restricting travel, eliminating the purchase of business cards and hard copy
letterhead, substantially reducing agency memberships and subscriptions, and reducing Vital
Records walk-up window hours.
In the 2010 fiscal year the Indiana State Department of Health maintained 33 fund centers to
support various public health activities. Six of those fund centcrs experienced no reversion,
while the remaining fund centers experienced reserves of 5% to 10%. Please understand that
most of the reductions have been administrative in nature and will not cause significant service
impacts. The exact totals of these reversions will be available at the conclusion of the current
fiscal year'. Fund centers experiencing reversions are as follows:

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Office of Women's Health
Donated Dental Services
State Prostate Cancer
Cancer Registry
Minority Health Initiatives
Project Respect
HIV/ AlDS Services
Tests for Drug Affiliated Babies
State AIDS Education
Chronic Disease
WIC Supplement
MCH Supplement
TB Hospital Aid
Children With Special Health Car'e Needs
Minority Epidemiology
State Department of Health General Fund
2 North Meridian Street ~ Indianapolis, IN 46204

317,233.1325 tdd 317.233.5577
\ www.statehealth.in.gov

I prosperily
The Indiana State Department of Hea/ih supports Indiana's economic
and qualily of life by promoting, prolecling and providing for
the health of Hoosiers in their communities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medicare - Medicaid
Area Health Education Centers
Adoption Medical History
Newborn Screening
Radon Gas Tmst
Birth Problems Registry
Spinal Cord and Brain Injury
Weights and Measures
Motor Fuel Inspection Program
Breast and Cervical Cancer Program
Commlmity Health Centers

Fund Centers with no reversions arc:
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Breast Cancer
Sickle Cell Program
Local Health Maintenance
Tobacco Prenatal Substance Use & Prevention
Local Health Maintenance (Tmst)
Indiana Check-Up Immunization Plan

Employees are encouraged to identify possible saving ideas to management for consideration and
possible implementation. Constant efforts continue by agency staffto seek increased federal
funding where possible. In one instance, State laboratory drinking water testing fees were
implemented as allowed by statute (see enclosure).
I have also enclosed copies of correspondence and notices to the public as examplcs of agency
communication of these cutbacks.
In may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at your convenience.

Enclosures
cc:
Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.

Gqvernor

Judith A. Monroe, M.D.

Indiana State
De]2artment of Health

SIllie Health Commissioner

An ~qlJaJ Oppallunity EmplDyer

DATE: January 29, 2010
TO: PubliclPrivate Drinking Water Supplier:
I'ROM: Indiana State Department of Health Laboratories
SUBJECT: Changes to ISDH Fees for drinking water testing after review of services and fees.
The Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH) shares your commitment to ensuring clean drinking water for all
Hoosiers. Unfortunately, the rising costs of performing drinking water testing, including the expenses associated
with providing the sample collection and submission kits, have made it extremely challengiug for us to contiuue
to provide the general public and municipal drinking water suppliers with inexpensive testing (including
bacteriological, nitrate/nitrite, sodium and fluoride). After a careful review of our current fees, we have
dete'imined the best way for us to continue to serve the public, while also covering the costs associated with that
service, is to make the following adjustments in the fees for drinking water testing, effective Monday, April 5,
2010.
1) The fee for drinking water testing by the ISDH Laboratories for the parameters noted above will
increase to $10.00 per test (from the current $8.00 per test), An additional charge of $ 6,50 per order
for shipping and handling will als'o be incurred if the kits are shipped by the ISDH to the customer
iustead of in-person pickup at the ISDH Laboratories, MWlicipal water supplies and schools will not
be charged for fluoride testing,
2) All public water suppliers will now be subject to the $10,00 fee for each test except fluoride as
indicated in 1), This includes those registered with the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management (IDEM) as being owned and operated by a municipality, which previously were not
charged for the testing parameters noted above, *
3) Any repeat testing performed due to unacceptable water test results will require the submitter to
request the necessary additional kits and pay the same fees as for the initial testing, The same
exceptions noted in 1) apply here as welL
Checks or money orders should be made out to the Indiana State Department of Health and must be provided
when ordering or picking up the kits, The ISDH Water Test Kit Order form is available online at
http://www.in.govlisdh/24550.htm. Please contact Tom Cronau, Director, Environmental Microbiology Labor~t9ry
Division (317-921-5850) ortcronau@isdh.in.gov if you have any questions, We appreciate your cooperation.

* An exception to this change in rees will be.those water supplie~ who have been designated by the IDEM as a
Small System Lab Assistance Program (SSLAP) participant. The other exception is all state operated facilities,
such as State parks and reservoirs, Department of Correction facilities, State operated universities, and facilities
operated by the Indiana Department of Transportation,

2 North Meridian Street iii: IndianapOlis, IN 46204

317,233,1325 tdd 317.233,5577
www.statehealth.JI1,gov
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The Indiana Slate Department of Health supports Indiana's economic
prosperity and qualify of life by promoting, protecting and providing for
the health of Hoosiers in their communities.
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Barrett, Tami
FW: News Release: State Vital Reca,rds Office to be closed on Mondays

Subject:

The ISDH sent out this release statewide to the media this afternoon, All of our releases are available on the ISDH
Website at: www,statehealth,IN,gov:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Jennifer Dunlap
June 1,2010
317-233-7315

STATE VITAL RECORDS OFFICE TO BE CLOSED ON MONDAYS
INDIANAPOLIS - Effective Monday, June 7 the State Vital Records Office's walk-in service, located at 6 West
Washington Street in downtown Indianapolis, will be closed on Mondays, The public will continue to be able to
visit the walk-in service for copies of birth and death certificates from 9:00 a,m, to 2:00 p,m, Tuesday through
Friday each week,
"In the interest of saving taxpayer money through smarter, more efficient government practices, we took a hard
look at our hours of operation and decided to close on Mondays to realign our workforce and focus staff
resources on those days on processing Internet, fax, and mail requests as well as answering customer phone
calls," said State Registrar Erin Kellam, Esq,
According to Kellam, the State Vital Records Office's walk-in service gets about 200 visitors per week, of which
on average only 20-25 come in on a Monday,
Individuals born in Indiana can still get copies of birth and death certificates at the local health department for
the county in which they were born, or the county in which the death occurred. Hoosiers can also order birth
and death certificates online, by phone, or by mail 24/7, For more information, visit the Indiana State
Department of Health Website at: www.in.gov/isdh/20444.htm.
Most local health departments are open on Mondays, including the Marion County Health Department at 3838
North Rural Street in Indianapolis, Information on local health department vital records fees and hours of
operation are available on the Indiana State Department of Health Website at: www.in.gov/isdh/20422.htm.
###

Jennifer Dunlap, Director
Office of Public Affairs
Indiana State Department of Health
(317) 233-7315

www.statehealth.IN.gov
Don't Get the Flu, Don't Spread the Flu, Get Vaccinated Today,
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Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
Governor

Judith A Monrae, M.D•

. sta(e Health COmmiss;onef
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Indiana State
De12artment of Health
,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

June 11, 2009

As a result of~th\l' euttei:Jfstate of the economy, the CSHCS Program, along with other programs
throughout sta(eft,9Y~flJiD.\liit·is facing reductions in available {unding. As you may know, the
CSHCS ProgralnJI#m~liksupported by state monies aud a portion of Title V funds which also
snpport maternal 'lihifiJhild health. Therefore, we have had to make some tough decisions in au
effort to curb costs while maintilin1!lgthe broadest positive child health outcomes in the state.
The Children's Special Hea!thCare Services program wi'U continue to pay for travel reimbursement
, to the parent or guardian of th¢ under
or to the participant of age' for trips to approved
health care providers. '
reductions in the travel benefits will be
implemented. Mileage
' or roUnd trips) over 49 miles; however,
the 1"49 miles will not'be
alJowlihce will be one-half (1/2) of
'the amoUnt established by the Indiaua State
aud approved by the State
Budget Agency. Mileage will be
' travel dates on or after
7/1/09.
No other changes are being made to CSHCS family travel pollcY9rl'tbCedures. Please remember
that auyone requesting Travel Reimbursement must have filed (bne.~lro;e91l1y) a completed Indiaua
W9' ForrO and a DIrect Deposit Authorization Fonn. These forms liavilriow been combined into 1
new Vendor fuformation form, that has been used since 3/1/09. This new form should be used for
new submitters, or for those having a chauge in addfess or bauldng informatJq~W The new fonn can
be downloaded from the CSHCS web site at htlP:llwww.in.gov/isdhlI96il'iilitlh,;,llJj'd submitted to
'. " '"
CSHCS when completed.
'
We are sending this letter so that families will be informed about this chang¢ befof.e it beeomes
, effective, and will understaud the reasoning behind this reductiolL'
.
Thank you.
Children's Special Health Care Services Program (CSHCS)

",
SHAPE IN'DL\NA
WWW.INSHAP,E:.·IN.GOY 'i.' 800.43:;,),07·46

2 NarY, Meridlen Sireet;;; Indlenepall, IN 46204 <l!317.233. 1325" TOO 317,233.5577 <i\ www.sleleheallh.ln,gov
The Indiana Slate DepaHment 01 Health suppoHs Indiana's economiO prosperily and quality olli(e by promoting,
prolecting and providing (or Ihe health 01 Hoosiers In Ihelr communnies.
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Barrett. Tami
Subject:

FW: FSSA Contracts

Importance:

High

--------------From: Montgomery, Kristi
Sent: Wednesday, May OS, 2010 11:54 AM
To: 'Bob Louden'; 'Brian Revalee'; 'cflanary@concordindy,org'; 'dwater2809@aol.com'; 'gmanifold@aidsfortwayne,org';
'Jill Stowers'; 'Julie Foltz'; 'Kelli Fuller'; 'Kris Wise'; 'Leeah Hopper'; 'Michaelangelo McClendon'; 'scork@concordindy,org';
'TMorrisAP@aol.com'; 'Tom Bartenbach'; 'Tracy Huck'; 'Tris Rehfus'
Cc: Carney, Shawn; Upchurch, Meredith; Harris, Larry (ISDH)
Subject: FSSA Contracts
Importance: High
All Care Coordination

Managers~

Please be aware that the HIV Care Coordination Program will experience a significant reduction in funding in FY10-l1 which
begins July lSI, We are working to minimize the negative impact of the reduction, but it is likely that decreases in grant awards
will be necessary. To prepare, please let us know immediately if you currently have or are expecting any staff vacancies.
We will keep you abreast of the situation as we learn more. If you have questions related to this e-mail, please direct them to

me. Thank you.
Kristi Montgomery, MSW, LSW
HIV Care Coordination Program Manager
ISDH, Division of HIV/STD

(317) 233-7971
(317) 233-7663 Fax
kmontgom@isdh,in,gov
From: Management, Contracts
Sent: Friday, April 30, 2010 4:09 PM
To: Management, Contracts
Subject: FSSA Contracts
To all fSSA vendors,
This email is for informational purposes, and no response is necessary.
As a valued vendor of services for Family Social Services Administration (FSSA) of the State of Indiana we want to make you aware of
budget restraints that may affect you through contract reductions, As we are sure you are aware, the State of Indiana has faced a
significant decrease in revenue over the past year. Because of this, Governor Daniels has called on all state agencies to further
reduce their spending.
All FSSA spending is being evaluated for potential cost savings, and as a result many contracts may have forthcoming reductions. We
are grateful for your willingness to provide quality services to the citizens of Indiana through your agreements with FSSA, and
appreciate your understanding during these difficult times.

confidentiality Notice: This E-Mail transmission may contain confidential or legally privileged information that is Intended only for the individual or entity named in
the E-Mail address. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or reliance upon the contents of this E-Mail
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this E-Mail transmission in error, please reply to the sender, so a rrangernents can be made for proper delivery, and then
delete the message from your system. Thank you.

State of Indiana
senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Business (317) 232-9849
Toll Free: (BOO) 382-9467
Email: S40@iga.in,gov

Senate
Committees:
Insurance & Financial Institutions
Health & Provider Services
Rules & Legislative Procedure, R.M.M.
Joint Rules

June 1,2010
Loren Robe1tson
Department of Health
2 North Meridan Street Room 2N02403
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Mr. Robertson:
As you may be aware, there is a growing concern among members of the General Assembly and
the public about the lack of transparency that now surrounds spending decisions by our state
government.
Specifically, I have been informed by the State Budget Director that a comprehensive list of
budget reductions implemented by the Executive Branch is not available. Upon his suggestion, I
am directing my request to each agency for infornlation on program cuts and how the amounts of
the cuts were determined.
Please provide the following by June 22,2010:
1. A list of your agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions for FY
2010 and 2011 by program
2. Thc methodology used to determine how cuts are made
3. Implementation dates of all budget cuts and persOlmellayoffs
4. Expected reversions to date by program
5. Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program
Thank you for your prompt attention to this request. I look forward to receiving your response
and the information requested.
Respectfully,

#~

Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

STATE

o

David Lott Hardy

INDIANA

Chairman

INDIANA UTILITY REGULATORY COMMISSION
101 W. WASHINGTON STREET, SUITE 1500 EAST
INDIANAPOLIS, lNDIANA46204-3407

dlhardy@urc.in.gov
Office: (317) 232·2702
Facsimile: (317) 232-6758

June 22, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Re: IURC Budget Reduction
Dear Senator Simpson,
This is a response to your request for ioformation on the actions taken to reduce the
IURC's budget. The Commission bas been mindful of the current fiscal situation and has done its
best to maiotaio a high quality of service despite monetary reductions to

it~

operational budget. I

will address the five areas of interest specified in your June 1,2010 letter and provide additional
background on the Commission's focus and duties,
The Commission is an administrative court that hears evidence in cases filed before it and
makes decisions based on evidence presented in those cases. The Commission acts in the public
interest by assuring that the jurisdictional utilities (electric, gas, water and telecom) provide safe
and reliable service at a reasonable cost. This important and complex responsibility is our only
focus andlor program; therefore, our approach to the budget reduction mandates may well differ
from the approaches taken by the general fund agencies.
The lURC cannot make specific budget cuts to programs, nor has it discharged
employees to "make budget."

The primary expense of the IURC's operation is tied to

headcount; 80% of the budget is in personnel costs. As you may be aware, the agency is funded
by a fee paid by the regulated utilities, not the general fund. Therefore, the reduction in costs of
operation is not returned to the genera! fund, but to the utilities. Because of our structure, much
like a court, our caseload and overall quantity of work varies greatly and is based primarily on

I

.

the number of petitions brought to us by the regulated utilities. Typically, difficult economic
times dramatically increase the Connnission's workload, and this downtnm has had that result.
While we have attempted to identify how to do more with less, we have not made fonnal
program cuts. We have, however, done numerous things to achieve budget savings such as:
instituting a pay freeze, leaving vacant unfilled positions longer than normal, scrutinizing
expenditures and reducing out-of-state travel. Although we have implemented these changes, the
Connnission's ability to perform its core responsibilities has not been visibly impacted.
It is too soon to determine our reversions with certainty for the 2010 fiscal year.

However, we can say with confidence that end of the year reversions to be credited back to the
utilities that pay the utility fee will be significantly more than the $5,000 reverted by the IURC
last year. The additional funds have been accumulated partially through increased spending
scrutiny, but mostly due to vacant positions.
Should you have any questions about the infonnation provided in this letter, please
contact me at 317-232-2702.

Sincerely,

Chairman

I

INDIANA STATE BOARD OF ANIMAL HEALTH

Office. of the St<;lte Veterinarian
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Bret D. Marsh, DVM, State Veterinarian

805 Be<;lchway Drive, Suite 50
In~ianapolis, IN 411224-7785
Phone: 317/227-0300
Fax: 317/227-0330

June 18, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
. Bloomington, 47404-8935

Dear Senator Simpson,
I received your request for information on budget reductions implemented by the Indiana State
Board of Animal Health.
Like all state agencies, the Indiana State Board of Animal Health (BOAR) has been.affected by
lagging state revenues. BOAR has responded to the fiscal challenge in several ways.
BOAR has reduced spending by:
1. Delaying or foregoing purchases for such items such as automobiles, equipment and
office supplies.
2. Reducing out-of-state travel.
3. Evaluating technology needs and use and reducing or delaying computer and other
technology purchases.
4. Carefully evaluating personnel vacancies and only filling essential positions.
Eliminating employee raises. Eliminating paid summer internships.
5. BOAR has reduced its office lease expense going foreword by moving the BOAR
office to a new location in April 201 O. The new location is smaller and less expensive
resulting in a greater than 50% reduction in BOAR's monthly lease expense, a
savings of$9,168.62 per month.
BOAH has reorgauized the meat and poultry inspection program. The BOAH Meat and Poultry
Inspection Program (MPIP) had been working with meat and poultry plants to implement
efficierlCy measures in the state inspection program for several years. Beginning in January 2010,
the BOAH MPIP was challenged with a reduction in state funding and a corresponding reduction
in federal funding. BOAR responded to the reduced funding reality by:
1. Working with plants to consolidate work requiring inspection to the fewest number of
days and hours possible to allow for efficient use of inspection personnel between
plants.
2. No longer providing inspection service for custom or other work that does not require
official state inspection. BOAR continues to provide inspection when required, but
only when required.
Safeguarding Indiana's animals, food supply and citizens for over 100 years.
An equal opportunity employer.

I

'

.After excellent cooperation and much input from the meat ptocesSmg indUstry, HoOsier liveStock
producers and other interested persons, BOAR was able to design a pian to oVf:rhauitbe Meat
and Poultry IllSpection Program to reduce expenses. The MPIPpian preservl's a viables\ate. inspection program with a high priority on food safety while stipporting valuecadded, lodmy
produced food networks. Regrettably, the plan has resulted in the elimination of 19 positions in
the MPIP program including laying off 12 staff in April of this year.
Enclosed please find additional information regarding the BOAR efforts, including a copy of a
January 2010 notice sent to a11legislators about changes in the meat and poultry inspection
program. We will not know the results of these efforts until we close out the fiseaiyear and are
able to analyze our year end reports. Because the reorganization of the meat and poultry program
and moving the BOAR office occurred late in the fiscal year, most of the savings from those
changes will not be realized until the next fiscal year.
Please contact me ifyoll have further questions or concerns:
Sincerely,

Bret D. Marsh, D.V.M.
. State Veterinarian

INDIANA STATE BOARD OF ANIMAL HEALTH

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., G.overnor
Bret D. Marsh, DVM, State Veterinarian

Office 'of the State Veterinarian
805 Beachway Drive,Suite 50
Indianapolis, IN 46224'7785
Ph o ne:-317/22?".0300
Fax: 317/227-0330

January 6,2010

. Dear Meat and Poultry Plant Owner,
For several years the Indiana State Board of AniInaJ. Health (BOAR) Meat and Poultry
Inspection Program (MPIP) has lileenworking With you to jmplement effj.ciency measures in the
state inspection program. Much has been accomplished. The MPIP is now providing inspection
service With one-third fewer employees than when the program was moved to BOAR in 1996,
while at the same time the number of state inspected plants has increased. AB we enter 2010 the
MPIP is at another crossroads. During the last two years state revenues have declined at a rapid
rate. The State of Indiana is taking all necessary action to deal With the funding decline. State
funding for the MPIP is being reduced by 50 percent for the fiscal year beginning July!,
2010, Because the MPIP is funded with a 50 percent federal match, BOAR will also lose 50
percent of the federal money for the MPIP. The total reduction is nearly $2 million dollars.
BOAR is preparing a plan to accomplish this goal. BOAR must begin to implement the
plan immediately in order to meet this goal. It is critical that theMPIP significantly reduce
expenditures to respond to the reduction in funding. Without substantial changes, there is a
real risk that the program will be terminated.
In response to the reduced funding reality, BOAR Will be forced to reduce its inspection and
support staff. With changes in MPIP staffing, BOAR Will not be able to maintain the current
level of inspection sefvice. MPIP will no longer be able to provide inspection serviCe for
cnstom or other work that does not require offIcial state inspection. Inspection will be
provided only when required. Each plant must consolidate work requiring inspection to the
fewest number of days and hours possible. These days or parts of days will be the official stateinspected slaughter and processing days and times for your facility. All other times Will be
custom slaughter and exempt processing times. The enclosed sheet describes the different
inspection status options for meat ind poultry plants.
The MPIP must implement changes effective immediately and MPIP expects all plants to
have implemented the changes not latcr than February 15, 2010. BOAll will accelerate its
use of inspection staff at more than one plant to efficiently utilize resources and therefore will
have to change the dates and times inspection is offered to each plant. The MPIP Area
Supervisors will consult With each plant when establishing the new inspection schedule. The
MPIP will likely not be able to accommodate every reqllest for service.

Safeguarding Indiana's animals, food supply and citizens for over 100 years.
An equal opportunity employer and provider.

.

I

Please contact Dr. James Scott, Director of the Meat and Poultry Inspection Program if you have
any questions. Dr. Scott may be reached by calling 317-227-0359 or by email at
iascott@boah.in.gov.
. Sincerely,

~~
. Bret D. MaJ."sI\.:OVlY!..·. . . . J .
Iruji\IM~tat9V~W~

.

S.;R. ~cott, DVM
gtor, Meat an~ Poultry Inspection
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INDIANA STATEE'lOARD OF ANIMAL HEALTfi

"

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Stet D., MarSh. DVM, State Veterinarian

Office of the State Veterinarian
805 Beachway Drive, Suite 50
Indianapolis~ IN 46224·7785
Phone: 3111227-0300
Fax: 3171227-0330

LICi!:NSINGREQUIREMENTS 8> OPTIONS FOR MEAT 8> POULTRY FACILITiEs
January 6, 2010
Federal Inspection: Establishments conduct operations unller a grant of inspection from USDA's Food
Safety and li1spection Service. Federal establishments may ship product to other states and countries. Plants
interested in federal inspection should contact the USDA FSIS Chicago Office lit 630-620-7474.
indiana Official EstablisJunents:Permanently locate4 facilities where liVestock anl, slaughtered and
processed UIlder a Grant of Inspection from the Meat & Poultry Inspection Division ofBOAH.
'
Inspectedslaug;hter-facilities are where livestock are slaughtered. Products from the carcasses are
..capable ofuse as human food and are eligible for sale or distribution within the state. Thesefacilities
mu.st be operated in complianCe with Sanitation Perforinance Standards, SSOP,andHACCPregulations.
"Inspected processing facilities prepare meat and/or poultry prodUCts capable for use as human fuod for
, sale distribution within fuestate; Products are eligible to beat the mark ofinspectiou. These faCilities
must be operated in compliance with Sanitation Performance Standards, SSOP, and HACCP regulations.,' '

ot

: i'

Jiidiana CU"toni SlaiIghter and Processing Facilities: Facilities where livestoi;k are slaughtered and
, prOcess&! without offiCial inspection as a service for-the anhnal oWner. Anhnals or mea1icatcasses are
delivered to the cu.stoni siaughteroperator by the owner ,arid the products ;;re returned to the oWner for'
,consumptiou by the OWDtlf, his/her family, employees, and non-payinggueirrs. '
,CuiltomSlaughter facilities: C)lStom-slaughtered carcasses must be marked "Not for Sale" and
identified with the oWhiir'sname unmediatelyupon preparation (this muansprior to enterlng the i:atcass
,eaoler after slaughter). The custilmslaughter of dead ordying anima1sis not allowed. The custom plant
milst comply with product adulteration. labelipg, and record keeping requiiementS lind most Sanitation
Performance Standard regulations.
'
,
'
,
"Custom processing facilities: Custom~prepared products must be markl'li "Not for Sale". The identity of
the owner mlist be'maintained with the product until detiveredback to the owner. The cust?m'plant must
comply withproduct'adulteration, labeling; and record keeping requirements lind most Sanitation
Performance Standar4 regulations. If CUStom opera\ions are conducted in an official establis~ent, all
parts ofthe SSOI,' If'guUitions apjJly.
'
'"
l'

.

.

.'

..

'

..

'~,"

, Retail Exemption: Retail stores niayprqiaie inSpected and passed meat lind nieat prodilCts for Sale to '
, conSUnierS,iritended for off.premi~es consumption'in normal retail quantities, without BOAR inspection.
Retail stores may only conduct usual'and traditional retail oPerations'lind must label the product Retail stores
'may Iiot slaughter anbnals or process caimedproducts. Retail Stores may not sell to anyone persoli an
alllount in excess of a ncib'liiil retail quantity, A retail Store may not sell to other retail stores for reSale, but
Ihnited qmintities of
product may be sold to hotels, restaUrants, andinstitntions (HRI). Retail opetations
are inspected by the IOcai hi:lalth deplirtment under the authority ofthe Indiana Food Code. Retail "!Dres may
be located in inSpected ,or custom faCilities;
,
,

raw

Wild game processors: Exempt from BOAR inspection requirements. Wild game may be processed at
official or custom establishments if the wild gJUIle is sll!1igIiteredand processed separately frOm livestock
, prodncts and insanitary cOnditions are not created. Meat frani livestock may be added to the wild game only
if it is from an inspected source, or ifit is provided by the owner of the wild game and the finishe4 product is
treaied as a custom ("uot 'for SlIle") product ' '
'
,

safeg~arCli~g InI!iaml's animals, food supply and citizens for over160yeats.
,

An equal opp<lrtunily employer.
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INDIANA STATE BOARD OF ANIMAL HEALTH

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Bret D. Marsh, DVM, State Veterinarian

Office of the State Veterinarian
805 Beachway Drive, Suite 50
Indianapolis, IN 46224-7785
Phone: 317/227-0300
Fax: 317/227-0330

ANIMAL INDUSTRY ADVISORY
Information For Livestock Producers About Changes to
Indiana's Meat & Poultry Inspection Program
(15 January 2010)
Due to a steep decline in incoming revenue, the State of Indiana has directed all state agencies to reduce
spending beginning immediately. The Indiana State Board of Animal Health (BOAH) has been directed to
cut the Meat and Poultry Inspection Program (MPIP) by 50 percent for the 2011 fiscal year, which begins July
1. The end result will be a reduction to MPIP of $2 million.
As a result, BOAH must make significant changes to the program. The agency is working closely with the
industry to find solutions to reach the budget target, while maintaining a Viable, effective state-based inspection
system. As a livestock andlor poultry producer, these changes may impact your business. This Q&A sheet aims
to address some concerns,
Q: What is being asked of plants?
A: Because BOAH will be forced to reduce its inspection and support staff, the agency will not be able to
maintain current inspection levels. MPIP will no longer be able to provide inspection service for work that does not
require official state inspection, Each plant must consolidate work requiring inspection to the fewest number of
days and hours possible. These times will be the official state-inspected slaughter and processing times for that
facility. All other times will be custom-exempt times, during which products will not be produced for sale. This
could result in significant schedule changes at some facilities, Future industry growth initiatives could be
significantly curtailed by BOAH's lack of resources to provide more inspection.

Q: How willi know what changes are being made at my plant?
A: You should contact your state-inspected plant to inquire about what the facility's management intends to do to
adapt to MPIP changes, At the very least, your plant-of-choice will likely have a slaughter schedule change, Be
sure to ask about the facility's inspection status, In addition to maintaining a reduced state-inspected program,
your local plant has the option to move into the federal (USDA) system, which allows clients to continue to resell
meat and poultry products, If your plant moves to the custom-exempt option, products produced from that facility
cannot be sold.
Q: Can I still sell my meat or meat products to others?
A: Products processed at state-inspected facilities, if properly labeled, may be sold, As always, products
produced at custom-exempt facilities may not be sold or given awayfdonated. These products come from the
facility labeled "Not for Sale". These items may be consumed only in your home, by you and your non-paying
guests.
Q: When willi start to notice changes at my local plant?
A: Changes are already beginning at some facilities, The 50 percent reduction plan must be in place before the
end of the current state fiscal year,

Q: If I can no longer resell products from my local plant, how do I locate another state- or federalinspected facility?
A: BOAH can help identify facilities that offer the services you need; call: 1-877-747-3038 x,355 or email:
animalhealth@boah,in,gov ,

Safeguarding Indiana's animals, food supply and citizens for over 100 years.
An equal opportunity employer and provider.

From: Valentine, Anne [mailto:AValentine@gov.IN.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 27,2010 11:00 AM
To: #AII Legislators
Cc: Jeff Papa; Julie Halbig; Patrick Cunningham; Laura Bauman
Subject: Information regarding Meat & Poultry Inspections
January 27, 2010

For Your Information
- Governor Daniels

Dear Members of the General Assembly,
I understand many of you have received inquiries regarding meat and poultry inspections and wanted to
provide the information below.
Sincerely,
Anne Valentine
Legislative Director
Office of Governor Mitch Daniels

(317) 234-4743
ava Ie ntine@gov.in.gov

Meat and Poultry Inspections
•

In early January, the Board of Animal Health notified stakeholders that the state meat and
poultry inspection program funding would be reduced by $2 million. This is in line with cuts
taking place across state government because of lagging state revenues. The reductions include
$1 million in state general funds and $1 million in matching federal monies. $1 million in state
general funds and $1 million in federal matching monies will still be dedicated to maintaining
the state inspection program and the economic benefits it offers animal agriculture.

•

BOAH will reduce the number of inspectors but remains committed to maintaining an efficient,
quality state inspection program which meets federal reqUirements. To that end,.it is working
with slaughter and processing facilities throughout the state to assess their needs and develop a
new approach for use of inspectors' time.

•

For years, inspections were performed for slaughter beyond the requirements set forth by
USDA. BOAH will be adjusting schedules to maintain a high level of food safety, while optimizing
available state resources.

•

With.fewer inspectors, BOAH is discussing how efficiencies can be made on a plant-by-plant,
employee-by-employee basis. The initial response has been very cooperative. To maintain a
state inspection program through difficult economic times requires the cooperation of facilities
to find better and more efficient ways to schedule inspections.

•

The alternative, which BOAH is trying to avoid, is ending the state program and relying only on
federal inspections, if available.

•

Of the 134 slaughter and/or processing facilities in the state, 34 currently operate completely
custom or exempt, which means inspections are not required for each slaughter. The other 100
facilities are evenly split between official inspection (slaughter and processing) and processingonly facilities.

BOAR Issues Newsletter (4-8-10)
Meat & Poultry
DUE TO lagging state revenues, in January, BOAH was instructed to cut 50 percent of the
budget from the MPIP ($1 million of the $2 million Indiana spends on the program, which would
result in the same loss of federal matching dollars). After many meetings with industry, agency
inspection staff and intensive reviews of slaughter records, BOAH determined that MPIP could
not operate as a viable program with half the current funding. Ever-increasing federal standards,
food safety priorities, and industry sector operating needs could not be met. Ultimately, through
negotiations with the state's Budget Office, BOAH was able to reorganize the division to allow a
25 percent reduction in the state's funds. (Likewise, federal funds will drop by 25 percent,
because this operates on a 50-50 matching dollars agreement. Ultimately, the $4 million
program will lose nearly $1 million totaL) As a result, MPIP staff will be reduced by one-third by
the end of the 2010 fiscal year. State-inspected plants have been operating under the recently
revised schedules for several weeks now.

I

I

I

Haynes, Gary
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Derrer, Denise
Wednesday, March 24, 2010 2:13 PM
#ALL BOAH Personnel; #BOAH FSIS
BOAH RELEASE: New Address, Phone Numbers After BOAH Move 3/29

Importance:

High

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Denise Derrer, Public Information Director, 317-227-0308
(after Mar. 29: 317-544-2414)

New Address & Phone Number for BOAH; Expect Brief Service Interruption
INDIAN POLIS (24 March 2010)-Beginning Monday, March 29, the Indiana State Board of Animal Health will have a new
mailing/shipping address, as well as telephone numbers.
The new address will be:
4154 N Keystone Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46205
As part of on-going cost-saving measures, the Central Office for BOAH will be moving on Friday, March 26. Citizens can
expect interruption to phone service during that day.
Beginning March 29, the new main telephone number for BOAH will be 317-544-2400.
The fax number will be 317-542-1415.
Cellular phone numbers for all staff will remain the same, with no service interruption during the move.

Contact guidance during the move, Friday, March 26 through Monday, March 29:
•

The existing BOAH phone and fax numbers will be disabled early Friday morning. Voicemail will not likely be
available until much later in the day, after the phone system is physically moved.

•

The toll-free line, 877-747-3038, will be available throughout the day for essential needs.

•

Clients may contact staff via their cellular phones throughout that period.

•

All individual BOAH phone extensions will be changing. Beginning Monday, March 29, old individual phone
numbers will have forward notifications, for those who dial the old numbers for approximately 30 days. A phone
directory will be available at the BOAH website at www.boah.in.gov.Click on What's New?

•

During the move, Central Office staff will have limited access to email/internet.

•

The regular toll-free Meat and Poultry Inspection Program assistance line will be available, as usual during
regular business hours during the move.

The new BOAH shipping/mailing address will be available soon. (BOAH is awaiting a suite designation for the building to
be approved.)
Denise Derrer
1
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Mitchel! E, Danie!s, Jr" Governor
State of Indiana
"People
Iwlping people

[JUliana Family allll Social Sel'vicesAilmillistl'atioll
402 W.

WASHINGTO~I

STREET, P.O, BOX 7083
tNDIANAPOUS, IN -16207,7083

[lotp

themselves"

Anne

W~llcnnann

Murphy, Secretary

June 22, 201 0
Dear Senator Simpson)

Thank you for your letter dated June I" requesting information on budget reductions made by tbe Family
and Social Services Administmtion (PSSA), FSSA serves as a last resort for many Hoosiers seeking help
and wilh that in mind, we havc worked 10 maintain vital services to the neediest of our State, while
making reductions in order to remain fiscally sound, Throughout the process, we have continued to
release information to keep those-affected by the changcs informed, Enclosed you will nnd multiple
cOll1l1lUllications to every group that has been or will be afleeted by FSSA's cuts, public notices of rule
changes, and media coverage across the State.
These documents represent aliI' commitment to transparetlcy; however, they do not reflect the many
phone calls and meetings that PSSA slaff have conducted with groups afleeted by impending cuts,
During these tough nnancial times, we have had to prioritize and protect funding in order to provide
coverage and assistance to the unprecedented numbers of citizens enrolling in our government assistance
programs, There are 1,2 million Hoosiers enrolled in services at Ihis time, It has been necessary to
reduce funding for other programs and services in order to serve ti1c...:;c individuals,
While it has been necessary {o reduce spending for some programs, we have a1::;o taken steps intel'nl:llty to
I'educe the need to implement cuts and reductions afleeting clients, We have len vacant positions untlllcd,
imposed trnvel restrictions, reduced state owned vehicles) co-located off1ces and forced reductions in non~
direct cure vendor contracts,
FSSA continues to serve the neediest Hoosie,.s to the best or our ability as we await economic recovery,
Our clients ean have confidence in the fael that we will continue to find ways to provide quality services
to as many citizens as we can, Meanwhile, taxpayers can have confidence that we are continually looking
for ways to reduce our budget to prevent the large deticits that many slates around the country arc now
f.1eillg, We arc fortunate that Indiana is not facing nearly the same budget dellcit, due in large pari to the
tough decisions that we, as a State, have had to make,
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to yonI' letter and provide you the dctails on PSSA's budget
reductions,
Sinc9fe"}?,
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State of Indiana
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To:
From:
Re:
Date:

DivisioJl of Dis(tbility (tlld Rehabilitative Services
402 W, WASHINGTON STREET, P,O, BOX 7083
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46207-7083
1-800-545-7763

Consumers, providers and stakeholders who support Individuals with disabilities
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitation Services
VRS Rate Change Implementation
April 14, 2010

The priority ofthe Bureau of Rehabilitation Services {BRS}, a program of the Division of Disability and
Rehabilitative Services {DDRS}, is to support the health and welfare of individuals with disabilities in
Indiana, Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS), a program of BRS, provides quality, individualized
services to enhance and support people with disabilities to prepare for, obtain or retain employment,
Due to the current state of the economy, all state agencies are reviewing internal and external
expenditures to determine potential cost savings, inciuding contracts, administrative costs and service
fees,
Despite numerous internal changes, VRS is unable to close the existing budget gap without including
cilent services, In addition to other cost-saving measures, beginning on May 1, 2010, VRS will implement
rate reductions to all client services offered through employment vendors,
The services affected include:
•

Tier 1 and Tier 2 Result Based Funding {RBF} milestones will be reduced by 10%,

•

Hourly supported employment, job placement and community based work evaluations rates will
be reduced by 10%,

•

Work experience rates and the work experience development fees will no longer be purchased,

VRS will proactively continue to evaluate client service rates as our state's economy changes,
Additional Resources:
•
•

DDRS Website: www,DDRS,IN,gov
DDRS Bulletin Archive: http:Uwww,IN,gov/fssa/ddrs/3350,htrn

•
•

VRS Website: www,VRS,IN,gov
Help line by Phone: 1-800-545-7763
Reference 1# B0052oo90414
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1.800·545·776J

TO:

Consumers receiving Caregiver Support services, families, providers, and other stakeholders
who support individuals with disabilities in Indiana

FROM:

Peter Bisbecos, DDRS Director

RE:

Caregiver Support Services

DATE:

February 15, 2010

The priority of the Bureau of Developmental Disabilities Services (BDDS), a program of the Division of
Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS), is to support the health and welfare of individuals with
disabilities in Indiana. In July 2007, BDDS introduced Caregiver Support services, a program funded by
100% state dollars. This service is designed to provide temporary relief to caregivers of Individuals with
developmental disabilities, who are not receiving any other services. Since Its inception, we have been
able to provide support to over 800 individuals with Caregiver Supports, however, due to an
overwhelming response we are very close to reaching our state's annual budget capacity for this service.

To ensure we do not exceed the state's budget for this service the following changes apply:
•

Effective immediately. and until June 30. 2010:
Providers of Caregiver Support services will only be reimbursed for services prior to the date of
this bulletin.

•

Effective State Fiscal Year 2011 (July 1. 2010 to June 30. 2011):
Should budget approval occur forth is service, Individuals who would like services for fiscal year
2011, should go to their district BDDS office on or after July 01, 2010. Should funds become
available, services will be offered on a first come first serve basis.

Within the next few days, BDDS will be mailing this bulletin to individuals with currently approved
budgets for Caregiver Support Services. Please direct questions or concerns to your local BODS office or
contact us through the following DDRSjBDDS resources:
•
•
•
•

DDRS Website: http://www.ddrs.IN.gov
DDRS Bulletin Archive: http://www.IN.gov/fssa/ddrs/3350.htm
BODS Help Line by E-mail: BDDSHelp@fssa.IN,gov
BODS Help Line by Phone: (317) 232-7820 or 1-(888)·545·7763

Thank you.
Reference" BDOS2009021S
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TO:

DIVISION OF DISABILITY AND IWFlAIiILlTATIVE Slil/VICES
402 \y, Washingloll Street, P.O. Box 7083
indimwpolis, IN 46207-7083
1·800·545·7763

Providers of Developmental Disabilities Waiver Services and Stakeholders who
Support Individuals with Disabilities in Indiana

FROM:

Peter Bisbecos, DDRS Director

DATE:

October 2, 2009

RE:

Clarification of New Services Included in 2009 DO Waiver Renewal, Billing Codes
and Grandfathering of Current Providers

On September 29, 2009, the Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS) announced
the recent approval of the Developmental Disabilities (DO) Waiver Renewal application by the
Centers of Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). The bulletin summarized the primary
changes to the DO Waiver, effective October 1, 2009. As indicated in the summary, there are
five (S) new services in the renewed DO Waiver, listed below with their INsite codes:
•

Electronic Monitoring (EM1, EM2, EM3, EM4)

•

Facility Based Support (FBS)

•

Intensive Behavioral Intervention (fBIl, !B12)

•

Transportation (TRNO)

•

Workplace Assistance (WPA)

Before these new services can be provided to waiver participants, we must update our systems
to reflect the new services with appropriate billing codes, rates and units. Thereafter,
consumers and their Individualized Support Teams will be able to update their Person-Centered
Services Planners and their Plan of Care/Cost Comparison Budget (POC/CCB) to add these
services if desired.
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Service codes and unit billing rates will continue to appear on .the approved Plan of Care/Cost
Comparison Budget (CCB) as well as the Notice of Action issued based upon that approval.

Regarding approval to provide Workplace Assistance, Transportation, and/or Facility Based
Support services:
•

Currently approved providers of Residential Habilitation and Support (RHS), Facility
Based Habilitation, Community Based Habilitation and/or Supported Employment
Follow-Along services who are in good standing with DDRS will be granted preliminary
approval to be grandfathered in as providers of the newly defined Workplace Assistance
and/or Transportation services.

•

Currently approved providers of Facility Based Habilitation and/or Prevocational
Services who are in good standing with DDRS will be granted preliminary approval to be
grandfathered in as providers of the new Facility Based Support service.

•

All preliminary approvals are contingent upon the final decision ofthe Community
Residential Facilities Council (CRFC).

•

Preliminary approvals proposed by DDRS will be presented to the CRFC for
consideration during their next monthly meeting of October 15, 2009.

•

All currently approved providers for whom preliminary approvals are being
recommended by DDRS to the CRFC will be notified via a separate communication.

•

Only after formal approval by the CRFC will a DDRS-recommended provider appear on
the pick list for these new services.

•

In the event that a recommended agency does not wish to render Facility Based
Support, Workplace Assistance and/or Transportation Services, notification letters will
also contain a response form that may be completed by the provider agency and
returned to the DDRS Provider Relations to request an exemption from this
grandfathering process for any or all new services marked by the provider on their
completed response form.

•

Completion of the response form is not necessary when a notified provider chooses to
pursue the grand fathering approval of the CRFC.

.

i

Regarding approval to provide Electronic Monitoring (EM) and/or Intensive Behavioral
Intervention (IBI) services:
•

There will be DQ grandfathered approvals for the new service Intensive Behavioral
Intervention (IBI).

•

Currently approved service providers desiring to add Electronic Monitoring and/or 161 to
th.eir repertoire of services must submit a proposal to DDRS Provider Relations.

•

An extended enrollment period is being offered for existing providers who are
interested in adding the new services of Electronic Monitoring and/or IBI to their
repertoire.

•

The deadline for submitting these proposals to the DDRS Provider Relations has been
extended by a full month and now ends at close of business November 2, 2009.

•

Potential providers who are not yet approved by DDRS and the CRFC to render DD
Waiver services must attend a provider orientation prior to submitting applications and
proposals to provide any of the new or other pre-existing DD Waiver services.

•

The next provider orientation is scheduled for December 1, 2009. For more information
about the provider enrollment process or to register to attend orientation, go online to
http://www.in.gov/fssa/ddrs/2644.htm.

The recently approved DO Waiver Renewal application is available at:
•
•

http://www.in.gov/fssa/files/lDD Waiver Renewal l00109.pdf
DD Waiver Service descriptions, definitions, documentation standards, and activities

allowed and not allowed begin at the bottom of page 58. Services appear in the order
listed under the Waiver Services Summary chart on page 59.

DDRS Resources
please direct any questions or concerns you may have to:
•

DORS Website: http://www.ddrs.lN.gov

•

DORS Bulletin Archive: http://wwwJn.gov/fssa/ddrs/3350.htm

•

BODS Help Line, E-mail: BDDSHelp@fssa.in.gov

•

BODS Help Lines, Phone: (317) 234-5222 or 1-(888)-545-7763

Thank you.

Reference #: BDDS20091002
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To:

Consumers, providers and stakeholders who support individuals with disabilities

From: The Division of Disability and Rehabilitation Services, Bureau of Developmental
Disabilities and Bureau of Quality Improvement Services
Re:

Crisis Management and BQIS Outreach Services

Date: June 7, 2010

Due to budget constraints, the Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS)
announces the discontinuation of Crisis Management Services and Outreach Services through
its contracted vendors,
Effective immediately, Meridian Services and A, W. Holdings, LLC, will no longer partner with
DDRS to conduct Crisis Management Services, This includes in-person technical assistance,
make out-of-home placements, or provide follow-along consultations, The vendors will
continue to provide consultations through their 24 houri 7 day per week crisis phone line
through June 30, 2010, If additional assistance is needed, please contact your local Bureau of
Developmental Disabilities Office, A complete listing is available online at
http://www,in,gov(fssa/files/BDDS,pdf or you may call 1-800-545-7763 for assistance,
DDRS is gathering input from FSSA's Division of Mental Health and Addiction (DMHA) and the
Dual Diagnosis Task Force to develop a long term comprehensive strategy for providing crisis
management services, More information will be made available prior to July 1, 2010,
Also effective immediately, Outreach Services, a program ofDDRS' Bureau of Quality
Improvement Services (BQIS), will no longer take individual-specific referrals or provide inperson training. DDRS is in the process of Identifying how to continue providing the seating
clinics,
A complete Jist of Outreach Fact Sheets and Reminders are available online at
www.in.gov/fssa/ddrs/3948.htm. Additionally, Outreach Services will continue to post
important updates and resources online at www.DDRSOutreach,in.gov.

\Wl'NJN·90v/fssa
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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402 W. WASHINGTON STREET, P.O. BOX 7083
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46207-7083
1-800-545-7763

TO:

Families, providers, and stakeholders who support individuals with disabilities in
Indiana

FROM:

Julia Holloway, DDRS Deputy Director and Chief of Staff

DATE:

April 15, 2010

RE:

Changes to Autism, DD and Support Service Waivers Reimbursement Rates

The priority of the Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS) Is to support the
health and welfare of individuals with disabilities in Indiana. To accomplish this goal, we must
make practical decisions and maintain fiscal responsibility to be able to continue to meet the
needs of our program participants during these harsh economic times.
We last announced a change to our waiver rate structure on November 24, 2008
(http://www.in.gov/fssa/files/RHS BULLETIN OA20081124 - Final.pdf). Due to the current
state of the economy, all state agencies are reviewing Internal and external expenditures to
determine potential cost savings, including contracts, administrative costs and service fees.
DDRS has responded with a number of cost saving measures, Including a reduction or
elimination of various service contracts and savings from the co-location of our Bureau of
Developmental Disabilities Services (BDDS) and Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS) offices.
BeginningJune 1, 2010, the rates listed below will be in effect for Residential Habilitation
Services (RHSl and RHS2), Respite Services, Facility Habilitation (Individual), and Community
Habilitation (Individual). The November 24, 2008 announcement outlines the rules for the use
of these services; those rules remain unchanged.
RHS 1 (under 35 hours/week)

$23.24/Hour

RHS 2 (over 35 hours/week)

$19,52/Hour

Respite Services

$23.24/Hour

Facility Habilitation (Individual)

$23.24/Hour

Community Habilitation (Individual)

$23.24/Hour

VfflW.!N.gov/fssa
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

Once implemented, these new rates will be reflected in the appropriate budgets and
allocations; however, this will not result in a reduction of service hours. For example; a
consumer currently receiving 200 hours 'of service will continue receive 200 hours of service
after the rate change.
Together, over the previous five years we have brought over 4,200 people on to waivers
without significant budget Increases. Today's economic environment creates significant
challenges for us all. Going forward, DDRS will continue to search for ways to reduce spend
without impacting services. We welcome your suggestions in this endeavor.
Thank you.

Reference U: BD20100415
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Division of Melita/Health allii Addictioll
402W. WASHINGTON STREET, ROOMW353
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 45204-2739

317-232-7800
FI\X:317-233-3472
Anne Waltermann Murphy, Secretary

October 26, 2009
Ms. Theresa Stratton
. Tam Treatment Center, Inc.
6231 South U.S, 31
Franklin, IN 46131
Dear Ms. Stratton:
The Division afMental Health and Addiction (DMHA) is in the process offacilitating a major
Mental Health and Addiction System Transformalion initiative. One of the many Transformation
activities is the review of policies, practices, and contracting in an effort to make state
government more responsive to citizens and to insure that taxpayer dollars are utilized more
effectively and efficiently. In reviewing DMHA's contracts ,vith Managed Care Providers
(MCPs) who receive Hoosier Assurance Plan funding, we have noted that a few MCPs contract
with the Division for small-dollar amounts.
Based on extensive deliberations a decision has been made effective for SFY20 11, to contract
with MCPs whose contract is greater than $350,000 per state fiscal year. Since your CUlTen!
contract is significantly less than the $350,000 minimum, DMHA does not plan to contract with
your agency in SFY1 L This policy has no impact on your current contract with DMHA.
This has been a difficult decision for the staff of tho DivisiOn because we are aware of, and we
value, the quality services you have provided as an MCP. In fact, we hope you will consider
becoming a panel member of another MCP so that you can continue to participate in the Hoosier
Assurance Plan. We trust that this letter gives you enough time to thorou\lhly explore this option.
Please be assured that we have been pleased to have you as a partner and grateful for the quality
services you have provided to consumers and families as an MCP.

Gina Eckart
Director
www.lN.govlfssa
Equal Opportunlty/Affirmativo Action
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To:
From:

Re:
Date:

Divisio11 of Disllbifity III/d Reftabilitatil'e Services
402 W, WASHINGTON STREET, P,O, BOX 7083
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46207-7083
1-800-545-7763

Consumers, providers and stakeholders who support Individuals with disabilities
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitation Services
VRS Rate Change Implementation
April 14, 2010

The priority of the Bureau of Rehabilitation Services (BRS), a program of the Division of Disability and
Rehabilitative Services (PPRS), is to support the health and welfare of individuals with disabilities In
Indiana, Vocational Rehabilitation Services (VRS), a program of BRS, provides quality, individualized
services to enhance and support people with disabilities to prepare for, obtain or retain employment,
Due to the current state of the economy, all state agencies are reviewing internal and external
expenditures to determine potential cost savings, including contracts, administrative costs and service
fees,
Despite numerous Internal changes, VRS is unable to close the existing budget gap without Including
client services. In addition to other cost-saving measures, beginning on May 1,2010, VRS will implement
rate reductions to all client services offered through employment vendors,
The services affected include:
•

Tier land Tier 2 Result Based Funding (RBF) milestones will be reduced by 10%.

•

Hourly supported employment, job placement and community based work evaluations rates will
be reduced by 10%,

•

Work experience rates and the work experience development fees will no longer be purchased,

VRS will proactively continue to evaluate client service rates as our state's economy changes.
Additional Resources:
•
•

DDRS Website: www.DDRS,IN,gov
DDRS Bulletin Archive: http://www.IN.gov/fssa/ddrs/3350.htm

•
•

VRS Website: www,VRS.IN.gov
Help Line by Phone: 1-800-545-7763
Reference# BDOS2()090414
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December 4, 2009

Karen Yoder, Ph.D.
Indiana University
Dental School
1121 W. Michigan Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202

Dear Dr. Yoder:
As the Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services (OORS) is commilted to growing the capacity of
the community to support all Individuals with deveropmental disabilities, we value the contributions of th·e
Oral Health Solutions program.
Because of our state's current budget constraints, we have made the difficult decision to discontinue the
Dental Fellowship Grant (GA 06·0-4.49-1 0-D6·0203) with the Dental School for the Dental Fellowship.
Therefore, we are eliminating $100,000 in SFY 2010 and $100,000 in SFY 2011, effective December 4,
2009.
These are difficult economic times and it is unfortunate we are unable to realize this opportunity at this
time. We have been asked by the State Budget Agency to reduce DDRS' expenditures where possible
with the least amount of disruption the direct support and services to the individuals we serve .

to

. your continued partnership and cooperation Is greatly appreciated. This notification is not a renec!ion on
the Oral Health Solutions program, but merely a difficult financial decision
.
In the meantime, please forward any questions or concerns to Randy Krieble at 317·232-7830 or
Wlillam.l<rieble@fssa.in.gov.

Peter A. Bisbeaos
Director
PAB:DS:cc
co: Randy Krieble

www.JN,gov/fssa
Equal Opportunityl Affirmative ActIon Employer·
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Indiana FamUU alld 8Qctal8el'vwes Administration
402 w. WASHINGTON STREET. P.O. BOX 7083
INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46207-7083

February 8, 2910
Ivor D. Groves, PhD.
Human Systems and Ouooomes, Inc.
2107 Delta Way
Tallahassee, FL 32303
Re: Contract Number A55-G-99-06-Mli-0062
Dear Dr. Groves:

/

This is to notifY you that Contract Number A55-6-99-06-Mli-0062 between your company
and the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, Division of Mental Health and
Addiction is beiug cancelled per Faragrnph 42. Termination for Convenience, on Page 12
of1S ofthe original contract document, dated Januruy 1, 2006.

The-tenninalion date, as agreed upon between the patties, is March 7, 2010. AU of your
outstanding olaims must be submitted within sixty days, or by May 6, 2010.
Thank you for your important services to the Divisiou of Mental Hoaltli and Addiction in
. "Indiana. We value our contaGt with you over the lastfOllf years.

Gina R. Eckart, Director
co: Kendra Ballenger
Paul Bowling
.. .HArilliOliY{lreen
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Date:
To:
From:
Re:

February 10, 2010
CEOs of Community Mental Health Centers and Managed Care Providers
Gina Eckart, Director
Consumer Service Reviews

This memo acts as notice that effective March 8, 2010 state supported Consumer Sel'vice
Reviews will be placed on hold,
Effective March 8,2010, tile Division of Mental Health and Addiction (DMHA) will be
discontinuing Consumer Service Reviews (CSR) until further notice. Only reviews scheduled
before March 8, 2010, will be completed as planned.
The decision to suspend CSR was based on fiscal concems as a result of continued state revenue
shortfalls. DMHA continues to make every effort to keep budgetary challenges from impacting
prevention and treatment services to consumers across tire state.
Though fannal reviews are being discontinued, DMHA continues (0 believe tile CSR process is
an important part of a recovery and consumer-oriented system of care. The focus of the CSR is
to provide data that will assist in monitoring and improving practice in the mental health and
addiction service system, which in tom improves outcomes for consumers and their families.
DMHA will continue to incorporate the principles of CSR into our policy discussions and
strategic planning. DMHA will also be incorporating elements of CSR into our quality
assurance activities. The division received a tremendous amount of positive feedback from
consumers, families, and staff about the benefits of the reviews, especially the opportunity to
Jearn from peers. We encourage you, if you are not already doing so, to incorporate the CSR
process into your quality assurance plan and to use its protocols to evaluate programming.
If you have any questions regarding these changes, please feel free to contact TOllY Toomet at
(317) 232-7835 or tony.toomel'@fssa.in.gov.

co: DMHA Staff

Briljent:
Sent 12-09
Cathy Huff
Senior Project Manager
Briljent, LLC.
6435 Castleway West Drive, Suite 115
Indianapolis, IN 46250
Re: Contract #02-08-DD-2421
Dear Cathy:
This letter is a follow-up to a conversation on July 31, 2009 that you had with Randy
Krieble, DDRS Assistant Director, regarding your contract, as well as numerous other
conversations. As you know, due to current budget constraints, we have had to make
the difficult decision to discontinue the contracts that support the staff training and
Phase One of the Direct Support Professional (DSP) initiative.
Effective July 31,2009, we are ending reimbursement of all of the cost-related activities
currently supported in your contract for Foundations for new and existing staff and all
future expenses relating to the wage enhancement incentive.
We appreciate all of your cooperation, especially the professional manner in which you
have managed the close-out of this contract. To conclude the contract, we have the
following expectations:
•

DDRS will continue to fund the Fall 2009 semester, including your monthly
management fee for processing semester claims.

•

According to the billing points in the contract, Briljent will provide
reimbursement to the Phase One providers only for costs incurred as a result of
obligations made prior to July 31, 2009.
o

This includes Fall 2009 semester obligations. This does not include the
wage enhancement incentive.

o

Please submit the billing for the Fall 2009 semester as one final claim.
This will require BrllJent to communicate with each of the nine Phase One

providers directly to ensure they have submitted their final claims
relating to this project.
o

To ensure your claims are processed in a timely manner, please manually
submit two separate claims. One will be for the pre-July 31,2009
expenses. The other will be for the expenses occurring after August 1,
2009 and after.

Please forward any questions relating to the DSP initiative or other related activities to
Randy Krieble at 317-232-7830 or William.krieble@fssa.in.gov.
Sincerely,

Peter A. Bisbecos
Director
Division of Disability & Rehabilitative Services

IIDC:
This is a follow-up to our recent phone call.
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services has enjoyed and benefited greatly
from the positive relationship with IIDC.
Your mentoring, development of training curriculums, coordination of projects, web site
development, offering of resource material, and promotion of collaborative working
relationships among a variety of partners and constituents has enabled Indiana to
receive national attention as a creative state in staff development.
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow
the capacity of the community to support all individuals. The staff training initiative
strategic plan, including the DSP initiative, has produced positive results due to your
cooperation and efforts for which we are extremely grateful. However, due to current
budget constraints, we have had to make the difficult decision to discontinue your
contract that supports the Staff training and Direct Support Professional (DSP) phase
one initiative. Effective immediately we are suspending reimbursement of all of the
cost-related activities in your contract to prevent incurring future expenses. This is not a
program decision. It is a financial decision.
We ask that you submit a final voucher, in accordance with the contract deliverables, for
reimburse of the costs incurred or as a result of obligations made prior to the date of
this letter.

In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to the DSP program,
Foundations, the DSP Certification, or other related activities to Randy Krieble at 317232-1147 or William .Krieble@fssa.IN.gov.
Thank you,
Peter

December 3,2009
David Mank
Executive Director
Indiana Institute on Disability and Community
Center on Community living and Careers
Indiana Institute on Disability and Community
2853 East Tenth Street
Bloomington, IN 47408-2696
Re: Execution of Termination for Convenience Clause for Contract It EDSIt53-07-DD-0203
Dear David:
This is a follow-up to our phone call on December 2,2009.
Please accept this letter as our formal notice to you that we will be terminating the contract
referenced above effective January 3, 2010. The Funding Cancellation clause of your contract is
being evoked and we are honoring a 30 day notification period. You will be paid for all work
completed under the contract through that date.
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services has enjoyed and benefited greatly from the
positive relationship with IIDC. Your mentoring, development of training curriculums,
coordination of proJects, web site development, offering of resource material, and promotion of
collaborative working relationships among a variety of partners and constituents has enabled
Indiana to receive national attention as a creative state in staff development.
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow the
capacity of the community to support all Individuals. The staff training initiative strategic plan,
including the DSP initiative, has produced positive results due to your leadership and
cooperation for which we are extremely grateful.
However, due to current budget constraints we must take action to respond to Indiana's
revenue shortfalls relating to the recession and Increases In program enrollment.
We regret that we must make this difficult deCision to discontinue your contract that supports
the Staff training and Direct Support Professional (DSP) phase one initiative.
We ask that you submit a final voucher, In accordance with the contract deliverables, for
reimburse of the costs incurred or as a result of obligations made prior to the date of this letter.
We apologize for the inconvenience caused. If you have any questions relating to the DSP
program, Foundations, the DSP Certification, or other related activities you may contact Randy
Krieble at 317-232-7830 or Willlam.Krieble@fssa.lN.gov.
In the meantime, Thank you,

Peter A. Bisbecos
Director
Division Disability and Rehabilitative Services

Ivy Tech
This is a follow-up to our phone callan 8-3-09.
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services has enjoyed and benefited greatly
from the positive relationship with Ivy Tech.
Your partnership and partnership has enabled Indiana to receive national attention as a
creative state in staff development for DSPs.
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow
the capacity of the community to support all individuals. The staff training initiative
strategic plan, including the DSP initiative, has produced positive results due to your
cooperation and efforts for which we are extremely grateful. However, due to current
budget constraints, we have had to make the difficult decision to discontinue the
contracts that supports the Staff training and Direct Support Professional (DSP) phase
one initiative·. Effective 7-31-09, we suspended reimbursement of all of the cost-related
activities to these contracts to prevent incurring future expenses. However we are
honoring our commitment to pay for the fall semester 2009. This is not a program
decision. It is strictly a financial decision.

We look forward to working with you on a consultative basis and are extremely pleased
that Ivy Tech will continue to provide these courses to educate current and prospective
Direct Support Professionals.

In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to the DSP program,
Foundations, the DSP Certification, or other related activities to Randy Krieble at 317232-7830 or William.krieble@fssa.in.gov.

Sent to Peter and Julia 12-23-09
Phase One Provider agencies:

We regret that it has taken this long to provide follow-up information to our 7-31-09
announcement. However we have looked at a variety of ways to continue all or part of
the IIDC or Briljent contracts, including your proposal, and unfortunately the state
revenue is such that It Is Impossible to continue the DSP phase on initiative via these
two contracts.
Thanks to your leadership and commitment the staff training initiative strategic plan,
including the DSP initiative, has produced positive results. Despite the fact that it has
gained positive national attention we are called upon to manage our resources at an
even higher level during these tough economic times. While the Division of Disability
and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow the capacity of the
community to support all individuals due to current budget constraints, we have had to
make the difficult decision to discontinue the contracts that support the Staff training
and Direct Support Professional (DSP) phase one initiative. Effective 7-31-09, we are
suspending reimbursement of all of the cost-related activities currently supported in the
Indiana Institute on Disabilities and Community and Briljent contracts to prevent
incurring future expenses. In the Interest of supporting your staff that were signed up
for the fall semester Claims for the fall semester may be submitted to Briljent for
reimbursement. Please remember the fall obligations do not include enhanced wages.

We want to acknowledge you ongoing interest and efforts to maximize grants and other
existing resources to continue the staff training that has been developed to date. We
will also continue to research and plan for future development and implementation of
state of the art training as resources become available in the future.

In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to the DSP program,
Foundations, the DSP Certification, or other related activities to Randy Krieble at 317232-7830 or William .krieble@fssa.in,gov.

College of Direct Support:
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow
the capacity of the community to support all individuals. The staff training initiative
strategic plan, including the DSP initiative, has produced positive results due to your
cooperation and efforts.
Due to current budget constraints, we have had to make the difficult decision to
discontinue the contracts that support the Staff training and Direct Support Professional
(DSP) phase one initiative. Effective 7-31-09, suspend reimbursement of all of the costrelated activities currently supported in the Indiana Institute on Disabilities and
Community which has a sub-contract with you, to prevent incurring future expenses.
Your ideas to effectively utilize the College of Direct Support training for which Indiana is
currently contracted with you through IIDC is greatly appreciated.
Your offer to continue the College of Direct Support Training in Indiana for the years
2010 and 2011will be most beneficial to continue our growth of the capacity of the
community. We especially appreciate your willingness to offer Indiana the opportunity
to utilize the College of Direct Support to train the support teams of individuals on the
waiting list.
In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to the DS? program,
foundations, the DSP Certification, or other related activities to Randy Krieble at 317232-7830 or William.krieble@fssa.in.gov.
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To POPs Regarding College of Direct Support
DDRS wants to support the phase on agencies (POPs) by offering the POPs the 1420
secured slots for Calendar year 2010 and 3200 slots In 2011,
These slots will be distributed to the interested POPs based on the previously
established percent of staff at each agency compared to the entire number of staff,
Since Indiana has secured these designated slots CDS is offering the reduced rate of
$38.00 per person per year to enable the staff to receive CDS training to support any
additional individuals the POPs choose to include above and beyond the slots they are
allocated. Any additional slots you choose to utilize will be negotiated directly with MCS.
Also, this reduced rate will be offered to all any additional providers that choose to
utilize CDS to train staff.
As you may remember each agency will enter into an agreement with MCS to enable the
staff person Identified by your agency as the agency CDS administrator to access CDS.
MCS will work directly with each of your agency administrators. Just a reminder the cost
is $2,800 per year.
So if your agency is interested in utilizing CDS and willing to enter into the agreement
with MCS please notify Randy Krieble william.krieble@fssa.in,gov by 2-1·10.
Please contact James Hicks at MCS to enter into the agreement.
James Hicks Jr.
ll1Center Park Dr. Suite 175
Knoxville, TN 37922
877-353-2767
Fax 865·531·4708
The available slots are prorated across the 9 POPs agencies using the ratio of consumers
at each agency from previously provided information. The following Is the agency
allocation of slots In which each agency can enter into the agreement with MCS at no
cost. If any agency listed below decides to not to use their allocation of slots please
inform Randy Krieble at DDRS by 3·1-10.
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College of Direct Support Allocation of Consumer slots

Cardinal
Center

Ray
Hu

395

0.06791609

96.44085282

OE

Krlsti
Deavers

.455

0.07823246

111.0900963

Stone Belt

Leslie
Green

777

0.13359697

189.7077029

Options

Susan
e
Sally
Hayden

326

0.05605227

79.59422283

720

0.12379642

175.7909216

530

0.09112792

129.4016506

5816

1

1420

Carey
Services

Pathfinder John
Services
Niederman

TOTAL
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Bulletin: College of Direct Support
Sent to Peter and Julia 12-23··09
DDRS is excited to be able to offer providers an efficient and effective method to
provide training for Direct Support Professionals through the College of Direct Support
(CDS) on line training. This opportunity will provide one method toreceiv€ the
Foundations or basic orientation training which will be embedded into the CDS training
as well as additional CDS online training.
Through a contractual relationship with the CD S Indiana has secured a reduced per
consumer rate enabling any approved provider agency to receive the reduced rate of
$38.00 per consumer per year. This enables any person who is a member of the
consumer's team or otherwise supports the consumer to receive CDS on line training.
The average ratio is at least 5 staff who could receive CDS training for every per
consumer per year slot purchased.
As you may know each agency will enter into an agreement with MCS to enable the
staff person identified by your agency as the agency CDS administrator to access CDS.
MCS will work directly with each of your agency administrators. The administrative cost
is $2,800 per year per agency.
So If your agency is Interested in utilizing CDS you may contact James Hicks at MCS to
enter into the agreement.
James HicksJr.
ll1Center Park Dr. Suite 175
Knoxville, TN 37922
877-353-2767
Fax 865-531-4708

If you would like additional information you may contact Randy Krieble at

willi am.krieble@fssa.in.gov 317-232-7830.

Dear Rep, Bell,
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS) has been proactive to
develop training and career development for staff, Direct Support Professionals (DSPs),
that work hands on or directly with individuals who are developmentally disabled. This
is in response to DOL statistics that project in the next 7 years the DSPs and there
counterparts who work with Individuals who are aged or have other disabilities will be in
the top three most needed jobs in the nation, They will be needed even more than all
teachers K - 12,

In February 2008 DDRS initiated the 3 year phase one of the DSP Initiative, This was
done in collaboration with 9 providers including Passages, and the Indiana University
Center of excellence for individuals with Developmental Disabilities, Indiana Institute on
Disabilities and the Community, and Ivy Tech Community College. This 3 year initiative
was beginning to produce positive results including reduction of turnover and improved
quality of services, It enabled DSPs to obtain college certificates and improved their self
respect, skills knowledge and abilities, Despite the fact that it has gained positive
national attention we are called upon to manage our resources at an even higher level
during these tough economic times, Due to current budget constraints, we have had to
make the difficult decision to discontinue the contracts that funds Direct Support
Professional (DSP) phase one initiative.
While this announcement occurred in a sudden and unexpected manner it should not
reflect on the respect and admiration we have for the 9 agencies involved in the DSP
Phase one Initiative and their DSP staff. This was a financial decision not a program
decision, We met regularly working cooperatively with the 9 providers prior to the
decision being announced on July 31 st. Many of the 9 phase one provider agencies and
IIDC continue to meet to try to find alternative funding through DWD. While we did stop
any additional obligations DDRS continued to fund the Fall 2009 semester tuition, books
and fees for the nine agencies at Ivy Tech,

The wage incentive as part of the three year DSP initiative demonstrated how pay for
performance promoted the achievement of DSPs obtaining an Ivy Tech Certificate which
parallels the standards for obtaining national credentials. This fit into the long term plan
that was developed to pay for performance for the achievement of each of the three
levels of national credentials, Unfortunately the three year initiative could not be
funded any longer to pay incentives to the 9 providers including the wage
enhancements for achieving the performance,

Despite not being able to continue the 3 year initiative past the approximately the half
way point we have collectively developed with ilDe and the 9 providers:
1, A common DSP Orientation "Foundations" training program with providers
training in 6 core areas of competencies utilizing the train the trainer approach.

i
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2. Developed a career ladder for DSPs to achieve national credentials.
a.

College of Direct Support

b. Ivy Tech Community College
c.

Department of labor

We will also continue to research and plan for the development and implementation of
state of the art training utilizing existing resources to continue to utilize these core
training systems.
Please forward any questions relating to the DSP program, Foundations, the DSP
Certification, or other related activities to Randy Krieble at 317-232-7830 or
Willi am .Krieb le@fssa.IN.gov.

.
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DENTAL FELLOWSHIP
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow
the capacity of the community to support all individuals with intellectual and/or
developmental disabilities. The Oral Health Solutions is a great example of an Initiative
that has produced positive results due to your efforts.
However, due to current budget constraints, we have had to make the difficult decision
to discontinue the Dental Fellowship Grant (GA 06-0-49-10-D6-0203) with the Dental
School for the Dental Fellowship thus eliminating $100,000 in FY 2010 and $100,000 FY

2011.
This is effective 12-4-09. These are difficult times and it is unfortunate we can not
realize this opportunity. However, given that we were asked to reduced DDRS
expenditures in a variety of areas It was believed this would be the least disruptive to
the dental program since the fellowship position was not filled.
Your partnership and cooperation is greatly appreciated. This is certainly not a reflection
on the Oral Health Solutions program, but a difficult financial decision.
In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to Randy Krieble at 317-2327830 or William.krieble@fssa.in.gov.

!
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December 4, 2009
Indiana University
620 Union Dr. Room 616
Indianapolis, Indiana 46202-5167

Dear Dr. Yoder;
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services Is committed to growing the
capacity of the community to support all individuals with developmental disabilities. The
Oral Health Solutions is a great example of an initiative that has produced positive
results due to your efforts.
Current budget constraints have resulted in us having to make the difficult decision to
discontinue the Dental Fellowship Grant (GA 06-0-49-10-D6-0203) with the Dental
School for the Dental Fellowship. Therefore, effective December 4, 2009, we are
eliminating $100,000 in SFY 2010 and $100,000 SFY 2011.
These are difficult economic times and it is unfortunate we are unable realize this
opportunity at this time. We have been asked by the State Budget Agency to reduce
DDRS expenditures where possible with the least amount of disruption to the direct
support and service to the individuals we serve.
Your continued partnership and cooperation is greatly appreciated. This notification is
not a reflection on the Oral Health Solutions program, but merely a difficult financial
decision.
In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to Randy Krleble at 317-2327830 or William.krieble@fssa.in.gov.

Sincerely,
Peter A. Bisbecos
DDRS Director
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General Announcement:
The Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services is committed to continuing to grow
the capacity of the community to support all individuals. The staff training initiative
strategic plan, including the Direct Support Professional (DSP) initiative, has produced
positive results due to cooperation and efforts of the dedicated INTrain partners.
Despite the fact that it has gained positive national attention we are called upon to
manage our resources at an even higher level during these tough economic times. Due
to current budget constraints, we have had to make the difficult decision to discontinue
the contracts that support the Staff training and Direct Support Professional phase one
initiative. We are pleased to be able to continue the following DSP Staff training that has
been developed to date. This will be done with existing resources.
1. Foundations Train the Trainer training scheduled through Outreach. Please look
for announcements.

2. College of Direct Support (CDS) on line training. DDRS has through previous
arrangements bought done the individual rate so any agency can participate at
approximately Y, the normal rate or $38.00 per person per year per consumer
and the normal $2,800.00 administrative fee.

3. College of Direct Support on line training will also be avallatile for one year as a
demonstration project to enable any support team member of a person waiting
for services to receive on line CDS training. IPMG and In Arc have agreed to be
the state coordinators to connect staff to the training.

We will also continue to research and plan for the development and implementation of
state of the art training as resources become available In the future.

In the meantime, please forward any questions relating to the DSP program,
Foundations, the DSP Certification, or other related activities to Randy Krieble at 317232-7830 or
William. Krieble@fssa.IN.gov.
Thank you,
Peter

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
State of Indiana

"People
helping people
help
themselves"

llldimw Family a1/l1 Social Sen'ices Adm ill istration
402 W. WASHINGTON STREET, P.O. BOX 7083
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46207-7083

Anne Murphy, Secrelary

Lynn tckerle, Program Director
Aging & Community Services
153113'h Street Suite G900
Columbus, IN 47201

DATE: December 15, 2009
RE:
SPO£ Grant/Allocations

Dear Lynne,

The Bureau of Child Development Services (BCDS) First Steps program is pleased to partner with
you to provide early intervention services to Indiana children with developmental delays and
disabilities, and tO,their families,
Like all state programs, we are working diligently during these tough economic times to
maximize existing resources, maintain fiscal responsibility, and reduce spending to assist with
our state's revenue shortfall, Our program partners must do the same, The current directive
from the Governor and FSSA administration is that all contracts must be reduced by 10%;
however, grants are being treated a bit more gently, at least at present. Therefore, the
allocation for your overall grant is approximately 2.2% less than last year's,
In the coming months, we will work with you to assist with identifying new budgets, possible
staff re-alignments as well as other potential system efficiencies. While we wish times were
better, this is the best compromise we're going to get this year and a whole lot better than a
10% reduction,
FSSA and First Steps truly appreciate both your partnership and the contribution you make to
our system, Working together during these difficult times, we help to ensure that First Steps
can continue to provide high quality early intervention services, now, and in the years to come,
If you have any questions, please email meat[ora.rniller@fssa.in.R9..L.
Sincerely,

Lora Miller
Director
Bureau of Child Development Services
www,lN.govlfssa
Equal OpportunitylAffirmative Action

MHcn~1

E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
State of Indiana

"People
helping people
help

themselves"

Division ofMental Health alld Addiction
402 W. WASHINGTON STREET, ROOMW353
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204-2739
317-232-7800
FAX: 317-233-3472

Anne Waltermann Murphy, Secretary

n""ember 16,2009

Ms. Stephanie Taylor
IDOA Sellior Ac<ount Manager for FSSA 8< nes
Indiana Government Center South
402 \Y. Washington St, Room W461

InqianapoIis, IN 46204
RE: RFP 10-23

Dear Ms. Taylor:
DMHA has decided to withdraw RFP 10-23 wilich Was issued on September 25,2009. This decision was
reached after careful C<lnsideration ofthe current economic situation.
Thank you fur all your assistance to DMHA staft' and potential vendors during this request for proposals
process.

Ginn Eckart

Direclor

e<;:

Sue Lummus
Diana Williams

www.IN.govlfssa
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor

State. of Indiana

Division of Disability & Rehabilitative Services
402 W.WASHINGTON STREET. P.O. BOX 7083
INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46207-7083

-'J

February 8, 2010

Ball State University
2000 UnIversity Avenue
Muncie, IN 47306
~~~.----------------------------------------~----------------

ATTN: Randall B. Howilrd, AssOCiate V.P., Financlar & Assistant Treasurer

i
Re: Termination of Contract #: VR1-9-18-09-VA-2675

.,
i

On November 6, 2009 Governor Daniels held a press conference to announoe that all state agencies .
would be directed to reduce spending, as a consequence of a recession-related decline in state revenue.

1
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As a result of the statewide directive to reduce funding. we regret to Inform you that we are terminating
the above-referenced contract between Ball State University and tile State of Indiana for services related
to the Bowen c e n t e r . '
.'
,
.

I

Please accept this fetter as our formal notice to you that we will be terminating the contract effective
March 12,2010. You will be paid for all work completed under the contract through that date.
We apo)oglze for the Inconvenience caused. If you have any questions, you may contact me at
Peter.Blsbecos@fssa.in.gov,

"j

,
,i

Peter A. Sisbecos
Director

i
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PAB:cc
cc: FSSA Secretary
FSSA Contract Manager
Program Director
.
IndIana Department of Administration

www.1N-,gov/fssa
Equal Opportunity /

.@
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Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr" Governor
State of Indiana

,

Divisirm ofDisability & Rehabtlltative Services
402

w. WASHINGTON STREH. P.O. BOX 70B3
INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46207·7083

February 8, 2010

Sf. Vincent Health Chair of Healthcare Engineering
Regenstrief center for Healtheare Engineering
Purdue University
Discovery Park.
Gerald D. and Edna E. Mann Hall, Suite 225
203 Martin Jischke Drive
West lafayette, IN 4"Z907-1971

AITN: Steve Wltz, Director

Re: Termination of Contract #: GA06-8-79-08-VD:0374 .
On November 6, 2009 Governor Daniels held a press conference to announce that all state agencies
would be directed to reduce spending, as a consequence of a recession.related decline In state revenue.
As a result of the stateWide directive to reduce funding, we regret to Inform you that we ara terminating
the above-referenced. contract between Purdue University and the State of IndIana for services related to
the d(Welopment of the Assistlve Technology Center.
I
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Please accept this letter as our formal notice to you that we wll.l be terminating the contract effectiVe
March 12, 2010. You will be pil1d for all work completed under the contract through that date.
.We apologize for tho Inconvenience caused. If you have any questions, you may contact me at
peter.Bisbecos@fssa.ln.gov.
Sincerely,

aa~
Peter A. ·Bisbe.cos
Director

·PA8:cc
cc: FSSA Secretary
FSSA Contract Manager
Program Director
Indiana Department of Aflministration
www.tN.gov/fssa
I:quaJ OPPortUnity/Affirmative Actiofl f!mplQyer
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAMS

PROVIDER
BT200935

BULLETIN
NOVEMBER

10,

2009

To:

All Rotary Air Ambulance Transportation Providers

Subject:

Rotary Air Ambulance Transportation Policy and
Billing Guidelines

Overview
The purpose of this bulletin is to announce the establishment of maximum fees for rotary air
ambulance services, as authorized under 405 lAC 5-30-5(3). TIle Indiana Health Coverage Programs
(IHCP) currently reimburses rotary air ambulance services at a percent of charges bil1ed under the base
transport code (A0431). Mileage is not separately reimbursed. \Vith the implementation of maximum
fees, the IHCP will adopt rates for the base, or loading, and mileage service codes. The maximum fees
are based upon Medicare's urban Indiana rotaJY air ambulance fee schedule for 2009. This bulletin also
sets out the policy and billing guidelines for rotary air ambulcince services.

Base Rate and Mileage
Effective for dates of service on or ailer December 25, 2009, the IT-rep provides reimbursement for
both a base rate and mileage. The base rate and mileage will be reimbursed at the lower of {he usual
and customary charge or the IHCP established max fee. The base rate is ,m an-inclusive rate including
coverage of treatments and services that are an integral part of care while in transitj it includes but is
not limited to oxygen ~ drugs, supplies, l'eusable devices and equipment, and extra attendants.
Table 1 - Rotary Air Ambulance Codes Effective December 25,2009
Provider Specialty 261: Air Ambulance

The air ambulal1ce mileage rate is calculated to the nearest suitable hospital per actual loaded (patient
onboard) mites flown and is expressed in statute miles (not nautical miles), Transport(ltion providers
are expected to transport members along the shortest~ most emcient route to the nearest suitable
hospital. All rotary air transportation providers must document mileage on the trip ticket. Providers
must bill the IHCP for whole units only, Partial mileage units must be rounded to the nearest whole
unit. For example~ if the provider transports a member between 15.5 miles and 16.0 miles, the provider
must bill 16 miles. If the provider transports the member between 15.0 and 15.4 miles, the provider
must bill 15 miles.
Page J qf4
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Providers are reminded that additional reimbursement is not avaiJable for multiple passengers in a
rotary air ambulance, nor is separate reimbursement available for an accompanying parent/attendant in
a rotary air ambulance.

Prior Authorization
Providers arc reminded that prior authorization (PA) is required for ail' ambulance services. The !Hep
acknowledges that PA for rotary air transport will be approved after services have been rendered due to
the nature of the services. A PA reqnest must include a brief description of the care alld description of
the clinical circumstances necessitatiIlg the need foJ' the transportation. Providers must indicate that the
transportation was an emergency by using the Y indicator in Field 241 on the CMS-1500 Qt. in the
Emergency Indicator on the 837P.

Medical Necessity
Rotary air ambulance transport is a covered service when the member has a potentially life-threatening

condition that does not permit the use of another forIn oftrallsportation. The lHCP reimburses rotary
all' transportation services to a hospital facility under medically appropriate circumstances. Medical
necessity is only established when the membel"s condition is such that the time needed to transport a
member by gl'Ound, or the instability of transportation by ground, poses a threat to the member's
survival or serio~ls1y endangers the member's health. The list below includes examples of medical
conditions in which rapid transport may be necessary. This list does not guarantee reimbursement nor
is it intended to be a II inclusive. Diagnosis alone does not serve as justilication for reimbursement.
Intracranial bleeding requiring neurosnrgical intervention
CaJ'diogcllic shock
Burns requiring treatment ill a burn centei'
Conditions requiring treatment in a Hyperbaric Oxygen Unit
Multiple severe injuries
• Life-threatening trauma
Generally, transpOli by rotary wing air ambulance may be necessary because the member's condition
requires rapid transport to a treatment facility I and either great distances or other obstacles preclude
such rapid delivery by ground transport to the nearest appropriate facility. Transport by rotary wing air
ambulance may also be necessary because the member is inaccessible by a ground or water vehicle.
Air transport must be to the nearest suitable hospital. If the air transport was medically necessary but
the member could have been treated at a nearer hospital than one to which they were transported, the
ail' transportation mileage reimbursement is limited to the rate for the distance from the point of pickup
to the nearer hospital. Additionally, transportation by air ambulance is covered only for tfanspOli to a
hospital. Ail' ambulance services are not covered for transpOli to a facility that is not an acute care
hospital. Transport to a Ilmsing facility. a physician's office, or a beneficiary's home by rotary air
ambulance is not reimbursable.

IFP
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Special Circumstances
In addition to the general instJUctions above, additional information concerning coverage and billing is

induded below for three identified special circumstances - hospital-to-hospit-al transfers, patient
expiration, and bad weather.

Hospital-to-Hospltal Transfer
Air ambulance transport is covered for transfer ofa patient from one hospital to another if the medical
appropriatelless criteria is met, for example, tnmsportation by ground ambulance would endanger the
member's health, and the transferring hospital does not have adequate facilities to provide the medical
services needed by the patient. Examples of such specialized medical services that are generally not
available at all types of facilities may include, but are not limited to, burn care. cardiac care, trauma
care, and critical care. A patient transported from one hospital to another hospital is covered only if the
hospital to which the patient is transferred is the nearest one with appropriate facilities. Reimbursement
is not available for transport from a hospital capable of treating the patient because the patient aodior
family prefer a specific hospital or physician.

Patient Expiration
When the member expires, the IHCP payment amount depends on the time at W11ich the member is
pwnounced dead by an individual authorized by the State to make such pronouncements. lfthe time of
death pronouncement is prior to takeoff to point of pickup, with notice to the dispatcher and time to
abort the flight, no payment is made. This includes scenarios in which the air ambulance has taxied to
the runway and/or has been cleared for takeoff but has not actually taken off. If the member is
pronounced dead after takeoff to point of pickup, but before the member is loaded. the appropriate air
base rate (A0431) with no mileage is reimbursed. The provider should use the QL modifier when
submitting such a claim (A0431 QL). If the providt:r bills a mileage code in conjunction with a base
rate and QL modifier, the mileage code will be denied with the following audit 6194 explanation:
/o.tfileage is not payable with this sen'ice. When the member is pronounced dead after being loaded
onboard but prior to or lIpon arrival at the receiving facility, the provider may bill for both the air
ambulance base rate and mileage as irthe member had not expired.
Table 2 - Billing Upon Beneficiary Death After Takeoff but Before Loading
Provider Specialty 261: Air Ambulance

A0431 QL

Ambulance senice, conventional air service, transport, one 'way (rotmy wing),
$3,172.27

Bad Weather
Providers should note that if the flight is aborted due to bad weather or other circumstance beyond the
pilot's control any time before the beneficiary is loaded onboard, that is, prior to or after takeofIto
point of pickup-, the lEep will not reimburse for the flight. Ifthe flight is aborted due to bad weather
after the beneficiary is loaded, the appropriate base and mileage codes may be reimbursed.
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Rotmy Air Ambulance Transportation Polic)' and Billing Guidelines
November 10,2009

Contact Information
If you have questions regarding this bulletin, please call Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 or toll
free at 1-800-577-1278.

If you need additional copies of this bulletin, please download them from the IHCP Web site at
http://www.indianamcdicaiel.com/ihcp/Publicatiolls/bul!etin results.asp, To receive e-mail notifications of
future IHCP publications, subscribe to the IHCP E-mail Notifications at
http://www.indimlflmedicaid.com/ihep/mal lin g Iist/d.efguILasp.
HP
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAM~

PROVIDER

BULLETIN

BT200939

NOVEMBER

17,2009

To:

Pharmacy Providers, Durable Medical Equipment
Providers, and Physicians

Subject:

Pricing Updates for Enteral Codes

Overview
The Indiana Hcallh Coverage Programs (IHCP) has established rates for the Healthcare Common
Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) codes in Table 1. These new rates are effective for dates of
service all 01' after January 1, 2010. Claims billed with codes listed on Table 1 with dates of service on
or after January 1,2010, will no longer require invoices.

General
Table 1- HCPCS Codes Effective January 1, 2010

B4102

Enleralfbnnula,jor adults, used to replace
fluids and electro(ytes (e.g., clear liquids), 500

rnl

=

Max Fee Rate of $4.41

1 unit

B4103

Enteral fOl1l1u/a,forpedia/rics, used to replace
fluids and electrolytes (e.g" clear liquids), 500
ml = I unit

Max Fee Rate of $4.41.

B4149

EnteralfOI1Jlu!a, manufactured blenderized
natural foods with intact nutrients, includes
proteins,jats, carbohydrates, vitamins and
minerals, may include fibe,~ administered

Max Fcc Rate of$1.70

through an entera(teeding tube, 100 calories
1 ulIN
B4158

Enterallom/llla./orpediafrics, Jlutritionally
complete with infact nutrients, includes
proteins,fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and

=

Max Fee Rate of$1.01

mineral':>, may include jiber andlof' iron,
HP
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B4159

Enteral fonnula, jOl'pediatrics. nutritionally
complete soy based with lntact llutJients,
includes proteins,fiJls, carbohydrates, v;tamins
and minerals, may include fiber omVot iron,
administered through an enteral feeding tube,
100 calories = 1 unit

Max Fcc Rate of $1.58

B4160

Enteral fonllul(l, jOl'pediatrics, nufritiona/(v
complete calorically dense (equal to 01' greater
than 0.7 kcaflml) w/intacf llutr;ents,
admillistered through enteralfeeding tube, 100
calon'e,r = 1 unit

Max Fee Rate of $1.07

B4161

Enteral farm ilia, for pediatrics,

Max: Fee Rate of$3.69

kvdrofyzed/amino acids andpeptide chain
proteins, includes fats, carbohydrates, vitan/illS
and minerals, may include fiber, administered

through all enteral feeding tube, 100 calories

=

Jllnit

As a reminder, reimbursement is limited to the lower of the provider's usual and customary charges or
the Medicaid fee.

Contact Information
Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 or toll free
"t 1-800-577-1278.

If you need additional copies of this bulletin, please download them from the JHCP \Veb site at
lill.p://www.indiallBmcdicaid.com/ihcp/Pub licationsfbunner rcsu ltsJ!.ill. To receive e-mail notifications of future IHCP
pubHcations, subscribe to the IHCP E-mail Notifications at http://w\vw.indianamedicaid.com/ihcp/mailillg list/defauILasp.
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PROVIDER

BULLETIN

8T200940

NOVEMBER

17,

2009

To:

All Providers

Subject:

Manually Priced Current Procedural Terminology
Codes

Overview
Indiana Health Coverage Programs (IHCP) has established reimbursement percentages for manually
priced codes that fall within the Current Procedural Terminology (Cp~l) code ranges specified in
Table 1. These codes did not have pricing available from the Cellters for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (eMS) at the time the procedure codes were crcftted. The percent of reimbursement that has
been established for the manually priced codes that reside within each CPT code range is aligned with
the average percent of billed charges reimbursed for codes with established rates within the same code
range.
Until further notice) providers must continue to submit documentation supporting the service(s)
rendered.
Table 1- CPT Manually Priced Codes Effective January 1,2010

10000-19999

20% of Billed
Amount

20% ofDi1led Amount

20000-29999

20% ofEilled
Amount

10% of Billed Amount

30000-39999

20% of Billed
Amount

10% of Billed Amount

40000-49999

20% of Billed
Amount

15% of Billed Amount

50000-59999

35% of Billed
Amount

10% of Billed Amount

60000-69999

20% of Billed
Amount

15% of Billed Amount

J CP1~' is

a registered trademark of the AmericmJ Medical Assoc/ailOlI.

liP
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70000-79999

25% of Billed

~M(J/1ually

Priced Current Procedural Tenuinology Codes
November 17, 2009

15% orBilled Amollnt

Amount
80000-89999

30% of Billed

15% of Billed Amollnt

Amount

90000-99999

40% ofBi11ed

15% of Billed Amount

Amount

Contact Information
Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317) 655~3240 or toll flee
at 1-800-577-1278,

If you need addiHonal copies of this bulletin, please download them from the IHCP Web site at
http://www.indian8l11cdicaid.com/ihcp/Publicati9J1s/bunner results.asE. To receive e-mail notifications offulure mep
pllblications~ subscribe to the ll-rCp E-mail Notifications at http://w\.vw.indianmnedicaid.com/ihcpfl1l<liling list/de-faul Lasp,
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAMS

PROVIDER

BULLETIN

8T200943

NOVEMBER

24,

To:

All Hospitals

Subject:

Reduction in Reimbursement for Inpatient and
Outpatient Hospital Services

2009

Overview
Effective Janumy 1, 2010, through JundO, 2011, Indiana Health Coverage Programs (mCP)
reimbursement for inpatient and outpatient hospital services will be subject to a 5 percent reduction.

General
This reduction is the result of the emergency rule that the Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning
(OMPP) is promulgating to avoid an anticipated budgetary shortfall and to remain within the available
Medicaid appropriation. TIle rate reduction is not applicable to statewoperated psychiatric hospitals,
Disproportionate share hospital (DSH) payments and hospital upper payment limit (UPL) payments
will not be subject to the reimbursement reduction.
Reimbursement for inpatient and outpatient hospital claims submitted with a "from!> date of service on
01' after January 1,2010) will be reduced by 5 percent. For inpatient hospital claims, claims will
process through the diagtlosis~re1ated grouper (DRO). ORG payments, capital payments} medical
education payments (ifapplicabJe), and outlier payments (if applicable) will be calculated as usual.
The total calculated payment amount will be red1.1Ced by 5 percent prior to subtracting any applicable
thit·d-party liability (TPL) payments. For outpatient hospital claims, the allowed amount for each detail
line will be calculated using the current reimbursement methodology. The total allowed amount will be
reduced by 5 percent prior to subtracting any TPL for the claim.

Contact Information
Questtons regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317)
at 1-800-577-1278,

655~3240

or toll free

If you need additional copies of this bulletin, please download them from the IHCP \Veb site at
resLllts,:;1sp. To receive e~mail notifications of future ffiCP
publications, subscribe to the nICP E-mail Notifications at http://www.indianaillcdicaic\.com/ihcp/maiiing list/default,asp,

http://www,indlllntlll1t.~d[caid.conllihcp/Pliblie~ltions/bulletill
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAMS

PROVIDER

BULLETIN

BT201005

MARCH

9,

To:

Hospital and Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC)
Providers

Subject:

Outpatient Radiology Reimbursement

2010

Overview
The Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning (OMPP) is promulgating regulations on an emergency
basis to avoid an anticipated budgetary shortfall and to remain within the available Medicaid
appropriation. The result is a permanent change in reimbursement for certain radiology services
reported on the UB-04 claim form.

General
Reimbm'sement for the technical component of olltpatient radiology services billed on the UB-04 ",rill
be adjusted to equal the technical component rates identified on the Imliana Medicaid fee schedulel
available at http://www.jlldianamedicnjdcomJihcplindex.1llilh This change will facilitate consistent
technical component reimbursements for radiology services across all Medicaid providers. The new
rates for the specified Current Procedural Terminology (CPT''') codes listed in Table 1 will be
effective for claims submitted on the 00·04 with a "from" date of service on or after Aprill, 2010.
Table 1 - Radiology Fee Schedule

$21.05

00202

mammography, producing direct digital image,
[ views

$63.54

00204

Diagnostic mammography, producing direct digital image,
bUaterai, all views

$62.51

00206

Diagnostic mammography, producing direct digital image,
unilateral, all views

$50.45

Ultrasound B·scan and/or teal time with image
documentation; for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)

$58.92

00389
70010

Myelography, posterior fossa; supervision and interpretation
only

HP
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-,

,"t"'J>

~ositive

,,!'. -':"

,;"

',',

contrast; supervision and

.

<;'"

70030

Radiologic examination,eyej [oJ' detection of foreign body

$10.80

70100

Radiologic examination, Inandible; partial, less than four
views

$13.65

70110

Radiologic examination, mandible; complete~ minimum of
four views

$16.13

70120

Radiologic examination, mastoids; less than three views per
side

$16.13

70130

Radiologic examination, mastoids; complete, minimum of
three views p~side

$2Q.42

exaJnination~

70134

internal ,rl;t,

$19.12

meati,

70140

Radiologic examination, facial bones; less than three views

$16.13

70150

Radiologic examination) facial bones; complete, minimum of
three views

$2Q.42

70160

Radiologic examination? nasal bones, complete, minimum of
three views

$13.65

70170

Dacryocystography, nasolacrimal duct; superVIsion and
interpretation only

$24.45
$16.13

70200

Radiologic examination;_?I?~i?foralIlj na
Radiologic examination; orbits, complete, minimum offour
views

70210

Radiologic examinationl sinuses, panmasal, less than three
views

$16.13

70220

Radiologic examination, sinuses) paranasal) complete,
minimum of three views; wlo contrast studies

$20.42

70240

Radiologic examination; sella turcica

$10.80

70250

$16.13

70260

skull; less than four Views
Radiologic
Radiologic examination, skull; complete, minimum of fo-ul'
views

70300

Radiologic

70310

Radiologic examination, teeth; partial examination, less than
full mouth

$10.80

70320

D."'.

$2Q.42

70328

Radiologic examination, temporomul\dibular jOint) open and
closed mouth; unilateral

$12.87

70330

Radiologic examination, temporomandibular joint, open and
closed mouth; bilateral

$21.71

70190

70332

~:,

..,-

:joint

full mO\lth

I and

liP
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$20.42

$23.15
$6.77

teeth; single view

examination) teeth;

f~~'~t';

':::;"::':':-':"'i:'::<;

$34.99

loniy

70015

r,~-:::;:_:':,\ :,,,,

$54.22
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proton) imaging~

Magnetic

$289.67

70336

$9.62

orthodontic

70350

$14.83

70355
70360

$10.80

Radiologic examination; neck, soft tissue
including

70370
Complex

70371
70373
70380
70390
70450

pharyngeal and speech evaluation by cine

or video
contmst;

and

Radiologic examination. salivary gland for calclllus
'supervision and interpretation only
Computed tomography, head
material

Of

brain; without contrast

axlal tomography, head or brain; with contrast
70460

$33.55
$54.22
$46.16
$17,42
$46.16
$122.09
$146.28

$182.67

70470

Computerized axial tomography, head or brahl wlo contrast
material, followed by contrast material(s) and further
sections

70480

Computed tomography. orbit, sella, 01" posterior fossa or
outer, middle, or inner ear; without contrast materia!

$122.09

70481

Computerized axial tomography, orbit, sella or
fossa or outer, middle or inner ear; w/contrast

$146.28

$J 82.67

70482

Computerized axial tomography~ orbit, sella or posterior
fossa 01' Ol.lter, middle or inner ear; wlo contrast material,
followed contrast material(s) and further sections

70486

Computed tomography, maxillofacial area; without contrast
material

$122.09

70487

Computerized axial tomography, maxillofacial area; with
contrast material

$146.28

$182.67

70488

computerized axial tomography, maxillofacial area; w/o
material, followed by contrast materiat(s) and further
sections

70490

computed tomography, soft tissue neck; without contrast
material

$122.09

70491

Computerized axial tomography, soft tissue neck; with
contrast material

$146.28
$182.67

70492
llP
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c :~i~

$188.59

70496

Computed tomographic angiography, head, with contrast
matcrial(s), including noncontrast images~ if performed, and
image postprocessing

$188.59

70498

Computed tomographic angiography, neck, with contrast
material(s), including noncontrast images, lfpertormed, and
image
Mopnetic

'.

70540

without~~;;r~~~tOll) .:.,_,?:;

orbit, face,

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, orbit, face; and
neck; with contrast material(s)

$351.16

$650.13

70543

Magnetic resonance (e.g" proton) imaging, orbit, faceJ and
neck; without contrast matel'ial(s), followed by contrast
and further sequences
angiography, head; without contrast
Magnetic resonance angiography, head; with contrast
material(s)

70545

Magnetic resonance angiography, head; without contrast
material(s), followed by contrast material(s) and further

,'X

ic,

$289.67

70542

70544

"" iX"

$295.41
$295.41

$583.33

70546
70547

Magnetic resonance angiography, neck; withD11t contrast
material(s)

$295.41

70543

Magnetic resonance angiography, neck; with contrast
material(s)

$295.41

Magnetic resonance angiography) neck; without contrast
material(s), followed by contrast material(s) and further

$583.33

70549
70551

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, brain (including
brain stem); without contrast material

$289.67

70552

Magnetic resonance (e.g., aroton) imaging, brain (including
brain stem); with contrast material(s)

$347.41

70553

Magnetic resonance

$643.18

70554

Magnetic resonance imaging, brain, functional MRI;
including test selection and administration of repetitive body
p~rt.movement andlor visual stimulation, not requiring
•
L or
administration

71010

Radiologic examination, chest; siJl~!e view) frontal

I

71015

• R,

, proton

examination, chest; stereo, frontal

$345.85

$12.35
$13.65

71020

Radiologic eXflmillation, chest, two views. frontal and lateral

$16.13

71021

,exam" chest, two views, frontal anulateral; with

$19.12

HP
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. chest, two views, frontal and lateral; with
71022

Radiologic exam. chest, two views, frontal and lateral; with
j

71023

fluoroscopy

71030

views

Radiologic examination, chest, complete, minimum of four
chest, complete, minimum of foul'
71034

examination, chest, special views, e.g., lateral
studies

71035

unilateral; supervisIon and interpretation
71040

bilateral; 3m)erv!s!on and

71060

$19.12
$20.42
$20.42
$37.32
$13.65
$37.84
$56.96

71090

Insertion Pacemaker, fluoroscopy and radiography,
supervision and interpretation only

$43.57

71100

two views

$14.83

71101

Radiologic examination, ribs, unilateral; including
posteroanterior chest. minimum of three views

$17.42

three views

$20A2

71110

bilateral; including
of four views

71111
71120
71130

examination; sternum) minimum of two views
Radiologic examination; sternoclavicular joint or jointsJ
minimum of three views
thorax; without contrast materia!

71250

$23.15
$16.90
$18.20
$152.64

71260

Computerized tonnoc'rm,hv. thorax; with contrast material(s)

$182.67

71270

Computerized
followed by

$228.42

Computed tomographic
with contrast material(s)J
71275

$232.06

and
$289.67

71550

Magnetic resonance (e,g., proton) imaging, chest (e.g., for
evaL ofhiIar and mediastinal lymphadenopathy); without
contrast material(s)

$351.75

71551

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, chest (e,g., for
eva1uation ofhilar and mediastinallYll1phadenopathy); with
contrast

$648.06

71552
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Magnetic resonance angiographYl chest (exc 1. myocardium)

with/without contrast

72010

Radiologic examination, spine, entire, survey study,
anteroposterior and lateral

$26.52

72020

Radiologic examination, spine, single view, specify level

$10.80

Radiologic examination, spine, cervical; anteroposterior and

$15.61

72040

lateral

72050

Radiologic examination, spine, cervical; minimllm of four
views

$23.15

72052

.
examination, spine} cervical; complete, including
oblique ~nd flexion andlor extension studies

$29.26

Radiologic examination, spine, thoracolumbar, standing
(scoliosis)

Radiologic examination, spine; thoracic, anteroposterior and

$12.87
$16.90

72070

latera!

72072

lateral, i~lcluding,

. sP,in~:}horacic, anteroposterior and
VI

$19.12

72074

Radiologic examination, spine; thoracic, complete, including
obliques, minimum of four views

$23.67

72080

Radiologic examination, spine; thoracolumbar,
anteroposterior and lateral

$17.42

72090

examination, spine; scoliosis study, including
supine and erect studies

$17.42

72100

Radiologic examillfltion, spine, lumbosacralj antemposterior
and lateral

$17.42

72110

Radiologic examination, spine, lumbosacral; complete, with
oblique views

$23.67

72114

inc1ndinn hen"in~ views

72120

only,

72125

Computed tomography, cervical spine; without contrast
material

$152.64

72126

Computerized axial tomography. cervical spine; with
contrast material

$182.67

72127

Com, axial tom.; cervical spine; w/o contrast material,
1by contrast material(s) and further sections

$228.42

72]28

Computed tomography, thoracic spine; without contrast
material

$152.64

; vAall1;lI>lllVH,

HP
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.

$289.67

71555

72069

.

by contrast

spine, lumbosacral; complete,

examination, spine, lumbosacral, bending vIews
of foul' views

$30.55
$23.15
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72129

computerized .axial tomography, thoracic spine; with
contrast matenal

72130

and further sections

72131

Computed tomography, lumbar spine; without contrast
material

$152.64

72132

Computerized axial tomography, lumbar spine; with contrast
material

$182.67

72133

Com. axial.t~I~:, lumbar spine; wlo cont, mat., followed by
cant.
and further sections

$228.42

72141

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents; cervical

$289.67

72142

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents, cervical; with contrast materials

$347.41

72146

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents, thoracicj wlo contrast material

$321.52

72147

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging; spinal canal and
contents, thoracic; w/contrast material(s)

$347.41

72148

Magnetic resonance (e.g" proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents, lumbar; wlo contrast material

$321.52

72149

Magnetic resonance (e.g" proton)'
. lumbar; w/conll'ast ofe";,I(~'

$347.41

$643.18

72156

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents, withollt contrast material, followed by contrast
material(s) and ftll1her sequences; cervical

$643.18

72157

Magnetic resonance (e,g, proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents, without contrast material, foHowed by contrast
,.;" li and further
thoracic

$643.18

72158

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, spinal canal and
contents, without contrast material, followed by contrast
material(s) and further sequences; lumbar

72159

Magnetic resonance angiography, spinal canal and contents
withlwithout contrast

$321.52

72170

Radiologic cxmnination, pelvis; anteroposterior only

$13.65

72190

Radiologic examination, pelvis; complete, minimum of three
views

$17.42

Without contrast mal'erial followed by contrast matcrial(s)

i

I)'

spinal canal and

<,

$182.67
$228.42

computed tomographic angiography, pelvis, with contrast
72191

I

72192

material(s), including noncontrast images, [fperformed, and
image
.
. "5
pelvis; without contrast material

('mnmllf'n

axial

tomography~

pelvis; with contrast

72193

HP
P. o. Box 7263
Indianapolis. IN 46207-7263

$222.99
$152.64
$176.68
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Computerized axial tomography, pelvis; w/o con. maL,
followed by COll. maL and further sections

72194

$21933
.

72196

Magnetic
I
(e.g.) proton) imaging, pelvis; without
con trast
IH,
reSOJlance (e.g., pr?.!?n)J'- ';1'5,pelvi".

$651.01

72197

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, pelvis; without
COl Itrast material(s), followed by contrast material(s) and
fur ther sequences

72198

Magnetic
con trast

$289.67

72200

Ra diologic examination, sacroiliac joints; less than three
vie ws

$13.65

72202

Radiologic examination, sacroiliac joints; three or more
vie ws

$16.13

72195

angiography) pelvis, with/without
W

Radialogic examination, sacl11m and coccyx, minimum of
72220

two views

72240

Myelography) cervical; supervision and interpretation only
thoracicj ,

72255

and'

lonly

$293.64
$289,67

$14.83
$122.61
$112.07

72265

Mye1ography, lumbosacral; supervision and interpretation
only

$105.19
$157.45

72270

My elography, two or more regions (e.g., lumbarlthoracic,
eel"Vi eEllIthorac i c, lumbar/cervi cal, Jtim bar/thornc ic/cervi ca I)j
rad iological supervision and

72275

n.

72285

In

radiological :"UP""

cervical;

y,"';,vu

and interpretation

$57.44

,tin" only

$216;74

and intpm

and'

,lumbar;

72295

'only

Radiologic examination; clavicle) complete

73000
73010

,I <'opUb

I R,,"',

$202.94
$13.65
$13.65

,;c examination; scatmla,

73020

Rad iologic examination, shoulder; one view

$12.35

73030

Rad ioIogic examination, shoulder; complete, minimum of
two views

$14.83

"'''''~'

73040

I

73050
73060
73070
HP
P. O. Bo)" 7263
Indlml(Jpolis, IN 46207-7263

and

_') shoulder, arthrography; supervision

' lonly

Rad iologic examination, aCl'Omioclavlculal'joints, bilateral,
wit h or without weighted distraction

$54.22
$17.42

minimum of two views

$14.83

Rad iologie examination, elbow; anteroposterior and lateral
vie IVS

$13.65

examination;

Page8afJl
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73080

73090

elbow, arthrography; supervision
"",Iy
Radiologic examination; forearm, anteroposterior and lateral
views

73092

Radiologic examination; upper extremity, infant, minimum
of two views

$12.87

73100

Radiologic examination, wrist; anteroposterior and lateral
views

$12.87

73110

Radiologic examination, wrist; complete, minimum oflhree
views

$13.91

73115

Radiologic examination, wrist, arthrography; supervision and
interpretation only

$40.83

73120

Radiologic examination, hand; two views

$12.87

73085

011(\; ..

examination, hand; minimum of three views

73130

$54.22
$13.65

$13.91

73140

Radiologic examination, finger or fingers, minimum of two
views

73200

Computed tomography, upper extremity; without contrast
material

$128.19

73201

Computerized axial tomography, upper extremity; with
contrast mateda!(s)

$152.64

73202

Compllterized axial tomography, upper extremity; w/o cont.
t by cant. mat. and furl her sec
mat.,

$192.03

$195.55

73206

Computed tomographic angiography, upper extremity, with
contrast material(s), including noncontrast images, if
performed, and image

73218

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, upper extremity,
other Omn joint; without contrast material(s)

$292.90

.
(e.g., prolan) ;Om";n". upper extremity,
olher than ioinl; witl,·contrasl

$351.16

Moone.i"

73219

$10.80

MRI, upper extremity, other than joint; without contrast
73220

material(s); fonowed by contrast material(s) and fhrtller
sequences

73221

Magnetic
upper'

73222

73223

(e.g., proton) imaging, any joint of
",ce (e.g., prOlan) .
; with contrast
.

any joint of

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, any joint of
upper extremity; without contrast material(s), followed by
contrast material(s) and further

$289.67
$351.16

$650.13

Page9 of3!
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73225

••..

with/without contrast

73500

examination, hip; unilateral, one view

$12.35

73510

Radiologic examination, hip; complete, minimum of two
views

$14.83

73520

Radiologic examination, hips, bilatera1, minim\lm of two
views of each hip, including anteroposterior view of pelvis

$17.42

hip, artllrography; supervision and
1 only

73525

$54,22

73530

examination, 11ip, during operative procedmc

$13,65

73540

Radiologic examination, pelvis and hips, infant or child,
minimum of two views

$14.83

73542

Radiological
radiological

$56.11

73550

Radiologic examination; femur 1 anteroposterior and lateral
views

$14.83

73560

Radiologic examination, knee; anteroposterior and lateral
views

$]3,65

73562

with

knee; anteroposterior and lateral,
offhree views

$14.83

'joint

arlhrography,

73565

. examination, knee;
including
V""'I"""." andlor tunnel, andlor paiellar~
Radiologic examination, knee; both knees, standing,
anteroposterior

73580

Radiologic examination, knee, arthrography; supervision and
interpretation only

$68.02

73590

Radiologic examination; tibia and fibula, anteroposterior and
lateral views

$13.65

73592

Radiologic examination; lower exb'ernity, infant, minimum
of two views

$12.87

73600

Radiologic examination, ankle~ anteroposterior and lateral
views

$12.87

73610

Radiologic examination, ankle; complete, minimum of three
views

$13.91

73615

and

73620

Radiologic examination, foot; anteroposterior and lateral
views

$12.87

73630

Radiologic examination, foot; complete, minimum of three
views

$13.91

73650

Radiologic examination; calcaneus, minimum of two views

$12,35

73564

I

only

ankle, arthrography; supervision

HP
p, 0. Box 7263
Jl1dianapaJis. IN 16207-7263

,

$16,13
$12.87

$54.22

Page 100f31
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Radiologic examination; toe or toes, minimum of two views

73700

Computed tomography, lower extremity; \vithout contrast
material

$128.19

73701

Computerized axial tomography, lower extremity; with
contrast material(s)

$152.64

$192.Q3

73702

Computerized axial tomograpby, lower extremity; wlo
contrast material, followed by contrast material(s) and
further sectiollS

$195.55

73706

Computed tomographic angiogt'aphy, lower extremity, with
contrast material{s), including noncontrast images, if
perfonned, and image

73718

other than joint; with~ut contrast

73719

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, lowcr extremity
other than joint; with contrast material(s)

, lower extremity

(e.g., proton)

~;;:X

$10.80

73660

Magnetic

c,\

$292.90
$351.16

MRI, lower extremity other than joint; without contrast
material (3); followed by contrast material(s) and fUliher

sequences

73721

Magnetic
lower

73722

Magnetic resonance (e.g., prolon) imaging, any joint of
lowel' extremity; with contrast material(s)

$351.16

$650.13

73723

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, any joint of
lower extremity; whhout contrast material(s), followed by
contrast material(s) and further sequences

73725

Magnetic resonance angiography, lower extremity,
with/without contrast

$289.67

(e.g .• proton) imaging, any joint of

$289.67

74010

Radiologic examination, abdomen; single anteroposterior
view
Radiologic examination, abdomen; anteroposterior and
additional oblique and cone views

74020

Radiologic examination, abdomen; complete, including
decubitus and/or (;!rect views

$16.13

$19.12

74022

Radiologic examination, abdomen; complete acute abdomen
series, including supine, erect, and/or decubitus views, single
view chest

74150

r,

74000

abdomen; without contrast material

Computerized axial tomography, abdomen; with contrast
74160

material

74170

Computerized axial tomography, abdomen; w/o cont. mat.,
followed by cant. mat. and further sections

74175

I

.,,",

, with contrast

liP
P.

$650.13

73720

$14.83

$146.28
$176.68
$219.33
$222.99
Page II 0/31
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materiaJ(s), including lloncontrast images, if performed, and
image postprocessing
74181

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, abdomen

$289.67

74182

Magnetic resonance (e,g., proton) imaging, abdomen; with
contrast material(s)

$351.75

$651.01

74183

Magnetic resonance (e.g., proton) imaging, abdomen;
without contrast material(s), followed by with contr<l8t
rnaterial(s) and further },icquences

74185

Magnetic resonance angiography, abdomen, with/without
contrast

$289.67

74190

Peritoneogram (e.g., after injection of ail" or contrast)
radiological super/interp

$33.55

74210

Radiologic examination; pharynx and/or cervical esophagus

$30.55

"""

$30.55

74220

Radiologic examination; esophagus

74230

Swallowing function, phary and/or esophagus, with
cineradiograghy andlor video

74235

Removal of foreign body(s), esophageal, w(use of balloon
catheter under fluoroscopic guidance

$68m

74240

Radiologic examination, gastrointestinal tract, upper; with or
without delayed films, without KUB

$37.84

74241

Radiologic examination, gastrointestinal tract, upper; with or
without delayed films, with KUB

$38.61

74245

Radiologic examination, gastrointestinal tract, upper; with
small bowel, includes multiple serial films

$61.77

$42.64

74246

Radiologic exam, gastrointestinal tract, upper, air contrast,
w/specific high del1sity barium effervescent agent, with or
without glucagon; with or without delayed films, without
KUB

$43"57

74247

Radiological examination, gastrointestinal tract, upper, ail'
contrast, with specific high density barium effervescent
agent, with or without glucagon; with or without delayed
films, with KUB

$66.57

74249

Radiological examination, gastro. tract, upper air conL,
w/spcc. high density barium, effervescent agent) with or
without glucagon; with smalt intestine follow-through

74250

Radiologic examination, small bowel, includes multiple
serial films

$33.55

74251

Radiological exam, small bowel, incl mult series films; via
enteroclysis tube

$33.55

74260

Duodenography,- hypotonic

$38.61

74270

Radiologic eX<lmination, colon; contrast (e.g., barium)
enema, with or without KUB

$44.09

liP
P. O. Box 7263
Indialfapo!fs. IN 46207-7263

.

$33.55
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74280

Radiologic examination, colon; air contrast with specific
high density barium, with or without glucagon

$57.73

74283

Barium enema,

$66.32

for reduction

$19.12

74290

oral

74291

Cholecystography, oral
examination or I

74305

Cholangiography andlor pancreatography; postoperative

$20.42

74320

Cholangiography)
and interpretation

$81.26

74327

Postoperative biliary duct stone removal. percutaneolls viattube tract) basket or snare

. additional or repeat
ination
transhepatic; supervision

dueta I system,
74328

74329

Endoscopic catheterizatioll of the pancreatic dllctal system,
fluoroscopic monitoring and radiography

endoscopic catheterization of the biliary and
oalilcreatic ductal systems, radiological supervision and

$\0.80

$45.64
$81.26
$81.26

$81.26

74330
74340

Introduction of long gastrointestinal tube (e.g., Miller
Abbott), with multiple nuoroscopies and films

$68.02

74355

Percutaneous placell1cnt of enteroclysis tube; radiologic
guidance only

$68.02

of strictures andlor obstructions;
74360

dilatation of biliary duct stricture
ofstent

74363
74400

(pyelography), intravenous, with or without KUB

and/or bolus

74410
74415
74420

Urography, infusion, drip technique and/or bolus technique;
with nephrotomography
retro,',..,'c. with or without KUB

$81.26

$157.45
$43.57
$50.45
$54.74
$68.02

74425

Urography, ante grade, (pyelostogram,
loopogram); sllpervision and

$33.55

74430

Cystography,
interptetation

$27.18

74440

Vasography, vesiculography, 01'
supervision and interpretation

of three views; supervision and

LO"pt)ra cavernosography; supervision and interpretation
74445

$29.26
$37.84

'14450
HP
P. 0. Box 7263
flldianapoli~; IN 46207-7263

$29.26
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10nly
voiding; supervision and interpretation
74455

only

74470

Radiologic examination, renal cyst study, translumbar,
contrast visualization; supervision

74475

Introduction of intracatheter or catheter into renal pelvis for
drainage and/or injection, percutaneous, radiological
and interpretation

74480

renaIPclvi,'f~~ u'"'"., """'"

74485

Dilation ofnephrostomy Ofureters with fluoroscopic
monitoring and radiography; supervision and interpretation

74710

with or without

stent into ureter through

$32.25

$1Q5.19

$105.19
$81.26
$27.18

localization

y; supervision and interpretation only

74740

$40.83

$33.55
$81.26

74742

Transcervical cathel'ization of fallopian tube

74775

Perineogram (e.g. I vaginogram l for sex determination
extent of anomalies)

75557

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging for morphology and
function without contrast material;

$279.79

75559

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging for
. ~i;~~~~:nd
function without contra:;t material; with stress·

$426.34

$400.48

75561

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging for morphology and
function without contrast material(s), followed by contrast
material(s) and further sequences;

$501.61

75563

Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging for morphology and
function without contrast material(s), followed by contrast
with stress imaging
material(s) and further

75571

Computed tomography, heart, without cOlltrast material, with
quantitative evaluation of coronary calcium

75572

Computed tomography, heart, with contrast materiel I, tor
evaluation of cardiac structure and morphology (including
3D image postprocessing, assessment of cardiac fUllction,
and evaluation of venous structures, if
CU)

Of

Computed tomography, heart, with contmst material, for
evaluation of cardiac structure and morphology in the setting
of congenital heart disease (including 3D image
postprocessing) assessment of LV cardiac function, RV
structure and function and evaluation of venous structures, if
75573

performed)

75574

Computed tomographic angiography) heart, coronmy arteries
and bypass grafts (when present), with contrast material,
j
3D image
.
of

IfP

$44.16

$127.54

$180.62

$332.86

Page 14 0/31
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structures,

Aortography, thoracic} without serialography; supervision
75600

and interpretation only

Aortography, thoracic, by serialography; supervision and
75605

interpretation only

75625

Aortography,
supervision

by seriaiography;
plus bilateral ileofemoral lower
by serialography

75630

Computed tomographic angiography, abdominal aorta and
bilateral iIlofemoraI lower extremity runoff, with contrast

material(s), including noncontrast images, ifperfonned, and

$325.55
$325.55
$325.55
$33934

$222.99

75635
catheter, including vessel

only

75650

Angiography, brachial, retrograde; supervision and
75658

interpretation only
cerebral, unilateral, selective;

75660
cerebral, bilateral, selective;
75662

$325,55
$325.55
$325.55
$325.55

75665

Angiography, carotid, cerebral, unilateral; supervision and
interpretation only

$325.55

75671

Angiography, carotid, cerebral, bilateral; supervision and
interpretation only

$325.55

cervical, unilateral; supervision and
75676
cervical, bilateral; supervision and

$325,55

75680

Angiography,
interpretation

75685

Angiography, vertebral, cervical, and/or intracranial,
radiological supervision and interpretation

$325,55

75705

Angiography. spinal, selective; supervision and
interpretation only

$325,55

unilateral; supervision and
75710
bilateral; supervision and

$325.55

$325.55

75716

Angiography,
interpretation

75722

Angiography, renal, unilateral, selective (including flush
aortogram); supervision and interpretation

$325.55

75724

Anglography, renal, bilateral, selective (including flush
aOliogram); supervision and interpretation only

$325.55

HP
P. O. Bo.y 7263
/mfianapoffs, IN 46207-7263

$325.55
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Angiography> visceral; selective or supraselective,
supervision and interpretation only

75726

, ad.renal, unilateral, selective; supervision and

A

, onlv

75731

AngiographYI ~rlre.lml bilateral, selective; supervision and
interpretation' only

75733

A,

75736

I

"pelvic;, selective or stlpraselective, supervision

and

~y

Angiography, pulmonary, unilateral, selective; snpervision
and interpretation only

75741

Angiography, ~Ullllvilmy bilateral, selective; supervision
and "
lo n l y ,
A
catheter or venous
i.by
"
,aJ;d "'P'

75743
75746

75774

internal mammary; supervision and
only
Angiography, selective, each additional vessel studied after
basic exam; supervision and interp.

75791

Angiography, m1criovenous shunt (e.g., dialysis patient
fistula/graft), complete evaluation of dialysis access,
including fluoroscopy., image documentation and report
(includes injections of contrast and all necessary imaging
from the arterial anastomosis and adjacent artery through
entire venous outflow including the inferior OJ' superior vena
c~),'
,I ,
.
and

75756

$325.55
$325.55
$325.55
$325,55
$325.55
$325.55
$325.55
$325.55

",P' "'.,.:''''

75803

Lymphangiography, :-'I'.u\" :1)" only, unilateral; supervision
and interpretation~~y
Lymphangiography, extremity only, bilateral; supervision
and interpretation oUly

75805

Lymphangiography] pelvic/abdominal, 'lnilateral;
supervision and interpretation only

75801

IT.

75807

5:'• "'" it

I a;,d .

bilateral; supervision

"Y;'~~r;

$325.55

$159.64

$140.03
$140.03
$157.45
$157.45

75809

Shll11togrmn for investigation of previously placed shunt

$20.42

75810

' supervision and interpretation onlZ'._

$325.55

"J'

i

75820

extremity~

bilateral; supervision and

only

75822
75825

unilateral; supervision and

'only

!

75827
HP
p, O. Box 7263
Indianapolis, IN 46207-7263

:nd

,c.aval, i~ferior, with sedalographYi supervision
lonly
, caval,

. :. with

,

.

$24.45
$38.35
$325.55
$325.55
Page 160131
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Venography) ren_al, unilateral, selective; supervision and
. .
lonly

75831

renal, bilateral, selective; supervision and
lonly

"

1

75833

Venography, adrenal, unilateral, selective; supervision and
interpretation only

75840

"'b'''l''~.r' adr_~nal, bilateral, selective; supervision and
.

75842

• lOldy

$325.55
$325.55
$325,55
$325.55

$325.55

75860

Venography, venous sinus (e,g" petrosal and inferior
sagittal) 01' jugular, catheter, radiological supervision and
interpretation

75870

Venography, superiol' sagittal sinus; supervision and
interpretation only

$325,55

75872

I"

$325,55

and

and interpretation only

orbital;

75880

~

with hemodynamic

75885
trans hepatic

WW

evaluation;

75887

$325.55
$325.55

""'

and

$24.45

'VB

75889

Hepatic venography wedged 01' free) with hemodynamic
evaluation; supervision and interpretation only

$325.55

75891

Hepatic venography, wedg~? or free l without hemodynamic
evaluation; "me<'v;~;n" and
.
,only

$325,55

Venous,

thru
,renin)

,f

75893

without angiogmphy (e,g" for

Transcatheter therapy, embolization (e,g" particulate or
liquid), incl. angiography; super.linterp.

75894

$325,55
$623,80
$542.14

75896

Angiogram t~;_~~gh existing catheter for follow-up study for
r thm~
embolization or infusion

75898

,

Idu:'!n¥ I
75900

75901

~

of _a/

,

llP
P. 0, Box 7263

Indfanapoffs. IN 46207-7263

~u

intravascular catheter

~ ~I'-' therapy with contrast monitoring,
a1)d

$559,57

interpretation

Mechanical removal ofpcl'icatheter obstructive material
(e.g" fibrin sheath) from central venous device via separate
venous access, radiologic
and
Mechanical'

75902

--.r 1"

$27.18

$43,85

ofilltraluminal (intracatheter)

obstructive m~tf'ri~l
central venous device through
device l u m e n " u e ,;'v, and
~'W uu

$43.85
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._.j~~c;Kd';k':
placement ofNe filter; supervision and
only

75940

75960

Transcatheter introduction of intravascular stent(s), (except
coronary, carotid, and vertebral vessel), percutaneous and/or
open, radiological supervision and
each vessel

75961

arterial catheter

Transcathetcr retrieval, percutaneous, of fractured venous or

. "'YO 01 artery;

75962
75964

angioplasty. any method,
and inter. OI"L

$325.55

$397.16

$271.33

$406.81

I ";0;,

.
."
angioplasty, any method, each
. add. 1''' ,pu"",-"rtery; super. and mter. only

$217.00

75966

Percutaneous translumillal
, any method, renal or
other vis. artery; super. and jnter. only

$406.81

75968

Percutaneous transluminal
add. visceral artery;

any method, each
and inter.'

$217.00

75970

Transcatheter biopsy; supervision and interpretation only

$298.25

75978

Percutaneous translurninal angioplasty, venous (e.g .•
subclavian stenosis); supervision and interpretation only

$406.81

I

1~~~i~l?, "i u.?-'" with contrast

75980
75982

Percutaneous placement of drainage catheter for combined
internal and external biliary drainage

75984

Change of percutaneous tube OJ' drainage catheter with
monitoring (e.g., genitominary system, abscess),
radiological supervision and
'tinn
C01ltrast

Radiological guidance (i,e., fluoroscopy, ultrasound, or
computed tomography), for percutaneous drainage (e.g"

$140.03
$157.45

$50.45

$81.26

75989

abscess, specimen collection), with placement ofcatheter,
radiological supervision and interpretation

75992

Transluminal

75993

Transluminal

75994

Translumil1al atherectomy, renal

$406.81

75995

Transluminal

$406.81

75996

Transluminal atherectomy each additional renal visce1'al

76000

Fluoroscopy (:separate procedure)} up to one hour physician
time, other than 71023 or 71034

76001

76010

$406.81

each additional

1

artery

visceral

Fluoroscopy) phys. time more than one hour. assisting a nonradiologic phys. (e.g., nephrostoHthotomy, ERCP,
transbronchial bio~s¥)
Radiologic examination from nose to rectum for foreign
. body, single film, child

liP
p, 0, Box 7163
Indiwlapo/(s. iN 46207-7263

$217.00

$217.00
$33.55

$68.02
$13.65
Page/RoJ31
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,', ', ~~";i"".,,".X':di',;,',ii'

')cR~,l~~f(~~th:~ "
·':',A·piH),'~Q.(O

76080

Radiologic examination) fistula or sinus tract study;
supervision and interpretation only

$27,18

76098

Radiological examination, breast surgical specimen

$10,80

76100

Radiologic examination) single plane body section (e.g.,
tomography), othol' than with urography

$32.25
$36.54

76101

Radio1ogic examination, complex motion (i.e.,
hypercycloidal) body section (e.g" mastoid polytomogfRphy)
other than with urography; unilateral

76102

Radiologic exam) complex motion (hypercycloidal) body
sect (ma,stoid polytom) other than with urography; bHateral

$44.86

76120

Cineradiography, exccpt where specifically included

$27.18

76125

Cineradiography to complement routine examination

$20,42

$89.99

76376

3D rendering with interpretation and reporting of computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging) ultrasound, or
other tomographic modality; not requiring image
postprocessing on an independent workstation

$93.39

76377

3D rendering with interpretation and reporting of computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, or
other tomographic modality; requiring image postprocessing
on an independent workstation

76380

Computed tomography> limited or localized follow-up study

$90.62

76390

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy

$36.54

76506

Echoencephalography, real time with image documentation
(gray scale) (fol' determination ofventricl1!ar size,
delineation of cerebral contents! and detection of fluid
masses or other intracranial abnormalities), inCluding A~
mode encephalography as secondary component where
indicated

76510

Ophthalmic ultrasound, diagnostic; B-scan and quantitative
A-scan performed during the same patient encounter

$57.48

76511

Ophthahnic ultrasound, diagnostic; quantitative A-scan only

$53.59

76512

Ophthalmic ultrasound, diagnostic; B-scan (with or without
superimposed non-quantitative A-scan)

$48.34

76513

Ophthalmic ultrasound) echography immersion (water bath)
BD scan

$39.54

$1.70

76514

Ophthalmic ultrasound, echography, diagnostic; corneal
pachymetry, unilateral or bilateral (determination of corneal
thickness)

76516

Opthalmic biometry by ultrasound echography, A-mode

$32.25

76519

Ophthalmic biometry by ultrnsO\Uld echography, A-mode;
with intraocular lens power calculation

$32.25

HP
P. O. Box 7263
Illdi(/II(lpolfs.1N 46207-7263

$286.42
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I~};}rii:

[,

76529

;)
u.

76700

i/<j)>:>(3)'~
F...

soft tissues of head and neck (e.g., thyroid,
n:'Irl'ltici), real time with image documentation

Ultrasound, chest (includes mediastinum), rcal time with
image documentation
T

76645

Be>:" ('{Iii ...........

Ophthalmic 1dtrasonic foreign body localization

76536
76604

Outpatient Radiology Reimbursement
March 9, 2010

(unilateral or bilateral), real time with

image,

0"""
Ultrasound. abdominal, real time with image documentation;
complete

........

.//

Ili':t;

$35.25
$36.54
$33.55
$27.18
$50.97

Echography, ahdominal, B-scan andlor real time w/image

doCtlmelltation; limited (e.g., single orgall, quadrant, follow-

$36.54

76705

up)

76770

Ultrasound, retroperitoneal (e.g., renal, aorta, nodes), real
time with image documentation; comp1ete

$50.97

76775

Echography, retroperitoneal (e.g., renal, aorta,l1odes). Bscan; limited

$36.54

76776

U1trasound, transplanted kidney, real time and duplex
Doppler with image documentation

$78.78

76800

spinal canal and contents
Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentation, fetal and maternal evaluation, first trimester
(14 weeks, 0 days), transabdominal approach; single 01' first

$36.54

$28.40

76801
Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with lmage
documentation, fetal and maternal evaluation, first trimester
(14 weeks, 0 days), t,"nsabdominal approach; each
additiona1 gestation (list separately in addition to code for

$19.86

76802

76805

Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentation, fetal and maternal evaluation, after lirst
trimester (> or = 14 weeks, 0 days), transabdominal
single or first gestation

$54.22

Ultras01U1d, pregnant uterus, rea! time with image

76810

documentation, fetal and maternal evaluation, after first
trimester (> or = 14 weeks, 0 days), transabdominal
approach; each additional gestation (list separately in
addition to code for primary procedure)

$%.20

76811

Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentation, fetal and maternal evaluation plus detailed
fetal anatomic examination. transabdominal approach; single
or first

$31.95

76812

Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentation, fetal and maternal evaluation plus detailed
fetal anatomic
each

liP

PagdOafJt
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~mary

. '~i
. ,I 2010."<

(list 'v",",ely in addition to code for

p\

$36.54

76815

Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentation, limited (e.g., fetal heart beat, placental
location, fetal position and/or qualitative amniotic fluid
one or more fetuses

$28.74

76816

ULtrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentation, follow-up (e.g., re-evaluation offetal size by
measuring standard growth parameters and amniotic fluid
volume, re-evaluation of organ system(s) suspected or
confirmed to be abnormal on a previous scan),
transabdominal
, per fetus

76817

Ultrasound, pregnant uterus, real time with image
documentution, transvaginal

$39.84

76818

Fetal

$41.87

76819

Fetal biophysical profile; without stress or non-stress testing

76820

D"Pplel'

profile

76821

,

76825

r

'y, fetal; umbilical artery

$43.46

.. fetal; middle cerebral artery

$43.46

" ~e!a.l, realtime with Image documentation

~) wlIn 01: ';it~ M-mode recording

fetal cardiovascular system

76826

Doppler
76827

swavewith

;pe~t\f:lt~is~;:d

, andlor

76828

Doppler echocardiography fetal cardiovascular system

76830

Echography, "

76831

Saline infusion sonohystcrogt'aphy (SIS), including color
flow Doppler, when performed

76856

Ultrasound, pelvic
documenation;

76857

pelvic (non-obstetric), ~"sca? andlor real time
".' "'"5; d~c:; limited or follow-up' (e.g., for follicles)

76870

$42.61

,

$50.97
$18.34
$46.31
$29.03
$39.54

rca! time with image

scrotum and contents

$39.02
$39.54
$27.18
$39.54

76872

Ultrasound, transrectal

$39.54

76873

Echography, transrectal; pJ"Ostate volume study for
brachytherapy treatment planning (separate procedure)

$56.55

76880

Ultrasound, extremity, nonvascular, real time with image
documentation

$36.54

76885

Echography of infant hips, real time with im."i",
, (e.g., .

$39.02

HP
p,o. [Jox 7263
iJldianapolis, IN 46207-7263
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. . . •. . . . . . . .•. . ;,. ;;". :.y',;ii
Echography of infant hips, real time with imaging
documentation; limited, static (e.g., not requiring
76886

manipulation)

76930

Ultrasonic guidance for perical'diocentesis; supel'vision and
interpretation only
Ultrasonic guidance for endomyocardial biopsy; supervision

$36,28

$39,54
$39,54

76932

and interpretation only

$167,92

76936

Ultrasound guided compression repair of arterial pseudo~
aneurysm or arteriovenous fistulae (includes diagnostic
ultrasound evaluation, compression oflesion and imaging)

76940

Ultrasound guidance for, and monitoring of, parenchymal
tissue ablation

$43.38

76942

Ultrasonic guidance for needle biopsy; supervision and
interpretation only

$39,54

76946

Ultrasonic guidance for amniocentesis; sl.lpervision and
interpretation only

$39,54

76948

Ultrasonic guidance for aspiration of ova; supervision and
interpretation only

$39,54

76950

Echography for placement of radiation therapy fields, BMscan

$33,55

76965

Gastrointestinal endoscopic ultrasound~ radiological
supervision and interpretation

76970

Ultrasound study follow-up (specify)

76975

and interpretation

76977

Ultrasound bone density measurement and interpretatioll,
peripheral site(s), any method

$22,86

$65.43

77001

Fluoroscopic guidance for central venous access
placement/replacement (cath only or complete), or removal
(inc fluoro guidance for vasc access and cath manipulation,
any nee contrast inj thru access site/cath w/venography
snperv/interpr, position)

77002

Fluoroscopic guidance for needle placement (e.g., biopsy,
aspiration, injection, localization device)

$27,18

$16,57

77003

F!uoroscopic guidance and localization of needle or catheter
tip for spine or paraspinous diagnostic or therapeutic
injection procedures (epidural, transforaminal epidural,
subarachnoid, or sacroiliac joint), including neurolytic agent
destruction

77011

Computed tomography guidance for stereotactic localization

$502,29
$53,06

77012

computed tomography guidance for needle placement (e.g.,
biopsy, aspiration, injection, localization device),
radiological supervision and interpretation

$27,18

~~--~~-~~~~---~---+-----------1

Gastrointestinal endoscopic ultrasound, radiological super

HP
P. O. Box

$142.36

$39,54
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_ ' / i '. .'"~ii~"i<j(t~·········
.':G> /i.:····

Computed tomography guidance for placement of radiation
therapy fields

77014

Magnetic resonance guidance for needle placement (e.g" for
biopsy, needle aspiration, injection, or placement of
localization device), radiological supervision and

77021

i,"

if<

$110.07

$234.93

VH

$38.35

77031

Stereotactic localization guidance for breast biopsy or needle
placement (e.g., for wire localization or for il~ection), each
lesion, radiological supervision and

$11.39

77032

Mammographic guidance for needle placement, breast (e.g.,
for wire localization 01' for '~':~
II); each lesion,
..".
. "lovp=,vdand'
COlTIputel'~aided detection (computer algorithm analysis of
digital image data for lesion detection) with fmother physician
review for interpretation, with or without digitization of film
radiograph~c ima?~s; diagnostic.
"1-"'/ ~dst
,""••),Ill add Ilion to code forl'fi111 aryp' ,"""IOJ.

$4.55

Computer.aided detection (computer algorithm analysis of
digital image data for lesioj] detect.ion) with further physician
review for interpretation, with or without digitization of film
radiographic images; screening
,
in addition to code for primary:

$4.55

77051

\;'"

77052

'0

77053

or galactogram, single duct,
and interpretation

$14.75

77054

Mammary ductogram or galactogram, multiple ducts,
radiological supervision and interpretation

$39.83

77055

Mammography; unilateral

$34.80
$409

' bilateral

77056

bilateral (2-view film study of

77057

~~ehi,;~:~

77058

Magnelic resonance imaging, breast, without and/or with
contrast material(s); unilateral

$535,31

77059

Magnetic resonance imaging, breast, without and/or with
contrast material(s); bilateral

$537.44

77072

Bone age stlldies

77073

Bone length studies

I ",

examination, osseous survey; limited (e.g., for

77074
77075
77076

,.

i

HP
P. O. Box 7263
indianapolis, IN 46207-7263

$30,29

$9.10
$14.98
$32.22

Radiologic examination, osseous survey; complete (axial and
appendicular sktdeton)

$52.45

R,,""

$45.53

i examination, osseous survey, infant
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Joint survey, single view, 2 or more Joints

77078

Computed tomography, bone mineral d~n.si:~:i~~'~~' 1 or
mOI'e sites; axial
I (e.g.) hips, pelvis,·

77079

I

Computed tomography, bone mineral density study, 1 or
more sites; appendiculal' skeleton (peripheral) (e.g" radius,
wrist, heel)

$21.41

77080

Dual-energy X-ray absorpttomctry (DXA), bone density
study, 1 or more sites; axial skeleton (e,g., hips, pelvis,
, spine)

$17.05

77081

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), bone density
study, 1 or more sites; appendicular skeleton (peripheral)
(e.g., radius, wrist, heel)

77082

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), bone density
study, 1 or more sites; vertebral fracture assessment

$10.06

77083

Radiographic absorptiometry (e.g., photodensitometry,
radiogrammetly), lor morc sites

77084

bloods\lpp1y

77280

Radiation therapy sitlltllator aided field setting; simple

77285

Intermediate

77290

Radiation

aided field setting; complex

$168.10

77295

Therapeutic radiology simulation-aided field setting; by
three-dimellsionall'econsll'Uction of tumor

$722.41

77300

Basic radiation dosimetry calculation, central axis depth
dose, TDF, NSD, gap calculation, off axis factor, tissue
factors, calculation of non-ionizing radiation
surface ,md d~pth dose

77301

Intensity modulated radiotherapy plan, including dosevolume histograms for target and critical structure partial
tolerance specifications

$48.12

77305

Teletherapy, isodose plan (whether hand or computer cal.);
simple (one or two parallel opposed unmodified ports
directed to asi~al'ea of:'-

$60.21

77310

Teletherapy, isodose plan (whether hand or computer
calculated); intermediate (three or more treatment ports
directed to a single area of interest)

$68.79

77315

Complex (mantle or inverted y, tangential ports, the use of
wedges! compensators, complex blocking! rotational beam
considerations)

77321

Special teletherapy port plan, po, ,;,,.,, hemibody, total body

I

(e.g., proton) imaging, bOtle marrow

77326

ther~PLsjmulator

$117.58

$17.83

$9,02
$353.85
$89.84
$144.06

:lvlllPJ isodose plan; simple
. singlep1ane; one to four
.

1 made

from
, remote

HP

$34.58

$705.07

$104.26
$61.25
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I
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f,~

:;c,:r~
,

"b'

"J'

I~t~,

[f:~J'

if:
iii

"eJ,l t08

Brachytherapy isodose plan; illtermediate (multiplane dosage
calculations, application involving 5-10 sOllfceslribbon
application, remote afterloading brachytherapy, 9 to 12
77327

OU'

77328

Complex (multiplanc isodose plan, volume implant
calculations, over 10 sources/ribbons used, special spatial
reconstruction, remove afterloading brachytherapy, over 12
somces)

77331

Special dosimetry

$89,84

"'-

$128.19

$13.13

Treatment devices, design and construction; simple block,

$34.58

77332

simple bolus

77333

Intermediate

$49.15

77334

(',

,,'e

$83.85

Multi·leaf collimator (MLC) device(s) for intensity

77421

modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)~ design and
construction pel' IMRT plan
. of target
: X-~·ax guidance for
I u,
volume for
I therapy

77470

Special treatment procedure (e,g" total body irradIation,
hemibody irradiation J per oral, endocavitary or interoperative
cone irradiation)

77750

Infusion or instillation of radioelement solution (includes
three months' follow-up care)

$35.47

77761

Intracavitary radioelement ut'~~~i{,,,, simple

$65.02

77762

,.

$93.35

77763

Intracavitary radioelement application; complex

77776

Interstitial radioelement

17777

Interstitial

77778

Interstitial radioelement application;

77785

Remote atterloading high dose rate radiolluclide
brachytherapy; 1 channel

77338

I

""0

intermediate

; simple

application; intermediate
I

I Remote afterioading high dose rate radionuclide
' 2-12 channels

77786

high dose rate radionuclide

Rel~~te,

; over 12 channels

77787

of Tad ioclement

77789

Surface

77790

Supervision,

. loadillJ£ of radioelement

liP

P.

$88.47

$287.97

$116,10
$56.18
$109.48
$132.48
$80.89
$198.21
$372.Q9
$11.58
$13.13
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78000

Thyroid uptake; single determination

78001

Thyroid uptake; multiple determinations

$33.55

78003

Thyroid uptake; stimulation, suppression or discharge (not
including initial uptake studies)

$24.97

78006

Thyroid imaging, with uptake; single determination

$61.77

78007

Thyroid imaging, with uptake; mUltiple determinations

$66.57

78010

Thyroid imaging only

$46.93

78011

Thyroid imaging; with vascular flow

$62.28

78015

Thyroid carcinoma metastases imaging; limited area

$66.57

78016

Thyroid carcinoma metastases imaging; limited area; with
additional studies

$90.10

78018

Thyroid carcinoma metastases imaging; whole body

78020

Thyroid carcinoma metastases uptake (list separately in
addition to code for primary procedure)

78070

Parathyroid imaging

78075

Adrenal imaging, cOltex and/or medulla

78102

Bone marrow imaging; limited area

$52.67

78103

Bone marrow imaging; multiple areas

$81.78

78104

Bone marrow imaging; whole body

78110

Blood or plasma volume, radioisotope technique; single
sampling

$24.45

78111

Blood or plasma volume) radioisotope technique; multiple
sampling

$66.57

78120

Red cell mass determination; single sampling

$44.86

78121

Red

$75.01

78122

·Whole blood volume determination, including separate
measurement of plasma volume and I'e(j cell vol.

78130

Red cell survival study (e.g., radiochromillm)

78135

With differential organ/tissue kinetics (e.g" splenic and/or
hepatic sequestration)

CClllllflSS

determination; multiple sampling

78140
Red cell splenic and/or hepatic sequestration
f---'-'------t-----78185
Spleen imaging only, with or without vascular flow
Kinetics, study of platelet survival, with or without
differential organ/tissue localization
78190
78191

Platelet survival study

liP
P. 0. Box 7263
indianapolis, IN 46207-7263

$140.29

$3.88
$46.93
$140.29

$105.19

$119.09

$73.71
$125.86
$101.67

$60.99
$147.83
$189.55
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If.

"

78195

Lymphatics- and lymph glands imaging

78201

Liver

78202

Liver imaging; with vascular flow

78205

Liver

78206

Liver

78215

Liver and spleen

78216

Liver and spleen

78220

Liver function study with hepatabiliary agents, with serial
images

$60.99

static

I

$105.19

$74.49
$152.64

\~p<';\A};

with vascular flmv

static

$75.78

with vascular flow

$90.10

imarrhw~

ductal system

78223

$160.05

including

$96.20
$94.65

78230

Salivary gJand imaging

$56.18

78231

Salivary gland

$81.78

78232

<, J;,

78258

Esophageal motility

78261

Gastric mucosa

$105.96

Gastroesophageal reflux study

$109.74

78264

Gastric

$106.48

78270

Vitamin B-12 absorption studies; without intrinsic factor

$40.06

78271

Vitamin B-12 absorption studies (e.g., Schilling test); with
intrinsic factor

$42.64

78272

Vitamin B· 12 absorption studies combined, with and without
intrinsic factor

$59.95

78278

Acute

178262

.

it

,,;1 ; with serial views

$91.39

gland function study

$74.49

blood loss imaQine
~.\~:~~j ectopic gastric

Intestine;1

mucosa, Meckel's

$125.86
$78.52

78290

,"'"'",,>/

78291

Peritoneal-venous shunt patency test

$79.04

78300

Bone imaging; limited area (e.g.> skull, pelvis)

$64.50

78305

Bone imaging;

$94.65

78306

Bone

78315

Bone imaging by three phase technique

$123.38

78320

Bone imaging

$152.64

I

areas
whole body

. , (sp~

Bone ~~nsit~ (b011C mineral content) study; single photon

78350
HP
P. 0. Box 7263
llldioll(lpolis, IN 46207-7263

$110.51

$19.64
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Cardiac shunt detection
study, imaging (Le., angiography,

78445

$47.97

$111.48

78451

Myocardial perfusion imaging, tomographic (spect)
(including attenuation {:orrection} qualitative or quantitative
wall motion, ejection fraction by first pass or gated
technique, additional quantification~ when performed); single
study, at rest OJ' stress

$215.57

78452

Myocardial perfusion imaging, tomographic (spect)
(including attenuation correction, qualitative or quantitative
wall molion, ejection fraction by first pass or gated
techniqlle~ additional quantification, when performed);
multiple studies, at rest andlor stress

$103.97

78453

Myocardial perfusion imaging, planar (including qualitative
or quantitative wall motion, ejection fraction by first pass or
gated technique~ additionul quantification, when performed);
.!.ingle
at rest or stress (exercise orphannacologic)
Myocardial perfusion imaging, planar (including qualitative
or quantitative wall motion, ejection fraction by first pass or
gated technique, additional quantification, when performed);
multiple studies, at rest and/or stress (exercise or

78454

$87.40

I

$107.26

78456

Acute venous thrombosis

78457

Venous thrombosis imaging (e.g., venogram); unilateral

78458

Venous thrombsis .

78459

Myocardial imaging, positron emission tomography (PET),
metabolic evaluation

bilflteral

imagining, infal'ct avid, planar; qualitative or
78466

planar; with ejection

$68.79
$103.75
$811.03
$68.02

78468

Myocardial imaging}
fraction by first

78469

Myocardia! imaging, infarct avid~ planar; tomographic spect
with 01' without quantification

$135.22

$142.51

78472

Cardiac blood pool imaging, gated equilibrium; planar,
single study, at rest OJ' stress, wall motion study plus ejection
fraction

$213.48

78473

Cardiac blood pool imaging, gated equilibrium; multiple
studies, wall motion study plus ejection fractiol1 at rest and
stress

$135.22

78481

Cardiac blood pool imaging) first pass technique; single
study, at rest or with stress, wall motion study plus ejection
fraction

j
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:c:

!,//:> ;"

;';;i';;;:';";:)5N~:";i{;(r;J I·
·.··i.lI.p,'~
~ ~Pllcm
I .

if

$203.35

78483

Cardiac blood pool imaging, first pass technique; multiple
studies, at rest and with stress, wall motion study plus
ejecti~~ fraction

73491

Myocardial
,positron emission tomography (PET),
perfusion; single study at rest or stress

$811.03

78492

Myocardial imaging} positron emission tomography (PET),
perfusion; multiple studies at rest andlor stress

$811.03

$151.83

78494

Cardiac blood pool imaging, gated equilibrium) spect, at rest,
wall motion study plus ejection fraction, with or without
processing
Cardiac blood pool imaging) gated equilibriulll, single study,
at rest) with right ventricular ejection fraction by tirst pass
technique
separately in addition to code for pdmary

. I

'-""

:~i

(.21) fii

$45.67

78496

78584

$88.80

Pulmonary perfusion imaging; particulate

78580
i

single

I"J

78585

un

perf imflOill!J, t'
, with ventilation;
and
, ~v/wo-=ingle breath

imaging, aerosol; multiple projections
lateral views

Pulmonary
e.g., nn".,·;,

"~':e;:osol,<lIlO or.

78588

"'t';S;

$82.55
$145.61

ventilation imaging, aerosol; single nmic:dinn

78586
78587

imaging, pal'ticulate, with ventilation;

breath

'~." ~,with ventilation

$67.09
$72.42
$94.54

78591

Pulmonary ventilation imaging, gaseous, single breath)
single projection

78593

Pulmonaty ventilation ;mHo;no on,p",,,, with I
and washout with or witho~t single breath; single

"?

$89.32

$128.71

78594

Pulmonary ventilation imaging, gaseous, with rebreathing
and washout with or without single breath; multiple
projectiollS

78596

Pulmonary quantitative differential function
(ventilation/perfusion) study

$182.93

78600

Brain

less than 4 static views

$74.49

78601

Brain

less than 4 static views; with vascular flow

$87.88

78605

Brain

minimum 4 static views

$87.88

78606

Brain ;:~

minimum 4 static views; with vascular flow

$99.97

78607

Brain imaging, tomographic (spect)

$169.40

78608

Brain imaging, positron emission tomography (PET);
metabolic evaluation

$811.03

,'-

~

$73.71
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,

.•......~

Brain
78609

I, e

emission tomogmphy (PED;

1

•

Brain imaging, vascular flow study only

78610

";

I fluid flow, im"oinq (not including
, u.

78630

$40.83
$130.15
$65.80

78635
78645

fluid~ow,

78650

Cerebrospinal fluid flow,

78660

$81103

I n , II,

•

.• ;, "'

shunt evaluation
CSF leakage
flow study)

$119.87
$54.74
$78.52

78700
78701

$88.80

Kidney ilnaging; with vascular flow
Kidney'

i with "o,cum' flow and

78707
Kidney imaging morphology; with vascular flow and
function, single study, with phannacologica! intervention
(e.g., angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor and/or

$91.91
$115.58

$114.29

78708

diuretic)
$114.29

78709

Kidney imaging morphology; with vascular flow and
function, multiple studies, with and without pbarmacological
intervention (e.g., angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor
and/or diuretic)

78710

Kidney imaging

$152.64

78725

Kidney fimction study only

$46.16

78730

Urinary bladder residual study (list separately in addition to
code for primary

$37.84

78740

Ureteral reflux study

$54.74

78761

Testiculal:~a~~ with

$82.55

tomographic (spect)

78800

vascular flow
Radiopharmaceutical 1r ~li· ' of tumor or distribution of
radiopharmaceutical agen~~ ~ );.limited area

78801

Tumor localization (e,g., gallium, selenomethLonine);
multiple areas
localization of tumor or distribution of
agent(s); whole body, single day

$87.88
$109.22

$143.02

78802
78803

78804
NP
P. O. Box 7263
indianapolis, IN 46207~7263

Tumor localization (spect)

$169.40

Radiopharmacenticalloca!ization of tumor or distribution of
radiopharmaceutical agent(s); whole body, requiring two or

$291.83

more -days' imaging
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78805

Abscess localization; limited area

78806

Abscess

78807

Radionuclide localization of abcess spect

$169.40

78811

Positron
(e,g"

$811.Q3

78812

Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging; skull base to
mid-thigh

78813

Positron emission

78814

Positron emission tomography (PET) with cOJlcurrently
acquired computed tomography (CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical localization imaging; limited area
(e,g" chest, head/neck)

$166,29

whole body
j

(PET) imaging; limited area

. whole

Positron emission tomography (PET) with concl.lITently
acquired computed tomography (CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical localization imaging; skull base to

$811.Q3
$811.Q3

$811.03

$811.03

78815

78816

Positron emission tomography (PET) with concurrently
acquired computed tomogmphy (CT) for attenuation
correction and anatomical localization imaging; whole

79005

Radiopharmaceutical therapy, by oral administration

$69,90

79101

Radiopllarmaccutical tn"ral)V,

$69,90

intravenous administration
administration

79200

therapy, radiolabeled monoclonal
infusion

79403

$811.03

$69,90
$111.85

79440

Radiopharmaceutical therapy, by intra-articular
administration

$69,90

79445

Radiophannaceuttcal therapy, by intra-arterial particulate
administration

$70,20

Contact Information
Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 Ot' toll free
at 1-800-577-1278,

I CPT copyright 2008 American Medical Association. All rights reserved. CPTis (/ registered trademark ojtfle American
Medical Association.

If you need additional copies of this bulletin, please download them from the llICP ·Web site at
http://www.indiammledicaid.com/ihc~/Pub!jcatio .. s/buUetin results.asp. To receive e-mail notifications of future mep
publications1 subscribe to the IHCP E-mail Notifications at http://WV.fw.tnctianamedicaid.com/iilcp/mailing list!defalllt.3sp.
liP
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAMS

PROVIDER

BULLETIN

8T201007

MARCH

To:

Home Health Agencies

Subject:

Reduction in Home Health Reimbursement

9,

2010

Overview
The Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning (OMPP) is promulgating an emergency rule to avoid an
anticipated budgetary shortfall and to remain within the available Medicaid appropriation. The result is
a reduction in reimbursement for home health services reimbursed under 405 lAC 1~4.2.

General
Reimbursement for home health services v{ith a "from" dute of service on or after April 1, 2010,
through June 30, 2011, will be reduced by 5 percent. The reduction will apply prior to subtracting any
applicable third-party liability (TPL) payments,
Home heallh agencies.will be reimbursed based on the following schedule:
Table 1 - Reimbursement Schedule for Home Health Agencies

HP
P. O. Bo.... 7263
Indianapolis. IN 46207-7263
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Reduction in Home Health Reimbursement
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Contact Information
Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 or toll free
at 1-800-577-1278_

If you need additional copies of this bullctin~ please download them from the mep \Veb site
at http://www,indianamedicaid,comlihcplPublications/bulJetin results,asp, To receive e-mail
notification of future IHCP publications, subscribe to the IHCP E-mail Notifications at
http://www.indianamedicflid.com/ihcp/mailing Iist/deranl t,asp.

lIP
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAMS

PROVIDER

BULLETIN

BT201008

MARCH

9,

2010

To:

Nonstate-Owned Intermediate Care Facilities for the
Mentally Retarded and Community Residential
Facilities for the Developmentally Disabled

Subject:

Reduction in Reimbursement

Overview
The Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning (OMPP) is promulgating an emergency rule to avoid an
anticipated budgetary shortfall and to remain within the available Medicaid appropriation. The result is
a reduction in reimbursemeni for nonstatewowned intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded
(ICFIMR) and community residential facilities for the developmentally disabled (CRFIDD) reimbursed
under 405 JAC /-12.

General
Reimbursement for ncnstate-owned ICF/MR and CRFIDD services with a "from" dute of service on or

after April 1, 2010, through June 30, 2011} will be reduced by 3 percent. Notifications will be sent to
each provider by Myers and Stauffer that will include the reduced facility per diem rate em~ctive April
1, 2010. All subsequent facility rate adjustments with effective dates on or after April I, 2010) through
JU11030, 201l, will likewise be reduced by 3 percent.

Contact Information
Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 or toll free
all-800-577-1278,

If you need additional copies of this bulletin) please download them from the mep Web site
at hHp:J/www .indlunamedicrlid.com/ihcp/Publications/btll1etin results.asp. To receive e-mail
notification of future IHCP publications, subscribe to the IHCP E-mail Notifications at
http://www.indianamedicaid.com/ihcp/tnrli Iin g 1ig/defau It .asp.

HP
P. O. Box 7263
Indianapolis, TN 46207-7263
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INDIANA HEALTH COVERAGE PROGRAMS

PROVIDER

BULLETIN

8T201006

MARCH

To:

Dental Providers

Subject:

Reduction in Dental Reimbursement

9.

2010

Note: This bulletbl is obsQlete. Please see f!720 10 12 fOi' tIre updllfed versioll of this
bulletin.

Overview
The Office ofM"edicaid Policy and Planning (OMPP) is promulgating an emergency rule to avoid an
anticipated budgetary shortfall and to remain within the available Medicaid appropriation. The result is
a reduction in reimbursement for dental procedures.

General
Reimbursement for dental services ,,~th ll. "from" date of service on or aftor April 1> 2010, through

June 30, 2011, will be reduced by 5 percent. Table 1 lists all dental codes, the current rate, and the new
rate effe-ctive April 1,2010, through June 30, 2011. Table 2 lists dental codes that afC currently

manually priced that will also be subject to a 5 percent reduotion eiTective with dates of service 011 Of
after April I, 2010. The Indiana Health Coverage Programs (mep) intends to establish rates for the

services in Table 2) and providers will be given advance notice of the new rates.
Dental providers will be able to access the reduced fee schedule at www,indianmne<iicaid.colll on and
after April 1, 2010.
Table 1 - Dental Codes and New Rate Information

DOl40

Exam -limited, problem
focused

$37.08

$35,23

D0145

Oral

$35.50

$33.73

DOl50

Exam - comprehensive

$35.50

$33.73

D0160

Exam - deb-died, problem

$50.00

$47.50

D0170

focus

$20,00

$19.00

Re-eval, est pt, problem
HI'
P. 0. Box 7263
flldiall(lpolis, IN 46207-7263
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D02lO

Intraoral

$72.25

$68,64

DOllO

Intraoral- periapical - first
film

$13,25

$12.59

D0230

IntraOl"al - periapical - each
additional film

$10,00

$9.50

D0240

lntraoral- occlusal film

$18.50

$17,58

Ext,"vwl- first film

$17,75

$16,86

D0260

ExtraoraI - each additional
film

$11.25

$10.69

D0270

Bitewing - single film

$17.29

$16.43

two films

$24.81

$23,57

three films

$27.75

$26.36

D0250

D0272

I

I T1;

D0273

series

D0274

Bitewings - four films

$35.17

$33.41

D0290

Postero - anterior and lateral
skull and facial bone, survey
film

$51.50

$48.93

00310

Sialography

$61.75

$58.66

00330

Panoramic film

$64.52

$61.29

D0340

Cephalometric film

$34.25

$32,54

00486

Accession of bmsh biopsy

$68,71

$65.27

01110

Prophylaxis - adult

$47.75

$45,36

01110

Prophylaxis - child

$34.50

$32.78

01203

Topical application of
fluoride - child

$22,25

$21.14

01204

Topical app fluoride - adult

$22.25

$21.14

$22.25

$21.14

$29.35

$27,88

$194.34

$184,62

$278.54

$264,61

01206

~l fluoride varnish

Dl351

Sealant - per tooth

01510

Space maintainer - fixed unilateral

01515

Space maintainer bilateral

01520

Space maintainerremovable-unilateral

$154.75

$147.Dl

01525

Space maintainerremovable-bilateral

$145.75

$138.46

fixed~

Recementation of space
maintainer

01550
$36.50
$34.68
HP L---------~~----------------J---------~--------~---p~~e~'.2~ifrll~
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'li~~~l~~t~~b~
D1555

Removal of fixed space
maintatl1er
one surface,
'or 1 r
one surface,
'01'1

A

D2140
A

D2140
D2150

Amalgam - two surfaces,
primary 01' permanent

D2150

D2161

$34.68

$56.88

$54.04

A-T

$61.90

$58.81

01-32

$'/1.93

$68.33

A-T

$81.14

$77.08

01-32

$86.71

$82.37

A-T

$96.47

$91.65

01-32

$93.13

$88.47

A-T

$116.27

$110.46

01-32

three sW'faces,

Amaluom

. 'or

D2160

$36,50

two

Amal2am

02160

,iii.·. . . . . . : •.•. •.•. •.,);;;: .l'i~~'~t~ii

.

- three sUI'faces,
__~~~y or permanent
Amalgam - follI' or more
surfaces) primary or
pennancnt
Amalgam - four or more
surfaces, primary O!'

D2161

Resin - one surface D2330

anterior

$79.18

$75.22

D2331

Resin - two surfaceanterior

$96.47

$91.65

D2332

Resill- three surfaceanterior

$111.58

$106.00

$154.74

$147.00

02390

resin crown
"-""'''0'>
Ant resin-based cmpst crown

$140.00

$133,00

01-32

D2390

Ant resin-based cmpst crown

$138.75

$131 .81

A-T

D2391

Resin-based cmp 1 srf
posterior
D,
.-1 cmp 1 sl'f

$55,50

$52.73

01-32

$51.00

$48.45

A-T

D2335

,,',

~

D2391
D2392

Resin-based cmp 2 srf
posterior

$72.75

$69.11

01-32

D2392

Resin-based cmp 2 srf
posterior

$64.50

$61.28

A-T

D2393

Resin-based cmp 3 srf
posterior

$86.50

$82,18

01-32

D2393

I cmp 3 srf

$77.75

$73.86

A-T

liP
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: "~~~~.~ I;~!~~k ~;;Jii;'!

:;~~Ji~i~f~l

"',::-"" ::,,-,-:,--':-;,
,,,,,,,,",-:,'

Resin~based

02394

cmp 4 srf

posterior
D.

'. h

$104.25

$99.04

01-32

$83.50

$79.33

A-T

.. " cmp 4 'If

D2394
02910

Recement inlay, onlayor
partial coverage restoration

$56.00

$53.20

02920

Recement crowns

$58.27

$55.36

D2930

r
stainless steel
crown - primary tooth

$155.86

$148m

D2931

Prefabricated stainless steel
crown - permanent tooth

$185.69

$176.41

D2932

Prefabricated resin crown

$138.75

$131.81

D2933

Prefabricated stainless steel
crown with resin window

$161.75

$153.66

02934

Prefab steel crown

$155.86

$148.Q7

D2940

Sedative filling

$60.78

$57.74

$160.25

$152.24

$105.11

$99.85

$105.1 1

$99.85

$136.06

$129.26

$11550

$109.72

$37752

$358.64

D3320

Endodontic therapy, bicuspid
tooth (excluding fina1
restoration)

$464.23

$441.02

D3330

Endodontic therapy, molar
(excluding final restoration)

$569.32

$540.85

03351

,

$240.50

$228,48

rep[lir,~report

D2980

Crown

03220

Therapeutic pulpotomy
(excluding tIna I restoration)
Partial pulpotomy for
apexogenesis - permanent
tooth with incomplete root

03222

Pulpal therapy (resorbable
filling) - anterior, primary
tooth (excluding final
03230

03240

Pulpal therapy (resorbable
filling) - posterior, primary
tooth (excluding final)
Endodontic therapy, anterior
tooth (excluding final

D3310

HP
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~

f);

'>"''''~'

t~;~~~i·····

. 'i··.·.·••. ·
c',

""

If;.ro

11;;

_

- interim medication

$49,50

$47.03

D3353

Apex ifica ti on/reca Ie ltieat i011
- final visit includes
completed root canal

$49.50

$47.03

D3410

Apjcoectomy/periradicular
surgery - anterior

$352,00

$334.40

$108,25

$102.84

D3352

D3430

I ""'"5'""° filling - per root
Gingivectomy/plasty pel'
quad

$371.38

$352.81

D4211

Gingivectomy/plasty per mle
to three tooth

$127.42

$121.05

D4341

Periodontal scaling and root
planing ~ four or more teeth
per quadrant

$154.74

$147.00

D4342

Periodontal scaling and root
planing - one to three teeth,
per

$52.03

$49.43

D4355

Full mouth debridement 10
enable comprehensive
evaluation and diagnosis

$98.14

$93.23

D51l0

r.

, upper

$436.35

$414.53

0·20

D5110

Complete upper (denture)

$391.25

$371.69

21-999

D5120

Complete lower (denture)

$439,56

$417.58

0-20

05120

Complete lower

$394.13

$374.42

21·999

D5J30

Immediate upper

$391.25

$371.69

D5140

Immediate lower

$394.13

$374.42

D5211

Upperpartial-acl)'lic base

$365.81

$347.52

0-20

D5211

Upper pal1ial- acrylic base

$656.00

$623.20

21·999

D52J2

Lower partial- a~rylic base

$371.38

$352.81

0-20

05212

Lower parlial- aClylic base

$333,00

$316.35

21·999

$656.00

$623.20

0·20

$328,00

$311.60

21·999

$788.25

$748.84

0-20

D4210

D5213

D5213
D5214

Maxillary partial denture cast metal framework with
resin denture bases
Maxillary partial -denture cast metal framework with
resin denture bases

I Lower partial -

HP
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I ~~;th acrylic '~~d~~:

D5214

LoweI' partialpredominantly base cast base
with acrylic saddles

~!t~0 :;~H~~I

$333.00

$316.35

21·999

Maxillary partial dentureD5225

flexible base

$656.00

$623.20

0·20

D5225

Maxillary partial denture flexible base

$328.00

$311.60

21-999

D5226

Mandibular partial denture flexible base

$788.25

$748.84

0-20

D5226

Mandibular partial denture flexible base

$333.00

$316.35

21·999

D5510

Repair broken - complete
denture base

$105.50

$100.23

$83.25

$79.09

Replace missing or broken
teeth - complete denture
D5520

(each tooth)

D5610

I Repair resin denture base

$100.00

$95.00

D5620

Repair cast framework

$159.75

$151.76

D5630

. ~epair or replace broken
c1a~p

$144.25

$137.04

Replace broken teeth - per
D5640

tooth

$83.25

$79.09

D5650

Add tooth to existing partial
denture

$111.00

$105.45

D5660

Add clasp to existing partial

$155.50

$147.73

D5730

Reline upper complete
denture

$194.25

$184.54

D5731

denture·

.

$194.25

$184.54

Relin~ ~.p~~(

partial denture
$126.25

$119.94

$69.50

$66.03

$249.75

$237.26

$249.75

$237.26

$200.00

$190.00

Reline lower

":

D5740
Reline lower partial denture
D5741
D5750

Reline complete maxillary
denture laboratory

D5751

dentlU'e,

' maualDumf
Reline

D5760
HP
P. 0. Em 7263

indIanapolis. IN 46207-7263
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D5952

Pediatric speech aid

$1,352.25

$1,284.64

D7111

Extractioll, corollal remnants
- deciduous tooth

$7225

$68.64

Extraction, erupted tooth, or
exposed root (elevation
D7140

andlor

$77.24

$73.38

DnlO

Surgical removal of erupted
tooth requiring elevation of
mucoperiosteal flap and
removal of bone

$154.20

$146.49

D7220

Removal of impacted tooth soft tissne

$185.69

$176.41

Removal of impacted tooth
D7230

- partially bony

$247.59

$235.21

D7240

Removal of impacted tooth completely bony

$321.76

$305.67

$333.00

$316.35

$185.69

$176.41

Removal of impacted tooth D7241

completely bony. with
unusual surgical'
complications
Surgical removal of residual
tooth roots (cutting

D7250
D7260

Oroantral fistula closure

$355.75

$337.96

D7270

Tooth reimplantation andlor
stabilization of accidentally
evulsed or
tooth

$216.25

$205.44

D7280

Surgical access of all
unerupted tooth

$158.50

$150.58

D7285

of oral tissue - hard

$210.50

$199.98

D7286

tissue - soft

$172.59

$163.96

Brush biopsytransepithelial sample
D7288

collection

$35.00

$33.25

D7310

Alveoloplasty in conjunction
with extractions - four or
more teeth or tooth spaces,
per quadrant

$185.69

$176.41

D7311

Alveoloplasty in conjunction
with extractions - one to

$157.89

$150.00

HP
P. O. Bo:~ 7263
indianapolis, TN 46207~7263
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three teeth or tooth spaces,
per quadrant

D7320

Alveoloplasty not in
cOluunction with extractions
- four or more teeth or tooth
spaces, per quadrant

$247.59

$235.21

D7321

Alveoloplasty not in
conjunction with extractions
- one to three teeth or tooth
spaces, per quadrant

$198.94

$188.99

D7410

Excision of benign lesion up
to 1.25cm

$111.48

$105.91

D7411

Excision of benign lesion
greater than 1.25cm

$477.75

$453.86

D7440

lesion

of malignant tumor,
up to 1.2cm

$152.00

$144.40

D7441

Excision of malignant tumor,
lesion diameter over 1.25 cm

$171.00

$162.45

D7450

Removal of benign
odontogenic cyst OJ' tumorlesion diameter up tol.25cm

$233.00

$221.35

D7451

Removal of benign
odontogenic

$347.75

$330.36

D7460

Removal of benign
l1onodol1togenic cyst or
tumor -lesion diameter up to
1.25cm

$162.25

$154.14

D7461

Removal of benign
nonodontogenic cyst or
tumor-lesion diameter
1.25cm

$360.50

$342.48

D7471

Removal of lateral exostosis
(moxilla ormondible)

$270.50

$256.98

D7510

Incision and drainage of
abscess - intraoral soft tissue

$87.50

$83.13

D7520

Incision and drainage of
abscess - extl'aoral soft
tissue

$96.25

$91.44

D7560

Maxillary sinusotomy for
removal of tooth fragment
foreign body

$153.50

$145.83

$486.00

$461.70

01'

Maxilla - closed reduction
(teeth immobilized if
D7620
HP
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. '.,.'
Mandible - closed reduction
(teeth immobilized if
07640

,.

":":

,',<.;,

$1,313.25

$1,247.59

07660

$143.25

$136.09

07670

Alveolus - closed reduction)
may include stabilization of
teeth

$311.25

$295.69

07710

Maxilla - open reduction

$542.75

$515.61

07720

Maxilla - closed reduction

$435.25

$413.49

Mandible -open reduction

. , ,01 0,

$2,396.14

Mall'll' and/or zygomatic arch
open reduction

$744.00

$706.80

Malar and/or zygomatic arch
- closed reduction

$143.25

$136.09

07750
07760
07770

! -

'

,.

reduction

$495.00

$470.25

07780

Facial bones - complicated
reduction

$1,173.00

$1,114.35

07810

Open reductlon of
dislocation

$487.00

$462.65

07820

Closed reduction of
dislocation

$335.25

$318.49

07910

Facia! bones - complicated
reduction

$117.66

$111.78

07911

Suture ofrecent small wound
up to 5cm

$117.75

$111.86

07912

Suture - over Scm

$245.50

$233.23

$259.66

$246.68

$205.25

$194.99

$244.75

$232.51

$243.50

$231.33

$238.50

$226.58

$455.00

$432.25

$107.25

$101.89

augmentation with
bone or bone substitutes
Frenulectomy (frenectomy or
frenotomy) - separate

'+,"'~5'

.

Malar andlor zygomatic arch
- closed reduction

07730

.

SillUS

07951

D7960
D7980

Sialolithotomy

D7982
D7983
D8210
D9220

Closure or Oli"'"'. fistula
appliance
, therapy

Deep sedation/general
anesthesia - first 30 minutes

HP
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D9221

Deep sedation/general
anesthesia - first 30 minutes

D9230

Reduction in Dental Reimbursement
March 9, 2010

$25,00

$23.75

$30,95

$29.40

D9241

Intravenous conscious
sedation/analgesia - first 30
minutes

$107,25

$101.89

D9242

Intravenous conscious
sedation/analgesia - each
additional 15 minutes

$25.00

$23.75

D9248

NonMintravcnous conscious
sedation

$38.50

$36 ..18

D9920

Behavior management, by
report

$46.75

$44.41

Table 2 - Manually Priced Dental Procedure Codes

root planing - one to three contiguous teeth or

Removable unilateral partial denture - one piece cast metal (including clasps and
teeth)

HP
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Faclal bones - complicated reduction with fixation and multiple surgical approaches

Contact Information
Questions regarding this bulletin may be directed to Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 or toll free
at 1-800-577-1278,

Ifyo11 need additional copies of this bulletin, please download them from the rncp Web site
at llttp:llw\,vw ,jndianamcdicaid,comJihcplPublic<ltionsibullctin rcsults,{lsp. To receive e~mail
notification of future IHCP publications, subscribe to the mep E-mail Notifications at
http://www,indianameciicaid,comJihcp/mailingJisUdefauit.asp,
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Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning (OMPP) finds
budgetary shortfall and to remain within available

2010, through June 30, 2011 for the DDRS adminis-

T2020

S5151

Individual

T2020

u

U

7

5

U

U

7

5

U

U

U

7

5

A

$23,24

1,00 I
Hour

$23,24

1,00 I
Hour

$23,24

1,00 I
Hour
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corr~cted

APRIL 15,2010

in the IndianaAIM system. HP apologizes for any

.g.!A;'b~w';l'.'ith"laims affected by this error will be notified by letter of Ihe

service on or after April 1, 2010, through June 30,
?II dental codes, the current rate, and the new rate effective
Continue
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i{::Jl~;[@~~ '8"r"d~ced fee schedule at W'JI/W.indianamedJcald.com on and after
Table 1 - Dental Codes and New Rate Information
Description

Current Rate

New Rate
Age
Tooth
Effective
Range Range
Apnl1,2010

00120

Periodic oral exam

$22.58

$21.45

00140

Exam -limited, problem focused

$37.08

$35.23

00145

Oral evaluation, pt < 3yr

$35.50

$33.73

00150

Exam - comprehensive

$35.50

$33.73

00160

Exam - detailed, problem

$50.00

$47.50

00170

Re-eval, est pt, problem focus

$20.00

$19.00

00210

Intraoral- complete series

$72.25

$68.64

00220

Intraoral- periaplcal- first film

$13.25

$12.59

00230

rntraoral- periapical - each additional film

$10.00

$9.50

00240

Intraoral- occlusal film

$18.50

$17.58

00250

Extraoral - first film

$17.75

$16.86

D0260

Extraora! - each additional film

$11.25

$10.69

D0270

Bitewing - single film

$17.29

$16.43

00272

Bitewings - two films

$24.81

$23.57

00273

Bitewings - three films

$27.75

$26.36

00274

Bitewings - four films

$35.17

$33.41

00290

Postero - anterior and lateral skull and facial bone,
survey film

$51.50

$48.93

Procedure
Code
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Table 1 - Dental Codes and New Rate Information

Procedu re Code

Description

Current Rate

New Rate
Effective April
1,2010

00310

Sialography

$61.75

$58.66

00330

Panoramic film

$64.52

$61.29

00340

Cephalometric film

$34.25

$32.54

00486

Accession of brush biopsy

$68.71

$65.27

01110

Prophylaxis - adult

$47.75

$45.36

01120

Prophylaxis - child

$34.50

$32.78

01203

Topical application of f1uoridechild

$22.25

$21.14

01204

Topical app fluoride - adult

$22.25

$21.14

01206

TopIcal fiuoride varnish

$22.25

$21.14

01351

Sealant - per tooth

$29.35

$27.88

Age
Range

Tooth
Range

Spaco maintainer - fixed 01510

unilateral

$194.34

$184.62

01515

Space maintainer - fixed-bilateral

$278.54

$264.61

01520

Space maintainer - removableunilateral

$154.75

$147.D1

01525

Space maintainer - removablebilateral

$145.75

$138.46

01550

Recementation of space maintainer

$36.50

$34.68

01555

Removal of fixed space maintainer

$36.50

$34.66

02140

Amalgam - one surface, primary or
permanent

$56.88

$54.04

A-T

02140

Amalgam - one surface, primary or
permanent

$61.90

$58.81

01·32

02150

Amalgam - two surfaces, primary
or permanent

$71.93

$68.33

A-T

02150

Amalgam - two surfaces, primary
or permanent

$81.14

$77.08

01-32

02160

Amalgam - three surfaces, primary
or permanent

$86.71

$82.37

A-T

02160

Amalgam - three surfaces, primary
or permanent

$96.47

$91.65

01-32
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Procedure Code

Description

Current Rate

New Rate
Effective April
1.2010

02161

Amalgam - four or more surfaces,
primary or permanent

$93.13

$88.47

A-T

02161

Amalgam - four or more surfaces,
primary or permanent

$116.27

$110.46

01-32

02330

Resin - one surface - anterior

$79.18

$75.22

02331

Resin - two surface - anterior

$96.47

$91.65

02332

Resin - three surface - anterior

$111.58

$106.00

02335

Composite resin crown - anteriorprimary

$154.74

$147.00

02390

Ant resin-based cmpst crown

$140.00

$133.00

01-32

02390

Ant

$138.75

$131.81

A-T

resin~based

cmpst crown

Age
Range

Tooth
Range

02391

Resin-based cmp 1 srf poslerior

$55.50

$52.73

01-32

02391

Resin-based em p 1 srf posterior

$51.00

$48.45

A-T

02392

Resin-based cmp 2 srf posterior

$72.75

$69.11

01-32

02392

Resin-based cmp 2 srf posterior

$64.50

$61.28

A-T

02393

Resin-based cmp 3 srf posterior

$86.50

$82.18

01-32

02393

Resin-based cmp 3 sri posterior

$77.75

$73.86

A-T

02394

Resin-based cmp 4 srl posterior

$104.25

$99.04

01-32

02394

Resin-based cmp 4 srt posterior

$83.50

$79.33

A-T

02910

Recement inlay, onlay or partial
coverage restoration

$56.00

$53.20

02920

Recement crowns

$58.27

$55.36

D2930

Prefabricated stainless steel crown
- primary tooth

$155.86

$148,07

02931

Prefabricated stainless steel crown
- permanent tooth

$185.69

$176.41

02932

Prefabricated resin crown

$138.75

$131.81

02933

Prefabricated stainless steel crown
with resin window

$161.75

$153.66

02934

Prefab steel crown primary

$155.86

$148.07

02940

Sedative filling

$60.78

$57.74

02980

Crown repatr. by report

$160.25

$152.24

---_.-
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New Rate
Effective April
Procedure Code

Description

Current Rate

1,2010

D3220

Therapeutic pulpotomy (excluding
final restoration)

$105.11

$99.85

03222

Partial pulpotomy for apexogonesls
- permanent tooth with Incomplete
root development

$105.11

$99.85

D3230

Pulpal therapy (resorbable filling) anterior, primary tooth (excluding
final restoration)

$136.06

$129.26

D3240

Pulpal therapy (resorbable filling) posterior, primary tooth (excludIng
final)

$115.50

$109.72

D3310

Endodontic therapy, anterior tooth
(excluding final restoration)

$377.52

$358.64

03320

Endodontic therapy, bicuspid tooth
(excludIng final restoration)

$464.23

$441.02

03330

Endodontic therapy, molar
(excluding final restoration)

$569.32

$540.85

03351

Apexification/recalcification

$240.50

$228.48

D3352

Apexlflcationfrecalciflcation interim medication replacement

$49.50

$47.03

D3353

Apexification/recalcfflcatlon ....: final
visit includes completed root canal

$49.50

$47.03

D3410

Apicoectomy/perlradicular surgery
- anterior

$352.00

$334.40

D3430

Retrograde filling - per root

$108.25

$102.84

04210

Gingivectomy/plasty per quad

$371.38

$352.81

D4211

Glngivectomylplasly per one to
three iooth

$127.42

$121.05

D4341

PerIodontal scallng and root
planing - four or more teeth per
quadrant

$154.74

$147.00

Age
Range

Tooth
Range

-._----

Periodontal scallng and root
planing - one to three teeth, per

D4342

quadrant

$52.03

$49.43

04355

Full mouth debridement to enable
comprehensive evaluation and
diagnosis

$98.14

$93.23

D5110

Complete upper (denlure)

$782.50

$743.38

0-20

D5110

Complete upper (denture)

$436.35

$414.53

21-999

bulletin
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Procedure Code

Description

Current Rate

New Rate
Effective April
1,2010

05120

Complete lower (denture)

$788.25

$748.84

0·20

D5120

Complete lower (denture)

$439.56

$417.58

21-999

05130

Immediate upper

$391.25

$371.69

D5140

Immediate lower

$394.13

$374.42

05211

Upper partial- acrylic base

$656.00

$623.20

0·20

D5211

Upper partial- acrylic base

$365.81

$347.52

21·999

D5212

Lower partial- acrylic base

$788.25

$748.84

0·20

$371.38

$352.81

21·999

D5212

Lower partial

~

acrylic base

Age
Range

MaxHlary partial denture - cast
metal framework 'Nith resin denture
05213

bases

$656.00

$623.20

0·20

05213

Maxillary partial denture - cast
metal framework with resIn denture
bases

$328.00

$311.60

21-999

D5214

Lower partial - predominantly base
cast base with acrylic saddles

$788.25

$748.84

0·20

05214

Lower partlal- predominantly base
cast base with acrylic saddles

$333.00

$316.35

21-999

05225

Maxillary partial denturo - fiexible
base

$656.00

$623.20

0·20

05225

Maxillary partial denture - flexible
base

$328.00

$311.60

21·999

05226

Mandibu!ar partial denture -flexible
base

$788.25

$748.84

0-20

05226

Mandibular partial denture - flexIble
base

$333.00

$316.35

21·999

05510

Repair broken - complete denture
base

$105.50

$100.23

05520

Replace miSSing or broken teethcomplete denture (each tooth)

$83.25

$79.09

D5610

Repalr resin denture base

$100.00

$95.00

D5620

Repair cast framework

$159.75

$151.76

D5630

Repair or replace broken clasp

$144.25

$137.04

05640

Rep!ace broken teeth - per toolh

$83.25

$79.09

05650

Add tooth to existing partial denture

$111.00

$105.45

Tooth
Range
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Procedure Code

Description

CUrrent Rate

New Rate
Effective April
1,2010

05660

Add clasp to existing partial

$155.50

$147.73

05730

Reline upper complete denture

$194.25

$184.54

05731

Reline lower complete denture
(chairside)

$194.25

$184.54

05740

Reline upper partial denture
(chairside)

$126.25

$119.94

05741

Reline lower partial denture
(chalrslde)

$69.50

$66.03

05750

Reline complete maxillary denlure
laboralory

$249.75

$237.26

05751

Reline complete mandibular
denture (laboratory)

$249.75

$237.26

05760

Reline maxillary partial denture
(Iaboralory)

$200.00

$190.00

05761

Reline mandibular partial denture
(laboratory)

$144.50

$137.28

05952

Pediatrio speech aid

$1,352.25

$1,284.64

07111

Extraction, coronal remnantsdeCiduous tooth

$72.25

$68.64

07140

Extraction, erupted tooth, or
exposed root (elevation and/or
forceps removal)

$77.24

$73.38

07210

Surgical removal of erupted tooth
requiring elevallon of
mucoperiosteal flap and removal of
bone

$154.20

$146.49

07220

Removal of Impacted tooth - soft
tissue

$185.69

$176.41

07230

Removal of impacted tooth partially bony

$247.59

$235.21

07240

Removal of impacted tooth completely bony

$321.76

$305.67

07241

Removal of Impacled teolh completely bony, "'th unusual
surg1cal complications

$333.00

$316.35

D7250

Surgical removal of residual tooth
roots (cutting procedure)

$185.69

$176.41

07260

Oroantrai fistula closure

$355.75

$337.96

07270

Tooth reimplantation andlor
stabilization of acc1dentaUy evulsed

$216.25

$205.44

Age
Range

Tooth
Range
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Current Rate

New Rale
Effective April
1,2010

Surgical access of an unerupted

07280

tooth

$158.50

$150.58

07285

Biopsy of ora) tissue ~ hard

$210.50

$199.98

07286

Biopsy of oral tissue - soft

$172.59

$163.96

07288

Brush biopsy - transepithefiai
sample collection

$35.00

$33.25

07310

Alveoloplasty in conjunction with
extractions - four or more teeth or
tooth spaces, per quadrant

$185.69

$176.41

07311

Alveoloplasty in conjunction with
extractions - one to three leeth or
tooth spaces, per quadrant

$157.89

$150.00

07320

Alveolop!asty n011n conjunction
with extracUons - four or more
teeth or tooth spaces, per quadrant

$247.59

$235.21

07321

Alveoloplasty not in conjunction
with extractions - one to three teeth
or tooth spaces, per quadrant

$198.94

$188.99

07410

EXcision of benign lesion up to
1.26cm

$111.48

$105.91

07411

Excision of bonign lesion greater
than 1.25cm

$477.75

$453.86

07440

Excls!on of malignant tumor, lesion
diameter up to 1.2cm

$152.00

$144.40

07441

Excision of malignant tumor, lesion
diameter over 1.25 em

$171.00

$162.45

07450

Removal of benign odontogenic
cyst or tumor -lesion diameter up
tol.25cm

$233.00

$221.35

07451

Removal of benign odontogenic

$347.75

$330.36

07460

Removal of benign nonodontogenlc
cyst or tumor -lesion diameter up
to 1.25cm

$162.25

$154.14

07461

Removal of benign nonodontogenic
cyst or tumor-lesion diameter
greater than 1.25cm

$360.50

$342.48

07471

Removal of lateral exostosis
(maxilla or mandible)

$270.50

$256.98

07510

Incision and drainage of abscess-

$87.50

$83.13

Age
Range

Toolh
Range
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Description
intraoral soft tissue.
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Current Rate

New Rate
Effective April
1,2010

07520

Incision and drainage of abscess extraoral soft tissue

$96.25

$91.44

07560

Maxillary sinusotomy for removal of
tooth fragment or foreign body

$153.50

$145.83

07620

Maxilla - closed reduction (teeth
immobilized if present)

$486.00

$461.70

07640

Mandible - closed reduction (teeth
immobilized if present)

$1,313.25

$1,247.59

Malar andlor zygomatic arch-

07660

closed reduction

$143.25

$136.09

07670

Alveolus - closed reduction, may
include stabilization of teeth

$311.25

$295.69

07710

Maxilla - open reduction

$542.75

$515.61

07720

Maxilla - closed reduction

$435.25

$413.49

Mandible - open reduction

$2,522.25

$2,396.14

07730

Malar andlor zygomatic arch -

07750

open reduction

$744.00

$706.80

07760

Malar andlor zygomatic arch closed reduotion

$143.25

$136.09

07770

Alveolus - open reduction

$495.00

$470.25

07780

Facial bones - complicated
reduction

$1,173.00

$1,114.35

07810

Open reduction of dlslocatlon

$487.00

$462.65

07820

Closed reduction of dislocation

$335.25

$318.49

07910

Facial bones - complicated
reduction

$117.66

$111.78

5cm

$117.75

$111.86

D7912

Suture ~ over 5em

$245.50

$233.23

07951

Sinus augmentation with bone or
bone substitutes

$259.66

$246.68

07960

Frenulectomy (frenectomy or
frenotomy) ~ separate procedure

$205.25

$194.99

07980

Siaiolithotomy

$244.75

$232.51

07982

Sialodochoplasty

$243.50

$231.33

Suture of recent small wound up to

07911

Age
Range

Tooth
Range
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Procedure Code

Description

Current Rate

New Rate
Effective April
1,2010

D7983

Closure of salivary fistula

$238.50

$226.58

P8210

Removable appliance therapy

$455.00

$432.25

P9220

Deap sedation/genera! anesthesia
- first 30 minutes

$107.25

$101.89

P9221

Deep sedationfgeneraJ anesthesia
- first 30 minutes

$25.00

$23.75

P9230

Analgesia

$30.95

$29.40

P9241

Intravenous conscious
sedation/analgesia - first 30
minutes

$107.25

$101.89

P9242

Intravenous conscious
sedatton/analgesia - each
addiUonal 15 minutes

$25.00

$23.75

$38.50

$36.58

$46.75

$44.41

Age
Range

Non~intravenous

P9248
D9920

conscious
sedation

BehaVior management, by report

Table 2 - Manually Priced Dental Procedure Codes
Dental Code

D3346

Description

Reireatment of previous root canal therapy - anterior

03347

Retroatment of previous root canal- bicuspid

03348

Retrealment of previous rool canal therapy - molar

03421

Aplcoectomyfperiradicular surgery - bicuspid (first rool)

03425

Apicoectomy/periradicular surgery - molar first root

03426

Apicoectomy/periradicuar surgery each additional root

P4240

Gingival flap proe w/planln

04241

Gingival flap procedure, including root planing - one to three contiguous teeth or
tooth bounded spaces per quadrant

04260

Osseous surgery, per quadrant

05281

Removable unilateral partial denture - one piece cast metal (including clasps and
teeth)

05951

Feeding aid

06930

Reeament bridge

D6980

Bridge repair, by report

D7261

Primary closure of a sinus perforation

Tooth
Range
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Dental Code
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Description

07282

Mobilization of erupted or malpositloned tooth to aid eruption

07412

Excision of benlgn lesion, complicated

07413

Excision of malignant lesion up to 1.25cm

07414

Excision of malignant lesion greater than 1.25cm

07415

EXCision of malignant lesion. complicated

07472

Removal of torus palatinus

07473

Remova! of torus mandibularis

07485

Surgical reduction of osseous tuberosity

07511

Inc'lslon/drain abscess/ntra

07521

Incision and drainage of abscess - extraoral soft tissue

07610

Maxilla - open reduction (teeth immobilized if prosent)

07630

Mandible - open reduction (teeth immobilized If presenl)

07650

Malar andlor zygomatic arch - open reduction

07671

Alveolus - open reduction, may include stabilization of teeth

07680

Facial bones - complicated reduction with fixation and multrple surgical approaches

07740

Mandible ~ closed reduction

07771

AlveolUS, closed reduction stabilization of teeth

07972

Surgical reduction of fibrous tuberosity

08010

limited orthodontic treatment of the primary dentition

D8020

Limited orthodontic treatment of the transilional dentition

08030

Limited orthodontic treaiment of the adolescent dentition

08040

Limited orthodontic treatment of the adult dentition

08050

Interceptlve orthodontic treatment of the primary dentition

08060

interceptive orthodontlc treatment of the transitional dentltlon

08070

Comprehensive orthodontic treatment of the transitional dentition

08080

Comprehensive orthodontic treatment of tho adolescent dentitIon

08090

Comprehensive orthodontic treatment of the adult dentition

08220

Fixed appliance therapy

09120

Fixed partial denture sectioning

Questions?
If you have questions about this bulletin, please conlact Customer Assistance at (317) 655-3240 In the
Indianapolis local area ortotl-free at 1-800-577-1278.
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site at http'/Jin.ms!c.com no later than Thursday,

,Vl.i2011( ,.lhe,ai(1)bursement rate methodology is changing for physicianreimbursement rate for most physician-administered
National Drug Code (NDC) corresponding to the procethe new pricing methodology for physician-

the lowest Wholesale Acquisition Cost 0NAC)
as reported by First DataBank. !n rare cases where no
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>U'l"CllU the 5 percent reduction currently in effect for hospital

~\I!ii;\~~~);~~~"0i~i~~;:::l:tJ~;u:~nl:e:~31~0>'2011. However, physician-administered drugs
l-~

such as blood factor and parenteral nutrition,

)~~f~~~~[,~~I:~~:~~J~1(b!,~;[t;;~t;:~';~;~~i:on.services
See 8T200943, dated November 24, 2009, for addireduction. Physicians who fumlsh blood factor

&1

§~.i?i'i1.€'rtJull€'t.in·fY.4i!Q<t:~.dated. July 31, 2008, for prtcing information.

IHep publications, subscribe to the IHCP E-mail
mailing listldefaulLasp.
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Struggle for survival at Goshen housing agency
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by: Justin Leighty
Posted; 4/20/2010

GOSHEN -- The Goshen Housing Authority's board and staff continue to struggle to make the
nonprofit housing agency survive.
At the agency's board meeting Tuesday morning, chairman Jason Lehman looked at a $35,000
list of bills for April and lamented, "We don't have $35,000. We're going to have to figure out
which one ofthese we're going to have to cut." That's about $10,000 more than the housing
authority has to pay monthly bills, Lehman said.
The news gets worse. The agency now has three full-time staff members and is about to lose a
part-time staff member because of state cuts to a program that allowed that man to help out, said
Bonnie Westphal, acting director of the agency.
That and increased paperwork requirements -- fi'om various state and federal agencies breathing
down the housing authority's neck -- has prompted the agency's board to cut the hours the office
is open to the public.
Starting Monday, the office hours will be 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m, and I :30 to 4:30 p.m. Monday and
Friday, and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesdays. There will be no open office hours Tuesdays or
Thursdays.
"We're between a rock and a hard place. We're aiready working I O-hour days, n Westphal said.
With two people going on vacation soon, the authority will be closed the entire first week of
May.
In the meantime, staff members are trying to get records in shape to satisty the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development. They went through two letters addressing more than 26
concerns identified by HUD when looking at the operations ofthe housing authority.
The Indiana Housing and Community Development Agency also wanted the GIlA to pay back
more than $11,000 this week. It didn't happen.
Westphal also said the agency may have to pay back patt of the health benefits the Family and
Social Services Administration paid to cover benefits fo), an employee who left the GHA.

"Nothing's easy," Lehman said.
The agency plans to sell a van it owns to get rid of loan payments and hopefully raise a little
cash. It's also working with the city to try to find cost-saving measures and is utilizing crews
fi'om the county's work-release center to do some manual labor and save money that way.
The board started meeting weekly after representatives ofHUD and IHCDA met with them last
month to detail problems uncovered by audits performed by both agencies. After that meeting,
the group fired Bob Brenneman, who had been the agency's director.
The board will meet again next week.
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State reimbursement cut may sting
Officials see drop in care levels
By Erjc Bradner
Sunday, November 15,2009

INDIANAPOLIS - Hospitals are afraid that Indiana's recent decision to decrease
Medicaid payments In an effort to cut costs might be the tremor before the earthquake.
The move, forced by a recession that has sent state government revenue into a free
fall, could foreshadow a bigger long-term problem thal.might arise because of national
health care reforrn legislation.
Indiana's Family and Social Services Administration notified hospitals last week that it
will reduce Medicaid reimbursement rates by 5 percent in order to cope with sagging
tax collections.
The state's 5 percent reduction will cause Evansville hospitals some pain. SI. Mary's
Medical Center expects to lose $1 million. The Women's Hospital projects losing $1.2
million.
But those losses pale in comparison to what could happen if the federal government
underfunds health care reform legislation in the name of fiscal responsibility.
Though the final details aren't clear, it looks as though the bill will expand eligibility for
Medicaid, the state-federal program for the low-income uninsured.
States typically foot the bill for 40 percent or so of Medicaid's cost. Therefore, if
Medicaid eligibility is expanded and the number of Americans enrolled in the program
goes up, then the cost to states will increase as well unless the federal government
covers the new costs completely.
The federal government would do so for several years under both the bill that recently
passed the U.S. House and the bill that passed the Senate Finance Committee, but
after that, Republican Gov. Mitch Daniels spokeswoman Jane Jankowski said "It Is
anyone's guess what the match rate might be."
Several governors have called the Medicaid expansion an "unfunded mandate," but
the bottom line Is that eventually, It likely wiil be up to states to help foot the bill for
expanded coverage.
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This is where hospitals get worried. The extra cost could put states in a financial pinch.
And while it's much too soon to know exactly what that will mean, it appears that in
orderto spend more money on Medicaid, Indiana will have to save money elsewhere.
"How do we think we could even make this happen?" asked Christina Ryan, the chief
executive officer of The Women's Hospital, which is under the Deaconess Health
System umbrella in Evansville. "Where is this money going to come from?"
Daniels will have left office and it'll be up to another governor to decide, but if the state
faces a similar problem in the future, hospital executives said history could repeat itself
and the state could reduce reimbursement rates again.
"I'm extremely concerned," said Harry Smith, the president of Deaconess Hospital.
He said that other than those who can1 pay at all, Medicaid covers by far the lowest
percentage of the hospital's costs. As a result, private insurers are charged even more.
"An expansion of that is not going to help Qut," Smith said. "What it means is that we
are going to receive payment that Is less than it costs to provide services."
Tim Flesch, the president and chief executive officer of St. Mary's Medical Center, said
that while he supports the expansion of Medicaid as one means of extending coverage
to the uninsured, he is aware of the potential strain on state budgets.
"Clearly, merely reducing provider reimbursement as a means of funding coverage
expansion is a concern and will Impede achieving the dual goal of expanding coverage
and access," he said.
Since the federal government can run a deficit and states cannot, it would be better for
Indiana's finances if Congress elected to have the feds pay the full bill for expanded
Medicaid eligibility. But that might not pass muster with people like Sen. Evan Bayh,
the Indiana Democrat who for months has said he Is worried about the overall cost of
health care reform.
Conservatives say this is another reason why now is not the time for health care
reform. Liberals say it's an argument for a better-funded package, which is an
argument for more dramatic changes than current bills propose.
Either way, how a Medicaid expansion will affect states and the doctors and hospitals
in them remains an important piece of the discussion to watch because too little
funding, hospitals say, could spoil the ultimate goals of health care reform legislation.
"Inadequate reimbursement will limit access to preventive and primary care, forcing
continued reliance on costly urg~nt and emergency care," Flesch said.
n Eric Bradner can be reached at (317) 631 -7405 or bye-mall at
bradnere@courierpress.com.
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Stnte agencies to take another 5% hit, projects delayed

State plans cuts to weather revenue shortfall
By DRn Carden - dRn.carden@nwi.coIll,(317) 637-9078\ Posted: Saturday, November 7, 200912:00 am

INDIANAPOLIS IIndiana's already-trim state government is about to go on a crash diet to cope with a continuing decline in
revenue.
G~v.

Mitch Daniels on Friday ordered a 5 percent Cl1t in state agency budgets, on top of the 5 percent cut he ordered in July.

The state also will reduce payments to some Medicaid providers (doctors are not expected to be affected), indefinitely delay
construction projects at state buildings and cancel 2010 pay raises for state employees.
The Republican governor said he does not expect to layoff state workers but would not rule out layoffs in the future. Daniels
said slate employees will be encouraged to take voluntary, unpaid days off.
The measures are expected to save between $300 million and $400 million overlhe remaining 20 months oflbe budget
period.
111 hope many of them will be temporary. I hope some of them can be reversed sometime during the two-year budget cycle/'
Daniels said. lIBut it's at least as likely they will have to be followed by more actions,1!

The problem is state revenue.
Last month, Indiana took in $997.1 million in tax revenue, But state spending is based on a revenue forecast predicting
Indiana would get $46.1 million more.
Since the budget year began in July, state revenue is $309.2 million less than forecast.
U\Ve think the actions we have taken will COYer that shOltfall,H Daniels said. "We're hoping that's aU it will take,1t

Compared to October 2008, last month's revenue from individual jncome taxes is down 13 percent and s~tes tax. is down 8.5

percent.
Since the fiscal year began in July, income tax revenue is 19 pen:ent less than last year and sale~ tax revenue is 11 percent
less.
Only gambling revenue is higher than fOl~cast. But that surplus is jllSt $15 million.
The governor said there wonlt be any cuts to police or schools, yet.
Hpublic safety and public education are the VCIY top priorities," Danie1s said. "Welre doing everything else first,"
House Speaker Patrick Bauer, D-South Bend, agreed the governor's cuts are "unavoidable."
However, Bauer said other pools of money, such as funds remaining from the $3.8 billion lease of Ule Indiana Ton Road,
should be spent on projects to stimulate Indiana's economy.

III think we ought to spend Ulat on Indiana jobs, here in Indiana,!! Bauer said.
The state agency cuts account for more than half of the anticipated budget savings, With the latest cut, state agencies will be
operating 01180 percent of the budget they had in July 2008.
Budget officials did not identify the specific sites and values cfthe deJayed construction projects. University projects won't be
affected, Daniels said.
The fund sweeps will take money leftover from earlier projects or attached to programs that donlt use all their funds and
transfer that money to the state's general fund. The money will not be paid back.
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The state Family and Social Services Administration will rumounce Monday how the Medicaid payment reductions will
work. Doctors are not expected to be affected.
Illinois b01TOWS instead of cutting

Gov. Pat Quinn announced last week he wants to borrow another $900 million to start paying off the state's $3.5 billion ill
late bills.
The $900 million would have to be paid back by June 30.
Illinois Comptroller Dan Hynesl Quinnls opponent in the Feb. 2 Democratic gubematorial pl'imalY, would have to sign off on
the short-tenll loem.
Illinois already bon-owed $1 bHlion in May and $1.25 billion in August to cover revenue Sh011falls. Those loans are also due
June 30.
Health care and social service providers are already waiting up to 61 business days, or three monthsl to get paid by the state)
according to the comptroller.
Indianals Constitution prohibits the Hoosier State from engaging in similar short-term bOl'rDWing .

•
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Our Opinion

State may have to shift gears
State government has been forced into the same tough spot that many private businesses have
languished in for a year or more. It hurts without question, but it's also necessary.
Workers In the private sector know all too well the pain of pay freezes, loss of overtime, furloughs and
potential layoffs. Those realities are now hitting state employees, many of whom are understandably
upset.
Yet, with revenues falling well short of forecasts, the state, under Gov. Mitch Daniels' direction, has
little choice but to continue to slash spending. And for agencies to reach the goal of $250 million in
new cuts, they will have to trim payroll costs.
The cuts won't stop there, however. The Family and Social Services Administration put hospitals on
notice this week to expect $10.6 million in Medicaid cutbacks beginning Jan. 1. Hospital
administrators pledged that the trims won't affect patient care, but the loss of revenue must be offset
in some form, meaning health-care workers could feel a trickle-down effect.
As tough as the current situation is, an even larger challenge may loom ahead. It's unlikely that state
revenues will rebound before the larger economy recovers substantially. With slow economic growth
expected in 2010, the shortfall in tax collections is likely to continue.
Fortunately, Indiana, because of sound fiscal management in recent years, should be able to avoid
some of the hard choices that other states have been forced to make this year, Including broad tax
increases and deep cuts In education funding.
The state still has significant reserves. Gov. Mitch Daniels has been understandably reluctant to tap
into that money out of concern that the recession will drag on. That approach, however, may need to
change in the next few months as Indiana passes through the worst of the fiscal storm.
With several indicators pointing toward an emerging, albeit slow, recovery, state government may be
entering its hardest days now.
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State is hurting, but don't make poor suffer even more
Posted: Friday, February 5, 2010 U:OO am
Indiana's Fatuily and Social Services Administmtion began implementation of OASIS, a new way of allocating funds for
people on the developmental disabilities, support services and autism Medicaid waivers. I work at two agencies and have
worked with people of all disabilities for 12 years.
One agency provides a workshop so people with disabilities can make a velY small paycheck that provides them a little
spending money along with a purpose, hope and dignity doing jobs according to their abilities. They live at povCliy level, and
most are unable to get jobs ill the cOllununity. Many have come from state institutions that have closed where they did not
have human rights were abused and cost the state mil1iol1s in tax dollars. Many have grown tremendously, learning from
classes, gaining skills, healing from their pasts and being amazing wonderfu1 contributing members of our communities.
j

Eighty percent of those with disabilities were not born that way but became disabled fonn injuries or medical issues and
could be you or I someday.
My agency has lost $37,000 to $40,000 a week in funding and has had to eliminate as many positions as possible, cut hours
and benefits, eliminate classes and some services, and is greatly struggling. They raise funds in every way imaginable. Many
service providers will close.

Yes, our state and economy are hurting, but please don't attack the weak and pOOl" already.
- Bridget Cletcher, Valparaiso
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State Halts Help For Caregivers
Posted:
Wednesday, February 17, 2010 10:42 PM EST

l'RFii'!tJ[/y, February 18, 201012:07 AM EST
story by Jennifer Callill

EVANSVILLE - It's more bad news for children in Indiana. After
cuts to foster care providers, now the state has suspended a
program that reimburses caregivers of those with
developmental disabilities.
And NEWS 25 learns the 200 affected Hoosier families didn't
get any warning, just a notice, effective Immediately.
"She would have been here this morning for two and a half
hours, 11 says Evansville mom, Lori Culbertson[ of her son
Landon'S respite worker, "She sent me a message and said 11m so sorry.1l

For Culbertson and her lO-year-old son Landon, who is autistic, the news waS like losing a
family member.
Landon's respite worker has been visiting him once a week, two hours at a time, for over a
year as part of Indiana'S Caregiver Support program.
Monday, the state put it on hold, effective immediately.
"We never Intended this to be the backbone of someone's care. It never existed before we
instituted it in 2007," explains Indiana Family and Social Services spokesman, Marcus Barlow.
Culbertson says she provides the backbone of her son's care. But the visits helped him ...
"They would do art projects together, she would bring him workbooks. She really took an
interest in teaching him new skills, academically"
".and they helped her recharge.
"Stress on the caregiver of any child with a developmental disability, no matter what it is, is
huge. It helps relieve some of that stress and gives the caregiver a break to go to the grocery
store, to do laundry, or just recharge," Culbertson says.
So why the sudden deciSion, with zero notice?
"The deCision had just been made, and we wanted to get the information out as quickly as
possible/ Barlow says.

The state says use of the program was overwhelming this year and the money is gone.
The program will pick back up on July 1st and families Will have to re-apply on a first-come first
-serve basis, as long as the state puts it in the budget.
"We expect it, but In this current fiscal climate, we can't really project anything," Barlow says.
Culbertson is now searching for an alternative.
"I'm hoping someone can step forward, and at least take on a few kids. That's better than
nothing."
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NEWS 25 learned those with developmental disabilities who qualify for the program are also on
state Medicaid waiver waibng lists. Those lists are so long it often takes years to get the
services.

To reach Culbertson, you can email her at the following address: careofindiana@yahp.lhCQIIl
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State funding cut for Linton's retirement
community project
Tuesday, October 13, 2009
By Timberly Ferree, Staff Writer
Linton and four other Hoosier cities have lost state funding for their Neighborhood Naturally
Occurring Retirement Community (NNORC) programs.
NNORC is about making the community more livable as its residents age. The goal is to make it
possible for more people to stay in their homes and prevent long term care in a nursing home.
Linton's NNORC community which is dubbed "Shepherd Community" was chosen for the NNORC
grant because there are less than 2,000 individuals and at least 40 percent ofthem are age 60 or older.
Linton Mayor Tom Jones confhmed the news.
"They (state) cut them all. They dropped the funding .. .! do understand with times as they are they
have to cut something," he said.
But, the work on Linton's NNORC "Shepherd Community" is still meaningfu1.
"I think all the work everybody put in was not done in vain. I think it was very good work," Jones
said.
Linton's Shepherd Community was presented with the Generations Age of Excellence "Livable
Communities" Award, Jones also noted.
Sheri Phillips, director of healthy aging programs at Vincennes University -- Generations, provided
additional details on the matter.
"We (Linton) received two sets of grants. One in 2008 which was a planning grant...and the second
grant was awarded for January to June 2009 for implementation," she said.
Both grants were $75,000.
The most recent grant helped fund 16 home modifications within the Linton's NNORC area.
The modifications focused on improved mobility and identified and/or removed safety hazards within
and around the residents' homes.
"In addition to home safety, we also did pmtner with Ride Solutions to offer vouchers to people over
60 who live in the NNORC. Transportation is very important for people to remain independent," she
added.
But, it's always hard to predict future funding.
"We were hopeful that the Division of Aging would re-approve or extend the grant so that we could
continue providing services," Phillips added.
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Just recently, word was that additional funding was quite possible.
"In September, we received word that it was possible that we would be re-approved to focus on
sustainability. But, then we received word late that day that funding was retracted," she explained.
The Division of Aging did confinn that NNORC funding was cut on Friday.
"(Now) The strategy has changed. Now we're looking at alternative ways to sustain the work that has
been complete. Hopefully, we'll still be able to provide some kind of service," Phillips said.
But, there's still a positive in the matter.
"The good news is that since Greene County is palt of the Generations service area we wiII continue
Meals on Wheels, 2-1-1, case management services ... and we'll still provide healthy aging programs ... "
Currently, fitness programs are available at the Jasonville Senior Center and the Glenburn Community
and Wellness Center in Linton, she noted.
"We still have the EngAGE committee and we want to look at how we can possibly continue to do
home safety assessments ... ," she said. "We may tty to raise community support and we're also
partnering with the Indiana University Center for Aging and Community."
Linton's NNORC boundaries are designated with signs.
"We purchased the signs out of our grant, as a marketing tool and to say this community is dedicated
to making a difference and that won't stop even though the funding is cut," Phillips added.
The cities of GalY, Huntington, Martindale-Brightwood and South Bend also lost NNORC funding.

© Copyright 2009, Greene County Daily World
StOlY URL: http://gcdailyworld.comlstolyI1578396.html
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State cuts to end health program for Ind. Burmese
Associated Press
9:47 AM CDT, May 23,2010
FORT WAYNE, Ind.
State plans to cut funding to a program that coordinates
care for Fort Wayne's Medicaid-eligible BUlmese
population are raising conCC111S that those with serious
illnesses such as HIV and hepatitis will go untreated or
inundate emergency rooms for care.
The Indiana Family and Social Services Administration
since 2007 has paid Indianapolis-based Advantage Health
Solutions to coordinate health care for eligible Bunnese
residents. But budget constraints are forcing the state to
end the program that supporters say has increased
refugees' willingness to seek care.
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"The great tragedy will be that many of the people using
Advantage to help them get their care will be lost, hitting
the emergency departments 01' going untreated after July I," said Meg Distler, executive director for the
St. Joseph Community Health Foundation, which helps coordinate the program.
Many of Fort Wayne's Burmese residents don't understand English and are poody educated and lack
awareness ofnealth care 01' how to take medicine 01' keep appointments, advocates say.
Allen County Health Commissioner Deborah McMahan said the Advantage program, which cost more
than $100,000 a year, provided transpoltation and translation services and helped coordinate care to
overcome those batTiers. She stressed that a one-size~fits-al1 approach to health care doesn't always
work, especially with those unfamiliar with American culture.
"We invited them here," she said of the area's estimated 5,000 Burmese residents. "We should be able to
assist them."
FSSA spokesman Marcus Barlow said the key is to educate the Burmese population so they known to
coordinate care with their health plan instead of Advantage.
New language-translation techuology might help, said Lutheran Community liaison Barb Schoppman.
But Fort Wayne Mayor Tom Henry has told FSSA officials that ending the Advantage program without
a strong follow-up strategy could put public health at risk and cost the state more than it spends now on
refugee health care.
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He told FSSA Secretary Anne Murphy in a February letter that Fort Wayne has seen a significant impact
on its schools, housing and other institutions because of the influx of Burmese.
. "No segment of the community has been more burdened by this population than the health system," he
wrote.
Minn Myint Nan Tin, executive director of Fort Wayne's BUl111ese Advocacy Center, said her agency
will work with refugees to improve access to transpoltation, education and medicine when the
AdVantage program ends.
"It will be more difficult, but we don't want to give them fish. We want to teach them how to fish," she
said.

Inf0111lation fj-om: The News-Sentinel, http://www.ncws-sentinel.com
Copyright 2010 Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be pnblished, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed.
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Some health care help ends for refugees
State ends funding on July 1
Updated: Monday, 24 May 2010,5:42 PM EDT
Published: Monday, 24 May 20 I 0, 5 :42 PM EDT

• Drew B1nir
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (WANE) - A state funded program that assists Burmese refugees coordinate health care
needs will end this summer.
'The Indiana Family and Social Services Administration's 18-month contract with Advantage Health Solutions
ends On July 1. Ihe Indiana-based group helps anange health care providers, translation and transportation
services for Bunnese refugees.
The program, which cost more than $100,000 a year, was designed to be a temporaty transition and education
tool according to the FSSA. Spokesman Marcus Barlow said the service should have helped community members
leam how the American health system works allowing them would then be able to spread that knowledge to
others.
"It's not responsible to keep [the program] going indefinitely. It was just intended for a certain amount oftime to
get people used to the services, people [to know] services exist," Barlow said.
According to BUllnese advocates and health officials action is needed to prevent leaving thousands ofBurmesc
community members without medical care. Meg Distler, Executive Director for the Sl. Joseph Community Health
Foundation said cutting the Advantage program cold turkey would set the community up for a lot of confusion.
"The AmClican health care system is very tough to navigate for any American," Distler said. "You take someone
who doesn't speak the language, who is not familiar with the system ... it's a velY challenging system to learn."
Distler said local organizations and agencies are actively working with the state to figure out a way to transition
from the Advantage program to none at all, "we need the state having an active role working with our health care
providers... to work through the kinks in the system."
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Resource for elderly losing state resources
Program that helps keep seniors in their homes is hit with budget cuts
By Shari Rudal'sky

shari. rudavsky@indyslar.com
A few simple home modifications, such as a handrail to grab on to when climbing into and out of the
bathtub, convinced seniors Charles and Frances Ray they could remain in their Eastside home.
The couple had considered moving into a senior citizens facility until they learned 'about the
Martindale-Brightwood Golden Ages Neighborhood Naturally Occurring Retirement Community
program, which helped elderly people stay in their homes.
Forty-two Martindale-Brightwood seniors received home modifications or other assistance through the
program. But funding was cut because of the state's budget woes, leaving about 150 people on a
waiting list.
Four other state-funded naturally.occurring retirement communities -- in Gary, Huntington, Linton and
South Bend -- also lost funding.
Stephen Smith, president of the Indiana Health Care Association, an organization of nursing homes,
said the state's decision to cut funding for the program was misguided.
"This was an extremely poor decision," said Smith, who helped implement Indiana's program.
He said the strategy of Indiana's program, called Communities for Ufe, was to Invest more in
community care so less would be needed for institutional care. As the number of elderly rises
dramatically because of aging baby boomers, nursing home costs are expected to soar.
Medicare pays for the first 100 days of an elderly person's stay in a nursing home. After that,
Medicaid becomes the only source of payment for the low·lncome elderly. Indiana spends about $1
billion a year on nursing home costs for the elderly through Medicaid.
In the past two years, each of the five community programs in Indiana has received $105,000 from
the state. The funds paid for Wheelchair ramps, handrails, transportation to the grocery store,
sidewalks so people in wheelchairs could be mobile, crime prevention programs and neighborhood
cleanups.
State officials say they support the program's concept but that the budget cuts were necessary.
"Any available dollar that is out there right now has to be evaluated In our agency's larger picture,"
said Megan Ornellas, chief financial officer for the Family and Social Services Administration.
Ornellas said a drop in state revenue and an increase in Medicaid enrollment left FSSA little choice.
"The desire of the (Indiana) Division of Aging was to look at ways to rebalance that so the funds

weren't all flowing towards nursing home care but also flowing to community-based care that might be
more cost-effective and certainly more desirable," said Ellen Miller, executive director of the
University of Indianapolis Center for Aging & Community, which oversees the state's five retirement
community programs.
Shirley Webster, Golden Ages project coordinator, isn't giving up.
A senior herself and a neighborhood resident, she thinks other organizations could help the
Martindale-Brightwood program.
"We still think we're going to be able to do this in some way, even if we don't have state dollars," she
said.
A second retirement community program in Indianapolis, on the Northside, receives federal and
private funds.
The Elder-Friendly Communities offers services such as home modifications and repair,
transportation and lawn care.
In the Northside program, younger retirees pitch in by driving older neighbors to the grocery store or
changing hard-to-reach light bUlbs.
'We call it a virtual assisted-living facility," said Lori Moss, director of the Albert and Sara Reuben
Senior Resource Center, which oversees the program.
On a recent morning, Frances Ray demonstrated how something as simple as a bathtub handrail can
help a senior feel safe at home.
Fully dressed, Ray, 71, stepped into and out of the tub, tugging one leg up as she clutched the
handrail. The front steps on her porch also pose a ohallenge, she said, again showing how she steps
oarefully to avoid a fall. Her husband, 69, has had hip surgeries.
She'd like to add handrails along the porch steps, but for now, she's happy about the tub handrails.
'Without it, it was really bad," she said.
For Martindale-Brightwood seniors such as Jimmie Luton, who at 92 suffers from little other than
carpal tunnel in both hands, new knobs on her kitchen oabinets would help make it easier to open the
doors.
Luton has lived in her home since 1929. She often thinks about the people who used to live in the
neighborhood.
"The people that have once lived here have all passed and gone," she said. "No, don't give me no

nursing home, please,1!

Additional Facts
Martindale-Brightwood
The community began as two separate settlements.
Brightwood, the eastern section of the neighborhood, was incorporated in 1876 and remained an

independent community until 1897, when it was annexed by Indianapolis. It was the railroad center of
Indianapolis that attracted European immigrant workers and residents.
The Martindale area to the west, settled in 1874, also was an Industrial hub. It was a mostly workingclass neighborhood with a high percentage of African-American residents.
By 1960, African-Americans accounted for 50 percent of Martindale-Brightwood's total population.
» Totat population: 9,334 (2000 census data).
»Total households: 3,120.
» Median household income: $25,000.
Other facts:
» 93 percent of residents are African-American.
» The neighborhood has about 100 religious institutions of various denominations.
» It is home to the campus of Martin University.
}) Resident Bernard McFarland Was the recipient of a home makeover earlier this year by the
"Extreme Makeover: Home Edition" television crew, which also sprUced up the neighborhood by
planting more than 1,000 trees, paving the alleys and touching up several homes.
Sources: Martindale-Brightwood Community Development Corp.; Polis Center; U.S. Census Bureau
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REAL program growing
$1.5 million grant will help caregivers.
By TOM MOOR Tribune SlaffWriler
SOUTH BEND -- A REAL Services program that helps care for the elderly still living at home will grow
even larger, despite the state's decision to recently cut funding.
The state-funded program, called a Naturally Occurring Retirement Community, lasted from June 2007
to June 2009 and provided baSic services to the homeowners, from installing ramps and railings in the
bathroom to providing wheelchair ramps and rides to the grocery store. Funding also was cut for four
other locations statewide.
The new grant, which REAL Services received in July, is through the Harry and Jeannette Weinberg
Foundation. The grant is for $1.5 million over the next three years and will target family caregivers.
REAL Services was one of 15 organizations out of 500 that applied nationwide to receive the funding.
"We'll be talking with caregivers of older adults to see what their needs are and assist them In training
provided by Memorial Home Care," said Becky Zaseck, REAL Services CEO and president. "This is
really exciting for us."
South Bend residents living In ZIP code 46619, which is on the city's west side, are eligible for the
service. The grant has the potential to serve up to 1,000, while the state-funded grant could serve only
about 300.The training will help family caregivers learn how to provide a bath, transfer a loved one more
confidently and provide transportation.
REAL Services employees will be talking with caregivers of the elderly to find out what their needs are
and will assist in training with Memorial Home Care.
"It's going to help caregivers physically care for them better," Zaseck said.
Zaseck added that home modifications also may be available through the grant.
"This grant is going to help us serve more people," she said. 'We've worked with about 43 caregivers
already. We've had a wonderful response from the community. "The other four state-funded retirement
communities that lost funding will have to find other means to run the programs.
Siaff wriler Tom Moor:
Imoor@sbtinfo.com

(574) 247-7756
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WXIN
Problem gamblers suffer with state budget cuts
Family and Social Services Administration officials say new programs fot' Hoosier
retirees face the same fate.
Fox59.com
4:19 PM EST, November 16, 2009
State budget cuts will eliminate planned programs for
Indiana's problem gamblers. Family and Social
Services Administration officials say new programs for
Hoosier retirees face the same fate.

RISE ABOVE THE CROWD
with SOlutions that really
know hoW to draw ona.

"We believe the programs we have in place are
addressing those individuals that really need that help."
FSSA spokesperson Marcus Barlow said.
When fiscal year income in the state came in $309
million below budgetmy forecasts cuts became
inevitable.

TRIBUNE365. WE DELIVER.
FSSA said last week it was planning to cut Medicaid
reimbursements to hospitals by 5%, but now those
addicted to gambling and Indiana's oldest citizens will have no new options in 2010.
"FSSA is not going to fi11400 vacancies that we have right now. A few of our programs in the
division on aging we've said we're not going to add new people to those programs and those are tbe
things we are trying to do to save money," Barlow said.
Revenue fro111 gaming ia tbe state is beating the budgetmy forecasts, but that $15 million of
unexpected money is not being shared with Indiana's problem gambler programs for the foreseeable
future
The state's problem gambling help 1iae gets approximately 1500 calls a year.
In 2008 nearly 300 Hoosiers asked for professional treatment to help conquer their gambling
addiction issues.
The Indiana FSSA cuts announced so far only represent a portion of the 10% budget cuts ordered this
month by Governor Mitch Daniels.
Copyright © 2009, WXIN-TV, Indianapolis
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Pain of budget cuts is hitting home
Some predict drop in hospital care; prison guards lose automatic OT
By MaJY Beth Schneider
mary,beth,schneideJ@indystar.com
State budget cuts will begin to take a tangible toll on Hoosiers, from the pay in prison guards' pockets
to possibly the level of selVice people receive at hospitals.
Faced with withering revenues, Gov. Mitch Daniels last week ordered state agencies to slash their
expenses by 10 percent this fiscal year, on top of 10 percent cuts made last year.
On Tuesday, the Family and Social Services Administration announced that it will reach some of its
goal by cutting the amount it pays hospitals for caring for Medicaid patients by 5 percent beginning
Jan. 1, a move that will save the state $10.6 million In this fiscal year.
Also this week, the state Department of Correction told correctional officers that a bookkeeping
change spreading their pay period over two weeks instead of one will mean no more of the automatic
five hours of overtime they've come to expect, saving the state $5 million annually.
And other state employees, including those In the Department of Natural Resources, are being asked
to voluntarily cut their OWn hours, on top of a pay freeze that is saving the state more than $25 million.
In all, the state is looking for cuts of $250 million. Failure could mean Daniels has to order even more
stringent measures, Including layoffs.
Douglas Leonard, president of the Indiana Hospital Association, which lobbies on behalf of hospitals,
said the Medicaid cuts will hurt not only hospitals, which already are underfunded, but possibly also
patients.
"These cuts represent a significant blow to the ability of Indiana's hospitals to selVe their
communities," he said in a statement. "Hospitals will be forced to make difficult decisions about what
types of selVices they can provide."
It's unclear just what those decisions might entail, but when less reVenue is coming in, hospitals are
bound to make cost-cutting changes that could affect patients -- and not just those on Medicaid.
Johnny Smith, spokesman for St. Vincent Health, which runs St. Vincent Hospital and 17 other
facilities, could not immediately say what a 5 percent cut in Medicaid reimbursement rates will mean
to the hospitals' bottom line.
"It is a setback for us," he said. "Being such a large system, we support such a large Medicaid
population. And Medicaid doesn't cover the full cost of care. At times, it can be as (low) as only 20
percent."
But at St. Vincent and, he said, "hopefully at hospitals all around, the missions will not change, and

that's truly to continue to serve the underserved population, regardless of folks' ability to pay."
Anne Murphy, secretary of FSSA, said in a statement that the cuts will save money "without cutting
vital services. Our ccmmitment is to the 1.2 million Hoosiers that receive benefits from us, and the
cuts annou nced today will not take away from our clients receiving the benefits to which they are
entitled."
Matt Gutwein, chief executive officer of Marlon County Health and Hospital Corp., the parent
organization of Wishard Memorial Hospital, said the cuts will not affect either care or plans for a neW
$754 million Wishard complex.
"That's not going to prohibit us from providing needed care to our patients," Gutwein said. 'We
support the state's goals of remaining fiscally solvent and are eager to work with the state as we
always have been."
Dan Sellers, the corporation's chief financial officer, said Wishard Health Services received roughly
$68 million in Medicaid hospital reimbursements in 2009. A 5 percent across-the-board cut could
mean a reduction of $3.4 million. Sellers noted that's a small portion of the roughly $500 million that
Wishard is expecting in revenue for 2010.
"These are the kinds of things hospitals across the country deal with every day," he said.
"Reimbursements fiuctuate."
Leonard, the hospital association's president, said Medicaid payments to hospitals already "often
amount to less than 50 cents for every dollar of care provided."
This gap, now widening more, "is simply unsustainable," he said.
"Like the state, hospitals are also hurting," Leonard said. 'We are treating more Medicaid and
uninsured patients and seeing fewer patients with better-paying commercial health insurance."
In addition to the Medicaid cuts, FSSA said it would save $13.6 million by not filling vacancies and by
combining some county offices, sO that vocational rehabilitation and developmental disability services
are provided in the same office.
Another $9.8 million will be saved by cutting or reducing some contracts.
Marcus Barlow, spokesman for FSSA, said the state will stop accepting new clients In the Residential
Community Assistance Program, which helps about 1,400 elderly Hoosiers; will end the state's
Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities program, which helps five communities for the elderly In
Indianapolis, Linton, South Bend, Gary and Huntington; and will renegotiate other contracts, Including
with groups and companies that provide crisis counseling and quality assurance.
In addition to the FSSA cuts, other state agencies are looking for ways to trim costs.
In the Department of Correction, correctional officers will be paid over a two-week period. That will
allow the state to calculate overtime pay over 14 days Instead of seven, DOC Commissioner Ed Buss
said in a video presentation to DOC employees.
Under the new system, which takes effect Jan. 1, DOC officers will get OT after working 84 hours in a
two-week period, said DOC spokesman Doug Garrison. Federal law allows for police to not receive
overtime until they have worked 171 hours in a 28-day period; for a two-week pay period that equates

to about 85 hours before overtime kicks in.
Coming on top of Daniels' announcement that state pay will be frozen for the second year in a row,
the loss of overtime stings.
Garrison said there is "no question that this is a pay cut."
But, he said, in the past officers were routinely paid five hours of OT every two weeks for working
their normal shift, because of the way the 12-hour shifts fall.
Buss said in the video that this change allows the state to keep those popular 12-hour shifts for
correctional officers while avoiding layoffs seen In other states.
'We will not resort to the broad sweeping actions of other states. However, tough times call for strong
leadership and tough decisions," Buss said in the video. ·"A1though this change saves dramatically, It
is not only about cost. It is the right thing to do for the taxpayers of Indiana."
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Officials gather to discuss future of mental health funding
BIiCilI BlJ)'ce

The Tribune-Star
TERfill HAUTE -As funding structures change in the field of mental health, officials predict their
emphasis will shift from treatment to reOOY01Y.
"This is a difficult time for all of us in mental health," SteyC McCaffrey, CEO of Mental Health America
of Indiana, said Thursday afternoon at the onset of a town hall discussion about Medicaid changes. Gina
Eckert of Indiana's State Diyision of Mental Health, Galen Goode, CEO of the Hamilton Center, and
state Reps. Nancy iV1lchaels (I)-Greencastle) and Clyde Kersey (D-Terre Haute) all participated in the
discussion in the Vigo County Public Libraty's lower level.
But as Eckert and Goode explained throughout the two-hour presentation, the complexity of funding
vehicles for mental illness is so great that adaptation has hecome a way of life for the organizations. As
McCaffrey noted during his opening comments, studies commissioned by President George W. Bush
showed tl,at the mental health system in America is so fragmented that a complete ovcrhaul was
necessaryan)'\vay.

Recovery, Eckert e,'plained, is a long-term journey for the mentally ill, with an emphasis on living a
meaningful life within the community instead of state-lun hospitals. The days oflocking patients up and
walking away is over for a numher of reasons, moral and fmancial, she explained.
"A lot of service doesn't necessarily mean the right selvice," she said, explaining Ulat a patient kept inside
one of the state's six psychiatric hospitals might receiYe a lot of services, but putting that person into lessexpensive community~based ptogramming would not ouly cost less but be more beneficial to all inyolyed.
"Less setvices might means less money, but that might not be so bad."
The concept of using state psychiatric hospitals for long-term stays is probably oyer, she said, noting that
the new effott will be on removing the stigma associated with being labeled "mentally ill." Landlord, and
employers will be approached on the matter, she said, as bou1 groups will need to be open to giving the
patients a chance in spite of their illness.
J\'!cCaffrey showed the group one of the television advertisements planned for the Inedia campaign.
Featuring Hollywood actors, the advertisement emphasizes awareness and toletance.
Eckert said that in her life, the day is scheduled around work, family and churm. Many of the mental
health industry's clients have lives which revolve around thetapy and doctors. This has to change, she
said, pointing out that offcring these people employment or volunteering opportunities can be just as
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beneficial as therapy and inpatient services the state can't afford anymore.
And while some program dollars will be cut, others are being shift.ed and blended. The proposed
"hybrid" model for welfare distribution, which will replace the liM-contracted sen,ices currently utilized
by the state's welfare divisions, should actually bring money back to the mental health facilities, Goode
said. Witl) the confusion and errors caused by the privatization, many of the Hamilton Center's long-term
patients found themselves bounced off Medicaid for failing to register or apply, largely because of issues
stemming from their mental deficiencies. With the state bouncing the patients on and off Medicaid, the
Hamilton Center found itself writing off $800,000 in services, he said.
"We can't wait for the hybrid," he said.
And in the long-mn, helping the mentally ill recover reduces costs across many sectors, McCaffrey said.
About 80 percent of the inmates inside Indiana's Department of Corrections have addiction problems, he
said. But the prison system doesn't rehabilitate the addicts, it simply warehouses them.
"The way not to need a new prison is to provide better treatment to prevent its need," he said, noting tllC
cost of a new prison is about $30 million.
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MARTINSYILLE
In an effort to combat revenue shortfalls, the state Family and Social Services Administration has
reduced Medicaid reimbursements to hospitals by 5 percent, and Morgan Hospital and Medical Center
addressed the issue at its recent board of trustees meeting.
Hospital Chief Executive Officer and President Tom Laux said Medicaid had been paying 50 percent
of the hospital's direct costs from treating Medicaid beneficiaries. He said it also paid for 70 percent
of the nurses' salaries.
"It's a sign of the times ... .It just makes it more difficult to provide health care to people who are
Medicaid beneficiaries," Laux said Monday.
According to a press release from the FSSA, the alterations wore the first round in a series of actions
meant to rcspond to revenue shortfalls that have resulted from the recession and subsequent increases
in Medicaid enrollment.
Included in the changes are administrative cuts of$13.6 million and the hospital reimbursement
adjustments, which totalled $10.6 million, according to the release.
Due to Susan Haven; resigning as the hospital's chief financial offlcer, interim CFO Scott Andritsch
gave the financialrepOit for OCtober. He said MHMC had a consolidated operating margin of
$236,722, which was favorable to budget by $391,040.
Compared to October of last year, when the stock market dropped considerably, the consolidated
income fi·om operations was $386,662, Andritsch said. He said inpatient volumes were 6.3 percent
higher than budgeted, and outpatient visits were 7.8 percent lower.
The interim CFO said the outpatient payor mix was 35 percent Medicare, 23 percent Medicaid, 35
percent cOlmnercial and 7 percent self pay. Patient revenues sUlpassed the budget by $180,763, and
the net revenue of $4.6 million was higher than budgeted by $140,968, Andritsch said.
However, the hospital only saw a return of32.9 percent, he said.
"We continue to struggle with that," Andritsch said.
Total operating expenses were 5.7 percent favorable to budget, he said. Andritsch said total revenue is
down $2.7 million willIe operating expenses are down $2.9 million compared to last year.
"The staff here should really be commended (for the decrease in operating expenses)," he said.
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Total cash on hand was up 11 days from last year, and accounts receivable days outstanding are 49.6,
"which, when you compare that to the industry average, is really outstanding," Andritsch said.
Board of trustees president Kevin Sump referred to the FSSA's recent decision and MHMC's revenue
return of 32.9 percent.
"And they think there's fat," he said. "That's a scary thought."
Newly-elected board secretary Rick Hendrickson connnended the hospital on its financial eftbrts
during the economic slowdown.
"It's a better repOlt than I would have expected," he said.
Laux also discussed the hospital's annual Christmas party and said MHMC will be cutting costs on
that event as well. He said the party can often cany a $18,000 price tag.
In other business, board members:
-

Appointed John Hilt to The Foundation Board and approved The Foundation's bylaws.

- Discussed the HINI flu. Board members heard that the hospital had not received any additional
vaccine from the Morgan County Health Department since October.
Copyright: Reporter-Times.comIMD-Times.com 2009
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Medicaid: Hospitals cry foul
Tough decisions on services await
By Eric Bradner
Thursday, November 12, 2009

INDIANAPOLIS - Indiana's plan to cut the amount hospitals are paid to care for
Medicaid patients could deal a blow to women's and mental health care In Evansville,
area hospital officials said Wednesday.
With the program already called a loss leader, new Medicaid reimbursement rates
taking effect next year will force hospitals to look to those with private Insurance to
make up more of the gap between payments and services provided, Southwestern
Indiana hospital executives said.
"My reaction - is shock a strong enough word?" said Christina Ryan, chief executive
officer for The Women's Hospital, which is under the Deaconess Health System's
umbrella.
She said with 38 percent of patients treated at the hospital on Medicaid, the reduction
will mean a $1.2 million cut from next year's bottom line.
"It's going to be very hard to make that up," Ryan said. "We want to continue to provide
care to the moms and of course babies, but this comes at the worst possible time.
Each time I take care of one of those patients, we lose money. No business can
continue to do that."
Ryan said The Women's Hospital will have to look for more clients with private
insurance. She said that would be difficult, though, since the hospital already delivers
the third-most babies in Indiana.
Medicaid payments account for 8 percent of Deaconess Hospital's gross revenue, said
Harry Smith, the hospital's president. He said as it is, Deaconess collects only 18 cents
to 20 cents in Medicaid payments per dollar of services provided.
"It just got worse," he said. "It's another hit to services that we can't afford to have hits

to.

11

Indiana's Family and Social Services Administration announced earlier this week that
hospitals will see a 5 percent reduction In Medicaid reimbursement rates next year.
Other doctors' offices will be spared the cuts.
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Smith said emergency room and mental health patients account for many of
Deaconess Hospital's Medicaid patients. Elsewhere, he said, services for women and
children rely heavily on Medicaid payments.
"We're going to have to make choices. In the long run, we're going to have to assess
what the community needs are," Smith said. "It's a blow. I don't know any other way to
describe it. We're going to ·have to make choices."
Meanwhile, at St. Mary's Medical Center, President and Chief Executive Tim Flesch
expressed similar concerns. He said Medicaid covers much less than the cost of
services provided.
"St. Mary's is concerned these cuts have the potential to affect our ability to properly
serve our community. We have made it our mission to provide quality care for the
uninsured and underinsured patients in the Evansville region," he said in a statement.
"We hope these cuts are temporary. We also hope to work with the state in the future,
to fix the shortfalls of our Medicaid program."
Though budgets are being slashed, Indiana's state-run medical savings account
program for low-income adults has opened up 5,000 more slots for people without
children,
The federal government has told the state that its Healthy Indiana Plan can enroll no
more than 34,000 childless adults. The FSSA closed off the program to those adults
earlier this year when it reached capacity. Thousands of people have been on a
waiting list.
The FSSA says the additional slots have been created by people dropping out of the
program. It creates a medical savings account worth $1,100 a year, and when medical
costs exceed that amount, benefils of at least $300,000. It also provides some free
health services.
n The Associated Press contributed to this report.

© 2009 Scripps Newspaper Group - Online
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Medicaid cuts worry hospitals in area
staff and Wire Reports
Wednesd(]y, November 11/ 2009

Area hospitals are concerned about the types of services they can offer needy and disabled patients after
learning that the state's human services agency will slash Medicaid reimbursements to save money.
Schneck Medical Center has estimated that its reduction in reimbursement will be $200,000 in 2010 - for
treating an ever increasing number of Medicaid patients, said Stephanie Furlow, director of marketing
and public relations.
The cuts by Indiana's Family and Social Services Administration will force hospitals to make difficult
choices on which services they can provide, said Doug Leonard, president of the Indiana Hospital
Association and former chief executive officer of Columbus Regional Hospital.
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Medicaid Cuts To Hurt Indiana
Hospitals
Ol'iginally printed (It http://www.indianasnewscentel'.comjllews/iocal/7ooo2487.htJJ11

FORT WAYNE, Ind. (Indiana's NewsCenter) - Cutbacl<s designed to help the Indiana
state budget could forcing Hoosier hospitals to make some difficult choices on what
services they provide.
$34 million in cuts ordered by the Indiana family and social services administration
include a five percent cut in Medicaid reimbursements to hospitals.
Parkview Hospital administrators say they've been making do with no Medicaid reimbursement hikes since the early 1990's.
Parkview Chief Financial Officer Jeff Francis says, ilCceThey also haven't ulll ... eal'lier
this year they had some cuts already announced, so this is on top of some cuts that
were announced the beginning of July."
Francis says they v.~ll have to find cost savings elsewhere, or ask privately insured
customers to pay more to make up the difference.
The state figures to save more than $10 million through the new round of cost cutting.

&I Stay up to date, subscribe to the Local & Regional RSS Feed. Click to find out about
RSS.
What are your thoughts on this story? Leave us "Your 2 Cents."
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Medicaid cuts hit hard at local hospitals
(http://wYf'N.post-trib,coni'newsJ1881 558, medJ-c ot5-1113. artie Ie)

November 13, 2009
BY MARK TAYLOR, POST-TRIBUNE CORRESPONDENT

Northwest Indiana's acute care hospitals already faced higher numbers of uninsured and unemployed patients,
decreased revenues and greater competition from physician entrepreneurs.
Now they face further challenges as Indiana plans to cut Medicaid reimbursements to hospitals.
Indiana Families and Social Services Administration announced Tuesday it would cut the state Medicaid match
by 5 percent -- an estimated $10.6 million -- to Indiana hospitals.

Indiana Medicaid paid the state's hospitals $524.6 million for InpaUenl and outpatient care, with the state
contributing approximately 25 percent of that total and the federal government the remaining 75 percent. The 5
percent cut would come from the state.
Local health systems said the Medicaid cuts will hurt their abilily to deliver care to poor and uninsured patients
and lhose Medicaid recipients,
Loren Chandler, vlcc president and chief financiat officer for tWO-hospital Methodist Hospitals in Gary and
Merrillville, said the financiallmpacl of the cuts will exceed $1.1 million at Methodist. Chandler said while FSSA
said It's only cutting the state portion of what Medicaid pays to hospitals, he believes that hospitals like his also
suffer commensurately by not receiving the rema1ning 75 percent of the federal Medicaid match.
"For us that $1.1 million is a pretty big number," said Chandler, who pointed out that Methodist Hospital in Gary
is a safely net hospital that receives about $22 million annually for treating Medicaid patients and another $40.7
million In disproportionate share payments.
Disproportionate share hospital money is paid by Medicaid to hospitals treating a higher percentage than
expected of untnsured and indigent patients.
'We're in conversation with FSSA and will continue to work closely with them to make sure those supplemental
payments (DSH) continue," he said. "We're looking at Methodist Hospital In Gary in particular to make sure
Ihese cuts don't impact us too dramatically. I can't tell yet which services we would project 10 eliminate, but we
will continue to provide the highest quality of care, n
Chandler said the weak economy has battered many hospitals. But after years of struggling with sometimes
severe financial losses, Methodist stands to turn a profit this year and will likely record an 8 percent operating
profit margin and $2 million net profit.
Gene Diamond, regional president of the northern region of five~hospltal Sisters of St. Francis Health Services,
said he is still assessing the Impact.
"Our reading is it's not an across the board cut and phYSicians won't be affected," Diamond said, "But safety net
hospitals will be hit especially hard. In our system that would be SI. Anlhony Memorial Hospital In Michigan City
and St. Margaret Mercy Healthcare Centers in Hammond will be affected more since they receive
disproportionate share hospital (DSH) money."
Diamond said St. Francis w\ll be forced to further reduce expenses,
Hit's not clear yet how big of a reduction this will be," he said, "It isn't a drastic cut, but it comes at a time when
we can least afford It and are scrambling to make ends meet."

Douglas Leonard, president of the Indiana Hospital ASSOCiation, said the Medicaid cuts "represent a signnlcant
blow to the abillty of Indiana's hospitals to serve their communities. Hospitals will be forced to make difficult
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decisions about what types Of services they can provide,"
Leonard said he hopes the culs will be temporary and pointed out that Medicaid payments to hospitals already
amount to less than 50 cents for every dollar of care provided.
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Local hospitals facing tough choices
By Ken de la Bastide
Tribune enterprise editor
November 16. 2009 11:33 pm
- Additional cuts in Medicaid reimbursements from the state could have an impact on the type of services
that will be provided.
With the continued decline in state revenues, the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration
announced last week it was cutting Medicaid reimbursements by 5 percen~ which is expected to save the
state $10 million.
"These cuts represent a significant blow to the ability ofIndialla's hospitals to selve their conummities,"
Douglas Leonard, president of the Indiana Hospital Association, said in a press release.
Leonard said the association hopes the cuts are tempormy and the group wants to work with the state to
address long-term inadequacies in Medicaid funding.
"Medicaid payments to hospitals often amount to less than 50 cents for evelY dollar of care provided," he
said. "The gap between the cost of providing cm'e and govelnment payments received continues to widen
and is simply unsustainable."
Like the state, Leonard said hospitals are feeling the impact of the economic downturn.
"We are treating more Medicaid and uninsured patients and seeing fewer patients with better-paying
commercial health insurance," he said.
James Alender, president of Howard Regional Health System, said there are many unknowns as to what
types of programs will be impacted by the reduction inreimbul'sement.
"We have been trying to get a clarification," he said. "We don't have it."
Alender said the reimbursement reduction only affects hospitals and not physician reimbursement.
"Many physicians don't take Medicaid patients because of the reimbursement," he said. "A concern is if the
health reform legislation only reimburses at the Medicaid level, more patients will be forced to use
emergency moms, which is our most expensive fonn of care."
Alender said Howard is looking at the cost of delivery and the services it can provide.
There has been no increase in Medicaid rates since 1993, and that is worsening the problem for hospitals
caring for people without health insurance coverage, he said.
"As a not-far-profit, we are required and we want to provide the health care," A1ender said. "It is nonsustainable under ·the current reimbm·sement. The math doesn't work."
Kathy Young, president of St. Joseph Hospital, said her facility will have to examine how it can best absorb
the decrease in funding. She said the previous level of Medicaid funding oftenreimbm'sed only 20 to 30
percent 0 f the cost.
"As a not-far-profit, mission-driven organization, St. Joseph Hospital is in a unique position," she said. "Our
primmy focus has been and always will be to provide quality health care, regardless of our patients' ability
to pay. The cuts in Medicaid reimbursement will not change our commitment to selving those who are most

in need."
In this economy, the demand for Medicaid seJvices continues to grow, even as payment for those selvices is
reduced, YOlUlg said.
"The math doesn't work, which makes it increasingly difficult to meet the needs of the commlUlity," she
said. "These changes may force us to take another look at our overall program offerings in order to fulfill our
mission and meet the most vital needs of our conuuunity."
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• Ken de Ia Bastide is the Kokomo Tribune enterprise editor. He can be reached at 765- 454-8580 or via email at ken.delabastide@kokomotribllne.com
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LifeSpring will eliminate 50 jobs
Layoffs related to state cuts, CEO says
By DAVID A. MANN
David.Mann@newsandtribune.com
JEFFERSONVILLE -

Mental health care provider LifeSpring will cut about 50 jobs in July.

The cuts are due to a significant decrease in projected revenue during the next fiscal year, according to a
press release from the Jeffersonville-based organization.
The company has about 315 employees in a six-county area, including Clark and Floyd counties,
according to Teuy L. Stawar, president and chief executive officer. TI,e cuts ate being made to a range of
positions and pay gt"adcs. Psychiatrists, social workers, case managers and even secretadal and support
staff are among those losing jobs.
In response to a new state funding model, the organization also will be modifying several clinical
programs, the release said. J\bout 24 residential treatment beds for men and women with co-occutting
mental health and substance abuse disorders will be phased Out.
Two major changes lead to the reduction in r",'enue.
Por one, Indiana's Division of Mental Health and Addiction has changed the Medicaid Rehabilitation
Option program, from which IjfeSpring receives about $6 million in net revenues. The changes will
reduce income by up to $3 million by limiting the number of eligible clients and the number of services
the organization can provide, the release said.

Special authorizations now will be needed for additional services. And some services, such as partial
hospitalization, will be eliminated. Payment rates from the program are being significandy lowered. And
increased staff qualifications are being required in order to bill the program.
"It's very discouraging," said Stawar, noting that up to 1,500 of the organization's about 8,000 clients
could lose services as a result of the changes.
Secondly, the state also seized the federal Medicaid Assistance Program - allocated from the American
Recoveq and Reinvestment Act, commonly called d,e stimulus bill- which ufeSpring had been
receiving, and will use it to balance d,e state budget by spending it in other areas, Stawar said. This means
a reduction of about $750,000 for LifeSpring this year and more than $900,000 next year.

LifeSpring will eliminate 50 jobs» Evening News and Tribune
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Both changes considered, LifeSpring is projecting an up to 25 percent reduction in funding, and these are
"permanent cutS)H Stawar said.

He said it -was a total loss of setvices, not a situation wherein money was being moved to other programs.

He said he understood that the state has many budget problems facing it, but added "we know that this is
probably not the population to tty and balance the budget on."
The Indiana Council for Community Mental Health Centers fought to delay these changes until
alternative funding could be identified, d,e release said. A call placed to the organization's executive
director was not returned by press linle.
Stawar said LifeSpring can mitigate some of d,e loss to its $20 million annual budget. For instance, it can
use more group) rather than individual, therapies, he said, Nonpsychiatl'ists can be used ill mote situations
and many resources can be saved for the most crucial problems.
LifeSpring provides services to metal health and substance abuse patients in Clark, Floyd, Washington,
Scott, Harrison and Jefferson counties. Its main offices have been located on Spring Street in
Jeffersonville since 2003.
A phone call placed to the Indiana's Family and Social Services Administration·- which oversees the
Division of Mental Health and Addiction - was not returned by press time Monday.

*************************
BY THE NUMBERS
50
Approximate jobs to be cut at LifeSpring

315
LifeSpring employees in a six.county atea

8,000
Approximate number of LifeSpring clients

1,500
Nutnbet: of clients who could lose sel"Vices because of cuts
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LifeSpring mental facility to cut jobs
Ccntc.l"SfUluHllg down by millions
UY BEN .ZION HEJ{SlIBEHC' IjJlI~mjIIBtd{(~«DCOUHlEI1.-,JOURN1\L.COi\1 • 1\1/\" (0,2010

The LifeSpring community mental health center in Southern Indiana plans to cut SO of its 315
jobs by July 1 because it expects to receive about $3 million to $4 million less this year fi'om
Medicaid reimbursements and economic stimulus funding than was planned.
The cuts mean the nonprofit agency will see 1,000 to 1,500 fewer patients than the about 8,000
annually it has cared for in recent years, said its president, Teny L. Stawar.
"This is one of the major tragedies that we've had to face," said Stawar.
In addition to seeing fewer patients, Stawar said, LifeSpring is closing three of its residential
homes for patients in Floyd and Clark counties, eliminating about two dozen beds. LifeSpring
also operates in Jefferson, Washington, Scott and Harrison counties.
The closings will be phased in by the end of September so patients can be placed elsewhere or
return home, Stawar said.
Stawar said the projected sholtfall is largely the result of changes in the Medicaid Rehabilitation
Option program, which provides federally funded reimbursements for mental health care"-. The
program recently has provided about $6million of LifeSpring's roughly $20million annual
budget.
Because the state and federal governments are tightening eligibility requirements for the
program, LifeSpring expects to lose $2million to $3million in those reimbursements, Stawar
said.
Eligibility will depend on the diagnosis and severity of a patient's illness, Stawar said. For
example, he said patients diagnosed with dementia or depression at a low severity may now not
be eligible for LifeSpring care, even though they might havc been in the past. But those with
more severe illnesses like schizophrenia or bipolar disorder should remain eligible.
LifeSpring also had expected about $750,000 this year and $900,000 next year in federal
stimulus funding based on what it received last year, Stawar said. But that money won't be
available because the state is using the stimulus funds for other purposes this year, Stawar said.
Marcus Barlow, a spokesman for the state's Family and Social Services Administration, said the
state hadn't promised community mental health programs federal stimulus funding this year, and
agencies were warned not to include such funding in their continuing operating budgets.

I

I

The tightening of eligibility requirements is to ensure that community mental health patients
receive services appropriate for their conditions, Barlow said. He said the move had been
discussed for about two years before going into effect now.

In some cases, Barlow said, managers of the federal program believed patients were getting
inappropriate care so agencies could receive higher reimbursements.
Stephen McCaffrey, president and CEO of Mental Health America ofIndiaua (formerly the
Mental Health Association ofIndiana), said Monday that federal authorities also made the
decision to change eligibility for the program so a service qualifies for payment only if the
patient is improving.
The state then implemented a new rule to be consistent with the federal changes.
But some officials at community mental health centers became concerned about the impact on
their agencies and clients and went to state lawmakers for help.
Sen. Connie Lawson, R-Danville, asked McCaffrey to head a committee to try to resolve issues
between the state and community mental health centers regarding the changes.
McCaffrey said the group has been meeting every two weeks and already has been "very
successful" in making changes that should help keep some people with mental illnesses eligible.
But the biggest help will come when the state applies for a waiver ofthe federallUles, said
McCaf'fi·ey.
Meanwhile, he said, stale officials "have committed that people who will fall in this gap between
the new rules and the stmt date of the (Medicaid waiver) will be supported."
Stawar said the state can't seek a waiver from the federal rules until the middle of next year. The
federal health care reform act also could provide funding for more Medicaid mental health
patients, Stawar said, but that money won't be available for about three yem's.
Kathy Neuner, vice president of inpatient clinical care at Clark Memorial Hospital, said that
when psychiatric patients m'e discharged ii'om Clark Memorial, they generally are refened to
LifeSpring for continuing outpatient care. If such care is less available, patients could be
readmitted to the hospital more fi'equently, she said.
The cutbacks also could bring more patients to Clark Memorial's emergency room, she said.
Reporter Lesley Stedman Wcidenbener contributed to this StOly. RepOlter Ben Hershberg can be
reached at (812) 949-4032.

ThelndyChannel.com
Lawmakers, Agencies Question Deep Budget Cuts
All State Agencies Told To Cut 15 Percent
POSTED: 6:24 pm ED"f April 22, 2010
UPDATED: 7:18 pm EDT April 22, 2010

INDIANAPOLIS -- Some lawmakers are challenging Gov. Mitch Daniels on his caUs for more
budget Cllts, while officials at state agencies said they're worried about where they'll trim this time.

In an e-mail sent to state agencies this week, Budget Director Christopher Ruhl said the agencies will
be expected to cut 15 percent from its spending for the fiscal year that starts July I, citing
dramatically reduced state tax revenue, 6News' Kara)(enney reported.
State Sen. Vi Simpson, D-Bloomington, on Thursday questioned how the governor can support such
widespread cuts when the state does not have a list of cuts already made and how much they've
saved.
"The public and their elected representatives have a right to know the amount of cuts made to
specific programs and which Hoosicr populations are being negatively impacted by those decisions,"
she said in a statement. "The people of Indiana should have a voice in that discussion."
Since July 1,2009,222 state employees have been laid off due to budget cuts.
Officials at some state agencies are now trying to figure out whether they'll have to layoff more
people, cut salaries, cut benefits 01' help fewer people with programs and services.
John Dickerson, an advocate for the developmentally disabled, said budget cuts can mean clients
have to share rooms or they get less one-an-one attention.
"We thoughtit would be 10 percent (cut) again, but it's up to 15 percent, so we have to figure out
where the rest will be coming from," he said.
Julia Huffman, chief operating officer for Noble, an agency that helps the developmentally disabled,
said they have already made cnts to vocational services.
"These are scary times, but we've tried to remain positive through this," she said.
Indiana Democratic Party Chairman Dan Parker said the govel'llor can find other ways ID cnt than
across the board.
"1 think a lot of contracts need to be looked at. A lot of out-of-state contl'act~," said Parker. "1 think
the gDvemor needs to keep telling us what state we are in terms of aU\' finances. There's really no
analysis of this is how much money is in the bank, and this is how much money we've got."

Meanwhile, Chris Spangle, of the Indiana Libertarian Party said the cuts are necessary.

"You can't raise taxes at a time when Hoosiers are looking for work," he said. "The government is
not always the answer."
State revenues are down 9.4 percent from last year, about $867 million less than the budget forecast.
The governor's office had no comment on the issue on Thursday.
Copyright 2010 by TholndvChannel.com Aff rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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Indiana trims Medicaid payments to hospitals
By Mal)' Beth Schneider
Hospitals would get 5 percent less money from the state for caring for Medicaid patients under cuts
announced today by the state.
Gov. Mitch Daniels last week called for emergency budget cuts as the state's revenue continues to
fall short of projections. State tax collections already are a half-billion dollars short of what Was
.collected at this time last year.
To make the cuts, Daniels said state employees would not be getting pay raises, and asked agencies
to come up with cuts, including the Family and Social Services Administration which administers
Medicaid in Indiana.
Under cuts announced today, FSSA said it would save $10.6 million in the current fiscal year by
cutting Medicaid reimbursement rates to hospitals.
The Indiana Hospital Association said it would comment later today on those cuts.
In addition, FSSA said it would save $13.6 million by not filling vacancies and by combining some
county offices. Another $9.8 million will be saved by putting a moratorium on new clients in the state's
Residential Community Assistance Program, which currently has about 1,400 people In the program,
and by ending the state's Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities contract, which helps five
elderly communities in Indiana In Indianapolis, Linton, South Bend, Gary and Huntington.
Marcus Barlow, a spokesman for FSSA, said the state also is negotiating lower contract rates with
vendors. That does not include Affiliated Computer Services and other vendors with whom the state
has contracted to provide welfare services, he said, although the state does expect that the shift to a
new hybrid system, following the cancellation of the state's contract with IBM, will save money.
In addition to the FSSA cuts, othor state agencies are looking at ways to trim costs.
In the Department of Correction, correctionat officers will be paid over a two-week period, rather than
a one-week period. That will allow the state to calculate overtime pay over 14 days instead of seven,
and result in savings of $5 million annually, DOC Commissioner Ed Buss said In a video presentation
to DOC employees.
Under the new system, DOC officers will get OT after working 84 hours in a two-week period.
DOC spokesman Doug Garrison said that there is "no question that this Is a pay cut."
But, he said, in the past officers were routinely paid five hours of OT every two weeks for working
their normal shift, because of the way the 12-hour shifts fall.
Buss said in the video that this change allows the state to keep Ihose popular 12-hour shifts for
correctional officers while avoiding layoffs.
"Tough limos call for strong leadership and tough decisions," Buss says in the video.

HEALTHCARE FINANCE 1~1t"'b1
Indiana cuts Medicaid provider payments
November 11, 20091 Richard Pizzi, Editor

INDIANAPOLIS - The Indiana Family and Social Services Administration announced a $10.6 million Medicaid
provider payment cut Tuesday.
The provider rate adjustment Includes a 5 percent Medicaid reimbursement reduction for hospitals.
Indiana FSSA Secretary Anne Murphy blamed the cuts on revenue shortfalls as a result of the recession and
increases in Medicaid enroliment.
"The reductions we are announcing today cut spending without cutting vItal services,1I she said. "Our commitment is
to the 1.2 million Hoosiers that receive benefits from us, and the cuts announced today will not take away from our
clients receiving the benefits to which they are entitled."
FSSA budget cuts include $13.6 million In internal administrative cuts, which includes not filling employment
vacancies, as well as contract reductions of $9.8 million. The latter reductions include cuts to the Residential
Community Assistance Program (RCAP) moratorium for neW clients, elimination of the Naturally Occurring
Retirement Communities (NORC) contract and lower negotiated rates with vendors.
The Indiana Hospital Association criticized the FSSA action.
"These cuts represent a significant blow to the ability of Indiana's hospitals to serve their communities," said IHA
President Douglas Leonard. "Hospitals will be forced to make difficult decisions about what types of services they can
provide. We hope that Ihe cuts will be temporary and that we can work with the state in the future to address the longtenn inadequacies of our Medicaid program."
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Ind. state government begins layoffs after revenue drop; 33
people out of work
DEANNA MARTIN
Associated Press Writer
2:12 PM CST, November 13,2009
INDIANAPOLIS CAP) - Indiana's Department of
Administration has laid off 33 workers because of
dwindling state revenues, the department's
commissioner said Friday.
About 12 of those worked on capital projects that have
been put on hold, while others maintained Indiana
Govel11ment Center facilities or worked with the state's
vehicle fleet, said Commissioner Mark Everson. Some
of them will work their last day Fliday, and others will
finish up in the next two weeks.
Everson said the layoffs would save the state $900,000
during the current fiscal year that ends in June, and
$1.6 million annually.
"This is a regrettable but necessary action given the difficult circumstances facing the state, "Everson
said.
Gov. Mitch Daniels last week ordered state agencies to cut costs by 10 percent during this fiscal year.
Daniels has also offered voluntary unpaid leave to workers and denied them annual pay raises.
State tax collections fell $309 million below expectations during the first four months of the fiscal
year. Daniels, a RepUblican, said that without cuts the state's surplus - which stood at $1.3 billion in
July - would be wiped out by next August.
He indicated earlier this month that he had hoped to avoid layoffs among the state's 30,000
employees.
,
Daniels' spokeswoman Jane Jankowski said Friday that she knew of no other layoffs but that more
were possible.
"Of course the govemor is very hopeful that agencies will do all they can to minimize separations, n
she said.
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David Wanick, the leader of the union that represented state employees before Daniels took office in
2005 and stopped their collective bargaining l'ights, said he did not recall any state government
employee layoffs in the last 30 years and that the state should find other ways to cut costs,
"When times are tough, you need the public services," said Wanick, executive director of the
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, Council 62.
Everson said about 17 people have left the Department of Administration since he became
commissioner in JanualY and that with the layoffs his department will be down to 209 employees loss of about 20 percent of staff.

a

"We're just slimming down in every way we can to reduce costs," Everson said.
The Dcpartment of Administration oversees state purchasing, the state vehicle and aviation fleet, real
estate transactions and the Gove1'11ment Center campus in downtown Indianapolis, The depal1ment is
also hoping to save money by consolidating some government offices and reconsidering leased office
space al'ound Indianapolis,
The state's two-year budget enacted in June cut most agency spending by 10 percent from the
previous budget, and now agencies must reduce spending by another 10 percent. Daniels has said
individual agency heads have the freedom to determine how the cuts are lUade,
The state's largest agency, the Family and Social Services Administration, said it does not plan to lay
offany of its 4,800 workers. It does plan to leave about 400 positions vacant, however, to save
money.

Copyright 2009 Associated Press, All rights reserved, This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed,
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Hospitals tighten belts
As Medicaid income drops, health providers seek greater
efficiency
Shen'Y Slatel'
TheJollrnnl Gazette
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Photos by Cathie Rowand I The Journal Gazette
Jodi Stouder, a certified phal1nacy technician at Lutheran Hospital, puts drugs onto a cart that will
restock a dispensing machine, Lutheran Health Network hopes becoming more efficient can help
offset a loss of state Medicaid revenue.

o
Lutheran Health NetworkDs drug-dispensing robot, purchased in 2000, can fill up to 10,000 doses a
day.
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Schatzlein

Cathie Rowand I The Journal Gazette
Brad Annstrong, front, enters data at Parkview HospitalDs emergency department. Medicaid provides
14 percent of Parkview HealthDs income,
At a glance
DMedicaid is a health insurance program provided by the state and federal governments to men,
women and children, based on need,
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DThe stateDs program is supervised by the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration and
run by each c01mtyDs Division of Family and Children.
DThe state sets limits for how much income and other resources applicants can have and still
participate in the program.
DLocal oftkes are responsible for determining eligibility.
DDifferent Medicaid programs provide different levels of coverage.
FORT WA YNE-Indiana hospitals will receive millions of dollars less this year from the state for
treating poor children, pregnant women and people with disabilities.
But without generous yeal'-end banns packages or other obvious places to cut spending, executives
are looking at improving efficiency to trim costs.
State legislators' November decision to reduce Medicaid reimbursements by 5 percent for the next 18
months is one in a series of disappointments that has pushed health care providers to run leaner
organizations, they said.
Local hospital executives say Indiana has underpaid Medicaid reimbursements for years, failing to
increase the rates since 1993.
Mike Schatzlein, CEO of Lutheran Health Network, said that even before this 5 percent cut, the state
was paying only about 20 percent of actual treatment costs.
"We're already essentially donating the care to Medicaid patients, anyway," he said. The 5 percent
cut, scheduled to last until June 30, 2011, ''hUl18, but it's not a back-breaker. We will get oYer it."
"It's not going to affect our ability to care for those patients or other patients," Schatzlein said.
Marcus Barlow, spokesman for the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration, said the
agency had to make cuts because the state has seen its tax income plummet during the deep and
enduring recession. Medicaid l'eimbUl'sements were one of the last places the agency looked to save
money, he said.
"A 5 percent cut isn't something we wanted to do, but nobody's becoming insolvent because ofthis,"
he said.
Complaining about reimbursement rates is a little "disingenuous," Barlow said, because when the
state implemented the Healthy Indiana Plan in 2007, hospitals began receiving relatively generous
payments for treating more patients who previously didn't have medical insurance. That change
increased hospitals' income, he said.
Jeff Francis, Parkview Health's chief financial officer, said 14 percent of the non-profit organization's
totall'evenue is from Medicaid, including state payments to hospitals and physicians' offices.
Parkview Health expected an operating margin of about $45 million this year - that's the revenue left
after expenses are paid, spokesman John Perlich said. He didn't provide tota12009revenue.
Although 14 percent is a relatively small amount of the organization's income, a 5 percent cut fbm
that wedge of the revenue pie equals "several million dollars," Francis said.
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Medicaid reimbursements account for less than 10 percent of Lutheran Health's overall revenue, The
network, part of Tennessee-based Community Health Systems Inc., doesn't publicly report separate
financial results, spokesman Geoff Thomas said, The percentage varies by individual hospital,
Schatzlein said.
The rival health care executives were adamant about what won't be compromised to cut costs: patient
care,
"Our whole mission is to make sure we take care of the patient," Francis said.
That means Lutheran Health is "definitely not" looking at higher ratios of patients to nurses, The
organization doesn't plan to cut any type of positions, And it won't release patients before they're
healthy enough to go home, Some medical advances allow patients to recover faster and be releaseq
from the hospital sooner, Francis said.
Acceptable ways to trim costs include renegotiating contracts with some suppliers, something
Lutheran Health did after cotmnodity prices fell, and trying to make sure the staff uses appropriate
supplies rather than something more expensive, he said,
Administrators are also looking at cutting "work-arounds," including situations where staff members
have to click three or four computer screens to reach the one they need. A direct link saves time,
Francis said.
"We've had to redouble our efiolis (at cost-cutting) because of changes in the economy" that have left
more people uninsured and on Medicaid, he said.
More than 49,500 Allen county residents were covered by Medicaid as of December 2007, according
to the Family and Social Services Administration, The state's fiscal 2007 Medicaid budget was more
than $5.1 billion, the most recent number available from the HeDlY J. Kaiser Family Foundation,
The current budget, fiscal 20 10, totals $7.3 billion, with $4,8 billion coming from the federal
government and $2.5 billion from the state, Barlow said.
The Lutheran Health stafftakes time to help the uninsured apply for Medicaid, The organization's
staff treats such patients - even though they don't know whether the person will be approved and,
thus, don't know whether they will be paid for the service,
Schatzlein, the CEO, said getting paid is "not the point" of helping people fill out the papelwork, so
he doesn't wony about adequate return on the staff time invested. He's looking to cut other fat fi'om
everyday routines.
If you can improve a process while keeping customers and employees happy and cutting costs, "that
is fiee money," he said.
Schatzlein steals from lean manufacturing's playbook. If you reduce the variation, you control quality
and cut costs, he said. He's convinced it can also be done successfully in a service industry that deals
with people who have many different needs.
For example: organizing an operating room and preparing a patient for surgety. Although surgeries
vary, P31ts ofthe process can be standardized, which saves time, improves safety and allows
caregivers to focus on specific needs of each patient.
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"That increases reliability and safety and also reduces waste and excessive cost," he said.
Lutheran Health's pharmacy robot is a good example, he said. Bar-coded medicines are stored,
dispensed and checked by the robot, increasing safety and letting nurses interact more personally with
patients. The robot, bought for $800,000 in 2000, operates 24 hours a day and can fill up to 10,000
doses a day.
Another 0pP0l1unity for efficiency lies in getting patients ready for Slll'gery, Schatzlein said. The
organization studies all the steps a nurse must take to retrieve supplies and paperwork. It does
something called a "spaghetti diagram" by placing chalk or ink on the bottom of a nurse's shoes and
then studying the pattern created.
By rearranging supplies and procedures, administrators can reduce the number of steps taken by up to
90 percent, he said.
"Proce.%es are a holy grail thing for me," he said.
Fifteen years of successive growth - as measured in admissions - has also allowed Lutheran Health to
absorb some cost increases and revenue decreases, he said.
Lutheran Health Network admitted 43,366 patients to its eight hospitals in 2008. During the same
period, Parkview Health reported 31,466 admissions.
Francis, Parkview Health's CFO, said his employer is a member of the Indiana Hospital Association,
a lobbying group that has been asking state officials to increase Medicaid reimbursement rates. The
hospitals have been underpaid since long before the recession hit, he said.
When asked whether the state has been balancing its budget on the backs of hospitals, Francis said: "It
defmitely seems like that."
But the health care executive knows he won't get much sympathy from others in this economic
environment.
"It's a challenge all the time" to cut costs, Francis said. "But that's no different than most other
companies."
sslater(?l)jg.net

Source: Indiana Legal Services Inc.
Copyright © 2010 The Journal Gazette. All rights reserved. News service copy is used with
permission. The information contained in the report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed without the prior written authority of The Journal Gazette or granting news service.
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Hospitals feel state's budget pain
Agency cutting Medicaid reimbursement, senior aid
Niki Kelly
The Jourllill Gazette
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INDIANAPOLIS - Hospitals in Indiana will see a 5 ·percent cut in Medicaid reimbursement rates next
year and programs meant to help the elderly stay in their homes will be curtailed as patt of$34
million in spending reductions announced Tuesday.
The Indiana Family and Social Services Administration will cut $13.6 million, including not filling
vacancies and consolidating Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services offices.
The hospital Medicaid change will save $10.6 million, and an additional $9.8 million will come from
scaling back several initiatives and negotiating lower rates with vendors.
"The reductions we are announcing today cut spending without cutting vital services," Secretary Anne
Murphy said. "aUf commitment is to the 1.2 million Hoosiers that receive benefits from us, and the
cuts mmounced today will not take away trom our clients receiving the benefits to which they are
entitled."
The cuts were made in response to repeated shortfalls in state tax collections.
The Indiana Hospital Association released a statement saying that Medicaid payments often amount
to less than 50 cents for every dollar of care provided and that the growing gap is unsustainable.
"These cuts represent a significant blow to the ability of Indiana's hospitals to selve their
COlmnunities. Hospitals will be forced to make difficult decisions about what types of services they
can provide," said Douglas Leonard, president of the association.
"We understand that the economic downtum has contributed to dramatic revenue shortfalls for our
state government and that tough fiscal decisions must be made. Like the state, hospitals are also
hurting - we are treating more Medicaid and uninsured patients and seeing fewer patients with betterpaying commercial health insurance. "
Mike Schatzlein, CEO of Lutheran Health Network, said he has been following the issue closely
because St. Joseph Hospital has a dispropOltionate number of Medicaid patients and expected a cut.
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"The state does have a significant budgetary issue, ... and from their perspective, the money isn't
there," he said. "We will have to tighten om' belts, but we are not going to deny anybody care."
Schatzlein said the larger issue of concem to him is the difficulty in getting patients approved for
Medicaid in the first place under the troubled privatization system that Gov. Mitch Daniels canceled
effective in December.
"We need to fix this eligibility thing," he said. "All I know is the patients can't get qualified and we
can't get paid for those services, so that is a bigger concern for me."
In another area, FSSA decided to end the Naturally Occurring Retirement Communities pilot
program. In five areas with high concentrations of senior citizens - including Huntington - the
program paid for projects meant to make it easier for the elderly to stay in their homes, including
home repairs.
Holly Saunders, executive director of the Huntington County Council on Aging, said she found out
several weeks ago that the state was discontinuing the program. She agreed with the move but
disliked that the state had approved funding and then rescinded it a week later.
"We're in a recession, and it's unfOltunate, but hard decisions have to be made," she said.
FSSA also will cap the Residential Community Assistance Program - another effOlt aimed at helping
senior citizens stay in their homes by providing room and board assistance.
Marcus Barlow, spokesman for the agency, said 1,400 Hoosiers accept help fi'Om this state-funded
program and will continue to receive services, but no new clients will be accepted.
Steve Smith, president of the Indiana Health Care Association, said he expects more cuts to come,
including possibly to funding for nursing homes.
"We dodged a bullet, but I am in no way confident that we will continue to dodge it," he said.
nkclly@ig.net
Copyright © 2009 The Journal Gazette. All rights reserved. News service copy is used with
permission. The information contained in the repOlt may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed without the prior written authority of The Journal Gazette 01' granting news service.
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Hospitals cope with state Medicaid payment cut
BY ANNIE GOELLER

Staff writer
Feb. 11, 2010
A state cut that will reduce government funding to hospitals won't result in massive budget shortfalls, but
the impact will be another blow to an industry hit hard by the recession, officials said.
Local hospitals are expected to lose from $200,000 to as much as $5 million because the state cut the
Medicaid reimbursement rate.
Just as insurance companies will pay hospitals only pre-set amounts for medical procedures and tests,
state government pays a certain amount for more than 975,000 Hoosiers who are on Medicaid. Now, that
amount is going down as medical costs rise and more patients are unable to pay their bills.
The cut, which started at the beginning of the year, reduces the state's Medicaid reimbursement rate by 5
percent, a decision made due to the state's budget shortfall, said Marcus Barlow, Family and Social
Services Administration spokesman.
The actual impact of the 5 percent reimbursement reduction is a fraction of hospital's budgets, officials
said.
But the rate already was less than the cost of caring for those patients, typically covering between 50 and
70 percent of medical costs, hospital chief financial officers said.
Plus, hospitals are seeing more patients who can't pay because of job losses, reduced wages or a lack of
Insurance coverage.
When patients aren't able to pay, the hospital either picks up the cost of more medical bills, works harder
to collect from patients or seeks more reimbursement from the government for patient care.
Now, hospitals will need to prepare to get even less money and continue to find ways to cover the costs
of that care.
For patients who are on Medicaid, about 15,000 people in Johnson County, the rate cut will not require
them to pay any more, Barlow said. Depending on what program Hoosiers are on, they may pay certain
premiums or costs, but the reimbursement cut will not Impact those amounts, he said.
Hospitals will continue to provide care for all patients, regardless of their ability to pay, even with the cut,
officials said.
"Our mission is sound and secure. We are very focused on providing services to our community," said
Jay Brehm, St. Francis Hospital and Health Centers chief financial officer.
The state announced the rate reduction in November, which gave hospitals some time to plan for the loss

in revenue this year.
Both the state and the federal government pay Medicaid reimbursements. The cut is 5 percent from how
much the state reimburses hospitals for procedures and tests, Barlow said.
Hospitals were picked for the reduction because they are able 10 get supplements, which can reimburse
up to 75 percent of medical costs, that private doctors are not able to get, he said.
But making more cuts is difficult, especially after hospitals looked at any way possible to reduce expenses
in the past year when their revenues fell due to the economy, said Tom Fischer, chief financial officer for
Community Health Network.
"The health care industry in general is under a lot of pressure to cut costs. Because of payers like
Medicaid, who don't pay the full costs, we have to cut costs any way we can," Fischer said.
And some hospitals, such as Community Hospital South, don't get the supplements that provide
additional reimbursement, Fischer said.
Hospital officials said they CQuid not remember a time in the past five years when the state cut the
Medicaid reimbursement rate, but increases were minor, if anything, during that time. And costs have
continued to rise.
The reimbursement cut will affect their ability to undertake new projects and could require them to look for
more ways to cut their budgets.
The reduction comes at a time when hospitals already are struggling due to the economy.
Fewer patients are able to pay their bills. Hospitals are covering more of the costs of patients' procedures.
And more patients need government assistance, including Medicaid.
At Johnson Memorial Hospital in Franklin, the number of patients on Medicaid has grown to nearly 10
percent in 2009, up from between 6 and 7 percent five years ago, chief financial officer Liz Hedden said.
At the same time, the hospital Is covering more of patients' bills through its charity care program. In 2009,
the hospital covered $4.9 million of those bills, nearly twice as much as the total in 2008, or $2.6 million,
she said.
To pay for those increased costs, hospital officials looked at ways to cut their budgets, from buying
supplies In bulk with other hospitals to not replacing staff when Ihey leave.
The hospital can't cut any more people, Hedden said.
"We're as tight as we can possibly be. You get to the point where you can't cut anymore," she said.
Laying off employees has been something all hospitals have tried to avoid, Fischer said.
Doing that would cause more harm to the local community, since more residents would be oul of work, he
said.
But hospitals will have to look at ways to reduce spending and bring in more revenue, officials said.
At St. Francis Hospital, which has facilities on the southside, Beech Grove and in Mooresvlllo, the
Medicaid reimbursement cut equals about $1 million, Brehm said.
With operating expenses at about $650 million per year, the cut won't impact day-Io-day operations, but
it's still Significant, he said.

The cut will impact some new projeCls th·e hospital had been considering for 2010, but Brehm would not
say which projects could be affected.
The hospital will have to continue operating as it has been for more than a year: looking for cuts wherever
possible, Brehm said.
In March, offiCials put off an expansion at the southside campus to conserve resources in the sluggish
economy. Later in the year, work on the expansion started again when officials felt more confident about
the hospitalS' finances.
Now, Sf. Francis is in a financial position similar to September 2008, before the economic crisis hit,
Brehm said.
To continue at that level, officials will look for more efficient ways to operate and save money, Brehm
said.
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Holding out hope
Families,

staff say a funding gap will close an adult daycare center -- unless a miracle occurs.

BylWBIN GIBSON
MUNCIE -- Staff and clients of Active Day adult day care still spend each weekday playing with beach
balls, having lunch and enjoying the company of a group so close it's become like a family.
At the same time, they're hoping for a miracle that would keep their facility open and their "family"
together.
Company officials announced this month the medical adult day care facility would close by March 15
because of too few clients and a six-month freeze on slate funding for new clients.
Upset by the prospect of losing the center that gives senior citizens and other adults with chronic
physical or cognitive impairments a safe place to go for care and socialization -- as well as providing
their caregivers with support -- families and staff from the Yorktown Active Day plan to meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday, at the center to try to find a way to keep It open. Many have also been calling the company
and government officials to advocate for the center, but Active Day CEO Peter Harris said this week
the company isn't likely to reverse its deCision, despite the calls he's received.
"It's a great center," he said In a phone Interview. 'We have a good staff there, we have a great
director and the people there have really become a family .... (It's) a sad situation that we have to

close,lI
Paulette Farver agrees with him on that, at least. Her son, David, 28, has muscular dystrophy, and
attending Active Day has been "Just a godsend for him."
The center keeps him busy with fun activities that serve as physical therapy as well as a chance to
socialize, but staffers also watch out for how he's feeling and make sure he gets a rest if he needs it
during the day. If Active Day closes, she said, David Farver might have no option but to stay at home
with a home health aide to make sure he's safe, and nothing to do but watch television.
David only began attending Active Day In January; Paulette Farver notes she was unaware her son
could attend the facility before then, even though it opened in mid-200S and she works next door.
BeUer advertising would surely attract more clients, she said: "I know, I KNOW there's a need."
That kind of need is exactly what the company identified locally before opening In Yorktown. Day care
and home care services allow people to stay out of nursing homes and cost far less, Harris noted.
Despite Delaware County being a smaller community than Actlve Day would normally choose,
officials believed the site would work, but the company has lost money waiting for the dient base to
grow to a Viable level.

·

I

The Yorktown center has 26 clients now, but could take up to 50, according to director Vicki Maynard.
Despite the financial loss so far, the company had a plan at the end of 2009 to try keeping the center
open through 2010 in hopes it would reach the break-even point, but the state's announcement this
month of a moratorium on Medicaid waivers for new clients until July convinced Active Day officials
that lessened the chances of attracting clients for tile first half of the year. About 68 percent of the
current clientele uses state funds to cover the cost, which is $12 a hour.
The bitter irony is the loss of the medical day care oplion could mean some familles have no options
left but to send their loved ones to nursing homes, which would cost the state far more, Harris said. In
other cases, being isolated at home will reduce quality of life and life span for Clients, as well as being
tougher on their caregivers.
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Health officials debate cuts, fees
County agency faces $350,000 shortfall; lab closed
Amanda Iacone
The JOlll"Jllll Gazette
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Burmese father Lang Mang fills out paperwork while his wife, Kam Cing, and children, Rebecca
Dim, 7 months, and Jedidiah Thang, 3, wait at the Fort Wayne-Allen County Department of Health.
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Rosemary Ramirez, 17, a senior at Carroll High School, gets vaccines from immunization coordinator
Candy Staadt at the county health department.
By the numbers
2,818
Children seen
for immunizations

11,205
Doses given

863
Refugees screened

6,370
Total STn clinic visits

27,739
Lab tests
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Source: 2008 Fort Wayne-Allen County Department of Health annual report
The recession and property tax cuts have found their latest victim - the Fort Wayne-Allen County
Department of Health, prompting the department to debate charging fees for some medical services.
Health officials faced cutting $350,000 to balance the department's 2010 budget. But the Allen
County Council supplemented the budget this year. to cover escalating costs and circuit-breaker
effects that limit propcrty tax money, which the department hcavily relies on.
Since the budget was adopted last fall, the department has lost grant money, forcing a reduction in
staff and pay. Another job could be cut this year if another grant is lost.
Next year, new property tax caps will further reduce the department's budget.
To cope with the losses, the department is considering charging fees for some medical services as it
continues to by to get Medicaid reimbursement, which it currently doesn't receive. At least one
elected county official believes itmnunizations should be the next service cut.
But officials worry that fees could prevent residents from receiving needed services like
immunizations 01' tests for sexually transmitted diseases.
When such testing or immunizations drop, the entire community is at greater risk for disease, health
officials said.
Fewer grants
This year the depattment is working with a $3.7 million budget and wil1reeeive about $2.6 million in
property taxes.
Tax caps will reduce property tux collections by an estimated $195,000. But increases for employee
health insurance and retirement benefits and utilities for a new clinical building fmiher hurt this year's
budget for a combined hit of$350,000.
To covel' the sholtfall, department administrator Mindy Waldron said, the department closed its
laboratory, which analyzed samples for the sexually transmitted diseases clinic and tested water for
pollutants and contamination, and eliminated one position.
Because of the recession's effect on revenue, the County Council provided $400,000 to the
department this year. The health depm1ment receives no income taxes, leaving its budget more
vulnerable to propelty tax caps, Deputy Auditor Tera Klutz said.
Waldron considers the extra funding fi'om the council a one-time boost.
"All of those budgets are seeing cuts and impacts due to some of the propeliy tax changes. Everyone
oflhose departments and issues are of equal impOliance. Our hope is to gain supplemental funding,"
Waldron said of other county depattments and offices.
This year, the depattment has nine grants supporting the wages of 12 employees. But a loss of some
grants has forced the department to lay offthree full-time employees since 2008. Several other
employees saw their pay shrink, she said.
The county lost more than $100,000 in federal HIV -prevention grants that wore funneled through the
state, Waldron said, and more cuts are expected this year.
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That funding allows the health depaltment to serve an II-county area with preventive-education
campaigns and outreach. The financial hit means the department will focus on counseling and
education efforts to patients, not to the general public, she said.
Of more than 6,000 patient visits seeking STD testing last year, about 2,300 required follow-up
treatment, counseling and education sessions. The majority of patients are from Allen County,
Waldron said.
Without the lab, patient samples are sent to an outsourced lab, which delays treating patients, she said.
According to Melissa Dexter, spokeswoman for the state health department, federal HIV-prevention
funds, for the first time, were distributed thl'Ough competitive bidding, altering how money fl:om the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was disbursed.
But federal spending hasn't increased to keep up with inflation. The result is the same amount of
dollars pays for less, said Donna Brown, government affairs counsel with the National Association of
County and City Health Officials.
Reductions in revenue at the local, state and federal levels are affecting health departments large and
small nationwide, Brown said.
During the first half of2009, about 8,000 public health employees were laid off, and 12,000 more
took unpaid furloughs, according to a national survey compiled by Brown's association.
_In Indiana, the number of public health employees shrank an estimated 18 percent, the survey said.
Running health departments with fewer workers also reduces the ability to respond to public health
emergencies, like last fall's HINI vaccination campaign, Brown said.
Fighting demand
Although running daily HlNI vaccination clinics and sending teams into minority cOlmnunities was
an expensive effol1, it was well-funded, Waldron said.
As of January, the county health department had spent $400,000 to respond to the Hl Nl outbreak.
But the state has reimbursed the county tor all of those expenses, including hiring extra staff, Waldron
said.
But screening and treating the influx ofBunnese refugees during the past two years was a cost to
county taxpayers.
In 2007 and 2008, the county screened almost 1,500 refugees for a variety of health conditions
including tuberculosis and HIV. And refugees continue to make Fait Wayne their home.
"They have a lot of health issues that we must continuously treat. We need to seek funding for that,"
Waldron said. "That's just another additional factor why we may need to charge a fee."
The expense of treating the refugees also spurred the department to seek Medicaid reimbursement,
she said.
When the federal govenllnent resettles refugees in Fod Wayne, the refugees receive Medicaid
coverage. And the health department would like to bill the state's program to recoup the costs of
treating refugees, instead of charging local taxpayers, Waldron said.
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Few health departments in Indiana are Medicaid providers, Waldron said, and the process is
complicated.
Meeting mandates
Local officials are worried that the fees will keep some residents from seeking care.
The county wants to be able to provide services mandated by statute, such as controlling the spread of
tuberculosis, but the department needs money to pay for them, Waldron said.
In Allen County, most doctors' offices have stopped providing childhood vaccines. It's easier to send
them to the county or to Super Shot, Waldron said.
Super Shot is an independent, privately funded, non-governmental organization that provides free
vaccines to children.
Although the county is not required by state statute to provide immunizations, it's an impOltant
preventive tool. Super Shot and doctors' offices could not handle the demand alone, Waldron said.
But Connty Councilman Paul Moss, R-at large, believes the county shouldn't provide immunizations
because Super Shot can handle the work.
Eliminating the service is one area the connty could cut to shave expenses, he said.
Moss said charging fees for sClvices is an appropriate step, and he doesn't believe additional property
taxes should go to the department.
But Conncilwoman Maye Johnson, D-Ist, disagrees. She said health and other social issues should be
a priority and shonld be treated equally with economic development concerns.
She is worried that the county would charge people who are already strapped financially.
"We have to find additional funding," she said. "That's a priority."
aiacone@ig.n~J

Copyright © 2010 The Journal Gazette. All rights reserved. News se!vice copy is used with
pelmission. The information contained in the report may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed without the prior written authority of The Journal Gazette or granting news service.

FSSA Slashing Budget
ny EricDennan
11110/2009

'I1)e Family find Social Services Administration is sJashing S34 million in costs, with more cuts 10 come.
FSSA needs cash to cope with a 24% surge in enrollment, driven in part by the recession.
The agency will slash Medicaid reimbursements to hospituls, renegotiate contracts, freeze lliring and combine some Dfi!s offices around
the state.
The moves do uot uddrcss tho IO-percellt cuts Governor Duniels ordered at all agencies to deal with a ShOrlf[l1i in the ovemll budget.

FSSA willnccd to find another $413 miillion ill savings to meet that tnrgct.
Spokesman Marcus Barlow says the agency is reviewing which programs arc federally required and therefore off Hmits, and which of the
rest could be canceled or frozen.
He SAyS the agency hopes to anllotmce tho cuts by New Yeur's.
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Hospital CEO: Fix reimbursement issue
COJUmercial iIlSUl'C-l'S face growing share of burden when iVlcdicm'e&1edicnicl pays less
BY DALE l\JCCONNAUGHAY ·STAFF WRITER· FElHWARY 21, 2010

Reid Hospital president and CEO Q13ig Kinyon told a bl'eakfast gathering last week that the widening gap between what
hospitals charge and wllat MedicarefMedicaid reimburse "is not a Democratic or Republican probJeml! but should bring "marches
on Washingtonl1 for the cost shifting it has meant to those with private insurance.
Calling McdicarelMcdicaid programs the n800~pOUlld gorilla" in the room, Kinyon said that those whose insurance pays their
health care b.i1l are lIalready paying on other people!s health care" because of the federal and state medical reimbursement
programs lagging behind in what they reimburse.
Kinyon was Thursday's speaker at a breakfast meeting presentation of"Bright Futures Togelher, Economic Development in the
Whitewater Valley and Beyond" sponsored by Earlham College~ lhe Wayne County Area Clmmber ofCoJ11mcrce and the
Economic Development Corporation of Wayne County. The specific topic of the top Reid administl'ator's talk was tlHealth Care
Issues: Their Impact on Economic Development in Richmond and the Whitewater Valley.!!
Kinyon told his audience of more than 100 people that the federal Medicare program pays about 39 cents on the dollar of health
care charges while the state's Medicaid program pays 21 cents on the dollar of health care costs charged.
By contrast, he said, commercial insurers pay on average of91 cents on the dollar ofheaIth care bi11ings and are facing a
j

growing share of the burden as a re..'mlt of Medicare and Medicaid's reimbursement levels.
"Nothing in health care reform addresses that problem,1I said Kinyon, whose lone was generally hostile to the cunent
congressional efforts to reform health care.
Reid Hospital raised its rates by 6,6 percent this year, and Kinyon in announcing that hike late last year cited the
MedicaidIMedkare reimbllfsement sl1011fall that he estimated would reach $218 million to the hospital this year.
"The more people we can get in the commllnitywho are insured, the lUore we can spread that burden (of costs) out/' Kinyon said.
Among other consequences of that lack of reimbursement Kinyon outlined to his audience last week is a reduction in people
going into the practice of medicine.

Among other consequences of that lack of reimbursement Kinyon outlined to his audience last week is a reduction in people
going into the practice of medicine.
Alnong his added points:
•

Reid spent $400,000 last year on physician recruitment efforts and is <::urrcl\tly working to recruit 361lcw physicians to
the hospital.

•

Reid's hospitalist program in which physicians are employed directly by the hospita1 came about be1;:ause of changes
sought by the medical community. "Reid didn't steal your doctor,t' Kiny()n said, reading from a Power Point
presentation on the screen. He was answering a cliticism Rcid has heard from patients of physicians now employed
directly by the hospital under the new program.

•

The new Reid Hospital consists of three separate buildings, lWo of which -- the medical office building and the
outpatient care building -- arc on the local property tax rolls.

•

Emergency room visits grew to 55,000 last yearl

all

increase the Reid executive i'\ttributcs to high lUlemployment and

lack of insurance.
•

Among Reid's high nmkings for its heart care and surgical units, it ranks among the top 25 most wired among hospitals
in small and rural markets for five of the past six years.

liThe technology here is all state-of-the-art, II he said.
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Families reel as state cuts respite funding
(http://www.post-trlb,Gominewsf2068926,resp!tewcuts-225,article)

February 25, 2010

flY CHELSEA SCHNEIDER KIRK, (219) 648-3072
Every Wednesday, 10-year-old Bobby Long expects to see his state-provided caregiver at his door to drive him
to a weekly therapy session.

The two would then come home and work on Bobby's homework or talk about ways he can overcome
behav.iorial issues caused by his Asperger's syndrome.
Buta memo dated Feb. 15 by Indiana's Division of Disability and Rohabilitative Services cut those hours short

for Bobby and other families who relied on Caregiver Support services, or respite care.
Respite care providers were told funding was no longer available for the program, and because of the shortfall,
the state would not refund them for their work through the end of June.
The service funded completely by state dollars provided relief to those who care for people with developmental

disabilities.
Families could use the service In myriad ways from scheduling a baby sitter, so a parent could go to the grocery
store or clean house, to Bobby's case, a weekly drive to a therapy session,

'We added (the program) in 2007 with the understanding that since it's funded with 100 percent of state dollars
it would only be something we Gould do as long as funds were available," said Marcus Barlow, a spokesman for
the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration. "This is something that would have happened anyway
even despite the state's budget situation. II
The news left Bobby's mother, Kathleen Long of Hobart, reeling.

A condition of the program was that the person didn't receive any other services.
The 12 hours a month Bobby qualified for respite care was one of the biggest helps she received for her son.
Last week, Bobby missed his therapy session, and he's bummed his caregiver will no longer be there.

I1He was a little upset about it," Long said. "Changes in his routine are very hard .. , I work shift work, and when
I'm on 3 to 11 J there's no way of him getting anywhere. That's what I relied on those hours for,"
Parents with similar concerns have called Lisa Fox, the president of the Northwest Indiana Chapter of the
National Autism Association. The abrup1ness of the announcement upsets the parents Fox has spoken with,
"It's not like when you have kids with autism you can put an ad in the paper and hire some Joe Schmo off the
street or a college kid looking for a few extra bucks," Fox said.

"People who help with kids with autism need to have some training. Some of these caregivers have been with
families for years, and then 'boom' they're gone out of their lives totally."
For now, parents ara holding onto the hope that the program's funding will be restored in July.

If funds are available, seJvices will be offerod on a first~come

first~serve

basis, according to the memo.

Parents also are banding together through Facebook and a listserv, Indiana Biomedical I<ids, to arrange kidwatching swaps in an attempt to help those affected by the state's announcement.
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Most states provide some sort of respite care to help families with autistic children, said Lisa Goring, director of
family services for Autism Speaks.

But Goring also has heard of family services being cut across the nation in the tough economic climate.
For Maria Janik of Griffith. those cuts are her reality. Janlkjusl received a care giver for her two severely autistic
boys, ages 6 and 8.
She worked to train the provider in the differences in her children's diets and how to understand the needs of
her nonverbal son,
Janik's children are on a waiting Jist for an autism waiver through the stale.
She's been told wait time could be anywhere from 15 to 20 years before they qualify for services.

Her children, who are both low functioning, liked the care gIver and have mentioned her name, Janik has found
it hard to explain that she no longer can Gome.
"Just as I had the girl trained with the children and scheduled hours, I got a call on Monday that effective today
all services are gone," Janik said.

"We're aU devastated, We all retied on that care for many different reasons. For some people, it's the only care
they have for their children."
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Safer glasses no longer covered by state plan

Eye doc says Medicaid cut will hurt kids
By Bob Rasarda - bob.kasarda@llwi.com, (219) 548-43451 Posted: Wednesday, January 20,2010 12:00 am

Lake County optometrist Alex Kouklakis said he cannot believe the state Medicaid program has agreed to begin covering a
drug to combat drinking while cutting a benefit that provided saf~r glasses for low-income users.
The lost benefit, which had only been in effect for two weeks this year before being pulled, covered polycarbonate lenses for
Medicaid recipients 19 years old and younger, said Kouklakis, who operates Vision Quest Eye Clinics in Merri1lville;
Hammond, East Chicago and Gary.
Polycarbonate is the same material used in bullet-proof glass and is the standard of care for young people because of the
added protection is provides, he s~id,

According to a release! Medicaid began providing coverage Jan. 1) Kouklakis said, The coverage was then brought to an
abrupt end Friday.
"Sllame on them,'l he said.
A spokesman for the Indiana Family & Social Services Administration contacted Tuesday did not respond by deadline with
an explanation of the change. But a memo posted online says the coverage was ten111nated as a result of unexplained
economic conditions.
The memo says claims for polycarbonate lenses distributed between Jan. 1 and Friday will be covered.
Kouklakis said the polycarbonate lenses do cost more. His clinics charge an additional $65.
It is his understanding) however, that Medicare and Medicaid recipients are supposed to receive equal or better levels of care

than those privately insured. Kouklakis said one of the leading providers of private eye insurance coverage calls for the use of
these lenses with yOl1flg people.
The Times repolied earlier this week that Medicaid began providing coverage this year to all recipients for the drug Vivitrol,
which is designed to block the pleasant effects of consuming alcohol.

•
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The Truth - Front Page
Elkhatt, Goshen hospitals prepare for Medicaid repay cut
Published: Friday, November 13, 2009 -- The Truth, A
Last updated: 11/12/200911 :52:00 PM
By Elllily Monacelli
RepOlter
The county's community hospitals will have to tighten their belts for 2010 as they face approximately
$900,000 in state funding cuts.
The Family and Social Services administration announced Tuesday it will cut $10 million from its 2010
statewide budget by reimbursing hospitals less to care for Medicaid patients, the Associated Press
repolied this week.
That equates to cutting about 5 percent from each Indiana hosptial. At Elkhart General Hospital, that
means $600,000, said Kevin Higdon, vice president of finance. At Goshen Health Systems, that means
$300,000 less, said Amy Floria, chief financial officer.
"It's not a high paying program to begin with, so when it gets cut even more it tightens an already tight
wallet," Floria said.
Medicaid patients make up about 8 percent of patients at both Elkhart County hospitals. Goshen is
reimbursed about 18 cents on the dollar from their charges and Elkhati gets paid about 20 cents on the
dollar.
In total, the administration will cut $34 million -- $10.6 million will come fi'om giving hospitals less
money for Medicaid patients; $13,6 million will come intel11ally by not filling vacant jobs in the
administration and $9.8 million will come by eliminating and capping some programs and negotiating
lower rates with vendors.
Gov, Mitch Daniels announced the cuts last week after the state's tax collections fell $309 million short
for the first four months of the fiscal year,
Both FI0l1a and Higdon said they don't forsee cuts in patient services or staffing because of the funding
shotiage, but rather the hospitals will probably have to hold off on purchasing new equipment.
Floria said she doesn't think the cuts will affect any new services rolling out in 201 0,
Higdon said EOH typically spends $20 million a year in purchasing new technology, but sliced that in
half in 2009 because of the state of the economy.
"I don't forsee any cuts in any services or anything else just because of this," Higdon said. "It will make
it tougher to generate profitability, In light of the economy and everything else, our profitability will be
smaller anyway,"
StOlY Link: http://www.etruth.com/Know/N ews/StOly.aspx'!id=498194
© Copyright 2009 TlUth Publishing Co,
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ThelndyChannel.com
Disabled Cutbacks Threaten Services For Thousands
FSSA Says Time Limits Necessary To Avoid Penalties
POSTED: 4:22 pm EDT April 8, 2010
UPDATED: 5:49 pm EOT April 8, 2010

INDIANAPOLIS •• Indiana is considering cutting back on services for the developmentally
disabled, a move that could save the slute a lot of money at a time when it's in dire need, but officials
say it isn't tied to budget woes.
Providers, along with some lawmakers, are trying to stop the cuts, but state officials contend that
changes are necessary because of federal regulations, 6News' Kma Kenney reported.
Beginning on Oct. 1, the Family and Social Services Administratiofl will impose limits for services -18 months foJ' Snpported Employment Follow Along, or SEFA, and 12 months for pre-vocational
services, which help people prepare for the working world.
The decision is disappointing for Mark Hannon and advocates such as the Arc of Indiana.
Hannon, one of 17,000 developmentally disabled Hoosiers receiving services from the state, has been
receiving services for 30 years. He lives on his own, works at Home Depot and is an active part of
society.
"Sometimes I talk to customers. Sometimes 1 get carts," Hannon said. "1 just keep myself busy."
Mark's brother, Paul, said support services help boost self-esteem, along with basic skills, such as
navigating the bus system.
"As a society, we owe it to help the less fortunate," Paul Hannon said,
John Dickerson, executive director of Arc ofIndiana, sHid people in need shouldn't be forgotten.
"We think there are other ways to accomplish the savings without putting programs at risk and
having an arbitrmy time limit," he said.
Dickerson said the state could save millions by having clients live with a roommate.
"We have 1,000 that live independently. If they just had one roommate, we'd save $25 million," he
said.
FSSA spokesman Marcus Badow said that because the bulk of services are tied to Medicaid, the state
must follow federal guidelines.

"This is not a budget issue. This is something we have to do in order to avoid penalties later," he said.
"We've had instances where people have been on this program for I 0 to 20 years. We Ileed to put an
end to that, because that's not what the program was intended to do. "
Barlow said that the program was not designed to be a long-term solution and that if the federal
govemment were to audit, the state could end up losing millions of dollars in penalty fees.
FSSA said it will work with the developmentally disabled to help get people jobs that they can keep.
More than two dozen lawmakers wrote to FSSA asking that time limitations be reconsidered.
Copyright 2010 by ThefndvChannef.com All rIghts reserved. This materia' may not be published, broadcast, rewrUten or
redistributed.
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Developmental disability services in Indiana face budget cuts
By Katie Koselke IIDS I May 19, 2010

Services for people with developmental disabilities across the state of Indiana will soon be affected by
budget cuts.
Three local agencies serving people with developmental disabilities, Options, Stone Belt and Christo Ie,
Inc., have announced that steep budget cuts are affecting about 905 staff members and 2,500 consumers
in Momoe County, said Susan Rinne, chief executive officer and executive director of Options.
These changes go into effect June 1,45 days after the Family and Social Services Administration first
notified these agencies. This is the minimum amount oftime they are required by law to give
forewarning.
a€ceItii€fMs pretty much going to touch everybody, because ita€f"s touched every service we
provide,§.€D Rinne said.
All in all, these rate changes add up to a $40 million decrease in services statewide and a $1.3 million
gap in Monroe County alone.
Leslie Green, the chief executive officer of Stone Belt, said this will lead to a $700,000 budget decrease
for Stone Belt. The organization is a major employer in Monroe County, with about 500 workers.
For now, the cuts are primarily affecting the organizationa€fMs infrastructure and staff base. No services
have been eliminated outright, but the services offered will be scaled back and costs will be minimized.
But if budget cuts continue, consumers will directly feel its effects.
a€ceWe havenaffMt had to cut any services yet, but continued cuts would lead to a cut in services,a€D
Green said. a€ceThere isna€f"t ffil)' more room for cost-changing structures outside of program cuts. The
services we are providing arenii€fMt as enriched as they have been. They are much more
streamlined.a€D
In an effort to mitigate the effects of these rate cuts, Options and Stone Belt have worked to handle the
budget decrease internally. A few ofthe staff members have been laid off, and many more have seen
salary decreases.
a€ceIta€fMs meant that wea€fMve had to look at how we can trim back evelything,a€D Rilme said.
Options expects a $500,000 budget decrease, Rinne said, which means the organization is going to be
operating on the same budget it had about five years ago.
a€ceWe canil€fMt do some of the things we have been able to do before,a€D Rinne said. a€reWe
canaETMt subsidize services. Sometimes their plans wonaETMt totally pay for all of the services they
need. In the past, wea€fMve been able to add that in, but now we jUst cana€fMt do that.a€D
Danielle Smith, the deputy director of communications at the FSSA, said she is hopeful that by
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operating more efficiently the organizations can avoid directly affecting the consumers.
a€ceWe are having to look at the entire budget as a whole, and with the economy as it is, we had to look
at the big picture of all of our services,a€O Smith said.
However, not all services will be affected. There are certain programs !i.€" such as First Steps, which
provides early intervention for young children identified as having developmental disabilities or delays
fi€" that FSSA is mandated to provide.
Programs that focus on health and safety are less likely to be cut.
For now, the cuts are only expected to be in effect for the next year. But even so, some wonder ifthese
cuts could have been avoided altogether.
a€ceIta€yMs just fiustrating when you see these cuts and you know that the state spent a lot of money on
a resource allocation system that hasna€rMt been implemented but that theya€yMve been working on for
the past two years,a€O Rinne said, a€ceThere have been some frustrations with how things have been
handled over the last several years, and Ia€yMm not sure that this couldna€IMt have been handled in a
better way.fi€O
Green said she is questioning where some ofthe allocated federal funds have gone, which she said were
supposed to be used to make up the difference in budget gaps.

a€rnThe cut was much larger than we expected, and information about how and why that cut was made
would be helpful,a€O Green said.
Copyright © 2010 Indiana Daily Student
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TheIndyChannel.com
Daniels Orders Deeper Cuts To State Budget
State Agencies Expected To Cut Spending 1.5 Percent
POSTED: 5:38 pm EDT Apn'l 21, 2010

UPDATED; 7:31 pm EDT April 21. 2010

INDIANAPOLIS -- Gov. Mitch Daniels is ordering deeper cuts to the state budget.
In an e-mail sent to evelY state agency this week, Budget Director Christophel' Ruhl said the agencies
will be expected to cut 15 percent from its spending for the fiscal year that starts July 1.
"We have two options: continue to restrain spending or raise taxes on Hoosiers at a time when they
can least afford government impounding more of their income. The choice is clear," the e-maill'ead.
Agencies already cut 10 percent from spending in the current year.
Department of Education spokeswoman Lauren Auld said the agency is exempt from the cuts,
although she said leaders will continue to try and find more savings in light of the current situation.
A representative with the Indiana Department of Transportation said the agency is "looking at the
matter closely," while the Family and Social Services Administration said "we are going to be
making budget decisions soon and when we do we'll announce them to the public."
The governor's office said the cuts are necessary because the recession has dramatically reduced state
tax revenue.

Watch 6News and reji-esh this pagefor updates.
Copyright 2010 by ThelndvChannel.com All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redlsrnbuted.
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By IDS lIDS I November 18, 2009

In a time when state deficits are the norm, Indiana has been able to keep its budget in check.
Over the summer, Mitch Daniels was able to do what less than a handful of other states could accomplish a€" pass
a budget on time without increasing taxes. This not only allowed stare institutions, like IU, to remain in operation,
it also kept Indiana from dipping into its emergency funds and slipping into debt.
Now, new budget cnts that are allowing Indiana to avoid deficits like those seen in California and New Jersey a€"
which register in the tens of billions a€" are looking to cut spending by an additional 10 percent this fiscal year.
In attempts to cut $250 million from the current budget, Daniels is asking for, among other things, a 5 percent
deduction from the amount paid to hospitals to care for Medicaid patients, a reduction in the amount of
a€ceautomaticil€D overtime paid to cOlTectional fucility workers, and a voluntary reduction in the hours of other
state employees.
Although these seem like steep measures, especially to the state hospitals, which are already in a financial blunder,
ita€"'!s important to note that these are mercly cuts.
Daniels&€T" new budget cuts will not include any layoffs at:" assuming that all of the industries comply a€" and
that should be a reassuring factor in our CU11'ent economy.
While other states are hiking taxes and writing 10Us, Indiana has handled the recession with more financial
responsibility.
Instead of placing the burden on taxpayers, Daniels has created a budget that will cut portions of funding across the
board and not destroy anyone program or institution.
According to Anne Murphy, secret81Y ofthe Family and Social Services Administration in Indiana, the cuts should
save money a€cewithout cutting vital services.II€D While this may be disputed by those who believe funding
should remain the same, we are left with few options.
Other alternatives, such as borrowing money or looking to the government for bailouts, dona€T"t present clcar,
long-tern1 benefits. What good will short-tenn boosts to these programs do if the money that supports them is
unsustainable?
The fact is that no one wants to take or make cuts, but in a time when itil€TMs casier to throw money at your
problems regardless of the long-term detriments, we commend Daniels for making the tough decisions to keep
Hoosiers employed.
Despite the fact that tax revenues have plunged since the original budget was passed in June, we hope that Daniels
will continue to cope with the financial crisis in a fmgal manner while preserving Hoosier Jobs.
While that might eventually mean a hike in taxes, the main concem should be keeping Indiana residents employed.

Copyright © 2009 Indiana Daily Student
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Carriage House mental-illness rehabilitation facility in jeopardy
A column by Guy Bayes

What is the No.1 health crisis in the United States and Indiana? Actually, it Is the mental illness crisis. About one of
every six or seven Americans suffers from a severe mental illness (such as clinical depression, schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, etc.).
A large proportion of the homeless have untreated mental illness. About 20 percent to 25 percent of Allen County Jail
inmates have mental illness. In the pest year alone, the Alien County Jail paid out some $600,000 for mental illness
medications for Inmates. A large percentage of suicides result from mental illness.
In addition, widespread ignorance and neglect have produced a strong 'stlgma about mentallilness, not unlike the
stigma black Americans under Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. destroyed. The total cost to our sociely in lives destroyed by
mental illness is staggering. The stigma is most unjustified and unfair.
Currently, Fort Wayne's Carriage House, a unique family clubhouse model rehabilitation facility, and hundreds like It
are the most successful and cost-effective means of recovery from mental illness in Pmerica. Regular attendance for
each Carriage House member costs about $3,300 a year.
In stark contrast, when someone with mental illness winds up in the psychiatric ward of a local hospital, the cost runs
about $2,000 to $5,000 for one day; Incarceration of that same member in the Allen Counly Jail costs about $44,000
a year.
Since it opened In 1998, Carriage House has placed 260 members with mental mness In transitional employment and
more than 200 members in supported or Independent employment. Employed members have earned more than
$350,000 since 1998, while our staff has helped more than 39 persons With higher education.
I have been a Carriage House member since its opening, and my three mental Illnesses have improved greatly.
Additionally, over 11 years, I have watched dozens of lives transformed radically - from hopeless, depressed victims
to wonderful cItIzens contrlbuttng much to our community. One of our members directs radio programming. Others
travel to other states and nations to share their lives and help others recover. I have helped train police officers and
college classes in handling people with mental illness.
The reason for Carriage House's success? It is the uniqueness of the clubhouse model. Ralher than being another
medical facility, the clubhouse Is a family-like, voluntary community, There, members improve by concentrating on
what they can do, by therapeutic structured work during an eight-hour day similar to the business community. They
also Improve by sharing in sociallrecreational activities and fonnlng supportive friendships.
Why is Carriage House so much in danger? Because the governor's currently proposed budget and his new
transforrnalion Medicaid Stale Plan will eliminate the "code" used by clubhouses for billing purposes. If these changes
are not amended or pushed back, Carriage House may cease to exist in July.
This change Is all the more wrong when you compare Indiana's past funding of Clubhouses with the large amounts of
money the governor's plan provides in various benefits for developmentally disabled Indiana residents. Services
provided to them by the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration (FSSA) and its Division of Disability and
Rehabilitative Services incl~de at least 12 extensive items. The items run the gamut: adult day services, behaVioral
support services, residential support services, specialized medIcal equipment, rent and food for live-in-caregivers,
etc.

State-provided funding and services for rehabilitating developmentally disabled persons are surely necessary, and
both the governor and state legislature have Wisely recognized this. However, providing state funding for our most
successful and cost-effective rehabilitation program for our citizens with severe mental Hlnesses is just as necessary,

Carriage House members with severe mental illness are most unlikely to Voluntarily enter hospitals and other more
compulsory treatment programs that are very expensivo, But with Carriage House gone, these treatment programs
will become the safety net.
Who will pay for the huge new costs of caring for people with mental illness once Carriage House Is gone? You, the
Indiana taxpayer, will pay!
Please, I urge you, call or write to Gov. Mitch Daniels and your state representatives and senators to change the
governor's unjust plan and budget. The numbers are: Gov. Daniels -1-317-232-4567 or 1-800-457-8283; Indiana
State Senate -1-800-382-9467 and ask for your senator; and Indiana State House of Representatives at 1-800-3809841 and ask for your representative.
This is a crudal dvi! rights issue to stop unconstitutional slate discrimination against a large minority In Indiana. It is
just as vital as the African-American civil rights movement. In fact, mental Illness Is a huge problem of every race,
creed and color.
Please help us. The need is crucial. The hour is late. Taking action now will greatly benefit our entire state.

News Release
For Immediate Release

FSSA TO REDUCE BUDGET
INDIANAPOLIS (November 10,2009) - Today the Family and Social Services
Administration took the fIrst mund in a series of actions meant to respond to revenue
shortfalls as a result of the recession and increases in Medicaid emollment.
"The reductions we are announcing today cut spending without cutting vital services,"
said Secretaty Anne Murphy. "Our commitmcnt is to the 1.2 million Hoosiers that
receive benefIts fi'om us, and the cuts announced today will not take away fl'om our
clients receiving the benefIts to which they are entitled."
•

FSSA Intel11a 1 Administrative Cuts ($13. 6 million)
o

•

Medicaid Provider Rate Adjustments ($10.6 million)
o

•

Includes not fIlling vacancies and co· locating local Division ofDisability
and Rehabilitative Services offices.

Includes 5% Medicaid reimbursement reduction fur hospitals.

Contract Reductions ($9.8 million)
o

Includes Residential Community Assistance Program (RCAP) moratorium
for neW clients, elimination of Naturally OCCUl1'ing Retirement
Communities (NORC) contract, and lower negotiated rates with vendors.
·30·

Media contact: Marcus Barlow, 317·234·0197 or e·mail: marc"". bar/ow@C,s({,in.go!'.

Posted on Thu. Apr. 22, 2010

Budget cuts to hammer programs for developmentally disabled
By Jennifer L. Boon

Announcements of school closings and teacher layoffs have resounded across the state as Indiana continues to deal
with tax revenue losses and an ongoing recession. Other state-funded services, including those for people with
developmental disabilities, are taking sUbstantial hits as well.

More than 100 parents, guardians and self-advocates gathered at Easter Seals Arc (ESA) on Tuesday night to hear
details from John Dickerson, executive director of the advocacy group Arc of Indiana, on three key areas of reduced
funding:
.
+Supported Employment and Work Experience programs are being reduced by up to 10 percent effective May 1; this
represents a $2 million to $3.5 million reduction in funding. The programs provide job skills training for people with
disabilities to enable them to work in the community.
tFundlng for case management, quality control and assessment services, most of which is contracted to private
vendors, has been reduced by about $40 million.
tRate cuts to providers of certain Medicaid waiver programs and services, totaling 7 percent, or about $30 million.
take effect June 1. This cut Is on top of one of $12 million to rates for group homes made in March. This means less
funding for residential habilitation services under the developmental disability (DD) waiver, which consumes about 90
percent of DD waiver expenditures. Such services, which involve direct care and support staff, help individuals
acquire, retain and Improve daily living end socialization skills to enable them to remain in a community setting.
If the economic situation improves, the Division of Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS) within the Indiana
Family and Social Services Administration (FSSA) hopes to restore the funding by June 30, 2011.
Waiver services are for Medicaid-eligible individuals who, with the proper support, can live In Ihe community. Services
not impacted by the funding changes include day services, such as Easter Seals Arc's adult day program, therapies
and behavioral management. However, Caregiver Support funding is gone,
The rate cuts mean a revenue loss of more than $800,000 for Easter Seals Seals Arc and could mean further layoffs,
said Steve Hinkle, executive director.
'We've had a reduction in our workforce of 38 people since February," Hinkle noted.
Also concerning to Hinkle, Dickerson and family members such as Karen Wigmore is that the list of people wailing for
a Medicaid waiver slot is already larger than the list of those on waiver programs. The wait will now be longer.
"If we have cuts to programs for people we're already serving, what do we do with those on the wailing IIsl?"
Dickerson said.
Currently 22,000 people are on the wailing list for all the state's adult waiver programs, with 17,500 Hoosiers
receiving services at a cost of $1 billion annually; $500,000 is for DD waivers, which are funded two-thirds by federal
money and one-third by the state.
Wigmore's 27-year-old daughter, Lindsey, is among the waiting. A cord wrapped around her neck al birth starved her
of oxygen, causing brain Injunes that resulted in epilepsy, cerebral palsy and autism. She is of normal size and
physically slrong, but Intellectually "functions at about an 18-monlh-old level or less," Wigmore said. lindsey
continually pulled on her mother's arm or wrapped her arms around Wigmore's neck, nearly knocking her oVer.
A single parenl working full time, Wigmore is grateful for the adult day program at Easter Seals Arc, which lindsey
attends weekdays. Wigmore depends on frlends to pick her daughter up each day and watch over her unlil she

returns from work. Lindsey requires constant supervision and is non-verbal.
While waiting for a waiver slot for residential services, Lindsey receives a small amount of money to cover some of
her care needs through the Support Services Waiver, but she reaches the cap for the year's funding soon and will not
get additional money until after July 1.

"All of this has me worried: Wigmore says of the funding cuts. "What am I supposed to do?"
Retirement, she said, is a long ways off.
With the state's revenUes down $1 billion, the cuts were imperative, said Marcus Barlow, director of communications
for FSSA. With 1.2 million Hoosiers receiving some level of benefits through FSSA programs, "We have to make sure
the funding streams we have are protected so the people who absolutely need the services get them.
"A 7 percent cut is hefty... but a 7 percent cut as opposed to no longer offenng funding are two different things. We
make reductions now, during a recession, in order to ensure we can still provide benefits."
Though he understands why cuts were needed, Dickerson paints out, "There is a real risk some providers may have
to close their doors. We've got to came up WJlh creative solutions."
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Budget cuts hit county homes
By Brian M. Boyce
The Tdbune-Star

TERRE HAUTE December 29,2009 10:25 pm
- State budget cuts means fewer rooms will be available in residential care settings for the mentally ill in
2010, and at least one Wabash Valley facility plans to close its doors because of the cuts.
A Nov. 30 memo issued by the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration regarding the Residential
Care Assistance Program stated: "Current recipients will continue to be funded. Absent sufficient
appropriations to FSSA, new applicants detelmined to be eligible for RCAP assistance will not receive this
assistance" after Nov. 30,2009.
According to the memo, RCAP is a statc-funded program providing assistance to residents living in "room
and board facilities" and "county homes."
Tom Hein, administrator for Lee Alan Blyant Health Care just east of Rockville, operates four such
facilities: two in Parke County, one in Indianapolis and another in South Bend.
When reached by phone by the Tribwle-Star, Hein declined to discuss the possibility of a facility closure, but
said the state's sudden decision to telminate funding for futw'e patients will have "a drastic effect on our
ability to house residents with severe mental illness going forward."
However, a letter Ii'om Hein to Arlene Franklin, state Long Term Care Ombudsman for the Division of
Aging - a copy of which was obtained by the TribuneeStar - stated his group's Parke COWlty Residential
Care Facility in Rockville has given notice of its plans to close Feb. 12. According to the letter dated
Monday, residents, family members and legal representatives will be given notice of the closure on or before
Jan. 12 and information on an option for other living arrangements and eligibility guidelines.
The recipients in question, Hein said in the phone interview, are typically those with severe mental or
developmental disabilities ranging in age from the early 20s upward. The cost of care at his facility is $49.35
per day, of which the state typically pays between $20 and $25. The balance is deducted from the patient's
Social Security Disability 01' Income check.
Hein's other Parke COWlty facility in Rockville - Lee Alan Blyant - can house up to 253 patients, and
those admitted before Nov. 30 will continue to receive state funding. As current patients are released, those
needing residential services afterward will have to pay eithel' the entire amount of fees or not be admitted, he
said.
"The fi'eeze is going to limit us velY much," he said. "These people have no place to go."
Most of his paticnts are referred from con'ectional facilities, jails or community mental health centers such as
Hamilton Center in Terre Haute.
Galen Goode, CEO of the Hamilton Center, said the lack of referral outlets for patients could produce
something ofa "domino effect."
While Hamilton Center operates its own acute and subeacute in-patient hospitals, other facilities will be
forced to refer more patients to state psychiatric hospitals such as the one in Logansport.
If the bcds in the state hospitals become fuH, there aren't many options left to house the patients, Goode said.
"It's not uStlally a denial so much as it is how much time it takes to get someone in," be said of the
potentially lengthy wait some patients may face before getting admission to a facility.
Hein and Goode both said jails and other correctional facilities inevitably will bear some of the bnrden,
along with the state hospitals.
"A lot of [mental patients1will end up in the cOI1'ectional system, which is a shame," Hein said, describing
his residents' ability to live independently as negligible.
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Also, long-term costs to the state could increase, he said, His daily rates oftess than $50 pale in comparison
to rates at state hospitals, which range from $500 to $700 a day, or even county jails' $200 per day, he said,
But FSSA spokesman Marcus Barlow said the state doesn't have much choice because of "incredible
revenue shortfalls,"
"In this enviromnent, we don't have the IUXUlY of being able to fund [ReAP)," he said,
Judgments must be made on the physical, mental and developmental abilities of patients, and according to
Barlow, those using in-residence programs are on a "lower mng of need" compared to patients in nursing
homes, The priority for funding, he said, must go to people who aren't able to care for themselves before
those with needs that can be serviced at county homes and room-and-board facilities.
Regarding the impact to businesses providing such services, Barlow said basing a business plan on state
funding is dicey. "When tough times hit, they hit the state and they hit everyone," he said.
Goode described the decision to cut off funding after a specific date as too "arbitrary." More dialogue is
needcd between the state and local health care providers, he said, adding no one fi'om the state seems to have
asked local officials what the impact might be of such a decision.
In the meantime, Barlow said the funding cut is a "suspension" rather than a termination, and given an
economic turnaround, the decision could be rescinded,
"It's a good program and we'd love to do it," Barlow said. "There JUS! isn't the money,"
Briall Boyce call be reached at 812-231-4253 or brian.boyce@tribstal'.colII.
Copyright © 1999-2008 cnhi, illc.
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Bona Vista Programs moves on despite cuts in funding
FSSA reductions won't reduce services provided since 1958
Posted: Thmsday, May 6, 2010 8:36 am I Updated: 2:06 pm, Thu May 6, 2010.
Posted on May 6, 2010
by Lisa Fipps
Bona Vista Programs has served children and adults with special needs since 1958, and president
Jill Dunn is assming Kokomo that it will continue to - even though the state recently slashed its
funding by $609,000.
"We were not naIve enough to think that we weren't going to get any reimbursement rate
reductions, but we are surprised by how deep those cuts are," Dunn said.
The majority of Bona Vista's funding comes from the Indiana Family and Social Services
Administration (FSSA).
Through Medicaid, FSSA reimburses Bona Vista based on certain rates for its services to children
and adults with special needs. Effective April 1, FSSA reduced by 3 percent how much it will
reimbmse Bona Vista for service to clients in its six group homes, reduced by 10 percent its
reimbmsement for vocational rehabilitation in which clients leam skills, eliminated the internship
program, which allowed clients to learn workplace skills while providing staff to local businesses
at no cost to them, and reduced by 7 percent how much it will reimburse Bona Vista for its
supported living services program in which employees serve clients in their home from one hour
to 24 hours a day.
"The internship program was more successful in our community than in others," Dunn said,
noting that Bona Vista was able to find successful job placements tln'ough the use ofthe internship
program. With the successful employment of people who were placed through our programs, it
increases the taxpayer base. Most organizations like Bona Vista also receive county dollars;
however, the agency is one of the few in the state without county support.
FSSA informed Bona Vista two months ago about the reimbursement rate cut for its group home
services. "Intemally, we made adjustments - all in administration because we can't do it in client
care," Dunn said.
The state mandates that Bona Vista provide care to children and adults with special needs
regardless of the $609,000 cut. How can Bona Vista do that?
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"We've had to be very creative," Dunn said, noting that Bona Vista has always been a good
steward of its funding. "Our administrative costs are 11.3 percent, and generally a non-profIt's
administrative cost is 15 percent."
"The executive leadership over the years has done a great job of using a business model for the
agency," said Brianne BOlUff, vice president of public relations and development.
What's troubling to DUfm is "the perception that we don't need money," Dunn said. "I feel like
we're taken for granted. People don't understand all that we do. On a daily basis, we help 1,000
children and adults."
So what do the cuts mean for Bona Vista, which employs 480 people? Dunn and the other
executives are hying to figure all of that out.
"It's very complicated," Dunn said. "We're just now figuring out all the impact. The staff works
2417," Duml said. "There is not a weekend when staffers aren't called on to deal with something,
and we are there for our clients. For many of om' adults, our staffers are their only family. I've told
the staff, 'you do a quality job and give 100 percent. You are reliable. You are dependable.' "
The No. I thing is that the quality of care will not be compromised. That is not an option, Dunn
said. However, state-supported services will not be expanded for now, even though "we have
families who are desperate for care," she said. Also, "Current clients may see a reduction in
services."
For example, if a client has been working six hours per day in day services, then he or she may be
cut back to two hours per day. That's bad news for the clients because that little bit of extra
income is needed by some. It's bad news for the community in which those dollars would be
spent, but the greatest concern Dunn has is about the greatest loss. For the clients who are
working, he or she feels better about themselves. They learn. They grow. They live life as others
live it.
Dunn sends a strong warning to those who need Medicaid services for their infants. Even if
they're not going to need those services until their children are school-aged, t]:ley need to apply
today. Now. ASAP. "There's a waiting list of 10 years 01' longer," she said.
BOJUff said Bona Vista will h')' to increase its revenue-producing services, such as the Box Store
(see stOIY on page B3), to make up for the more than a $500,000 loss.
Those needing Bona Vista's services "will have to be patient," Dunn said. She said she wanted to
share the infonnation about the $609,000 in cuts because "the community needs to know what's
going on."
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Dunn also reassures the clients and community that "Bona Vista Programs continually strives to
meet the needs of our clients and the communities we serve. Bona Vista feels duty-bound and is
very loyal to the community it serves. We feel we are important to its future economic growth."
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Adult day care to close in Yorktown
By Brandi Watters, Herald Bulletin Staff Writer
Febmary 03, 2010 12:05 am
- YORKTOWN - Carol Strough's sou, Scotl; can't walk, and he can't speak, so she depellds all a local
adult day care center to give him the care he needs each day,
On March 15, Strough and her son, who live in Anderson, will lose that comfort.
Yorktown's Active Day adult medical day care center is closing in the wake ofOov. Mitch Daniels' cuts to
Medicaid funding,
Vicki Maynard, director of the center, said cuts to Medicaid funding impact waivers typically provided to
day care centel~ that give patients an alternative to nursing home care,
When Maynard learned in the first week of January that she was losing her job, waivers were blamed, she
said,
"At that time, the reason 1 was given was that the state has given a moratorium on the aged and disabled
waiver.)'
The waivers allow Medicaid recipients to receive the specialized day care without paying steep fees,
"It is a waiver for individuals who are wanting to stay ill their homes as long as possible. Caregivers care in
the home, rather than placing them ill a nursing home facility," Maynard said,
Due to Daniels' decree (hat no new waivers will be issued, Maynard said, Active Day has decided to close
its Yorktown location,
Active Day's corporate offices could not be reached for comment.
Maynard said (he closure of the facility means that all 28 of its patients will have to get a home health aide
or enter a nUt'sing home,
The center serves eldetiy and handicapped individuals who cannot be left alone while their caregivers are at
work.
The facility administers medication, places feeding tubes and catheters and offers a physical therapist and
nurse for its patients.
Strough said her son would not end up in a nursing home if the facility closed, but she doesn't want to settle
for an adult day care center that might not be able to meet her son's medical needs,
She may end up busing her son to Castleton evelY day in order to stay within the Active Day system,
"We're in the fight of our lives, all of us, (lying to keep it open," Strough said,
Day care program coordinator Tracy Fannin is upset that she'll lose her job in a matter of weeks, especially
since she just started the job.
"1 worked for Ball Memorial (Hospital) for 13 years and I switched careers, so it was a whole career change
for me and it was stressful," Fanllin said,
Now, Fannin hopes another company will buy the Yorktown location, keeping the center open.
Maynard has a similar goal in mind, "I would love to see either the communities come together to find a
way, possibly another business come forward and look into a way to keep this going."
Contact Brandi Watters, 640-4847, brandi.watters@heraldbulletin,corn
Copyright © 1999-2010 cnhi, inc,
Photos
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Tracy Fannin, program coordinator at Active Day Adult Daycare in Yorktown, tosses a beach ball with
patients Tuesday. Active Day is closing in the wake of cuts· to Medicaid funding. The Herald Bulletin

Ixl

Driver Keith Healey helps Bonnie Gannon onto the bus at the end of the day at Active Day Adult Daycare in
Yorktown. Active Day is closing in the wake of cuts to Medicaid TImding. The Herald Bulletin
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$10M to J'lospitals among Ind. human
services cuts
By Ken I<usmer
November 10, 2009
INDIANAPOLIS Indiana's hUman services agency said Tuesday it will slice $34 million from its budget by paying
hospitals less to treat Medicaid patients, renegotiating contracts with most of its vendors, moving
some offices and leaving about 400 jobs unfilled.
However, the Family and Social Services administration will not reduce its Medicaid payments to
doctors or cut "vital services" to the young, elderly, disabled and needy Indiana residents who
receive social safety-net benefits, agency officials said.
"Our commitment is to the 1.2 million Hoosiers that receive benefits from us, and the cuts
announced today will not take away from our clients receiving the benefits to which they are
entitled," FSSA Secretary Anne Murphy said in a statement.
The president of the Indiana Hospital Association, though, said the cuts in Medicaid reimbursements
"represent a significant blow" to hospitals' ability to serve their communities.
FSSA revealed the budget cuts as part of austerity measures first announced last week by Gov.
Mitch Daniels after state tax collections for the first four months of the fiscal year fell $309 million, or
7.4 percent, short of projections. Daniels ordered several steps including 10 percent agency
budget cuts.
Growing state Medicaid rolls also are forcing the agency to tig hten its bel!, FSSA said. The state
covers about a third of the costs of Medicaid, which provides health care for nearly 1 million needy
and disabled Indiana residents, and the federal government picks up the rest. Those combined costs
were projected to reach about $6 billion for the current fiscal year.
The hospital cuts will save a proJected $10.6 million and affect all procedures covered by Medicaid,
FSSA spokesman Marcus Barlow said.
Hospital Association President Douglas leonard said the cuts will force hospitals to make difficult

choices on which services they can provide. He said Medicaid already pays less than 50 cents on
the dollar of the cost of some services.
"The gap between the cost of providing care and government payments received continues to widen
and is simply unsustainable," Leonard said in a statement. "Like the state, hospitals are also hurting
- we are treating more Medicaid and uninsured patients and seeing fewer patients with better-paying
commercial health insurance."
FSSA said its groatest savings - $13.6 million - will come internally from not filling about 400 vacant
jobs and combining local offices for vocational rehabilitation and FSSA's Division of Disability and
Rehabilitation Services. The agency has about 4,800 employees.
The agency also will save $9.8 million by negotiating lower rates with vendors and capping and
eliminating some programs. For example, capping a program that now pays room and board
for about 1,400 people in counly homes for elderly and disabled residents will save $1.1 million,
Barlow said.
The FSSA budget cuts do not affect the contracts the agency is renegotiating with subcontractors on
ils privatized welfare eligibility intake program. FSSA is redoing those contracts after Daniels fired
lead conlractor IBM Corp. last month.

On the Net:
Family and Social Services Administration: www.in.gov/fssa
Indiana Hospital Association: www.ihaconnecl.org
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Rule Adoption
LSA Document #09-910
This notice Is published In ~ccord~nce with IC 12-8-3-4.4. Under IC 4-22,2-29, LSA
Document #09-910, posted at 20100310-IR-405090910PR.i\, was adopted by the Secretary
of Family and Social Services Administration on April 12, 2010. This rule amends 405 lAC 1-8
and 405 lAC 1-10.5 to change hospital reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currently
paid to a II hospitals for outpatient and Inpatient hospital services by 5%. The rule that was
adopted Is the same version as the proposed rule that was posted on the -JR. Database
Website on March 10, 2010.

Posted: 04/21/2010 by Legislative Services Agency

DIN: 20100421-JR-405090910NAA
Composed: Jun 03,2010 9:29:13AM EDT
A.I'QE version of this document.

,http://www.in.gov/legislative/iac/20I0042I·IR·405090910NAA.xml.htmI
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LSA Document #09-91O(F)
Under Ie 4-22-2-35, LSA Document #09-910(F) was filed with the Publisher on April 29,
2010, 12:08 p.m.
Posted: 04/29/2010 by Legis/atlve Services Agency
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

I

Final Rule
LSA Document #09-910(F)

i

DIGEST
Adds noncode provisions affecting 405 lAC 1-8 and 405 lAC 1-10,5 to change hospital
reimbursement formulas by reducjng rates currently paid to all hospitals for outpatient and
inpatient hospital services by five percent, Effective 30 days after filing with the Publisher,

SECTION 1. Notwithstanding all other provisions of 405 lAC 1-8, for the period
beginning upon the later of the effective date of this rule or June 28, 2010, and
continuing through June 30, 2011, reimbursement shall be reduced by five percent
(5%) fOr outpatient hospital services (excluding ambulatory surgical center
reimbursement) that have been calculated under 405 lAC 1-8,
SECTION 2, Notwithstanding all other provisions of 405 lAC 1-10,5, for the
period beginning upon the later of the effective date of this rule or June 28, 2010,
and continuing through June 30, 2011, reimbursement shall be reduced by five
percent (5%) for Inpatient hqspllal services that have been calculated under
405 lAC 1-10,5,
SECTJON 3, SECTIONS 1 and 2 of this document expire July 1, 2011.
LSA Document #09-910(F)
Notice of Intent: 20091118-IR-405090910NIA
Proposed Rule: ZQ1f1fl310-IR-40S090910PRA
Hearing Held: March 31, 2010
Approved by Attorney General: April 23, 2010
Approved by Governor: April 27, 2010
Filed with Publisher: April 29, 2010, 12:08 p.m,
Documents Incorporated by Reference: None Received by Publisher
Small BusIness Regulatory Coordinator: Bridget McLaughlin, OffIce of MedIcaId Policy and
Planning, IndIana Family and Social Services AdmInIstration, Indiana Government Center
South, 402 West Washington Street, Room W382, IndIanapolis, IN 46204, (317) 232-4328,
brldget,mclaughlln@fssa,ln,gov
Posted: OS/26/2010 by Legislative Services Agency
DIN: 20100526-IR-405090910FRA

http://www,in,gov/legis]ative/iac/20100526-IR-405090910FRAxmLhtml
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES
FlnalRwe
LSA Document #09-910(F)

DIGEST
, Adds noncode provisions .ffooting 405 lAC 1·8 and 405 lAC 1·10.5 to cbango hospital reimbursement formulas by
reducing rates currently paid to all bospitals for outpatient and inpatient hospital services by five percent. Effuctive 30 days afier
filing with 111. Publisher.
Ie 4-22-2.1-5 Statement Concerulllg Rules Affecting SilJaU nUBin..s..
SECTION I. Notwithstanding .U olller provisions of 405' lAC 1-8, for the period btginniug upon the later of the
effective date of this rule or June 28, 2010, and continuing Ihrough June 30,2011, reimbursement sholl be reduced by five
percent (5%) for outpatient hospital services (excluding ambulatory surgical center reimbursement) lila! have been
calculated under 405 lAC 1·8.
SECTION 2. Notwilhstandiug oil other provisions of 405 lAC 1-10.5, fOl' the period beginning upon'the later of Ill.
effective date of tWs rule or June 28, 2010, and continuing through June 30, 2011, relmhursement shall be reduced by live
percen!(5%) for inpatient hospital,ervices thath.vo been calculated under 405 lAC 1-10.5.

SECTION 3. SECTIONS I and 2 of111is document expire July 1, 20'n.
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Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Covernor
state of Indiana
'People
Ilelplng
peopfe
helo

To:

.Urn08 01Metlloa/d PoHoy andPlJmniJJg
MS 07, 402 W. WASHINCTON STREET, ROOM W3B2
,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204-2739

Anne WaltennannMurphYWS'--

S'P

From: Patricia Casanova
J
Director of MedicaidLy
RE:

LSADocument #09-910-Adds Noncode Provisions Affecting 405 lAC 8 and 405 lAC 10.5 to Chango
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This memorandum provides a summary of oral testimony and written comments received in response to
the attached rule that adds noncode provisions affecting 405 lAC 8 and 405 lAC 10.5 thilt chaage hospital
reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currelltly paid to all hospitals for outpatient (excluding ambulatory
surgical center reimbursement) and inpatient hospital services by 5%. The proposed rule'was published in the
Indiana Register on Match 10, 20 10.
This attaclieiFrule adds noncode provisions affecting 405 lAC 8 and 405 lAC 10.5 to cban:g~hi:ispital
reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currently paid to all hospitals for outpatient (excluding ambulatory
surgical,center reimbursement) aM inpatient hospital services by 5%. The reduction in reimbursement will
begin upon the later of the effective date ofthe rule or June 28,2010, and will remain in effect until the end of
state fiscal year 2011 (June 30, 2011): This rule amendment does not apply to state-operated psychiatric
hospitals that are reimbursed under a reasonable cost methodology or ambulatory surgical centers.
Disproportionate share hospital (DSH) payments and hospital upper payment limit (UPL) payments will not be
subject to tWs reimbursement reduction. As noted previously, state-operated psyoWatric hospitals are not
subject to the reimbursement reduction; therefore, tbis proposed rule amendment does not impose an unfunded
mandate on another State agency.
The fiscal impact of this reimbursement reduction is estimated to result in 'savings of $5 million state and $18.9
million federal for a total of apilroximately $23.9 million in state fiscal year (SFY) 2010, and $15 million state
and $44.5 "million federal for a total ofappl"Oximately $59.5 million in state fiscal year (SFY) 2011.
The agency prepared a cost-benefit analysis and concluded that the cost to providers will be a 5% reduction in
the calculated reimbursement amount for Medicaid claims. This 5% reduction represents a decrease in total
revenues of 1.5% or less for individual hospital providers. The Office of Medicaid Policy and Plaaning (OMPP)
"estimates that most hospitals will see a decrease in total revenue ofless than 0.5%. The proposed reimbursement
change is an equitable reduction to all hospitals, at a level that produces considerable savings for the state,
without having a detrimental impact on individual facilities.
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In addition, the reduction in Medicaid claims reimbursement will be partially offset by increased reimbursement
from the HIP program, as well as an increase in hospital UPL payments. Wbile not all hospitals are eligible to
receive DSH and UPL payments, many ofthe hospitals that receive a larger share of total revenue from
Medicaid are oIigible for these supplemental payments. This includes most county hospitals and approximately
60% of critical access hospitals, as of the most recent ellgibillty determination.
The cost of compliance with this proposed rule, inclUding any administrative, legal, consulting. or accounting
cost, is not expected to be any different tban what providers currently incur in the course ofprovidiog services.
The Office of Management and Budget bas adopted tbis cost-benefit analysis. None of the providers affected by
this rule fall under the definition of a small business, as defined in IC 4-22-2.1-4. Thus, a statement of economic
impact required. under IC 4-22-2.1-5 was not prepared for review by the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation (IEDC) and the IEDC bas provided no response.
The proposed rule waS presented to the Medicaid Advisory Committee (MAC) on March 16, 2010. TheFSSA
Rules Committee reviewed the proposed rule·on January 12, 2010, and is scheduled to review the final rule on April
13,2010. Two questions arose around notification of the p,roviders and the use of emergency rule.•. The providers
were made aware ofthis rate modification through the required public notice process.
A public hearing was held on March 31, 2010. Two persons attended the bearing and one oHhe persons
provided testimony and written comments concerning tbe rule. No other written comment, bave been received
at any time during the promulgation process. The comments presented and the Office of Medicaid Policy and
Planning's responses are summarized below:
COMMENT: On bebalf of a group of freestanding psychiatric hospitals, one provider requested that
freestanding psychiatric hospitals be exempt from the continued 5% reimbursement rate cut. The comment
states that Medicaid inpatient days 'Ufe-a very high percentage of patient uiilization, and Medicaid payments
represent a substantial portion of revenue for freestanding psychiatric hospitals. As such, the provider believes
tbat the 5% hospital rate cut will.bave a serious impact on freestanding psychiatric bospitals.
RESPONSE: . The comment makes reference to psychiatric residential treatment facility (PRTF) units operated

by tbe freestanding psychiatric hospitals. PRTFs are enrolled in Indiana Medicaid with a different provider type
and specialty tban hospital providers. Since PRTF, are not enrolled as hospitals, this rule will have no impact
on PRTF reimbnrsement.
The Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning (OMPP) used hospital cost repol'ls for fiscal years ending witliin
SFY 2009, as submitted by tbe hospitals, and SFY 2009 claims data to estimate the impact of the 5% reduction
on providers. The OMPP also considered' tbe impact of disproportionate share bospital (USH) and upper
payment limit (UPL) payments in tbe analysis ofthe rate cuts. These supplemental payments are not subject to
the 5% reduction.
.
Paid claims data from SFY 2009 sbow tbat the impact ofthe 5% reduction on freestanding psychiatric hospitals,
including tbe four providers referenced in the written comment, is in line with other hospitals. For all hospitals,
2009 Medicaid claims payments range from 0.0% to 29.3% of total patient revenues. The four providers noted
.in tbe co=ent fall toward the lower end of that range, with Medicaid claims payments comprising between
2.0% and 3.4% of total patient revenues. The estimated impact oftbe 5% reduction ranged from 0.0% to 1.47%
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of total patient revenues for all hospitals. For the four providers referenced in the comment, the estimated
impact of the 5% reduction ranged from 0.08% to 0.15% of total patient revenues.
As far as Medicaid utilization, for freestanding psychiatric hospitals, Medicaid inpatient days as a percentage of

total.inpatient days range from 0.0% to 54.2%, with. an average of 18.2%. For non-psychiatric hospitals, the
range is 0.0% to 30.9%, with an average of 8.5%. On average, Medicaid days represent a larger share of total
days for freestanding psychiatric hospitals than for other non-psychiatric hospitals. However, Medicaid days
still comprise less than 20% of inpatient days for most freestanding psychiatric hospitals. Only two freestanding
psychiatric hospital fall above the range for non'psychiatric hospitals. The four hospitals listed in the comment
have Medicaid inpatient days of 48.6%, 12.3%, 10.3%, and 7.2%. Three of the four hospitals fall well within
the range for non-psychiatric hospitals, and are actually closer to the average percentage for non-psychiatric
hospitals than for freestanding psychiatric facilitIes. While some freestanding psYchiatric hospitals do have a
higher percentage of Medicaid inpatient days, the percentage depends greatly on the individual facility..
Based on the above information, the hnpact of the 5% rate reduction on anyone provider is no more than 1.5%
of total patient revenues. The data do not show that the 5% reimbursement reduction has a more significant
hnpact on freestanding psycWatric hospitals than any other type of hospital.
No ch8nge.~ to the proposed rule as published were nlade.
I recommend that you approve it.
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BLOOMlNOTON MEADOWS HOSPITAL

The right environmem/or healing.

IFSSA
Attention Kristine Ellerbmgh
402 West Washington Street
RoomW374
P.O. Box 7083
Indianapolis, Indiana 46207-7083

COMMENT RE: LSA DoclUuent #09-910, Hospital Rate Reduction
Dear Ms. Ellerbrugh:
On behalf of our Indiana freestanding hospitals: Meadows Hospital (Bloomington), Valle
Vista Hospital (Greenwood), Michiana Behavioral Health Center (Plymouth), Wellstone
Regional Hospital (Jeffersonville), thank you for the opportunity to conunent on the
above-captioned proposed rule to extend the 5% rate reduction for Indiana hospital
inpatient and outpatient services through June 30, 2011. The majority of these
psychiatric hospitals have psychiatric residential treatment facility ("PRTF") units, which
are nearly 100% Medicaid-funded.

It is oln' understanding that FSSA's Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning is
proposing additional rate reductions for other types of Medicaid providers due to
budgetruy constniints and revenue shortfalls. However, we believe that OMPP first
implemented the 5% Medicaid rate reductions on hospital inpatient and outpatient
services through emergency rulemaking because Indiana's hospitals are not dependent
upon Medicaid reimbursement for a substantial portion of their revenue, and if they are,
those hospitals qualify for sizeable Medicaid disproportionate share ("DSH") payments
and/or Medicaid upper payment limit ("UPL") adjustments, or Medicaid supplemental
payments.
However, for Indiana's freestanding psychiatric hospitals, Medicaid inpatient days are a
very high percentage of patient utilization, and their services are crucial for children and
adolescents with serious mental illness and substance abuse problems. Most of Indiana's
freestanding psychiatric hospitals quality for Medicaid DSH under the low·income
utilization rate ("LIUR") or Medicaid inpatient utilization rate ("MIUR") criteria.
Therefore, although hldiana Medicaid is a low payer, it is a substantial portion of revenue
'for these hospitals. And, although freestanding psychiatric hospitals qualify for and
receive Medicaid DSH, they share a limited pool of DSH ($2M) which is distributed to
all qualifying hospitals, prorated based upon Medicaid inpatient utilization. The
extension of these cuts will put even more pressure on limited DSH funds. Under
Indiana's approved Medicaid State Plan, fi'eestanding psychiatric hospitals receive no
private UPL supplemental payment adjustments or add-ons, as do general acute care
hospitals. Their UPL "room" is utilized by the general acute care hospitals for additional
supplemental payments.

Bloomington Meadows Hospital' 3600 North Prow Road· Bloomington, IN 47404· Office: 812-331-8000' Toll Free: 800-972-44lD' Fax: 812-961-2462
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The right environment for healing.

As you know, our Indiaua hospitals can provide inpatient psychiatric services for
Medicaid and CHIP-eligible children, adolescents, and those Medicaid eligible patients
65 years or older, only. Therefore, a very high percentage of the patients we care for are
Medicaid-eligible, seriously mentally ill children and adolescents. While costs have
increased for medications, insurance, child psychiatrists, and other qualified mental
health care personnel, reimbursement has remained the same for more than a decade, and
has recently declined with the 5% emergency cuts. Managed behavioral health care has
also had an impact on our hospitals' reimbursement However, while the majority of
general acute care hospitals have either closed their child and adolescent psychiatric units
or have converted their psychiatric beds to geriatric-psych due to losses on those units,
we have continued to care for Medicaid and CHIP-eligible children and adolescents and
to treat those with the most acute needs. Therefore, these recent cuts have seriously
impacted these Indiaua hospitals. Not only do we care for seliously emotionally
disturbed adolescents, but these hospitals are among the very few providers cariug for
children younger than 12.
We arc asking that the 5% hospital rate cuts not be imposed upon freestanding psychiatric
hospitals for this additional period. These freestanding psychiatric hospital, inpatient 5%
rate cuts have a relatively small impact on OMPP's budget due to the small size of
Indiana's freestauding psychiatJic hospitals, but have a major impact on these crucial
safety-net hospitals and the vulnerable, fi'agile, and needy children that they serve.
Therefore, we respectfully request that freestanding psychiatric hospitals be exempted
from this continued 5% reimbursement rate cut commencing June 28, 2010 and ending
June 30, 2011.
Thaukyou.
Respectfully submitted,

~,~
Meadows Hospital

Cc:

John HollinswOlih, Division President, Psychiatric Solutions, Inc.
Bryan Lott, CEO, Michiana Behavioral Health Center
David Bell, CEO, Valle Vista Hospital
Thomas Stormanns, CEO, Wellstone Regional Hospital
Kelly Ulreich, CEO, Columbus Behavioral Health Center for Children and
Adolescents

Bloomington Meadows Hospital' 3600 North Prow Rond· Bloominglon, IN 47404' Office:

812~331-80DD'

Toll Freo: 800·972·4410' Fax: 812-961-2462
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TITLE 405 OFFICE Of THE SECRETARY Of FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Economic Impact Statement
LSA Document #09-910

IC 4-22-2.1-5 Statement Concerning Rules Affecting Small Businesses
Economic Impact Statement
IC 4-22-2.1-5(a) provides that an agency that Intends to adopt a rule under IC 4-22-2
that will impose requirements or costs on small businesses must prepare a statement that
describes the annual economic Impact of the rule on small businesses after the rule Is fully
Implemented as described In IC 4-22-2.1-5(b).
LSA Document #09-910 amends 4Q5 lAC 1-8 and 405 lAC 1-10.5 to temporarily change
hospital reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currently paid to all hospitals for
outpatient and inpatient hospital services by five percent.
Economic Impact on Small Businesses
1. Estimated Number of Small Businesses Subject to this Rule:
Ie 4-22-2.1-4 defines a small bUSiness as any person, firm, corporation, limited liability
company, partnership, or association that:
(1) is actively engaged In business In Indiana and maintains Its principal p.lace of
business In Indiana;
(2) Is Independently owned and operated;
(3) employs one hundred (100) or fewer full-time employees; and
(4) has gross annual receipts of five million dollars ($5,000,000) or less.
The Family and Social Services Administration (FSSA) states that there are no small
businesses that will be Impacted by this rule.
2. Estimated Average Annual Reporting, Record Keeping, and Other Administrative
Costs That Small Business Will Incur:
Since there are no small businesses that will be Impacted by this rule, there will be no
reporting, record keeping, or other administrative costs incurred by small businesses.
3. Estimated Total Annual Economic Impact on Small Businesses to Comply:
Since there are no small businesses that will be impacted by this rule, there will be no
economic Impact (positive Or negative) on small businesses.
4. Justification Statement of Requirement or Cost,
Since there are no small businesses that will be Impacted by this rUle, there will be no
cost or requirements on small businesses.
5. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis,

http://www.in.gov/legisJative/iac/20 100310-IR-40509091 OEIA.xml.html
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The FSSA does not' propose an alternative regulatory method since there are no small
pusinesses that are impacted by this rule.

Posted: 03/10/2010 by Legislative Services Agency
DIN: 20100310-IR-40509091OEIA
Composed: Jun 03,2010 9:29:25AM EDT
A PDF version of this document.

http://www.in.gov//egis/ative/iac/2010031 O-IRA0509091 OEIA.xml.html
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Public Hearing
LSA Document #09-910

i

j.

Notice of Public Hearing

Under Ie 4-22-2-24, notice is hereby gIven that on March 31, 2010, at 3:30 p.m., at the
IndIana Government Center South, 402 West Washington Street, Conference Center Room 2,
Indianapolis, Indiana, the Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services will hold a
public hearing on a proposed rule adding noncode provisions affecting 4JJ5 lAC 1-8 and
405 lAC 1-10,5 concerning a reimbursement reduction paid to hospitals for outpatient and
Inpatient services.
'
To comply with the provisions of IC 4-22-2-24(d)(3), the agency further states the
following: The changes are necessary in order to avoid a budgetary shortfafl and to remaIn
within the available Medicaid appropriation. The cost of compliance with this proposed rule,
including any administrative, legal, consulting, or accounting cost, is not expected to be any
different than what providers currently Incur in the course of providing services.
All parties Interested In the rule are Invited to attend the hearing and offer public
comments. In /leu of attendance at the hearing, written comments may be sent to: IFSSA,
Attention: Kristine Ellerbrugh, 402 West Washington Street, Room W374, P.O. Box 7083,
IndianapOliS, IN 46207-7083. Correspondence should be Identffled in the following manner:
"COMMENT RE: LSA Document #09-910, HOSPITAL RATE REDUCTION". All written comments
concerning the rule received by OMPP will be avaIlable for public inspection at the Office of
Medicaid Policy and PlannIng, 402 West Washington Street, Room W374, Indianapolis, IN
46204.
Copies of the proposed rule and this notice are now available and may be Inspected by
contacting the dIrector of the local county division of famHy resources office, except in Marion
county, where public inspection may be made at 402 West Washington Street, Room W382,
IndianapoliS, Indiana.
Copies of these rules are now on file at the Indiana Government Center South, 402 West
WashIngton Street, Room W451 and Legislative Services Agency, One North capitol, Suite
325, Indianapolis, Indiana and are open for public inspection.
Anne Waltermann Murphy
Secretary
Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services

Posted: 03/10/2010 by Legislative Services Agency
DIN: 20100310-IR-405090910PHA

http://www.in.gov/legislative/iac/2010031 0-IR-405090910PHA.xml.html
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERViCES
Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule
LSA Document #09-910

Under IC 4-22-2-23, the Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services Intends to adopt a rule
concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Amends 405 lAC 1-8 and 405 lAC 1-10.5 to change hospital reimbursement formulas by
reducing rates currently paid to all hospitals for outpatient and Inpatient hospital services by 5%. Comments and
questions may be addressed to the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule. Statutory authority: IC
12-15-21-2; Ie 12-15-21-3.
For purposes of IC 4-22-2-28.1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule Is:
Bridget McLaughlin
Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning
Indiana Family and Social Services Administration
Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W382
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232-4328
bridget.mclaughlin@fssa.ln.gov

Posted: 1111812009 by Legislative Services Agenoy
An html ve fslon ofthls document.

Date: Jan 29,2010 8:13;02AM EST

DIN: 20091118-IR-405090910NIA
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Proposed Rule
LSA Document #10-250
DIGEST
OVERVIEW: Amends 405 lAC 1-11.5-2 to modifY Medicaid reimbursement for physicianadministered drugs. This provision shall not apply to parenteral nutrition and blood factor
products. Statutory authority: IC 12-15-21-2; IC 12-15-21-3. Effective 30 days after filing with
the Publisher.
405 lAC 1-11.5

SECTION 1. 405 lAC 1-11.5-2 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
405 lAC 1-11.5-2 Reimbursement methodology
Authority: IC 12-15-21-2; IC 12-15-21-3
Affected: IC 12-15-13-2
Sec. 2. (a) The office shall establish fee schedules with maximum allowable payment amouuts
for services and procedures:
(1) covered under the Medicaid program; and
(2) provided by eligible physicians, LLPs, and other NPPs.
(b) The reimbursement for services of physicians and LLPs shall be detelmined as follows:
(1) Reimbursement for services of physicians and LLPs, except services of the physicians in
subdivisions (3) through (10), shall be equal to the lower of the following:
(A) The submitted charges for the procedure.
(B) The established fee schedule allowance for the procedure. The statewide established fee
schedule allowance for the procedure is based on the Medicare relative value unit for an
Indiana urban locality multiplied by the conversion factor for the procedure as established
by the office of Medicaid policy and planning (office).
(2) If no Medicare relative value unit, as defmed in this section, exists for a procedure,
reimbursement will be established as follows:
(A) Relative value units may be:
(i) obtained from other state Medicaid programs; or
(ii) developed specifically for the Indiana Medicaid program, subject to review by
the Medicaid director.
(B) For laboratory procedures not included in the Medicare Part B fee schedule for
physician services, reimbursement will be made using the fee value in the national
Medicare elinicallaboratory fee schedule.
(3) The office may set reimbursement for specific procedure codes using a different
methodology from that specified in subdivisions (1) and (2) in order to preserve access to the
specific service.
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(4) Reimbursement for services of anesthesiologists shall be based on a statewide fee schedule.
The statewide fee schedule for anesthesiology services is based on the total base and time units
for the procedure multiplied by the conversion factor as established by the office.
(5) Reimbursement for services of assistant surgeons shall be equal to twenty percent (20%) of
the statewide fee schedule for physician and LLP services as established under subdivision (l).
(6) Reimbursement for services of cosurgeons shall be paid at sixty-two and one-half percent
(62.5%) of the statewide fee schedule for physician and LLP services as established under
subdivision (1).
(7) Reimbursement for services of physicians and LLPs shall be subject to the global surgery
policy as defined by the Health Care Financing Administration for the Medicare Part B fee
schedule for physician services. The global surgery policy will not apply to the following codes:
(A) 59410-Vaginal delivery, including postpartum care.
(B) 59515--Caesarean delivery, including postpartum care.
(8) Reimbursement for services of physicians and LLPs shall be subject to the policy for supplies
and services incident to other procedures as defined by the Health Care Financing
Administration for the Medicare Part B fee schedule for physician services.
(9) Separate reimbursement will not be made for radiologic contrast material, except for low
osmolar contrast material (LOCM) used in intrathecal, intravenous, and in intra-arterial
injections, if it is used for patients who meet the criteria established by the office.
(10) Reimbursement for services of physicians and LLPs shall be subject to the site of service
payment adjustment. Procedw'Cs pcrfol1ned in an outpatient setting that are normally provided in
a physician's office will be paid at eighty percent (80%) of the statewide fee schedule for
physician and LLP services as established under subdivision (1). These procedures are identified
using the site of service indicator on the Medicare fcc schedule database.
(c) Reimbursement for services ofNPPs shall be in accordance with the following:
(1) Reimbursement for services of dentists in calendar year 1994 shall be based on a statewide
fee schedule equal to a percentage of the fiscal year 1992 submitted charges. That percentage
shall be not lower than the average pel'centage difference between physician and LLP submitted
charges and the fee established for those services in accordance with subsection (b)(I).
The office may set reimbursement for specific dental procedures using a different methodology
from that specified in this subdivision in order to preserve access to the service. Beginning with
the effective date of this revised rule, fees for covered dental services are priced at the levels in
effect at the end of calendar year 1994, increased by a percentage detennined by the office.
(2) Reimbursement for services of:
(A) social workers certified through the American Academy of Certified Social Workers
(ACSW) or who have masters of social work (MSW) degrees;
(B) psychologists with basic celiificates; and
(C) licensed psychologists;
providing outpatient mental health services in a physician-directed ontpatient mental health
facility in accordance with 405 lAC 5-20-8 shall be equal to seventy-five percent (75%) of the
physician and LLP fees for that service as established under subsection (b)(1). These services
must continue to be billed tlu'ough a physician or a physician-directed outpatient mental health
facility.
(3) Reimbursement for services provided by independently practicing respiratory therapists and
advance practice nmses shall be equal to seventy-five percent (75%) of the physician and LLP
fees for that service as established under subsection (b)(1).
Page 2 of3
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(4) Reimbursement for services provided by certified physical therapists' assistants shall be equal
to seventy-five percent (75%) ofthe physician and LLP fees for that service as established under
subsection (b)(I). These services must be billed through the supervising licensed physical
therapist or physician.
(5) Blood factor products used during an inpatient hospital stay shall be paid based on the state
maximum allowable cost (state MAC) rate for the blood factor products. The state MAC rate for
blood factor products is equal to the average actual acquisition cost per drug adjusted by a
multiplier of at least 1.0. The actual acquisition cost will be determined using phannacy invoices
and other information that the office detennlnes is necessary. The office will review the state
MAC rates for blood factor products on an ongoing basis and adjust the rates as necessary to:
(A) reflect the prevailing market conditions; and
(B) ensure reasonable access by inpatient hospital providers to blood factor products at or
below the applicable state MAC rate.
Inpatient hospitals shall submit claims for reimbursement in accordance with the instructions set
forth in the provider manual or update bulletins.
(6) Reimbursement for services of all other NPPs shall be equal to the statewide fee schedule for
physician and LLP services as established under subsection (b)(1).
(d) The established rates for physician, 1LP, and NPP reimbursement shall be reviewed annually
by the office and adjusted as necessary.
(e) The relative value units used for the Indiana resource-based relative value scale fee schedule
will be reviewed annually, taking into account the Medicare fee schedule proposed by the Health
Care Financing Administration to take effect January 1 of the following calendar year and
adjusted as necessary.
(1) Reimbursement for physiCian-administered drugs shall be one hundl'cd five percent
(105%) of the published wholesale acquisition cost (WAC) of the benchmark National
Drug Code (NDC). For benchmark NDCs without a published WAC, the reimbursement
for physician-admiuistered drugs shall be the Medicare payment amount as published by
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Uno WAC or Medicare payment
amount is available, other pricing metries may be used as determined by the office. This
provision shall not apply to parenteral nutrition and blood factor products.
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule
LSA Document #10-250
Under IC 4-22-2-23, the Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services Intends to
adopt a rule concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Amends 40S lAC 1-11.S-2 to modify Medicaid reimbursement for physlclanadministered drugs. This provision shall not apply to parenteral nutrition and blood factor
products. Statutory authority: Ie 12-15-21-2; KJ..2-1S-21-3.

For purposes of IC 4-22-2-28.1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule
IS:

Yvonne Burke
Indiana Family and social Services Administration
Office of Medicaid Polley and Planning
Indiana Government Center south
402 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232-2017
yvonne.burke@fssa.ln.gov
Posted: 05/05/2010 by Legislative Services Agency

DIN: 20100S05-IR-40S100250NIA
Composed: May 12,2010 1:43:55PM EDT
A PDF version of this document .

.'

http://www.in.gov/iegislativeliac/201 00505-IR·4051 00250NIA.xml.html
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule

I,

LSA Document #09-910

I·
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Under IC 4-22-2-23, the Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services Intends to
adopt a rule concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Amends !lD.S.IAC 1-8 and 405 lAC 1-10.:!. to change hospital
reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currently paid to all hospitals for outpatient and
inpatient hospital services by 5%. Comments and questions may be addressed to the Small
Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule. Statutory authority: IC 12-15-21-2;
Ie 12-15-21-;i.

For purposes of IC 4-22-2-28.1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule
is:

Bridget McLaughlin
Office of Medicaid policy and Planning
Indiana Family and Social SerVices Administration
Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W382
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232-4328
brldget.mclaughlin@fssa.ln.gov
Posted: 11/18/2009 by Legislative ServIces Agency
DIN: 20091118-IR-40509091ONIA
Composed: Jun 03,2010 9:30:01AM EDT
A PDF version of this document.

http://www.in.gov/]egislative/iac/20091118-IR-405090910NIA.xml.html
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Proposed Rule
LSA Document #09-910
DIGEST
Adds noncode provisions affecting 405 lAC 1'8 and 405 lAC 1,10.5: to change hospital
reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currently paid to all hospitals for outpatient and
Inpatient hospital services by five percent. Effective 30 days after filing with the Publisher.

IC 4,22-2.1-5

s.~mJng

Rules Affecting Small Businesses

SECTION 1. Notwithstanding all other provisions of .4.~IAC 1-8, for the period
beginning upon the later of the effective date of this rule or June 28, 2010, and
continuing through June 30, 2011, reimbursement shall be reduced by five percent
(5%) for outpatient hospital services (excluding ambulatory surgical center
reimbursement) that have been calculated under 405 lAC 1-S.
SECTION 2. Notwithstanding all other provisions of 40U~.c. 1-10.5. for the
period beginning upon the later of the effective date of this rule or June 28, 2010,
and continuing through June 30, 2011, reimbursement shall be reduced by five
percent (5 0/0) for inpatient hospital services that have been calculated under
~.

SECTION 3. SECTIONS 1 and 2 of this document expire July 1, 2011.
Notice of Public Hearing

I

Posted: 03/10/2010 by Legislative Services Agency
DIN: 20100310-IR-40509091OPRA
Composed: Jun 03,2010 9:29:44AM EDT
A PDF version of this document.

htip:llwww.in.gov/legislative/iac/20100310-IR-40509091 OPRA.xml.html

6/3/2010
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

I

Proposed Rule
LSA Document #10-169

I

DIGEST

,i

!

I

OVERVIEW: Temporarily amends 405 lAC 1-12 to modify Medicaid reimbursement formulas by
reducing rates that are currently paid to all privately (nonstate) owned intermediate care facilities for the
mentally retarded (ICFs/MR) and community residential facilities for the developmentally disabled
(CRFsIDD) by three percent (3%). Statutory authority: IC 12-15-21-2; IC 12-15-21-3. Effective 30 days
after filing with the Publisher.
IC 4-22-2.1-5 Statement Concerning Rules Affecting Small Businesses

SECTION 1. Notwithstanding all other provisions of 405 lAC 1-12, for the period beginning
upon the later of the effective date of this rule or September 28, 2010, and continuing through June
30, 2011, reimhursement shall be reduced by three percent (3%) for all privately (nonstate) owned
intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded (ICFsIMR) and commnnity residential facilities
for the developmentally disabled (CRFsIDD) that have been calculated pursuant to 405 lAC 1-12.
. SECTION 2. SECTION 1 of this document expires July 1, 2011.

,i,
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule
LSA Document #10·169
Under lCA-22-2-23, the Office of the secretary of Family and Social Services intends to
adopt a rule concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Adds a noncode provision affecting 405 lAC 1-12 to modify Medicaid
reimbursement formulas, by reducing rates that are currently paid to enrolled privately
(nonstate) owned Intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded (ICFs/MR) and
community residential fac1l1tles for the developmentally disabled (CRFs/DD) by three percent,
beginning on the effective date of the rule amendment, through June 30, 2011. Statutory
authority: Ie 12-15-21-2; IC 12-15-21-3.

I

I·

r

For purposes of IC 4-22-2-28,1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule
is:

Tracy Nguyen
Indiana Family and Social Services Administration
Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning
Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W374
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232-4328
malthao. nguyen@fssa.in.gov

i

!

Posted: 03/24/2010 by Legislative Services Agency
DIN: 20100324-IR-405100169NIA
Composed: May 12,2010 1:42:53PM EDT
A £QE version of this document.

http://www.in.gov/legislative/iac/20100324-IR-4051 00 169NIA,xml ,html

5/12/2010
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule
lSA Document # 10-168
Under Ie 4-22-2-23, the Office of the secretary of Family and Social Services Intends to
adopt a rule concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Adds a noncode provision affecting 405 lAC 1-11.5-2 to modify
reimbursement formulas by reducing rates currently paid to providers of dental services that
bill using current dental terminology (CDT) codes by five percent beginning on the effective
date of the rule amendment, through June 30, 2011. Statutory authority: IC 12-15-21-2;
IC 12-15-21-:>.

For purposes of IC 4-22-2-28.1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule,
Is:
Tom Curran
Indiana Famlly,and Social Services Administration
Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning
Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204 '
(317) 234-5926
thomas.curran@fssa.ln.gov
Postea: 03/24/2010 by Legislative Services Agency
DIN: 20100324-IR-405100168NIA
Composed: May 12,2010 1:42:33PM EDT
A PDF version of this document.

http://wwwoin.gov/legislativeJiacJ201 00324-IR-405100 I 68NIA.xm!.html

5112/2010

TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Proposed Rule
LSA Document #10-168
DIGEST
Adds noncode provisions affecting 405 lAC 1-11.5-2 to modifY Medicaid reimbursement
formulas by reducing rates currently paid to providers of dental services that bill using current
dental terminology (COT) codes by five percent. Effective 30 days after filing with the
Publisher.
IC 4-22-2.1-5 Statement Concerning Rules Affecting Small Businesses
SECTION 1. Notwithstanding all other provisions of 405 lAC 1-11.5-2, for the period
beginning upon the later of the effective date of this rule or September 28, 2010, and
continuing through June 30, 2011, reimbursement shall be reduced by five percent (5%)
for dental services that are billed using current dental terminology (CDT) codes under 405
lAC 1-11.5-2.

I

SECTION 2. SECTION 1 of this documcnt expircs July 1, 2011.

I
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule
LSA Document #10-167
Under IC 4-22-2-23. the Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services Intends to
adopt a rule concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Amends 405 lAC 1-8-3 to modify the reimbursement formula for the
technical component of outpatient radiology services by basing the rates paid to outpatient
radiology providers on the Indiana Medicaid physician fee schedule rates for the radiology
services technical component. Statutory authority: IC 12-15-21-2; IC 12-15-21-3.

,.

I·
I

I.

I

For purposes of IC 4-22-2-28.1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule
IS:
Kristine Ellerbruch
Indiana Family and Social Services Administration
Office of Medicaid Policy and Planning
Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street
IndianapoliS, IN 46204
(317) 232-4739
kristine. ellerbruch@fssa.in.gov

'.

Posted: 03/24/2010 by Legislative Services Agency

DIN: 20100324-IR-405100167NIA
Composed: May 12,2010 1:42:13PM EDT
A PDF version of this docurnent.

http;llwww.in.gov/legislative/iac/20J00324-IR-405100167NIA.xm1.html

5/12/2010

TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES
Proposed Rule
LSA Document #10-167
DIGEST
OVERVIEW: Amends 405 lAC 1-8-3 to modify reiinbursement for the technical
component of outpatient radiology services by basing the rates paid to outpatient radiology
providers on the Indiana Medicaid physician fee schedule rates for the radiology services
technical component. Effective 30 days after filing with the Publisher.
405 lAC 1-8
SECTION I. 405 lAC 1-8-3 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
405 lAC 1-8-3 Reimbursement methodology
Authority: IC 12-15-21-2; IC 12-15-21-3
Affected: IC 12-15-15-1
Sec. 3. (a) The reimbursement methodology for all covered outpatient hospital and
ambulatory surgical center services shall be subject to the lower of the submitted charges for the
procedure or the established fee schedule allowance for the procedure as provided in this section.
Services shall be billed in accordance with provider manuals and update bulletins.
(b) Surgical procedures shall be classified into a group corresponding to the Medicare
ambulatory surgical center (ASC) methodology and shall be paid a rate established for each ASe
payment group. Outpatient surgeries that are not classified into the nine (9) groups designated by
Medicare will be classified by the office into one (I) of those nine (9) groups or additional
payment groups. Reimbursement will be based on the Indiana Medicaid stat«wide allowed
amount for that service in effect during state fiscal year 2003.
(c) Payments for emergent care that do not include surgery and that are provided in an
emergency department, treatment room, observation room, or clinic will be based on the
statewide fee schedule amount in effect during state fiscal year 2003.
(d) Payments for nonemergent care that do not include surgery and that are provided in
an emergency department, treatment room, observation room, or clinic will be based on the
statewide fee schedule amount in effect during state fiscal year 2003 ..
(e) Reimbufsement for laboratory procedures is based on the Medicare fee schedule
amounts. Reimbursement fOf the technical component of radiology procedures is-based-en-the
state'Nide fee sel1edule amolll1t ill effust dllring stale assai year-WQJ shall be based on the
Indiana Medicaid physician fcc schedule rates for the radiology services technical
component.
(1) Reimbursement allowances for all outpatient hospital procedures not addressed
elsewhere in this section, for example, therapies, testing, etc., shall be equal to the Indiana
Medicaid statewide fee schedule amounts in effect during state fiscal year 2003.
(g) Payments will not be made for outpatient hospital and ambulatory surgical center
services occurring within three (3) calendar days preceding an inpatient admission for the same
Page 1 of2

1

1___-

or related diagnosis. The office may exclude certain services or categories of service from this
requirement. Such exclusions wm be described in provider manuals and update bulletins.
(h) The established rates for hospital outpatient and ambulatory surgical center
reimbursement shall be reviewed annually by the office and adjusted, as necessary, in
accordance with this section.
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Notice of Intent to Adopt a Rule
LSA Document #10-166

Under IC 4-22-2-23, the Office of the Secretary of Family and Social Services Intends to
adopt a rule concerning the following:
OVERVIEW: Adds a noncode provision affecting 405 lAC 1-4.2 to modify Medicaid
reimbursement formulas by reducing rates that are currently paid to providers of home
health services by five percent, beginning on the effective date of the rule amendment,
through June 30,2011. Repeals 405 lAC 1-4.1. Statutory authority: IC 12::.15-21-2;
IC 12-15:21-:)..

For purposes of IC ±:22:..2:-2Ji..1, the Small Business Regulatory Coordinator for this rule
Is:
Tracy Nguyen
Indiana Family and Social Services Administration
Office of Medicaid Polley and Planning
Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 234-5550
malthao.nguyen@fssa.ln.gov

i,.

Posted: 03/24/2010 by Legislative ServIces Agency

DIN: 20100324-IR-405100166NIA
Composed: May 12,2010 2:11:34PM EDT
A PDF version of this document.

http:!(\vww.in.gov!legislative!iac!201 00324-IR-405100 166NIA.xmJ.htmI
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TITLE 405 OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF FAMILY ANDSOCIAL SERVICES
Proposed Rule
LSA Document #10-166
DIGEST
Adds noncode provisions affecting 405 lAC 1-4.2 to modify Medicaid reimbursement formulas
by reducing rates that are currently paid to providers of home health services by five percent.
Repeals 405 lAC 1-4.1. Effective 30 days after filing with the Publisher.

II
!

IC 4-22-2.1-5 Statement Concerning Rules Affecting Small Businesses
SECTION 1. Notwithstanding aU other provisions of 405 lAC 1-4.2, for the period
beginning upon the later of the effective date of this rule or September 28, 2010, and
continuing through June 30, 2011, reimbursement shall be reduced by five percent (5%)
for home health services that have been calculated under 405 lAC 1-4.2.
SECTION 2. SECTION 1 of this document expires July 1, 2011.
SECTION 3. 405 lAC 1-4.1 IS REPEALED.
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100 North Senate Avenue. Indianapolis. IN 46204-2259

Office of Superintendent
Paul Whitesel!. Ph.D.
June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
State House
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2785

Dear Senator Simpson:
The Indiana State Police is in receipt of your letter dated lune 1, 2010 regarding budget
information and is pleased to provide you the following information.
Over the past year aud a half the Indiana State Police implemented many different cost savings
plans. Some of these plans are in addition to the Governor's statewide directions of no salary
increases, working through the strategic hiring committee, and reduction in out of state travel.
I have announced previously Iheclosing of four Indiana State Police Posts (Seymour Post,
. District 43 (Closing date March 1,2010); Tene Haute Post, District 32 (Closing date July I,
2010); Connersville Post, District 41 (Closing date September 1, 20 10); Redlcey Post, District 25
(Closing date November 1, 2010) .. Further, we have suspended the pay matrix increases for
enforcement personnel (effective January 1,2010) and announced the reduction in force of forty"
two MotorCarrier Inspectors (Effective Date January 1,2010). We have also provided eligible
Troopers a retirement incentive and some of our non-emergency civilian employees have taken
advantage of the voluntary unpaid time off program. We will be able to provide you a reversion
number at the end of closeout. Finally, despite these various budget reductions, traffic fatalities
. have been at an all time low even whilepeopje at~driving morein.lndiana,
The website addresses listed below provide news articles pertaining to these ISP changes and
cuts:
No Pay Raise for Executive Bnlnch State Employees and more:
·http://www.in.gov/govl2922.htm
http://www.in.gov/gov/govnewsroom.htm
Indiana State Police Post Closures:
http://full.indy~com/posts/govemor-baclcscclosure-of-statc-PQlice,post

http://full.indy.cdm/posts/seymour-unhappy-with-plan-to-close-state-police-post
http://www.bannergrapllic.comJstoryfl639961.hnnl
http://www.theindychannel.comJnews/23780695/deiail.html
http://www.huntingtoncountvtab.comJcommunityf5645Jstate-poiice'consolidating-posts

!

Motor Carrier Inspector Layoffs:
htto:llwww.wsbt.comlnews/locaI/78801222.html
http://www.indianasnewscenter.comlnews/locaI178776782.html
If you have any questions, I can be reached at 317-232-8241.
Respectfully,

7~U&:/
Paul Whitesell, Ph.D.
Superintendent

PW

co:

Governor D,aniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

302 West Washington Street

STATE OF INDIANA
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO COMMISSION

IGCS Room E114

Indianapolis, IN 46204
Telephone 317/232-2430
Fax 317 1233-6114
www.in.gov/atc

June 16,2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
State House
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2785
Dear Senator Simpson,
This communication is in response to the requests that you made of the Alcohol and Tobacco
Commission (ATC) and the State Excise Police in your letter dated June I, 2010.
Below you will find the requested information on program cuts and the rational for such decisions.
The ATClExcise Police have initiated the following as cost savings measures for the agency:

I. The Excise Police has successfully integrated a web based training process that has reduced the
overall annual training costs for officers including miles and time driven to and from training
sites as well as lodging costs.

This process was initiated in November of2009, and uses the agency's internal web system
which does not create any additional expense. Additionally, this allows the officers to complete
the training at their own pace and provides better opportunities to review material several times
for greater comprehension.
2. In October of2009, the Excise Police began the process oftransitioning from leasing office
space to collocating within state owned facilities. To date, 3 locations have completed the
process, 2 locations are in the process of relocating (July and August) and we have not found
space for I location.
Due to the nature of the work of the Excise Police it is imperative that the agency maintains a
presence in regional areas throughout the state. This is not just for enforcement purposes. This
also allows the agency to service the needs ofthe industry without traveling to Indianapolis.
In the past few years the agency has experienced increases in lease rate as well as utilities. By
locating the offices with other state entities, we are able to share space and resources.
3. Annual training program and awards banquet has been suspended.
Due to the development of the web based training initiative, the need to have all personnel
convene in a central location for a full day of training with the annual awards program to follow
was no longer valid.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I

'

The awards program continues. The program is conducted in a more personal manner with the
recipients having better opportunities to interact with the Chairman of the ATC and the Excise
Superintendent. Awards are given twice per year during a lunch event. The event is held within
the district where the recipient lives and works.
4. The personal usage of take home police vehicles has been suspended.
This is a process that has been under review since 2006, and was finally initiated in December
of2009. This was done in an attempt to extend the use ofthe vehicle and reduce maintenance
cost.
5. We have reduced the number ofiive ammunition firearms training sessions to two times per
year. This resulted in reductions in ammunition purchased, driving to training locations, and
manpower hours used for the training.
The emerging trend in law enforcement training suggests that agencies should have more
dynamic training that is geared toward officers learning to properly engage threats. The Excise
police initiative utilizes air-soft firearms training and electronic simulation. This not only allows
for training that assists the officer in engaging a threat, it also allows for opportunities of have
the officer exposed to immediate feedback of their response.
6. The A TC has suspended the practice to send renewal notices to permit ho lders. The impact of
this will be realized in savings in printing costs, mailings, and employee time.
Sending renewal notices has been a long term internal process. Many employees, including
those who have that have been here for 20 or more years did not understand why it was
occurring. Many members of the alcoholic beverage industry indicated it was a nice gesture but
did not deem it to be necessary.
7. All pay raises have been suspended. This includes the salary matrix for Excise Officers.
During the past year the impact ofthe sagging economy has resulted in a much leaner operating
model for the ATC and Excise Police, while the agency has striven to maintain effective
regulatory and enforcement services. At all levels ofieadership, members have worked
diligently to develop efficient operational methods while enhancing performance. We will
continue to evolve to meet the changing needs of the citizens ofIndiana, and the industries
which we regulate. We will work to implement new technologies, to improve service delivery,
and refme training to maximize the effectiveness of our members.

Respectfully,

f1. -7A",,_

~

P. Thomas Snow, Chairman
Alcohol and Tobacco Commission

d4j)4~
Alex D. Huskey, Superintendent
State Excise Police

OF INO
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor

Andrew J. Miller, Commissioner
Bureau of Motor Vehicles
100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(888) 692-6841

June 18, 2010

The Honorable Vi Simpson
State Senate
200 W. Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Senator Simpson:
This responds to your letter of June 1, 2010, regarding the BMV's budget cuts and corresponding
impact on customer service levels. I have responded to each of your five questions below:
1. A list ofyour agency's implemented and proposed cuts and withheld distributions
for FY2010 and FY2011.
a. FY20J 1 budgets are still under development and thus no data can be provided at
this time.
b. During FY2010, the BMV generated substantial savings, details of which will be
available once the fiscal year closes. Most of the savings occurred fi'om the
following areas:
i. Reversion from the BMV Commission Fund, which largely represents
unused funds from prior fiscal years.
ii. Elimination of the $5 discount for online registration renewals.
iii. Just-in-time license plate fulfillment reducing inventory costs incurred for
license plates.
iv. Renegotiated supplier contracts at lower costs, particularly in printing of
vehicle registration materials.
2. The methodology used to determine how cuts are made
a. The BMY's budget cuts are the result of an ongoing strategy of reducing costs
while improving service. New, easier methods of interfacing with customers (e.g.
internet renewals) have and will continue to afford substantial savings in all areas
of the BMV operation while either maintaining or in most cases improving
service.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

3. Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs.
a. The BMV's budget cuts have occun'ed throughout all ofFY2010. There was no
single date(s) where all the cuts hit.
b. The BMV has had no layoffs in response to statewide budget cuts; however, since
2007 the agency has adjusted staff levels at some locations in response to lower
transaction volumes. That effort continued through all months ofFY2010.
4. Expected reversions to date by program.
a. See point number I above.
5. Estimated impact of cnts on people served by each program.
a. The BMV's current service levels remain strong and are consistent with the prior
fiscal year.
i. Branch transaction times for FY2010 are averaging 8:21 vs. 8:11 during
FY2009.
ii. Customer satisfaction continues to be above 90%.
iii. Use of non-branch channels (e.g. internet) for registration renewals has
increased to 50%, despite removal of the $5 discount for internet
transactions.
iv. Tum-around-time for title fulfillment has dropped to 2 days, driver's
licenses are at 5 days, and registrations are at 4 days, all of which are at or
below last year.

Please let me know if you have additional questions.
Sincerely,

e

Commissioner

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

•
• •

30 South Meridian Street, Suite 300
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204-2759
Telephone: (317) 232-3955
Facsimile: (317) 232-7655
Web Slte: http://Www.ln,gov/dfi

June 16, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minor~y Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
This correspondence is in response to your letter dated June 1,2010, requesting information on the cost savings
initiatives Implemented by the Department of Financial Institutions (the 'Department") to achieve targeted reversion
amounts established by the Administration.
The following initiatives were implemented iii FY 2010 to achieve the reversion target:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No pay raises
Reduction of in-state-travel travel expenses by expanding the Department's Work at Home Policy
Not filling vacancies. resulting from retiring or reSigning employees
Suspension of all employee promotions
Suspension of payments associated with the State of Indiana's CPA Award Policy
Suspension of payments associated the State's Spot Bonus Award Program
Reduction of out-of-state training costs and the related out-of-state travel expenses
Critical review of every expense item to determine its necessity for the operation of the Department

In addition to the continuation of the aforementioned initiatives, the following initiatives will be implemented in FY
2011 to achieve the mandated reversion requirement:
•
•
•

Salary reductions for professional staff
Suspension of the annual examiner seminar and support staff seminar
Reduction in monthly lease payment of a district office

The Department of Financial Institutions receives no General Fund revenues. It is funded exclusively by
examination, supervisory and license fees paid to it by the entities subject to it jurisdiction. The above initiatives
were Implemented to assist the Administration in achieving a balanced state budget.
I "this information sUrrJddresses your request.

J...j~c9..~

David H. Mills
Director
Indiana Department of Financial Institutions

cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director

EQUAL OPPORTUNITYEMPLQYER

STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Commissioner's Office

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Governor

Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
State House
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Senator Simpson,
Pursuant to your letter of June I, I have outlined below five cost reduction items implemented by the Indiana
Department of Administration. While some of these items such as fleet management have been ongoing since
2005, reductions in state income have created new emphasis on efficiencies.
•

Out of State Travel- In the last year and a half the state has reduced all out of state travel by
approximately 60%. Only travel that is critical and necessary to one's job function is allowed. As result,
spend on air, hotel and rental cars, dropped by $530,000 in 2009.

•

Vehicle Purchasing and Fleet Management - The state has reduced its fleet by 16% (January 2008
through May, 2010). All regular vehicle replacement purchases are now limited to the following
categories: those which are federally funded; law enforcement vehicles; and a limited number of INDOT
trucks required for essential operations. For FY 2010, the State spent $10 million less than budgeted for
new vehicle purchases.

•

Government Center Custodial Services - Effective July 1,2010, government center custodial services
are changing from an evening function to a primarily daytime one. These operational changes will
provide reduced costs for custodial services, reduced costs for utilities. and improved security by
eliminating non-staff in agency space after nonmal working hours.

•

RFP Scoring - In October 2009, IDOA revised the cost score approach on RFP solicitations. In order to
earn the maximum number of points in the cost category, RFP responses will need to show at least a 10
percent cost reduction to the state. Responses that maintain current (baseline) pricing levels will receive
no points in the cost category. Responses that propose increased costs to the state will have points
deducted.

•

Office Lease Consolidation - State offices located in Marion County are being relocated to the Indiana
Government Center Complex. The Metro Indianapolis leased square footage has been reduced by 19%
from l.l million square feet in January 2009 to 903,000 square feet in May 2010. Annual leases, in
dollars, has been reduced from $38.5 million in 2007 to $32.9 million today (this number will continue to
fall over the next 12 months with continuing consolidation).

You may recall that on November 12,2009, IDOA laid off33 employees. The impacts affected a range of
functions within IDOA, but the largest number came from the public works section where reductions in
construction projects eliminated tasks perfonmed by those individuals. Other cuts were in state government
campus management, greening the government and the state's automotive and aviation fleet staffing.

No raises were provided to IDOA employees during FY 2010. The optional voluntary unpaid leave program was
implemented for employees who desired to participate.
Attached you will find a list of news articles published as a result of the November 12 announcement.
http://iphone.indystar .comiposts/2794
http://www.wthr.comiglobal/Story.asp?s=11500239
http://www.courierpress.com/news/2009/nov/13/indiana-government-begins-layoffs-afier-revenue-drl
http://www.theindychannel.com/news/21631917/detail.html
http://www.courierpress.cominews/2009/nov/15/Iayoffs-part-of-states-effort-to-trim-budgeti
http://www.journalgazette.netiarticle/20091114INEWS071311149971
http://www.heraldtimesonline.comistories/2009/11/14/statenews.gp-043 8714.sto

Sincerely,

Robert D. Wynkoop
Commissioner

STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Commissioner's Office

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Governor

Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

April 28, 2010
To All Agency Heads:
As an improvement to IGC campus security and a cost saving measure, the Indiana Department of
Administration and the Indiana State Police will be changing the hours of operation of the public entry
control points for the Indiana Government Center buildings.
Currently the public access into the IGC buildings is from 7:00 am to 5:30 pm. Recent surveys have
shown that few, if any, members of the general public enter IGC campus buildings prior to 7:30 am and
very few after 5:00 pm. Effective May 10th the new hours will be from 7:30 am to 5:00 pm.
As has been the practice, special arrangements can be made for planned events where members of the
public need to gain access prior to building opening times or past scheduled closing times. Events
scheduled through the Conference Center can have arrangements made to provide for building access.
There will be no change or impact on employees with ID badge card access entering the IGC buildings,
only the public entry and access.

STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Governor

Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

To:

All Agency Heads

From:

Mark W. Everson ~f!,2
Commissioner, Department of Administration
Christopher A. Ruhl
Director, State Budget Agency

Commissioner's Office
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Date:

December 9, 2009

Re:

Vehicle Purchasing and Fleet Management

The state has reduced its vehicle fleet significantly since the start of the Daniels Administration. In
accordance with the governor's directive to further reduce the number of state-owned vehicles, IDOA
will be sharply decreasing the purchase of vehicles and limiting the number of cars pennanently
assigned to individuals.
Effectively immediately and for the remainder of the fiscal year, regular vehicle replacement purchases
will be limited to the following categories: those which are federally funded; law enforcement vehicles;
and a limited number of lNDOT trucks required for essential operations.
. IDOA fleet services will work with agencies to identify underutilized vehicles which can be reassigned
to meet pressing needs. Any requests for exceptions to this policy should be processed through fleet
services and provide full documentation of the absolute need for the purchase, together with an analysis
of why the need cannot be met through other means. As with all out of state travel, these requests will be
reviewed directly by the IDOA Commissioner.
In coming weeks, IDOA will conduct a comprehensive review of all agency vehicles with particular

scrutiny of those in take home status or otherwise permanently assigned to individuals. Working with
the Governor's Office and the State Budget Agency, IDOA will develop revised and tighter criteria to
meet the governor's standard that all state-owned vehicles are absolutely necessary. Agency fleets will
then be reduced accordingly.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

To:

STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Commissioners Office

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Governor

Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

All Agency Heads

From: Mark W. Everson
Commissioner, Department of Administration
Date: January 12, 2010
Re:

Fleet Management Information

In order to comply with the Governor's directive to further reduce the State's vehicle count, IDOA
requests that you conduct a complete review of your passenger fleet and its expected calendar year 2010
use. Vehicles should be classified in one of three categories: take home; permanently assigned; or pool.
Any vehicles disposed of or returned to IDOA during the course of your review should be excluded
from the analysis, which should be completed to reflect the vehicle count and assignments as of January
31 st.
Once you have completed the review and captured the requested information on the attached spread
sheets, IDOA will review your analysis and work with you to identify opportunities for further fleet
optimization. To facilitate this process, please complete your review no later than February 3, 2010.
Instructions for preparing the attached forms will be separately transmitted to your vehicle manager by
IDOA fleet services.
Any questions concerning your review or the forms may be directed to Tony Green, 234-1596 or
agreen@idoa.in.gov. Thank you.

DEPARTMENT:
CATEGORY:

Take Home Vehicles

Take Home Unit Definition: Any unit assigned to an employee who is allowed to take the vehicle off state property to their persona! residence after duty hours

DEPARTMENT:
CATEGORY:

Permanently Assigned Vehicles

Permanently Assigned Unit Definition: Any unit assigned to an employee, but the employee must return the vehicle to a duty location at the end of work hours (Le. not for commuting)

DEPARTMENT:
CATEGORY:

Pool Vehicles

Pool Unit Definition: Any unit assigned on an as-needed basis to a State employee requiring a State vehicle for a short duration.

I

I

I
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STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Commissioners Office

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Governor

Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

For immediate release

INDIANAPOLIS (November 16, 2009) - The Indiana Department of Administration (IDOA) issued the
following statement today concerning the Greening the Government program, established by Governor
Daniel's Executive Order 05-21:
"IDOA will continue to meet its obligations under the executive order which governs the establishment
of the Greening the Government initiative. The duties of the former director of Greening the
Government will be absorbed within IDOA, under the direction of an IDOA Deputy Commissioner. The
department will work closely with the Indiana Department of Environmental Management in managing
the program. IDEM is the other state agency with a lead role under the executive order."

-30-

Media contacts:
IDOA: Connie Staton Smith, (317) 233-1494, csmith@idoa.in.gov

·
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Effective: 04.02.2009

State of Indiana
Vehicle Fleet Management Policy
Indiana Department of Administration

Purpose: To establish a uniform state policy for the procurement, assignment, operation and
reporting of state owned, leased, or rented vehicles.
Scope: This policy applies to the assignment, operation and reporting of all state owned,
leased, or rented vehicles by all agencies.
I) APPLICABLE AUTHORITY
A) Indiana Code 4-13-1-4
B) Indiana Administrative Code 25-4-1-1
B) P.L. 234-2007, Section 24
C) Executive Order 05-06
D) Executive Order 05-21-h
Agency-Specific Vehicle Policies
Agencies may create their own agency-specific vehicle use policy. An agency-specific
policy may supplement, but not negate any provision in this State of Indiana Vehicle
Fleet Management Policy. A copy of the current agency-specific policy must be
forwarded to IDOA Fleet Services, ATTN: Director of Vehicle Administration, at the
time the policy becomes effective. All subsequent revisions and changes must also be
submitted to IDOA Fleet Services.

II) DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this policy, the following defmitions apply:
A) "State Agency" is any agency or quasi-agency that is accountable to the Executive
Branch of the State ofIndiana. All other elected officials and their respective
organizations are encouraged to adopt these policies.
B) "State employee" is any person who is directly employed by an agency of the State
of Indiana, whether full-time, part-time, intermittent or temporary.
C) "State vehicle" means any motor vehicle purchased and owned by the State of
Indiana or any vehicle leased or rented from a commercial vendor where that rental is
paid for by the State of Indiana.
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D) "Law Enforcement Officer" is any sworn law enforcement agent who has the
authority to arrest.
E) "Law Enforcement Vehicle" is any vehicle assigned to or primarily operated by a
Law Enforcement Officer. Law Enforcement vehicles which are not assigned to or
primarily operated by a sworn law enforcement officer are not Law Enforcement
vehicles for the purposes of this policy and therefore not exempt where Law
Enforcement vehicles are exempt.
III) VEIllCLE ACQUISITION
IDOA recognizes the inherent need for the State to secure vehicles and equipment for
the performance of assigned duties. At the same time, all fleet administrators are
tasked with providing transportation at the lowest possible cost to the State. Agency
heads and fleet administrators have four distinct options available to secure a vehicle
for state business:
A. Purchase of an agency-owned vehicle
B. Lease of an IDOA-owned vehicle
C. Rental of a vendor supplied vehicle
D. Use of a personal vehicle for state business.
Agency heads and fleet administrators must weigh all of these options when
considering how to meet the transportation needs of their agency at the lowest cost to
the State. This section of the policy describes the four options available so that
agencies pick the appropriate option.
A) Purchase of an Agency-Owned Vehicle (Vehicle Procurement)
1) Statutory Procurement Requirements
The Director of the Division of Procurement of the Indiana Department of
Administration, or any other person or agency authorized to make purchases of
equipment, shall not honor any requisition for the purchase of a vehicle that is to
be paid for from any appropriation unless the following facts are shown to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner of the Indiana Department of Administration or
the Commissioner's designee:
a. In the case of an elected state officer, it shall be shown that the duties of the
office require driving about the state of Indiana in the performance of official
duty.
b. In the case of department or commission heads, it shall be shown that the
statutory duties imposed in the discharge of the office require traveling a
distance greater than one thousand (1,000) miles each month or that they are
subject to official duty call at all times.
c. In the case of employees, it shall be shown that the major portion of the duties
assigned to the employee require travel on state business in excess of one
thousand (1,000) miles each month, or that the vehicle is identified by the
agency as an integral part of the job assignment.
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Once purchased, all state-owned vehicles must continue to meet the statutory
requirements listed above for usage and mission throughout the life of the vehicle.
2) Procurement Justification
The Department of Administration also requires justifications to accompany
requests for new model year purchases. Vehicle purchase approval decisions will
be made based upon the agency's response to the following eight justification
questions:
a. What is the intended use of the vehicle and the daily functions it must
perform?
b. What is the anticipated average monthly mileage of official use?
c. What is the vehicle type requested and what is needed (specifications) to
perform the job for which it is intended?
d. What funds are budgeted for vehicle purchase or lease? Specify fund/center
and project. VerifY that funds are available.
e. Will this purchase replace an existing vehicle or add to the State fleet? If
replacing an existing vehicle, specify the commission number of the vehicle to
be replaced. If the purchase expands the fleet, you must provide compelling
justification for addition to the fleet along with the requisition.
f. What considerations have been given to consolidating vehicle use? Can one
vehicle be used to accommodate two or more needs?
g. Are you replacing a vehicle with less than 100,000 miles? Fleet Services
requires a vehicle to have 100,000 miles before replacement, unless
mechanical problems require the vehicle to be replaced earlier. If replacing a
vehicle with less than 100,000 miles, document the history of mechanical
problems that justifY the vehicle being replaced.
h. Is a flex fuel option available for the make/model of vehicle requisitioned? If
available, was the option selected? If an available flex fuel option was not
selected, provide explanation for that decision.
B) Lease of an IDOA-Owned Vehicle (Vehicle Lease)
Vehicle leases are a means by which IDOA procures new vehicles, expending the
money for the purchase up front, and then recoups that money from the using
agencies through a permanent vehicle lease agreement. Because these vehicle leases
do not save the State any money but merely transfer the burden of procurement from
one agency to another, the requirements for leasing a vehicle from IDOA Fleet
Services are the same as for procuring a new vehicle in section III-A above.
Those interested in leasing a vehicle from IDOA Fleet Services should contact the
IDOA Director of Vehicle Administration at (317)232-1379.
C) Rental of a vendor supplied vehicle (Daily Rental)
When assiguing employees to state business requiring the temporary use of a vehicle,
and where the agency has no internal motor pool, agencies should give employees the
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choice of using either Enterprise Rent -A-Car or their personal vehicle (with
reimbursement). Agency heads may require employees to use Enterprise vehicles for
the conduct of State business. However, agency heads may not mandate that an
employee use their own personal vehicle for state business.
To calculate the cost to the state of renting a daily rental vehicle versus
reimbursement for using a personal vehicle, use the online Rent vs. Reimbursement
Calculator. The results of the calculation may be printed as justification for use of a
personal vehicle for state business. Rules and procedures for the Enterprise Rent-ACar partnership are located at http://www.in.gov/idoa/2457.htm.

D) Use of a Personal Vehicle for State Business
Use of a personally owned vehicle for State business is only authorized where the
following conditions are met:
I) The use is approved by the agency before such travel occurs
2) The cost to the State would be less than if the operator rented a daily use rental
vehicle or if a daily rental or agency pool vehicle are unavailable
Those who use their personal vehicle for state business must adhere to applicable
travel rules outlined in State Board of Accounts, State Agencies Manual (Chapter II,
Travel) when submitting for reimbursement. A link to Chapter II is at VII-A-6.

IV) VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT (TAKE HOME)
State vehicles represent a significant capital investment by the State and should always
be assigned with mission, cost and the public trust in mind.
A) Take Home Vehicle Assignment Criteria
Each agency head has discretion to decide whether a take home vehicle should be
assigned to a qualifying employee. For employees to be assigned a take home vehicle
the agency must show that the duties of the employee meet one of the following
criteria.
1) In the case of an elected state officer, it shall be shown that the duties of the office
require driving about the state of Indiana in the performance of official duty.
2) In the case of department or commission heads, it shall be shown that the
statutory duties imposed in the discharge of the office require traveling a distance
greater than one thousand (1,000) miles each month or that they are subject to
official duty call at all times.
3) In the case of employees, it must be shown that the major portion of the duties
assigned to the employee must require travel on state business in excess of one
thousand (1,000) miles each month, or that the vehicle is identified by the agency
as an integral part of the job assignment. In addition, at least one of the following
criteria must be met:
a) The job requires an employee to be on call on a recurring basis beyond normal
duty hours and, when called out, requires immediate travel from a residence to
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a location where specific skills, services, tools, equipment or supplies are
necessary to perform the job.
b) The job involves leaving directly from home to a continually variable work
station, in which travel to a central location to obtain a state-owned vehicle
would result in significant amounts of unnecessary travel time and loss of
productive hours.
c) The employee works from a home office with continual variable work station
(inspectors, case workers, investigators, etc.).
d) The employee is a law enforcement officer or a public safety emergency
responder.
In computing the number of miles required to be driven by a department head or an
employee, the distance between the individual's home and office or designated
official station may not be considered as a part of the total.
Employees who are assigned a state-vehicle on a temporary basis may take that
vehicle to their place of residence for de minimis commute usage, such as staging the
vehicle at home in preparation to travel the next day, or returning from travel to your
home too late in the day to return the vehicle to your duty location.
b) Annual Take Home Vehicle Justification
Department heads must annually complete State Form 53846 (Justification of Take
Home Vehicle Assignment) for each take home vehicle assigned in their department.
Completed forms must be submitted to IDOA Fleet Services, ATTN: Director of
Vehicle Administration no later than May 1 each year or whenever a take home
vehicle is newly assigned or reassigned. This form serves as the agency's
justification of take home vehicle assignment and proof of meeting the criteria
outlined below. A link to the form is in Section VII-B-I.

V) VEHICLE OPERATION
A) Authorized Operators
Only state employees may operate a state owned, leased or rented vehicle. Federal
and other state law enforcement agents acting on behalf of the state and Indiana
National Guard personnel may operate state vehicles in the performance of their
official duties. All state employees who operate a state vehicle must:

I) Possess a valid Indiana driver's license appropriate to the type of vehicle to be
driven. The driver's license must not be suspended or set to expire before the
State employee is expected to complete their travel.
2) Be an employee of the State ofIndiana during the duration of the travel period.
3) Be conducting official business on behalf of the State. Law Enforcement
personnel are exempt from this restriction.
B) Authorized Passengers
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The following individuals may ride as passengers in a State vehicle:
1)
2)
3)
4)

A State employee conducting business on behalf of the state.
Wards of the State.
A passenger transported by a law enforcement officer.
Passengers transported as part of an operator's specific duties, such as law
enforcement or INDOT's Hoosier Helper program.
5) A non-State employee who is an independent contractor conducting business on
behalf of the State. All non-State employees traveling in a State-owned vehicle,
except as defined in number 2,3 and 4 above, must sign State Fonn 53845
(Waiver of Liability) before traveling in a State vehicle. A link to the form is in
Section VIl-B-2.
6) Any request for exception to this policy must be submitted in writing to the
Commissioner of the Indiana Department of Administration, or the
Commissioner's designee. The request must be approved by the Commissioner,
or their designee, before the exempted passenger travels in a State owned, Stateleased or State-rented vehicle.

C) Authorized Use
State vehicles may only be used for the tasks outlined below. Law Enforcement
vehicles are exempt from these restrictions.

1) Travel between the place where the state vehicle is dispatched and the place
where the official State business is perfonned.
2) When on official travel status, travel between the place of state business and a
place of temporary lodging or for obtaining food.
3) Travel between the place of dispatch or place of performance of state business to
your personal residence when specifically authorized by an employee's
supervisor. A State employee may park a State vehicle overnight at the
employee's residence if:
a) The vehicle is assigned as a take home vehicle.
b) For pool vehicles, when the employee's home is located some distance from
the vehicle pool location and such retention would result in a savings in time
and distance traveled.
c) Travel to the place of perfonnance of state business must begin too early in
the morning to allow for the employee to secure a State vehicle before
departing that day.
d) The employee returns from the place of perfonnance of State business too late
in the day to return the state vehicle that day.

D) Unauthorized Use
State vehicles may not be used as outlined below, except for de minimis personal use
(such as a stop for lunch while traveling on state business). Law Enforcement
vehicles are exempt from these restrictions.
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1) Any use for personal purposes, other than travel to your personal residence which
has been authorized as specified in part V-C, Authorized Use.
2) Travel or tasks that are beyond the vehicle's rated capability or capacity.
3) Travel outside the State ofIndiana, unless State Form 823 (Authorization for Out
of State Travel) has been approved before such travel begins. De minimis travel
across State lines, to turn around for example, does not require State Form 823
and is acceptable. State Board of Accounts (SBOA) State Agencies Manual
(Chapter 11 - Travel) contains specific ru1es and guidance for out-of-state travel.
Links to Chapter 11 and SF 823 are in Section VII-A-6 and VII-B-6 respectively.
4) Transport of pets, livestock, domestic or wild animals except in the conduct of
official State business.
5) Transport of cargo that has no relation to the performance of official State
business.
6) Transport of acids, alcohol, explosives, weapons, ammunition or highly
flammable material, except in the course of official duties. Transport of these
restricted items must be in compliance with all applicable local, state, and federal
laws.
7) Transport of any item or equipment projecting from the side, front or rear of the
vehicle in a way that constitutes an obstruction to safe driving or a hazard to
pedestrians or other vehicles.
8) Transport of employees from the normal place of business to restaurants or other
places while not on official State business.
9) Engaging in any activity that wou1d impede the safe operation of the vehicle.
10) Attending sporting events, including hunting and fishing, which are not in the
service of State business.
II) Umeasonably extending the length of time the vehicle is in your possession
beyond that which is required to complete the official purpose of the trip.
12) All state employees, with the exception of law enforcement officers carrying out
authorized undercover operations, are prohibited from operating state vehicles at
any time with any measurable amount of alcohol from alcoholic beverages or
controlled substances in their bodies.
13) Operating a State vehicle without a valid driver's license or while said license is
under suspension or revocation.
14) Smoking while in a State vehicle.
15) Adding any non-State issued devices, appliances, radios, antennas, seats, or other
after-market equipment to a State vehicle, including but not limited to radar
detectors, CB radios, satellite radios, fixed-mount GPS devices, speakers or car
heaters to a State vehicle. Exemptions must be approved in writing by the
agency.
16) Removing or disabling any item from a State vehicle that was either installed on
the vehicle by the manufacturer or by the State, including but not limited to cruise
control, radio, spare tire, jack, State agency decals, door or seat belt warning
buzzers, air bags, seats, seat belts, speakers, or On-Star equipment.
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17) Agencies have the authority and responsibility to restrict State employees from
operating State vehicles when the employee has a history of being an unsafe or
irresponsible vehicle operator.
E) Employee Responsibility for Vehicle Use
I) Employees are expected to use State vehicles in a responsible manuer and within
the bounds of all traffic and parking laws. The vehicle operator must pay any
towing, storage, parking or traffic fines resulting from the operator's violation of
existing laws or ordinances while operating a state vehicle. The State will not
reimburse the operator for any such fines.
2) Damages or other financial assessments related to State vehicles that, after official
agency review, are determined to have been the result ofthe driver's poor
judgment, irresponsibility, negligence, or violation of these rules may be charged
to the employee. Such charges or assessments may include, but are not limited to,
tow charges, damage to the vehicle and all traffic and parking violations.
3) Employees must ensure that fuel vendors accept the State credit card prior to
fueling or purchasing other goods and services.
4) Employees are to use credit cards only for fueling the vehicle or to purchase
vehicle parts or supplies necessary for the continued safe operation of the vehicle.
5) Employee shall be responsible for checking the State vehicle before operation to
ensure that the vehicle lights, turn signals, brake lights, and other safety
equipment are functional on the State vehicle.
6) Employees are to lock the doors of State vehicles when the vehicle is not in use.
7) Employees are not to drive any State vehicle with damages or defects which mal(e
the vehicle unsafe for operation.
8) The use of cellular phones while driving is strongly discouraged. If a cell phone
must be used while driving, employees should pullover to the side of the road at
the safest opportunity or pull into a rest stop or parking lot and stop the vehicle.
9) When fueling a State-owned vehicle, the operator must:
a) Make every effort to purchase fuel at the least expensive outlet.
b) Purchase the lowest grade fuel available for the vehicle.
c) Purchase E-85 ethanol fuel if the State-vehicle is Flex Fuel capable.
Executive Order 05-21 directs all fleet vehicles based in Indianapolis that are
capable of using Ethanol-85 to refuel with E-85 at the IDOA State refueling
site (601 W McCarty Street) whenever possible. A link to Executive Order
05-21 is at Section VII-A-5.
F) Vehicle Operation Risk
1) Summary of State and State Employee's Risk
There are five general vehicle damage scenarios when an employee is using a
vehicle for state business. Below is a sunnnary of those scenarios as well as
information specific to who is responsible for payment.
a) State vehicle damaged, State employee at fault: Agency pays for the repair.
The other driver must file a tort claim, which is reviewed by the Office of the
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b)

c)

d)

e)

Attorney General (OAG). The OAG will review the claim and determine
whether to pay for damage or injury from the tort claim fund.
State vehicle damaged, non-State employee at fault: If IDOA Fleet
Services performs the repair work, Fleet Services will ID Bill the agency. The
agency can seek reimbursement from the third party insurance provider.
Personal vehicle damaged, State employee at fault: The employee files a
claim with their own insurance carrier and must pay their deductible. The
other driver must file a tort claim with the Office of the Attorney General
(OAG). The OAG will review the claim and determine whether to pay for
damage or injury from the tort claim fund.
Personal vehicle damaged, non-State employee at fault: Employee must
file a claim with the other driver's insurance carrier or their own insurance
carrier and pay their own deductible. The employee's insurance carrier has
the ability to subrogate.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car vehicle damaged: Regardless of fault, Enterprise
pays all costs to repair damage of an Enterprise Rent-A-Car vehicle rented
under the State's contract with Enterprise and pays costs of damage to third
party vehicle.

2) State and State Employee Risk: Personally-Owned Vehicles
Every person operating a motor vehicle on the public streets and highways of the
State is statutorily required to maintain minimum insurance (See IC 9-25-4-5).
When an employee drives their personally-owned vehicle (POV) for state
business, the state reimburses that employee based on their mileage ($.44 per mile
as of July 1,2008). The State's mileage reimbursement is provided to cover items
such as depreciation (or lease payments), maintenance and repairs, tires, gasoline
(including all applicable taxes), oil, insurance, and license and registration fees.
Therefore, the State does not take on the liability of the state employee's personal
vehicle because the cost is incorporated into the per diem the State pays the
employee for driving their POV.

When a state employee drives their POV within the scope of employment and
gets into an accident, the state employee is generally immune from a lawsuit
brought by a passenger in their car or any other injured third party (see IC 34-133-3). Ifthe state employee is injured, the employee can file a workers'
compensation claim but may not sue the State; recovery is limited to the worker's
compensation settlement. However, the employee may independently pursue a
claim against a third party driver.
If a non-state employee passenger is injured while riding with a state employee in
a personal vehicle during the course of state business, and some "fault" is placed
upon the state employee, the passenger would have a proper tort claim and would
have to file a claim under the Tort Claim Act to be reimbursed for injury or
damage. If the state employee were sued for the incident by a passenger or a third
party driver, the State would provide a defense. However, damage to the state
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employee's vehicle would not be covered by the Tort Claim Act but through their
own insurance carrier.
3) State and State Employee's Risk: Enterprise Rent-A-Car Vehicles
When a state employee uses a state-leased Enterprise Rent-A-Car vehicle for state
business and is in an accident, Enterprise Rent -A-Car pays for everything,
regardless of fault; neither the employee's insurance carrier nor the State is liable.
Enterprise covers all insurance costs through its insurer, including the deductible.
The State's contract provides that Enterprise shall maintain insurance coverage
for any claims which may arise out of the performance of the contract. Enterprise
must have insurance that covers automobile liability with minimum liability limits
of $700,000 per person and $5,000,000 per occurrence. The contract requires
Enterprise to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the State in excess of the
minimum requirements and is not limited by the insurance required in the
contract. The contract also provides that Enterprise's insurance coverage will
cover any deductible.
G) Vehicle Accident
In case of a vehicle accident while operating a state vehicle:
1) Call the Indiana State Police or appropriate law enforcement agency.
2) Make no statement as to fault or liability. If a claim results, respond to law
enforcement authorities or someone hired by the state to investigate the accident.
3) Obtain the name, address, phone number, driver's license number, vehicle license
plate, insurance company and policy number of all involved drivers. Diagram the
accident. Obtain the name, address, and phone number of witnesses and
passengers.
4) Complete and submit State Form 52441 (Indiana Operator's Proof of
Insurance/Crash Report). The state employee driving the vehicle is also
responsible for supplying the attending police department's report to his/her
agency's vehicle coordinator and repair facility so that it can be attached to the
repair estimate. A link to this form is found at VII-B-5.
5) If the vehicle needs to be towed, every effort should be made to have the vehicle
towed to the nearest secure state facility, in lieu of a private storage facility.
H) Vehicle Theft Procedures
In case of vehicle theft:
1) Notify the appropriate law enforcement agency. Record the attending officer's
name and badge number.
2) Obtain the name, address and phone number of any witnesses.
3) Notify your agency directorlfleet administrator and IDOA Fleet Services, Director
of Vehicle Administration, of the theft.
4) Turn in any keys to the vehicle to the agency director/fleet administrator.
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VI) VEHICLE ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING

A) Vehicle Fleet Administration
The IDOA, Division of Fleet Services has authority to act as a full-service BMV
branch for the purpose of titling, plating and registering of State-owned vehicles.
Undercover law enforcement vehicles are exempt from this section.
1) All newly purchased vehicles must be titled, registered and plated through the
Department of Administration, Division of Fleet Services.
2) The original vehicle title will be kept on file at IDOA Fleet Services. If a title is
sent to the owning agency by the BMV, the agency must forward that original
title to IDOA Fleet Services to be filed.
3) Exceptions must be approved by the IDOA Director of Vehicle Administration.
4) Pursuant to P.L. 234-2007, Section 24, all state vehicles must have an insignia
permanently affixed on each side designating the vehicle as being State-owned.
This requirement does not apply to State-owned vehicles driven by elected
officials or to cases where the IDOA Commissioner or Commissioner's designee
determines that affixing insignia would hinder the performance of official State
duties.
5) Surplus State vehicles are sold at a monthly vehicle auction. Sale dates will be
posted on the IDOA website prior to each auction. Each agency desiring to sell a
vehicle at auction must complete and submit State Form 13812 (Notification of
Surplus State-Owned Property) to IDOA Fleet Services along with the vehicle's
keys. A link to this form is at Section VII -B-3.
B) Report of Vehicle Mileage and Costs
1) Agencies must complete State Form 13696 (Report of Vehicle Mileage and Cost)
each month for all titled and plated motorized vehicles. Agencies with access to
M5 must enter the meter usage into the M5 system each month. Agencies without
access to M5 must forward the forms to IDOA Fleet Services. Agencies may
substitute their own agency-generated vehicle mileage form in lieu ofSF13696,
provided that the required information is captured and entered into M5 monthly.
A link to the SF 13696 is provided in Section VII-B-4.
2) Law Enforcement Divisions are not required to maintain State Form 13696
(Report of Vehicle Mileage and Cost).
3) If a vehicle is leased from IDOA Fleet Services, the leasing agency must complete
and submit the monthly State Form 13696 (Report of Vehicle Mileage and Cost)
to IDOA Fleet Services by the 10th working day ofthe following month. The fax
number is (317)233-4881. IDOA Fleet Services will enter the vehicle use
information into M5.
4) This policy sets forth rules for the administration ofthe State's vehicle fleet
(assignment, authorized use, fleet reporting, etc.) while of the State Board of
Accounts (SBOA) State Agencies Manual (Chapter 11 - Travel) provides policies
for individual travel (reimbursement rates, per diem, etc.). Therefore, this policy
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compliments the SBOA State Agencies Manual and operators of State-owned or
leased vehicles must comply with the requirements of both documents. A link to
this manual is provided at VII-A-6.
C) State Fleet Management System
The Department of Administration, Division of Fleet Services oversees and maintains
a comprehensive database for all State-owned vehicles. That system is the MS Fleet
Management System (or MS).

1) All State-owned vehicles, both motorized and non-motorized, that are required by
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles to be titled and plated must be entered into MS.
The usage and maintenance work performed on these vehicles must also be
entered into MS. Other vehicles and equipment, such as watercraft, tractors, and
heavy construction equipment may be entered and maintained in MS at the
discretion ofthe owning agency.
2) Entering a vehicle into the MS system does not negate or supersede requirements
for vehicle information to be entered into other State systems such as PeopleS oft
Financial system. These other systems have their own requirements which are
established by other state agencies and are outside the scope of this policy.
3) The MS Fleet Management System is the State ofIndiana's sub-system of record
for all state-owned vehicles. Agencies may keep supplemental vehicle
information and records in other systems, but these supplemental systems do not
supersede the requirements of this policy to maintain vehicle information within
MS.
4) Agencies are responsible to maintain current and accurate meter readings for
vehicles in their fleet, using MS Fleet Management System.

D) Vehicle Fuel Cards
The state-wide fleet fuel card program provides State agencies with a widely accepted
fleet fuel card. The card allows drivers of State vehicles to purchase fuel and auto
repair services/items for those vehicles. Use of the fleet fuel card is designed to
streamline and automate the purchase of fuel for state business.
By increasing the amount of information received from card purchases, the program
allows the State to increase usage and tracking of vehicle-related purchases. This
program is expected to increase savings to the state by decreasing the number of
manual processes related to the program.
The current fleet fuel card contract is with Wright Express Financial Services
Corporation.
Vehicle credit cards are true credit cards and agencies must take steps to protect them
from potential fraud. The responsibility for the issuance, safekeeping and invoice
reconciliation of gasoline credit cards should be with a designated custodian, such as
the agency's business manager, fleet administrator or accountant.
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1) With the exception of pool vehicles and INDOT vehicles, agencies will assign
fuel credit cards to a specific vehicle and enter the vehicle's commission number
into the Wright Express field called "Customer Vehicle ID." This ensures that the
fuel transaction interface can link the transactions with the correct vehicle in M5.
2) If the vehicle commission number is less than five digits in length, leading zeros
must be added to match the formatting of the M5 system. See example below and
note the Customer Vehicle ID field and the License Plate field.

vetude card NumbEr '"

Customer Vetude l[)

*

3) If an agency sells or transfers a vehicle, the agency must disable the vehicle's fuel
credit card on the Wright Express website at the time of the sale or transfer.
Disabling the card in the M5 system is not necessary, as the interface will
accomplish this.
IDOA maintains a webpage dedicated to the State's fuel card program. This is a
useful reference and contains a fuel card user's guide as well as a business rules for
the fuel card program. A link to this webpage is at VII-C-3 below.

E) Vehicle Inventory and Usage Reports
IDOA Fleet Services prepares and posts monthly reports for use by agency fleet
administrators and executive staff. These read-only reports are available for viewing
in a network directory namedfieet on 'iotjilp08pw'. Access to view this directory can
be obtained by contacting fleet@idoa.in.gov. Reports include:
1) Fleet Inventory report. This monthly report includes each agency fleet as of the
first of each month, count of full-time and part-time employees (no temps), ratios
of vehicles to employees, and trend analysis.
2) Underused Mileage Report. This monthly report shows all agency passenger
vehicles with average usage below 900 miles per month. It is useful for
identifYing units with stale meter readings in the M5 system, or that do not
receive sufficient usage and should be disposed of.
3) All Flagged-Retired Units by Agency. This monthly report shows every agency
vehicle in either flagged or retired status, indicating that they have been identified
with the M5 system as candidates for disposal. The report is useful for discerning
which vehicles have been identified for disposal, but have not yet been sold.
4) Average Flag-Retire Dates by Agency. Like the other flag-retire report, this
monthly report calculates the average date of all flagged and/or retired vehicles in
their fleet. The report is useful for discerning how long, on average, agency
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vehicles have been in Flagged status and waiting to be turned into IDOA Fleet
Services for sale.
5) Ready for Service Units. This monthly report shows each agency vehicle that is
being prepared for service (i.e. having agency-specific equipment installed) and
the date those vehicles were put into this status. It is useful for seeing how
efficient each agency is at getting new units into service.

F) IDOA ID Billing Verification
IDOA Fleet Services continues to lease vehicles to agencies on a permanent lease
basis. Agencies should verify IDOA Fleet Services inter-department bills in the same
manner as vendor bills. Specifically, the agency is to:
I) Verify that the amounts on the ID Bill are accurate.
2) Determine that the correct fundi 0 bj ect/center was charged.
3) If there is a discrepancy, the agency must contact IDOA Fleet Services
(fleet@idoa.in.gov) for corrective action.

G) IRS Requirements for Employer Provided Vehicles
The Internal Revenue Service requires payroll tax withholding and compensation
reporting (W-2) for employees using state-owned vehicles for non-business or
commuting purposes. These employees must complete and certify Statements of
Employer Provided Vehicle Use each payroll period.
The amounts used in this section are current as of the publication of this policy. These
amounts are set by the Internal Revenue Service and are subject to change
periodically. It is the agency's responsibility to be aware of these changes. Rates may
be found in IRS Publication 15-B and IRS Publication 535, and are subject to change.
In accordance with IRS guidelines, the Auditor's Office required Agency Heads to
select commute vehicle policies for their agencies. The policy selections are: .

1) No Personal Use (No take-home vehicle policy)
2) Commuting Use (Take-home vehicle policy)
3) Allowable Personal Use (Take home vehicle policy plus allowed personal use)
a) Cents-Per-Mile
b) Annual Lease Value
The agency's policy must be consistent with state law and the criteria for permanent
assignments of vehicles.
The rules for each policy choice are explained in the following sections. Any
penalties incurred by the State of Indiana for noncompliance with these provisions are
considered to be the agency's responsibility. An agency may also cause undue
expense to its employees, from the Internal Revenue Service, if compliance is not
enforced.

1) No Personal Use (No tal{e-home vehicle policy)
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Under a written No Personal Use policy, employee use of the state-owned
vehicles will be considered nontaxable to an employee provided the following
conditions are met:
a) The vehicle must be owned, or leased by the State and provided to one or more
of its employees to be used in connection with state business.
b) When the vehicle is not being used for state business, it must be kept on state
premises, except when it is temporarily elsewhere for repairs or maintenance.
There may be situations that the agency might waive this requirement. The
agency director must plainly state in their policy this exception to this
requirement.
c) No employee using the vehicle lives on state premises.
d) The written policy prohibits the use of the vehicle by an employee or a
member of hislher family for personal purposes except for de minimis use
(such as a stop for lunch between two business deliveries).
e) There is compliance with the No Personal Use policy.
The state agency is required to maintain evidence that all of the above conditions
have been satisfied. Adoption and adherence to a written No Personal Use policy
as described above, will be sufficient substantiation to the IRS that the use of state
vehicles is exclusively for state business.

2) Commuting Use (Take-home vehicle policy)
Under this policy, you determine the value of a vehicle you provide to an
employee for commuting use by multiplying each one-way commute (that is,
from home to work or from work to home) by $1.50. If more than one employee
commutes in the vehicle, this value applies to each employee. This amount must
be included in the employee's wages or reimbursed by the employee.
You can use the Commuting Use policy if all the following requirements are met.
a) You provide the vehicle to an employee for state business and you require the
employee to commute in the vehicle.
b) You establish a written policy under which you do not allow the employee to
use the vehicle for personal purposes other than for commuting or de minimis
personal use.
c) The employee does not use the vehicle for personal purposes other than
commuting and de minimis personal use.
d) If this vehicle is a four-wheeled vehicle (such as a car, pickup truck or van)
the employee who uses it for commuting is not a "Control Employee." For
2009, a "Control Employee" is any employee who is either an elected official
or whose pay is $143,500 or more.
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Commute Use Reporting
The Internal Revenue Service has established that the commuting use is a taxable
benefit to the employee. Employees are required to maintain records and report
on the number of one way (or round trip) commutes between the employee's
home and place of work for each payroll period.
To report Commuting Use of a state-vehicle, the employee should complete State
Form 49632, Employee Statement of Employer Provided Vehicle Use (Daily
Commuting and Cents Per Mile Methods). Agencies may report commutes on a
modified attendance report provided the form has been approved by the State
Board of Accounts.
3) Allowable Personal Use (Take home vehicle policy plus allowed personal use)
Agency Requirements
Elected officials and agency heads who are subject to official duty call at all times
may be allowed personal use of a state vehicle. Also, the Internal Revenue
Service requires that all elected officials, plus all employees earning greater than
$143,500, who are provided with a talce-home vehicle must utilize the tax
methods given in this policy. However, with the possible exception oflaw
enforcement vehicles, state employees permitted to ta1ce permanently assigned
vehicles home may not use that vehicle for any other personal purpose. When this
policy is applicable, commuting miles are considered as personal use. Under this
policy the agency must substantiate the extent to which the vehicle is used for
business and will usually be based on the records of the employee.

Employee Requirements
Each employee should maintain vehicle business use substantiation records in the
form of a diary, trip sheets, logs, or similar records in which the following entries
are made:
(i) Business Mileage
(ii) Personal Mileage
(iii)Purpose of each trip
(iv)Date(s) of each trip
Records should be prepared at least weekly.
In order to maintain an adequate record of the use of an automobile, the record
must contain sufficient information as to each element of the vehicle's use for
business. Responsibility for maintaining vehicle use records rests with the
employee.
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There are two methods of computing the valuation of employee use of employer
provided vehicles, the Cents-Per-Mile and Annual Lease Value methods. Which
method is used depends upon annual miles driven and the vehicle's fair market
value when the employee first received it.

a) Cents-Per-Mile Method
Under this rule, you determine the value of a vehicle you provide to an employee
for personal use by multiplying the current IRS mileage reimbursement rate (55
cents per mile as of April 1,2009) times the total miles the employee drives the
vehicle for personal purposes. Personal use is any use of the vehicle other than
use in the conduct of state business. This amount must be included in the
employee's wages or reimbursed by the employee.
You can use the Cents-Per-Mile rule if either of the following requirements is
met.
• You reasonably expect at least 50% of the vehicle's total annual mileage
throughout the calendar year to be for state business
• The vehicle is actually driven at least 10,000 miles during the year
If the fair market value of the vehicle first made available to an employee for
personal (commuting) use in 2009 was greater than $15,000 for a passenger
automobile and $15,900 for a truck or van, then the Cents-Per-Mile rule cannot be
used and you must use the Annual Lease Value method. Fair market value is the
State's actual cost, if the vehicle was obtained via an "arm's length" transaction.
For a leased vehicle, either the blue book value or the manufacturer's suggested
retail prices less eight percent can be used as the fair value.
If using the Cents-Per-Mile method, the employee completes Sections 1 and 3 of
State Form 49631, Employee Statement of Employer Provided Vehicle Use
(Annual Lease Value Method to be used with the Allowable Personal Use Policy).

b) Annual Lease Value Method
Under the Annual Lease Value method the employee is taxed on the personal
percentage of the vehicle's annual lease value. It is based on the vehicle's fair
market value and an assumed four year lease term. Since the Lease Value
Method has many rules and exceptions, consult the Internal Revenue Service IRS
Publication 15-B for guidance and lease tables.
For the Annual Lease Value Method, the employee must complete State Form
49631, Employee Statement of Employer Provided Vehicle Use (Annual Lease
Value Method to be used with the Allowable Personal Use Policy).
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VII) REFERENCES
A) Relevant authority
I) Indiana Code 4-13-1-4
2) Indiana Administrative Code 25-4-1-1
3) P.L. 234-2007, Section 24
4) Executive Order 05-06
5) Executive Order 05-2]
6) State Board of Accounts, State Agencies Manual (Chapter 1] - Travel)
7) Internal Revenue Service Publication IS-B
8) Internal Revenue Service Publication 535
B) Forms

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Justification of Take Home Vehicle Assignment (State Form 53846)
Waiver of Liability (State Form 53845)
Notification of Surplus: State-Owned Property (State Form 13812)
Report of Vehicle Mileage and Costs (State Form 13696)
Indiana Operator's Proof ofInsurance/Crash Report (State Form 52441)
Authorization for Out of State Travel (State Form 823)
Indiana Operator's Proof of Insurance/Crash Report (State Form 52441)
Rental Vehicle Use Agreement (State Form 52441)
Employee Statement of Employer Provided Vehicle Use (Daily Commuting and
Cents Per Mile Methods) - (State Form 49632)
10) Employee Statement of Employer Provided Vehicle Use (Annual Lease Value
Method to be used with the Allowable Personal Use Policy) - (State Form 49631)

C) Other Links

1) MS Fleet Management System login. Note: The M5 system is a secure database
inside the State's firewall. Ifyou are accessing M5 from a location outside the
firewall, you willfirst need Citrix or VPN client to access M5.
2) Wright Express Fuel Card login
3) IDOA Fuel Card QPA Reference Webpage
4) Enterprise Rent-A-Car information
5) EmaillDOA Fleet Services
6) E-85 Fueling Locations
7) State Police Post contact information
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To:

STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Commissioner's Office

Mitchell E. Daniels Jr., Governor

I ndiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

All Agency Heads

From: Robert Wynkoop, Commissioner
Date: June 1, 2010
In Re: Changes in IGC Custodial Services

Effective July 1, IGC custodial services will change from an evening function to primarily a daytime
one; whereas current custodial operations commence at 5 p.m. and conclude at 12 a.m., new operations
will commence at 6 a.m. and conclude at 5 p.m.
Normal functions performed during work hours will include:
• Emptying individual trash containers
• Vacuuming of floors
• Dusting where necessary/appropriate
• Cleaning ofrestrooms (short-term, periodic restroom closure will be necessary to perform
cleaning to meet sanitation needs and standards)
We regret any inconvenience these changes will cause; the benefits to these operational changes include:
• Reduced costs for custodial services (see below)
• Reduced costs for utilities by reducing lighting for evening work (see below)
• Improved security by eliminating non-staff in agency space after normal working hours
Please be reminded that some state agencies currently utilize day-time cleaning without problems or
issues. Some limited, specialized cleaning will still be scheduled after hours such as hard floor cleaning
and coating, carpet cleaning, etc.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

STATE OF INDIANA

DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
Commissioner's Office

Mitchell E, Daniels Jr., Governor

Indiana Government Center South
402 West Washington Street, Room W469
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Robert Wynkoop, Deputy Commissioner
Thursday, October 01, 2009
#All Agency Heads
Norris, Jessica; Everson, Mark
RFP Scoring Modifications - Please read and forward to appropriate staff

On Monday September 28 th , IDOA announced an updated scoring methodology for Request for
Proposals (RFPs). This new standard emphasizes the state's desire to cut current costs while still
awarding contracts to firms that do quality work. IDOA will hold an informational session to review
these changes from 2:00-3:00pm on Tuesday October 6 in IGC Conference Center, Room 14.
Starting October 5th , the state will use the current cost paid by the state as the baseline for evaluating cost
proposals, emphasizing the state's goal of reducing costs year-over-year. In order to earn the maximum
number of points in the cost category, RFP responses will need to show at least a 10 percent cost reduction to
the state. Responses that maintain current (baseline) pricing levels will receive no points in the cost category.
Responses that propose increased costs to the state will have points deducted from their score, making it
more difficult for the priciest vendors to earn a contract award. Specifics of the plan are as follows:
•

•

The points associated with each category are indicated following the category name (total
maximum points = lOS). Negative points may be assigned in the cost score. Additionally, there
is an opportunity for a bonus of five points if certain criteria are met.
Price will be measured against the State's baseline cost for this scope of work. The cost that the
State is currently paying or its best estimate will constitute the baseline cost. Cost scoring points
will be assigned as follows:
•
•

•

•
•

Respondents who meet the State's current baseline cost will receive zero (0) cost
points.
Respondents who propose a decrease to the State's current costs will receive
positive points. For every percent decrease in cost, the Respondent will receive
that same percentage of available positive cost points.
Respondents who propose an increase to the State's current cost will receive
negative points. For every percent increase in costs from the baseline, the
Respondent will receive that same percentage of the negative available cost
points.
Respondents who propose a 10% decrease to the State's current baseline cost will
receive all of the available cost points.
If multiple Respondents decrease costs below 10% of the current baseline, an
additional 5 points will be added to the Respondent proposing the lowest cost to
the State.

You may also use the attached document as a guideline for understanding the new methodology and
price.
Please forward this email to appropriate staff in each of your agencies. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Robert D Wynkoop
Deputy Commissioner
Indiana Department of Administration
Indiana Government South, W479
402 W. Washington St.
Indianapolis IN 46204
w- 317-234-3185
m- 317 -435-977 4

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT:
This e-mail (and any exhibits/attachments) is intender! only tor the redpient(s) to whom it is addressed and may contain information which is privileged, contidential
or otherwise prohibited trom disclosure or unauthorized use under applicable laws, codes, ruks or regulations. If you are not an illtend~;d recipient, you arc notified
that any use·, dissemination or copying ofthis c .. mail (including any exhibits/attachments) is strictly prohibited. If YOIJ haYe received this ('.-Inail in errOL please
immerliate!Y notif}r the sender and delete all copies from your system. Receipt by anyone other than an int~;nded l"Cclpient is not a waiver of the attorney-client workproduct, or any other appJicabJe privilege or exmnption
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STATE OF INDIANA
M!TCHElL E. DANiELS, JR., Governor

INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
311 W. WASHINGTON STREET. SUITE 300
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204-2787
TELEPHONE: (317) 232-2385
FAX: (317) 232-5251
CAROL CUTTER. Commissioner

June 17, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Dr.
Bloomington, IN 47404
Dear Senator Simpson,

TIus letter is in response to your request to the Indiana Department of Insurance ("IDOl")
for infOlmation related to program cuts implemented by the IDOl and the impact of those cuts
upon our constituency.
To date, the IDOl has not made any cuts in its programs nor made any personnel layoffs.
The IDOl has implemented cost saving measures to areas that would not affect the services
provided to our constituents. These areas include the following:
L Pay Raises: IDOl employees have not received pay raises since January of2008.
2. Position Vacancies: Three positions that have become vacant within the IDOl
that have not been filled. These include a secretary, clerical assistant, and account
clerk positions. The duties associated with these positions have been undertaken
by other IDOl employees.
3. Travel: With the exception of emergency or essential travel, alJ in and out of
state travel by IDOl personnel has been cut.
4. Training: Except in emergency situations, all expenditures on continuing
education and training have been cut.
5. Equipment and Furniture: Purchases of new fumiture and equipment (copiers,
printers, etc.) have been suspeuded.
6. Subscriptions: Subscriptions tonon,critical publications including trade joumals
and newspapers have been cancelled.
7. Business Cards: The IDOl no longer provides employees with business cards.
8. Printing: The IDOl no longllr uses outside plinting s"rvices.
These cuts were implemented in the 2nd Quarter of Fiscal Year 2010, after the IDOl was
infotrned by the State Budget Director that state agencies were to target a 10% reversion of their
budgets in light of the prevailing economic conditions. TI1ese cost cuts were sufficient to meet
the fOOl's budget reversion target of 10%
ACCREDITED BYTHE
NATIONAL ASSOOfATION OF'INSU'RAN"tE COMMISStONERS

As mentioned above, the IDOl has not made any cuts to its programs or to its personnel.
The IDOl estimates that constituents who seek assistance from the IDOl or participate in
programs administered by the IDOl have not experienced any decrease in services.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any further inquiries.
Sincerely,

S~~s~~tin~MLA~

Commissioner, and Executive Director,
Indiana Department ofInsurance

OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY
Brian Arrowood
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Office of the Executive Director
402 West Washington Street, Room W072
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Telephone: (317) 234-1982

Fax: (317} 233-4236
Website: \Wffl,PLAJN.99Y
Governor Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.

June 21,2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Dear Senator Simpson:
Per your request, I am sharing with you the administrative measures Indiana Professional
Licensing Agency (IPLA) has institnted in order to remam fiscally sound and meet our 10%
reserve requirement.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

IPLA's IT team recently received a Governor's puhlic service award for their use of
technology and cllanges in husinesspraetiees. The program changes have resulted in
sa\~ngs in postage and.permits 2An aecess to many hnsiness applicatious. The team also
created a new weh service to allow customers to obtain digitally certified verifications
online.
Throngh attrition, IPLA'g head count has been reduced to 87 from 94.
Employees have participated in the voluntary unp<tid leave program Approximately 80%
of our staff partic~Jated on some level duringthecurrent fiscal year.
In addition to the head count reductions aiready'in.place, we are voluntarily eliminating
another position this month thro)lgh a retirement..
We have a ceased providing wall licenses undpocket cards tanew license holder and
pocket cards to current license holders upon rw<,>wni. License holders can download a
free copy of their liceusc on-line any timoof daYi
We have worked to.rodtice the number Qfbollrd meetings held per year. This means Jess
per diettl and travel expenses to the agency,
Gov Delivery is now heing nti\ized hea~lyas a means to contact om' license holders
regarding renewing theirlicense, 'This has resultedin a postage sa~ngs,

Ifthere is anything addil:ionalthat you need rcgardingtlris requesl, do not hesitate to CO\ltactme.
Sillcerely,

ce:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Rchl, State. Bodget Director

MITCHELL E. DANIELS, Jr., Governor

STATE OF INDIANA
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY - JOSEPH E. WAINSCOTT, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Indiana Department of Homeland Security
Indiana Government Center South
302 West Washington street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
317-232-3980

June 21, 2010
State Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, Indiana 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
1bis is in response to your inquiry dated June 1,2010 regarding the budget reductions implemented
by the Indiana Department of Homeland Security (IDHS) and the Indiana State Fire Marshal's
Office, which is a division ofIDHS.
First, it is important to note that to date no program eliminations have occurred at IDHS as a result
of the budgetary restrictions. Also, we will not have any final numbers of amounts reverted until
after the state fiscal year-end close out process has been completed.
By managing normal attrition, IDHS has currently been able to prevent personnel layoffs. In the
interest of public safety and revenue generation, !DHS has some vacant positions that are
judiciously being filled. As of June 10, 2010, !DHS has 32 current vacancies; with a current
headcount of 246; total allocated positions is 278. IDHS personnel have participated in the salary
freeze for the past two years and some employees have participated in the Voluntary Unpaid Leave
program.
Since 2008, !DHS reduced its fleet of vehicles by 25. Personnel have been sharing vehicles more to
accomplish our daily mission. The number of personnel with commute privileges has been
significantly reduced while maintaining the emergency response capabilities needed at !DHS.
In addition to the aforementioned initiatives, the following cost savings have been or are being
implemented:
Budget reductions!cost saving measures
• Conducted a review of all fiscal processes to reduce excessive time and costs in
conducting business and to improve efficiencies
(May, 2009)
• Evaluating use of local service for vehicle repairs, resulting in reduction of tow
bills and fuel costs from field staff driving to Indianapolis (Currently)
• Additional elimination of various non-essential equipment (3 rd Quarter - 2009currently)
• Increased teleconferencing and telecommuting to reduce vehicle and time
expenses involved in attending some meetings (2009-currently)
• Reviewed seat charges from lOT to receive credit for errors in billing (2009 3rd
Quarter - currently)
• Deactivated some satellite communications from immediate. readiness to a 30
minute re-activation for emergency situations (October, 2009)
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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• Completed National Association of Amusement Ride Safety Officials
recertification online saving travel costs (2008 - currently)

• Code Enforcement adopted a four day work week, thereby reducing a significant
amount of overtime, and extra fuel and maintenance costs (2009)
• Closed IDHS Grissom Training Center saving several thousand dollars annually.
More economical locations are being utilized (Jan 2010).
• . Moved remaining Emergency Medical Services (EMS) certification paper based
testing to computer based testing at Ivy Tech. The change reduces test shipping
costs, reduces staff time, and has minimal impact on EMS providers. (2007-08currently)
• IDHS is in the process of moving many elective fire certification paper based
testing to computer based testing as well. Some of the foundational/entry level
fire certification tests will still be available as paper based if requested. The
change significantly reduces shipping costs and reduces staff time necessary to
complete the task. (target - early 2011)
• Reduce the use of temporary staff where possible, changed position of some staff
members from state funded positions to higher priority federally funded positions
to maintain important programs (2009-2010)
• Negotiated rates with downtown hotels to obtain reduced rates for field staff to
stay when needed, reducing hotel costs (2009)
• Reduce the number of individuals attending conferences where training-thetrainer would work more efficiently (2009-currently)
• Centralized office supplies (2008-2009)
• Utilize refurbished toner cartridges (2008-currently)
• Utilize surplus facilities for office furniture, chairs, and other supplies (2008currently)
• Procurement analyzes requisitions and makes suggestions on cheaper alternatives
(2009-currently)
• Buy necessary materials in bulk to get reduced pricing (2009)
• Reduced costs by consolidating storage facilities. Consolidate emergency
supplies and equipment as necessary to reduce storage fees (2009)
• Reduced use of color printers unless necessary (2009-currently)
If you need further information, please feel free to contact our office.
Sincerely,

~~J/~4U17)
Joseph E. Wainscott, Jr.
Executive Director
Cc:

S. Smelko

James 1. Greeson
Indiana State Fire Marshal

INDIANA CIVIL
RIGHTS COMMISSION
JAMAL L. SMITH, EXECVnVE DIRECTOR

100 North Senate Avenue, RM NI03
Indianapolis, IN 46204

MrrCHELL

E. DANIELS, JR. GOVERNOR

Officc;
Toll Free:
Fax:
\Vebsite:

(317)232-2600
(800) 628-2909
(317) 232-6580
www.ill.gov/icrc

June 22,2010
Honorable Vi Simpson
Indiana Senate Minority Leader
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Senator Simpson:
This letter is in response to your letter dated June 1, 2010, requesting additional information
regarding the budgetary cuts the Indiana Civil Rights has made to meet its reversion targets.
The Civil Rights Commission has been able to meet its 10% reversion target through
participation in a number of administrative cost-saving measures and has not had a need to
perform in any programmatic cuts or layoffs of personneL Also, please note that a large portion
of our agency is funded through federal dollars.
To achieve the reversion goals, the Civil Rights Commission has participated in the following
cost saving measures:
1. No general pay raises for state employees for the last two years;
2. Not filling a few positions which have become vacant through attrition. Vacant position
responsibilities have been reallocated to existing staff;
3. Participated in voluntary unpaid leave program - over 30% of the agency employees
have participated in this program;
4. Reduction in in-state and out-of-state travel; and
5. Eliminated the purchase of promotional items, reduced event sponsorships and
advertising.
I am also pleased to report that there has been no programmatic impact as a result of these
administrative measures. The Civil Rights Commission continues to meet its contractual case
load requirements with EEOC (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission) and HOD
(Housing and Urban Development).
We have also continued our support of the State's
Holocaust Remembrance program and Dr. Martin Luther King Jf. Holiday Celebration.

Recycled Paper

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Please Recycle

The exact amount of the reversion for the Civil Rights Commission will not be available until the
fiscal year end closes in a few weeks and Auditor and Budget Agency have closed the books. At
that time our numbers will be included in the public report that is produced annually.

Thank you for your request.
Sincerely,

~~~-

';;~al 1. Smith

l)irector
cc:

Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Director
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Indiana Horse Racing Commission

State of Indiana
www.in.gov/ihrc

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor

June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson,
Please consider this letter the LH.R.C.'s response to the inquiry made in your
letter dated June 1,2010.
As you can imagine, in these difficult times the Racing Commission is diligently
trying to be efficient and cost conscious, while, at the same time, not diminishing
our responsibility for effective regulatory oversight. First, I believe we will meet
the ten percent reserve under the direction of the Governor; however, that will not
be verified until close out. The Commission source of funding is Gaming and
Lottery surplus and not the General Fund. Nevertheless, we feel compelled to
regulate as efficiently as possible. We have also followed the Governor's
directions of no salary increases, use of the strategic hiring committee, and a
reduction of out of state travel.
Some costs saving measures were recommended by me and acted upon by the
Commission at a public meeting.
Some of the measures include;
• No increase in race dates for calendar year 2010.
• No out of state travel reimbursement - investigations excepted.
• Initiate voluntary unpaid time off.
• Eliminated temporary horse owner's licenses.
• Postponed indefinitely the filling of clerk position.
• Processing awards semi-annually.
• Decreasing printing - including annual report.

ISTA Center, Suite 530

150 W. Market St

Indianapolis, IN 46204

P: 317/233-3119

F: 317/233-4470

I hope this information is responsive to your request.
With Kindest Regards,

raJec r--._,.....,""ive Director
JG/da
cc:
Chris Ruhl, State Budget Diretor
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(o~~~~ity 8: R~'r~r Affairs
Where Rural Matters

'

June 21, 2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935

Dear Senator Simpson:

Thank you for your letter dated June 1,2010 requesting information on the Office of Community and Rural Affairs
(OCRA) budget. OCRA's mission is to work with local, state, and national partners to provide resources and
technical assistance to aid rural communities in shaping their visions for economic development.

OCRA administers both federal and state program dollars. Over the course of this budget biennium, OCRA will
administer approximately $455,000,000 in federal grant funds. That is over 14 times our normal federal
appropriation. The bulk of these dollars come to OCRA from the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development and are eannarked for local units of govermnent. While other agencies are forced to scale back on
programs, OCRA has actually expanded the number of awards we are making to connnunities annually during this
time.
While our state funding was reduced in the last Budget bilI, we have avoided any staff layoffs by shifting staff to our
expanded federal programs. OCRA does participate in all cost savings measures endorsed by the Executive Branch,
including the Strategic Hiring process, a salary freeze, and reduced travel for staff. We have also fOlUld cost savings

by reducing the number of cellular phones we provide staff and by eliminating the purchase of business cards.
While we do not have any programmatic cuts to date, I have responded to your specific inquiries below for my
.
office.
I.
2.
3.
4.

Implemented/proposed cuts for FYIO and FYII: none. As stated above, we are administering an increased
amount offederal dollars.
Methodology used to determine how cuts are made: NIA
Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs: N/A, no layoffs.
Expected reversion to date by program: Rural Economic Development Fund, 10% reversion. The
reversion has been achieved through the salary freeze and reductions in administrative spending, for

5.

example fewer cell phones and less travel. This is our only state appropriated fund. Actual reversion
amounts will not be known until after the fiscal year end.
Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program: N/A. OCRA has actuaIly expanded our
programs due to federal funding. OCRA does not have any programs that directly provide services to
individuals.

I hope this information is helpful to you and your Senate coIleagues.

SinCerelY~

,~
David TerreIl
Executive Director

One North Capitol, Suite 600· Indianapolis, IN 46204· 800.824.2476' 317.233.3597 (fax)
www.ocra.IN.gov

June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your letter dated June 1, 2010 requesting information on the Office of Energy
Development (OED) budget. The OED is responsible for the State of Indiana's energy policy. OED also
administers federal block grant programs, specifically the State Energy Program (SEP) and the Energy
Efficiency Block Grant Program (EECBG). OED also actively seeks competitive funding awards from the
United States Department of Energy.
Due to the predominately federal nature of OED funding, we are actually expanding program offerings.
During the next two fiscal years, OED will administer over $100,000,000 in federal funds, the bulk of
which will be passed through to local communities and businesses. This is approximately 100 times our
normal programmatic budget. Much of this funding comes through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA).
OED does participate in all cost savings measures as implemented by the Executive Branch. We have
implemented a salary freeze, seek Strategic Hiring committee approval for new hires, and have reduced
the number of cell phones provided to staff. OED has not implemented any layoffs, in fact we have
created and filled three new positions to support our increased programmatic offerings.
While we do not have any program reductions, I have responded to your specific inquiries below for my
office.

1.

Implemented/proposed cuts for FY10 and FY11: none. OED has actually increased its

programming for FY10 and FYll as detailed above.
2.

Methodology used to determine how cuts are made: N/A

3.

Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs: No layoffs, OED has actually

added 3 positions to handle new program needs.
4.

Expected reversions to date by program: State Energy Program (SEP) state match, 10%

reversion. The SEP program has two components for this biennium: the usual federal appropriation
which requires a 20% state match, and the ARRA portion which does not require any match. We did
meet the required 10% reversion from this match account which is predominantly used for
administrative and staff expenses.

Indiana officB uf EnBrgy oBvBlopmBnt
Brandon SBitz. oirBctor onB North Capitul SuitB 600 Indianapolis. IN 46204 (317) 232-8838

The reversion was met with the salary freeze and reduced costs from cell phone accounts. Our actual
reversion amount will not be known until after the close of the fiscal year.
5.
Expected impact of cuts on people served by each program: N/A, programming has increased.
Only one of OED's programs directly provides funding to individuals, that is our Heating and Cooling
Incentive rebate program.

I hope you find this information helpful. Please visit www.in.gov/oed for more information on our grant
programs and recent awards.

Sincerely,

Brandon Seitz
Director, Office of Energy Development

~

INDIANA

~
June 21, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935

restart your engines

Indiana Office of Tourism Development
One North Capitol, Suite 600
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Visitlndiana.com

Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your letter dated June 1, 2010 requesting information on the Office of
Tourism Development (IOTD) budget. The overall goal of the IOTD is to increase the
economic impact of Indiana's tourism industry by acting as an alliance manager for the
tourism industry and by promoting a strategic brand for Indiana: Restart Your Engines.
The tight budget environment has pushed us to become very creative in how we spend
our dollars. IOTD has eliminated traditional television and radio advertising and instead
invested in our website www.visitindiana.com. Web advertising is much more
economical, and we have seen an increase in the number of web visitors throughout
FY10.
Due to our realigned marketing strategy, we have reduced the amount of services being
provided by our advertising agency, resulting in savings of over $400,000 for FY10.
That coupled with our reduced media buy has resulted in almost $1,000,000 of savings
for this fiscal year.
IOTD also leverages funds from tourism industry partners to offset the costs of our
major publications, the Indiana Travel Guide and Indiana Travel Map. These
publications essentially fund themselves through the sale of advertisements.
IOTD also supports executive branch wide savings measures, such as a salary freeze
for all staff, reduced out of state travel, and IOTD participates in the Strategic Hiring
process to fill any vacant positions. Due to staff turnover and a re-alignment of duties,
we have left 3 positions vacant for FY1 0/FY11.
I have responded to your specific inquiries below for my office.
1.
Implemented/proposed cuts for FY10 and FY11: Negotiated reductions to
main marketing contract totaling $438,818 for FY1 O. Please see attached contract for
details. Traditionally we have also spent approximately $500,000 annually on media
buy (television, radio, bill boards) which we eliminated in FY09 and continued that trend
for FY1 0 and FY11.

~

INDIANA

~

.
restort your engines

Indiana Office of Tourism Development

One North Capitol, Suite 600
Indianapolis. IN 46204

Visitlndiana.com

A portion of the tourism administration budget was earmarked for local convention and
visitors bureaus and the Indiana Sports Corporation. The state budget committee
approved $100,000 of the $500,000 budgeted for the Indiana Sports Corporation. At
this time no review by the budget committee has occurred for the allocation to the local
CVBs. Funds unspent at year end will revert to the general fund.
2.
Methodology used to determine how cuts are made: Conferred with vendors
about possible cost savings, reductions in provided services.
3.
Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs: July 1, 2009
was the effective date of our reduced marketing contract No layoffs have been made,
though through attrition and reallocation of duties, we have eliminated 3 staff positions
at this time.
4.
Expected reversion to date by program: Office of Tourism administrative
fund--this account only received a partial allotment of approximately $2.9M. A 10%
reversion of that amount has been achieved by not filling vacant positions and adhering
to a state-wide salary freeze. Actual reversion amounts will not be known until the
books are closed at the end of the fiscal year.
5.
Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program: N/A IOTD
programs do not serve individuals.

I hope you find this information helpful.

Sincerely,

Amy Vaughan
Director, Office of Tourism Development

/

/
IndimJa Slale Departmenl ofAgri(ullUre
(iowrnor Mitchell E, Daniels, Jr.
Lt. Governor Rebecca S. Skillm'iI1. Secretary of Agriculture and Rural DevelDpment
Joseph \1. [(elsa:. Indiana Agriculture Dil'l'tlor

!NDiA~JA

STATE DEP;-\RTIHEN1" OF

AGRICULTURE

June 21,2010

Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935

Dear Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your letter dated June 1, 2010 requesting information on the Indiana State
Department of Agriculture (ISDA) budget The mission of the ISDA is to support growth in
Indiana agriculture by serving as an advocate at the loca~ state and federal level; defining and
nurturing economic opportunity in the food, fuel and fiber sectors; and enhancing the
stewardship of natural resources on agricultural land.
It is our goal to accomplish this mission in spite of the current economic condition the State finds
itself in. To that end, ISDA has fully implemented the same cost savings measures as other
executive branch agencies. We participate in the Strategic Hiring process and only seek to fill
those positions that are critical to accomplishing our mission, Our staff has forgone pay raises
for two years, are being authorized for less travel, and some are even participating in the
Voluntary Unpaid Leave program.

We have trimmed discretionary spending, eliminating the purchase of business cards for staff
and reducing the number of organizations we belong to and the number of publications to which
we subscribe, We have consolidated our office space with the Lieutenant Governor's Office to
achieve substantial rent savings.
We are pleased to report that we find we are still able to fulfill our mission with fewer dollars. I
have responded to your specific inquiries below for my office.
1.
Implemented/proposed cuts for FYI 0 and FYIl: Tenninated real estate lease and
consolidated office space with the Lt. Governor's Office at One North Capitol to save $339,056
over FYIO and FYI L Please see attached documentation. Other government wide agency
savings are utilized to ensure target reserve amount
2.
Methodology used to determine how cuts are made: Agency could realize savings
immediately by consolidating with other Lt. Governor agencies; Budget Director authorized use
ofthe funding cancellation clause.
3.
Implementation dates of all budget cuts and personnel layoffs: February 1, 2010 is when
the lease was tenninated. No layoffs have been made.
1 North Capitol, Suite 600

I

Indianapolis, IN 46204

I

Ph: 317/232-8770

I

Fax: 3171232-1362

4.

Expected reversions to date by program:
• ISDA administrative fund: IO% reversion pIns rent savings as shown on attached
lease agreement. 10% reversion amount has been achieved through a salary
freeze, not filling certain vacant positions, and reducing the number of
memberships and subscriptions.
•

Indiana Grain Buyers and Warehouse Licensing Agency fund: 10% reversion
achieved through reductions in administrative spending and delaying the purchase
of upgraded equipment.

•

Division of Soil Conservation fund: 10% reversion achieved through salary
freeze and not fIlling certain vacant positions.

•

Clean Water Indiana fund: 10% reversion achieved through salary freeze and not
filling certain vacant positions.

•

Food Bank Assistance: no allotment for FYI 0

•

Livestock Promotion: no appropriation/allotment for FYI 0

Actual reversion amounts will not be known until after the end ofthe fiscal year.
5.
Estimated impact of cuts on people served by each program: N/A. No programs have
been cut. ISDA does not administer any programs that serve individuals.
I hope this information is helpful.

Sincerely,

Ke1~

oseph M.
Director, Indiana State Department of Agriculture

INI)IANA OFFICE OF UTILITY CONSUMER COUNSELOR
June 21, 2010

The Honorable Vi Simpson
Senate Minority Leader
Indiana General Assembly
200 W. Washington St. Room 3A-S
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Dear Senator Simpson:
On June 4, 2010, the Office of Utility Consumer Counselor (OUCC) received a letter [rom you
dated June 1,2010, requcsting information regarding budget reserves and cost savings IDeasurcs
for this agency. Set forth below is pertinent information related to those requests.
I.

I?!!ctg9LJ~&s"Xy.e;

In order to meet a requested reserve of S';;' at the start of the current
biennium, the OUCC worked with the Stale Budget Agency to hold 5% of its Operating
Fund in reserve and 5'10 afthe budget for its Expert Witness Fund in reserve.

Up011 a later request to .meet an adclitional reserve, the OUC'C dclayed nlling two vac,11ll
positions in its Legal and Electric Divisions. In addition, the OUCC reviewed its expert
witness needs to ensure the agency made the most economic allocation of funels for
professional services resources. Despite increased work load, service to Indiana
ratepayers, especially low-income Hoosiers, has not suiTerec!' As an example, through the
OUCC's advocacy, the natural gas Universal Service Prognl111S (such as Wintcr Warmth)
for low-income assistance oC Citizens Gas, NIPSCO m1d Vectren custorners were
reinstated in 2009 along with a more eqllitab1.e balance in utilitylratepaycr funding,
resLiltingin approxiu1.ately an additional $lM of Cllst savings for these utilities'
cnstomers.
While final numbers will not be complete until the end of fiscal year 2010, the OUC'C
anticipates its budget reserve will be close to 0'y<, for its Operating Fund; 10'Y<, for its
Expert Witness Fund; and 6% tor the agency's total budget.
2. ~;Q§_L.~ilyi!llLM~~§.'I.L~.§:. The OUCC likewise has taken action on cost saving measures to
drive efficiencies in its operations and has thereby attained annual agency budget savings,
The OUCC Business omee Division and other agency slaff identifled many ways in
which the agency could reduce expenses, using creative problem solving while
maintaining or improving office productivity. Some areas of savings included expenses
related to technology services/expenditures, publication SUbscription/expenditures,
printing needs/leases, equipment needs, travel/training requests, temporary service needs
and professional service contract negotiations.
..................................

115 WEST WASI'JlNGTON

ST, • SUl'rF

1500
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'"]'01,;., FREE: 1.888.44.1.2491· TELfl.'HONE: 317,232.2494' FAX: 317,232.:)923
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Worthy of note is that, while the OUCC is a dedicated fund agency not supported by the
General Fund, the cost savings achieved are credited to future utility fee assessments paid
by Indiana utilities, supporting the OUCC's operating expenses, which in turn inure to
the benefit of all Indiana utility ratepayers.
If you have any further questions about these matters, I would welcome the opportuni ty to
discuss them with you.
Sincerely, / /

~~

A:Id tIppler
Utdlty Consumer Counselor

INDIANA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
1202 East 38'h Street
indianapolis, iN 46205-2869
(317)927'7500
FAX(317)927'7695

*

June 18, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935
Senator Simpson:
Thank you for your service to the State of indiana and your concern for transparency in government
spending. We hope the following information will address the concerns you expressed in your June 1"
letter.
in response to decreases in state appropriations and the Governor's request that state agencies reduce
spending, the Indiana State Fair Commission has taken proactive measures to reduce operating costs
and increase self-generated revenue. We have realized decreases in operating costs without making
significant programming cuts. To accomplish savings we reorganized our staff in a manner that
decreases administrative costs and better utilizes the multi-versed talent of personnel. Eliminating
some positions and realigning the organization chart for maximum efficiencies. Additionally, we have
left many full time positions unfilled.
We have frozen replacement spending on equipment, held off on non-emergency maintenance
projects, made use of energy-saving technology, reduced our "back of house" spending significantly
for the Fair (golf carts, shirts, travel, pins, food) and increased the use of volunteers at State Fair
events. All ofthese efforts have yielded cost savings in line with the budget reductions requested by
the Executive Branch.
To relax the financial burden of the state and maintain the quality of programming, the ISFC has also
actively pursued new avenues of revenue generation; including increasing the price of barn leases,
charging for some parking and pursing non-traditional rental business. The commission continues to
explore avenues through which revenue can be increased and spending decreased, while maintaining
the quality and quantity of programming.
Attached are State Fair Board and Commission meeting minutes where these operational changes have
been publically discussed. If you need any more information please do not hesitate to ask.

Indiana State Fair Commission
Cc: Andre Lacy Chairman Indiana State Fair Commission
Encs.

www.indianastatefair.com

Indiana State Fair Commission
April 8, 2010
Executive Director and Staff Report

Facility Management Team Updates:
•

Rental activities in March included: Murat Shrine Circus, Midwest TGIF Fanciers Cat
Show, 15 th Annual Chrysler Performance Trade Show & Swap Meet, Art, Rubber Stamp
& Paper Arts Festival, Indianapolis Art & Antiques Show, Stewart's Indiana Flea
Market, Indiana Flower & Patio Show, Indy 1500 Gun & Knife Sbow, Naptown Roller
Derby, Midwest Reptile Show, Midwest Coin Show & Auction, Indianapolis Antique
Advertising Show & Indy Antique Toy Show, 12th Annual Spring Indianapolis Bed,
Gem, Mineral & Jewelry Show, Green Fest Indy 20 I 0, and Super Sunday Indy
Automotive Swap Meet & Car Sale. Also in March were Indiana State Police Salvage
Title Checks, A Noble Evening in the Garden, 4-H State Fair Leadership Conference, and
Dillman Karate International.

•

In March, the following new shows were booked for 2010 and beyond: Indiana State
Department of Agriculture for a meeting on April 13, 2010 in the Normandy Barn;
Unheard Voices Entertainment Enterprises on May 24-28,2010 in the Farm Bureau
Building

@>

•

Upcoming new events this summer include the I\1ini Ll1dy Grand Nationals in late June
which will bring more than 750 RVs to the Fairgrounds for camping, followed by the
National Jr. Hereford Show in July. These are two events that do not come every year but
will definitely help our summer revenue.

Public Skating in the Pepsi Coliseum resumed in March, after being suspended for
shows in February.

1

•

Some of the organizations that have inquired about potentially renting our facilities in the
past few weeks include:
o
o
o

•
o

•
o

o

•
o

o

o

(,

Sherwin Williams - painting demonstrations in June 20 I 0
Midtown Writers - stage for young artists in April 20] 0
Tower Show Productions - December 20]0
American Society of Interior Designers - September 20] 0
Dan's Sports Card Promotions - sports car show in June, September,
October, and November 20] 0
New Dawn Entertainment - Cedrick the Entertainer in May 20] 0
WEDJ - Latino festival in June 20] 0
WFBQ - job fair in June 20] 0
WTHR - Jeopardy game show in April 20] 0
Soul Food & Music Festival- September 20]]
Emmis Communications - Taste of Home Cooking Show in Fall 2010

Concessions - Contracts were sent to returning vendors in February. The following are
the percentages of contracts returned by type:
o
Expo Hall- 50% . As expected, there will be some turnover in the Expo
Hall. Some vendors had difficulty staffing their booths for the entire] 7 days
in 2009, while others simply do not have the marketing budget to support a
booth.
o
Food - 83% . All ofthe Food vendors with outstanding contracts have been
contacted and are expected to be returned shortly.
• Outside Concessions - 56%
• Machinery Field - 64%

(

We have received approximately ]25 applications and are in the process of sorting
through them and contacting those vendors that we are interested in having for the 20 I 0
Fair. Additional applications are received daily.
•

As the show season wraps up, Buildings and Grounds' show support also starts to shift
from inside to outside maintenance. We have about 450 man hours tied up in the
construction of the various horse arenas for our first show of20]0. On average, it costs
approximately $450 per inch of depth every time we move dirt either to or from the Pepsi
Coliseum. Therefore, to put 14 inches in the coliseum costs about $6,300 in contracts,
labor and fuel. Note this does not include any capital equipment replacement costs.

•

We are having trouble finding an economical solution to the relocation of high voltage
cable that the Boy Scout Bridge site. To date the bids are about $4,000 over the budget
and I am not having any success in reducing the cost.

•

IPL has delivered the transformer pads for the 46th St Campground project. We will
begin digging this week and expect to complete the entire project by mid May.

•

Cripe has proposed a design fee of$50,000 for the Pioneer Our Land Pavilion and Pepsi
Coliseum roofs, to ensure the process moves along I recommend we add $] 0,000 for
reimbursable fees for items such as mail, drawing reproduction, permits etc.

(
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•

The FET has worked in the following facilities, Toyota Blue lUbbon, Ag Hart,
Centennial Hall, Champions and the South Pavilion, this includes using the "green
machine" to sanitize the restrooms. Further, our carpenters spent about 130 man hours in
the Speed Bams taking care of haylofts, stairs, wash racks and stalls. In addition, this
winter we were able to repaint all the six foot panels and one third of the eight foot
panel. This equals about two-thirds of all our hog and sheep panels. We will work with
operations to put all the livestock gates, panel, stalls etc on a reoccurring program that
will eventually allow us to paint the entire inventory on a five to six year cycle.

•

The Flower and Patio Show gave us six large trees that we had to remove from the West
Pavilion and replant throughout the grounds.

•

Pepsi Coliseum - RPIIRFQ iuitiative - The RFI for Pepsi Coliseum Management was
mailed to 18 recipients as well as posted on the Indiana State Fairgrounds web site. A
facility tour and infonnation session is scheduled at lOam on 411311 0 and respondent
packages are due 4127110. A review committee will be formed by 4115110.

Event Producer - State Fair Team Update:
•

Majority of programming is being fmalized with a focus on free entertainment with fair
admission.

•

The advertising buys for the State Fair have been placed with the media and promotions are
being developed for on air/on site to help stretch the budget.

•

11,e sponsorship program is currently at 74% of the 2010 cash sponsorship goal. There are
several large proposals out which should be confrrmed within the next few weeks.

•

Now that the State Fair portion of the website is live, focus will be one the fairgrounds web
pages so inunediately after August, the site will be refreshed as we go into our fall show
season.

•

Ticket sales for the five concelis currently on sale are still going well. Two additional
shows have been announced: Chris Tomlin and TobyMac, Wednesday, August II and
Selena Gomez, Sunday, August IS.

•

Plans are being finalized for the new Boy Scout Bridge on the northeast side, which will
tie into the Pathway for Water Quality. There will be a dedication during the Fair on
Sunday, August 15 - which is Boy Scout Day at the State Fair.

•

Pricing for the 775,000 State Fair programs is coming in about 8 - 10% under budget
due to reduced cost of paper. This is great news since our program will probably be 60
pages printed.

•

State's Largest Classroom spring dates 100% booked and will occur April 20 - May 20.

•

The Normandy Barn is adding panels on the pork industry to coincide with the "Year of
Pigs", in addition to the exhibits in the greenhouse which will feature soybeans and corn
as feed for swine.

3

•

Several grants are still active, with research for 20] Oil] government grant availability
underway.

•

Spring 20] 0 Inside the Grounds Magazine has been posted online.

(

Administration Team Update:
•

The Fair Board met on March 11 tho The main focus of the meeting was Public
Safety. Presentations were made by Ray Allison, Public Safety Team Leader, and First
Sergeant Rick Reed of the Indiana State Police. Rick is the State Fair Detail Commander
for the ISP.

•

Audit continues and we are preparing reports, pulling files, and answering questions as
requested by the auditors.

•

Cross training of job functions was completed; however training and evaluation for
efficiency are still proceeding.

•

The indianastatefaironline.com domain was obtained and CrystalTech was chosen as the
host provider for the online entries ofthe Fair Tracker program. By switching to the
independent web hosting service, we are obtaining lower monthly costs, increased
response time for changes to the program, and reduced potential failure points in the data
processing, without sacrificing the security and speed for the exhibitor. After the season,
we will evaluate the possibility of extending our sales presence on the internet.

•

The new servers were finally received and being set up. Due to the complexity of the
failover settings and critical nature of the computer, work is proceeding on a slower basis
than normal, with numerous checks, bum ins, and testing periods.

•

The CallPilot system was updated to combat memory issues that was preventing
roll overs and causing lockouts to the voice mail system.

•

Communications Products Inc contract with the telephone system was extended for 60
days to allow for evaluation and enhancement potential.

•

Processed judge's contracts, completed PO's, Report of Collection forms and updated
magazine ads for Fair Board Directors

•

Contracts Office Update: The following contract activity occurred in March: Muncie
Novelty was sent a contract for ticket printing; 2010 Fair Program bids were returned
with a recommendation corning to the Commission for Mignone Communications; two
RFI solicitations were sent with the Pepsi Coliseum due April 27 th and the Property
Insurance due April 19 th ; three items were issued for solicitation: Cleaning Chemicals,
Security Services and Event Staff; CPI was presented a letter to extend their contract 60
days pending review.

•

Supplies Update: We have been obtaining price quotes for annual vendor price
comparisons as required in 80 lAC ]-57. Bids for cleaning product ITB were mailed and

(

(
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are due back April 22"d The Green Team has met with two potential suppliers of "green"
lighting fixtures and is studying the feasibility of proposals submitted.
•

Human Resonrces Update: We are making preparations for the Second Annual ISF Job
Fair that will take place Thursday, June 3'd Background checks are being done for
summer interns and returning Fair employees in Gates and Parking. We have been
working closely with the Fair Board .on the status of professional services contracts to
adhere to IRS rules as well as preparations for hiring Fair employees.

Committee Work - there are several active Committees within the organization that are
managed by a talented group of staff. The following Committees meet throughout the year and
we thought the Commission might be interested in their ongoing work.
The Green Team has proposed a solar powered cell phone and PDA charging station as
a feature for the 2010 State Fair. The goal is to build upon the success oflast year's
alternative energy installations by showcasing another practical use of solar
technology. Green Team members are also researching how other facilities that generate
biomass waste are utilizing its energy potential. The goal is to utilize at least a portion of
the 5 to JO tons of biomass generated weekly by the Speed Barns. Rich and Mike Dalka
recently attended the Indiana Biomass Working Group meeting at the Purdue Beck
Agriculture Center. Bruce Sigmon is coordinating the elimination of all Styrofoam food
containers for the 201 0 Fair, expanding on the existing policy prohihiting Styrofoam for
year round operations. Once these projects are completed, the Green Team will evaluate
the Raj of other improvements to select future goals.
The goal ofthe Safety Committee is to reduce the number of employee injuries, the
severity of injuries when they do occur, as well as the workers' compensation claims
costs for the Commission. We have been working on a safety handbook for Fair-only
employees. The handbook gives a brief but thorough overview of safety and emergency
procedures on the Fairgrounds during the State Fair. We have also been developing new
topics and materials for weekly safety training sessions for all Commission employees.

In March 2009 the Records Retention Committee was tasked with inventorying all
records/files currently being housed on the Indiana State Fairgrounds and to establish a
retention schedule that matched and/or exceeded the current schedule required by the
State of Indiana. The Committee did a department by department inventory to files
including those housed in the Pepsi Coliseum and in the lower level ofthe
Communications Building. Based on content of each file, the Committee was able to
identify duplication of records, responsibility of original documents and a retention
schedule for each file. The Committee also recognized that the ISFC currently has
sufficient storage and records retention space. As of December 2009 the Committee has
met the initial goals and objectives and has established a Records Retention Schedule for
all files located in the offices of the ISFC.
Every month, the Marketing and Sales Committee meets to develop new marketing
avenues for the Fairgrounds and opportunities to help existing and new show promoters
market their events. In addition, the committee develops new ideas/leads for potential
Indiana State Fairgrounds sales and revenue streams. The committee is comprised of
members from the Facility Enhancement and Event Producer Teams along with John
Barto. CUlTently, the team is exploring the feasibility of having winter boat storage in
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one of the buildings and adding a Winter Farmers Market as new sources ofrevenue for
the Fairgrounds.
The Step It Up committee is comprised of 10 employees, with representatives from each
of the three teams covering various departments. As the collective "voice" of
Fairgrounds employees, our goal is to continue team-building, raising staff morale and
including all in the distribution of information organization-wide as needed. In addition,
the committee recognizes long-standing service to the Fairgrounds during semi-annual
get-togethers. With the success ofthe holiday pitch-in last December, we recommend
continuing the June/July pre-Fair luncheon - making it a pitch-in of summer favorites as
well.
IRS 2006 Audit - will finalize their audit in writing on Friday. This Monday, we agreed to the
terms and adjustments needed. We have already made adjustments in cell phone use policy for
employees, the Barn Managers, workers that need to be on payroll versus contract and are in the
process of sorting out off-duty security workers. We will provide the Commission with additional
information next month.
Discovery Hall- thanks to Andre, we had a wonderful session with Cassidy/Turley on the
financial formulas for the conversion of the Discovery Hall in Office Space. David Ellis, Pat
Berger and Rich Trombley are proceeding with more fact finding.

c
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DRAFT MINUTES
INDIANA STATE FAIR BOARD MEETING

4:00 p.m., March 11, 2010
COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING BOARD ROOM
INDIANA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
INDIANAPOLIS, !N

I.

CALL TO ORDER
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT

Patrick Barker
Lee Ann Eizinger
Tom Gary
Paul Graf
Roger Hale
Dr. Chuck Hibberd
Joe Kelsay
Bud Krohn, Jr.
Jim Lankford
Bill Leininger
Bryan Messersmith
Steve Patterson
Al Polin
Steve Simmerman
Lynette Walter
II.

OPENING REMARKS

Roger called the meeting to order and thanked everyone for attending. Cindy said
Anne Valentine is leaving state government and will be going to work for the City Arts
Commission. We were very fortunate to have her talent and support.
Roger and Cindy attended a reception held by the Pork Producers a couple weeks ago.
They spoke with some legislators and they are very excited about the State Fair. Roger
reminded everyone to get their contracts in to the Contract Office as soon as possible.
Roger is challenging all Fair Board directors to set some goals for themselves for 2010.
The goals should be what they would like to achieve for this year. He would like to get
a copy from each Fair Director by the April meeting.
Chairman Andre Lacy will be meeting with us at the April Fair Board meeting.
Roger said we will be organizing an Animal Health Committee. It will be to deal with
issues on animal health during the Fair and all other animals on the Fairgrounds. Roger
would like to see if Jim Weisman will chair the committee. We would meet with all
the livestock chairmen from all the departments and meet a couple days before the
State Fair begins.
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III.

MEETING MINUTES
Roger called for changes or corrections to the February 11, 2010 minutes. Steve
Patterson moved to accept the minutes as presented. Seconded by Bill Leininger, a
vote was taken and the motion carried.

IV.

(.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Cindy welcomed everyone to the Fair Board meeting. She reported that we are
recommending suspending indefinitely further efforts in consideration of building two
sheets of ice on State Fairgrounds property for IWSA. Cindy said we are looking at a
RFI/RFQ for people that might have an interest in putting capital improvements in the
Pepsi Coliseum.
Joy said the bill that is pertaining to the schools made it farther than it ever had but
the schools will not start after Labor Day per legislative mandate. There was a letter
sent out to all the Superintendents of all the schools in the State of Indiana asking
them too voluntarily take up the initiative to back up the schools starting at the end of
August. Bill Leininger said up in the northern part of Indiana they are backing up
school a week on their own.
Cindy and Steve Patterson went to the Zone III meeting in Michigan and she said they
are finding out that more and more extensions are having a lot of problems across the
country.

V.

FINANCIALS

(

David Ellis went over the financials for the month of February.
VI.

PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
Ray Allison said 1st Sergeant Rick Reed from the Indiana State Police would be here at
5:00 p.m. to give everyone an overview of their roles and responsibilities during the
State Fair. During the State Fair we turn the public safety over to the ISP and the
American Red Cross to take care of the medical problems on the Fairgrounds. The
Operation Center will be open during the State Fair and you can call 317/927-7520
twenty-four hours a day. We will start the twenty-four hour operation two days
before the State Fair begins and will continue through the end. The Operation
Center building has been renamed to the Public Safety Center. Ray would like to have
some feedback on the Emergency Pamphlet we handed out to the Directors and all
buildings on emergencies during the State Fair. We will pass out a public safety
handbook to everyone. Ray would like to be included in the Animal Health Committee
that is being created. Steve Patterson would like for the Public Safety meeting to be
held two days earlier than normal so they can get information to their people on time
before the Fair starts.

VII.

HUMAN RESOURCES & SUPPLIES & CONTRACTS

(
Mark Anderson said he has been in contact with some of the Fair Board Directors
regarding their contracts and he will be getting with everyone else as soon as possible.
Almost everyone who has previously been on contract will now be on the payroll. Mark
2

said he will give everyone a copy of the child labor laws. Anyone that hires a person
under eighteen years old must get Pat Berger's approval.
VIII.

ENTRY DEPARTMENT
Kay Peterson reported that the Open Class book went to the printer on Monday. The
4-H book is back from the printer and it is online. We are hiring an outside
company to host the online entry data and with having a private vendor we can go
online to correct it anytime.

IX.

STAFF REPORTS
Andy said he appreciated everyone that has e-mailed him their programs for the Fair
Program. He needs all of the program literature in as soon as possible so he can get it
ready to go over at the April Fair Board meeting.
Nlike Dalka said we will still have bottled water if needed and we will allow for
beverages. He will talk to each one individually regarding the garden tractors.

X.

PRESENTATION & DEVELOPMENT
Margaret handed out the flyer "What's New for 2010". She said we have invited
the Boy Scouts to come to the May meeting to update everyone on the Boy Scouts
Bridge that will be here for the State Fair. The Boy Scouts will be celebrating their
1Doth year.
There will be two new shows released tomorrow. One is a Christian concert.
Margaret said we have about 70% of our goal for sponsorships. Toyota will be here at
the April meeting and they want to be involved out here in some capacity.
Ray Allison introduced 1st Sergeant Rick Reed from the ISP which is over the ISP during
the State Fair. Rick Reed said the ISP is here to make sure everything and everyone is
safe and to have a good time. Cindy said if anyone has a safety issue they need to
inform Rick Reed immediately.

XI.

DIRECTOR REPORTS
Bill Leininger:

Judges are in place. He sent out a letter to all his staff and he is
getting great responses back from everyone.

Pat Barker:

All his judges' contracts have been sent back except for one and he
has a verbal commitment from him. He has a meeting set up with
Mark Anderson to go over all his contracts.

Lynette Walter:

She has a meeting set up for this Tuesday night with all the sheep
barn staff. She hopes to have all her supply orders done at that
time.

Bud Krohn:

He would like to get more defibrillators here on the Fairgrounds for
during the State Fair. He needs $200 for a couple judges coming
3

from California and New Mexico. He said they did eliminate one
judge for dairy goats so that saved $600.
Jim Lankford:

He will have a meeting this coming Saturday with a group of horse
pullers to talk about the payouts. The money will be the same.
He said they will be working with Rich Trombley's staff to do the
grading. He went to an extension meeting, which was very
informative.

Al Polin:

He said he has a new challenge this year with the Celebration Park.

(

Steve Simmerman: He said the staff he has in the Grandstand does a wonderful job
and he would like for the same people to stay there. He is working
through all the contracts.
Bryan Messersmith: Finishing up all his contracts. He went to a horse sale and got a lot
of good feedback on the State Fair.
Paul Graf:

All judges hired and contracts back except for one.

Lee Ann Eizinger:

She got her official paper from the Governor yesterday to be a Fair
Board Director. She took a short tour of the Farm Bureau bUilding.
She thanked everyone for the warm welcome.

Steve Patterson:

He has sent out 76 contracts and has approximately another 50 to
go. The contracts for the dog contest are done and he is working
on a couple more contests. He might be moving the Fashion Show
to the Farm Bureau building. He will have his first draft of his
schedule to Andy Klotz tomorrow for the program.

Tom Gary:

He has all his judges' contracts in. He would like to get copies of
the contracts from last year.

Chuck Hibberd:

He said the 4-H programs are all going great.

Joe Kelsay:

They continue to work on things to
venue.

(

make tneDesflarfhis

Jeannie Keating said the "Farmers Feed Us" campaign
continues and they are in their last 30 days for the campaign.
XII.

DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION
Pat Berger said we had not planned on having a March meeting so there is no money in
the budget for the dinner. If anyone would like to donate money that would be great.
He said April is the month we normally meet in the Farm Bureau building and we invite
the first assistants and any staff the Fair Board Directors would like to bring. It will be
primarily to go over the Fair Program. We will have tables set up so everyone can
make sure we have their orders for tents, phones, etc. and every Fair department
should be represented. We did bid out the tent contract this year so we will be
working with a new tent company. Also, we bid out the hat and shirt contract and we
4
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have a new vendor for that. No one has money in their budget for pins this year except
for 4-H so there will not be any departmental pins this year.
XIII.

NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of the Indiana State Fair Board of Directors will be April 8, 2010 in
the Farm Bureau Building.
XIV.

ADJOURNMENT
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Cindy Hoye
From:

Cindy Hoye

Sent:

Thursday, February 25,20101:09 PM

To:

- All Users

Cc:

Andre Lacy

Subject:

update information to staff

AU.Jijil(lWtjU,

Attachments: teamchart.pdf; cchorg.10.doc; staffreport 210 (4).final.doc

Update on the organization progress - February 25, 2010
It's been about a month since we launched our new organization structure, and I wanted to share where
we are in moving the organization forward. I will start by stating this past weekend was terrific, with one
of the best ever Saturday's of the Boat, Sport and Travel Show ... this means strong revenues in food and
beverage, parking and a happy customer with happier clients. I hope this weekend is more of the same.
Remember, the goal in our new organizational approach is to mitigate a severe decrease in operating
revenues from the state while maintaining our customer service, maintenance and growth of our
business. As you know, the focus goes to our two core lines of business; State Fair and our year-round
facility rentals while developing a talented team for succession management. Knowing you all are such
caring people about your jobs, the event and this place, the last thing we collectively want to do is put
this organization back where we were in the late eighties, nor do we want to be in the red three years.
So exactly where are we in the reenergizing the new organization and what's to come? What we know is
that we are still a work in progress. We need to iron out what are the exact team names, titles, roles and
responsibilities and then ultimately job descriptions. But based upon the work we need to accomplish, it
might be the fall before your exact new job description is in your hands. However, your team leader will
be finalizing the roles of each individual over the next two weeks and that will provide more clarity. In
the mean time, attached is a simple color outline that shows the intent of the organization with three
teams that intersect. Additionally, I have attached an outline that was tile framework provided to the
Commission and the staff report from February as an update on various activities of these three teams.
A perfect example of how the "team approach" should work is the parking staff now cleans their lots
before their shifts - thus saving another crew in collecting trash from the lots. This cross discipline is
exactly the concept of working together efficiently. With reducing our expenses, streamlining processes,
maximizing talents and setting new goals, I am confident we are well on our way. Realizing there are a
number of elements that still need clarity, hang with me and remember, my door is always open for
comments, concerns, ideas and feedback. Thanks for your positive attitudes and your support of this
organization.
Cindy
Cynthia C. Hoye, CFE
Executive Director
Indiana State Fair Commission
317-927-7501
choye@indianastatefair.com

3/1/2010

Goals for Executive Director, Indiana State Fair Commission - 2010
State Fair - Continue to add new elements and direction to keep the product fresh and positioned
for our customers wants and needs (commodities, news features, entertainment). For this yearwe have it set up to feature Boy Scouts, Year of Pigs, healthy food station, highlight Japan with
the cooperation of Economic Development, Fair Kick-off party that supports youth, build a Habit
Home, refinement of facilities for livestock to reduce cost in building transitions, paid parking
Deaf School, feature "wow" image of farming (God Bless America Sculpture) and create a new
host Fann Family of the Day Program. (In additional to retaining and enhancing all the traditional
program elements and entertainment).
• Attendance - one million people
• Hit our budget goal $600,000
• Future Fair Dates - focus for the year - frnaIize full of 20 10 (2012 and beyond)
Create and build a Youth Scholarship Fund
G
Update RV parking 46'" Street
@

Public and employee safety is always first customer service second - continue to train, and raise
the bar for both.
Year as the Chairman of the Board of the IAFE
• Continue to position Indiana as a leader in the Fair Industry (one of the Governor's goals)
Overall Management
Bud!!et Adjustments - on going fiscal management / ,merational management
• Prepare the organization for the next three years, with profitability and succession
management planning; inciudingassessments of programs
• Focus on efficiencies, processes, controls, procedures
• Develop a Strategic Plan for the next 3-5 years
• Continue to explore funding possibilities with Pepsi Coliseum
• Maximize creativity with utilization of facilities - rentals, office space, etc.
• Sponsorship/partnership development
Long-term future
• Recognized as the BEST in the country for State Fair and Fairgrounds
• Preventative Maintenance plan - with Capital plan document
• State Fair Fann - year-round agriculture destination - including development livestock
facility
o Get in the wix with mass transit station near Fairgronnds
• At the end of the year, our Fair and Fairgrounds meet the mission - preserved and
enhanced
'0
Phm ~nd extt:tlte ft\ CornmissioB Long R2!nge Pian~ir.]g nleeti~glrttreat that
tddresses zt ~enst (1) 'VisioL for the futwre (ii) Addressing the needs of the Pepsn
Coliseum (i~i) A prncess for mf:naging and fnnd~:ng the L-T Cr:pitd requirements
Ov) Pi(.j)-2ctiye~y plans the hunu:n needs and crganizat~Dnal stn~ftmre to fll!!fHl O~l:r
~;/I:s5io;2:

Inspire and nurture the BEST TEAM of people to accomplish these Qoals. . .. LKPJi

Indiana State Fair Commission
Actual 2009, Budgeted 2010, & Proposed 2011 and 2012 Income/Expense Summaries
($,000)

Indiana State Fair
Revenue
Expenses

Gain/(Loss)
Fairgrounds
Earned Revenue
Tax & General Fund Appropriations
Operating Expenses (before depreciation)
Preventive Maintenance/Capital Improvements
Gain/(Loss)
Debit Service (Principal & Interest)
Overall Surplus/(Deficit)

c:

1>

2009

2010

2011

20'12

$10,536
9,697
839

$9,880
9,280

SOO

$10,000
9,400
600

$10,500
____ 9.90?,
600

6,281
9,885
10,649
1,178
4,339

5,965
6,900
10,536
1,700
629

6,263
7,100
11,063
1,000
1,300

6,576
6,500
11,616
12° 0 ,
260

1,870

2,137

2,149

____
2,192,

$3,308

($908)

($249)

($1,332),

$5,183
3,454
4,929

$13,566

$5,150
4,154
3,354
$12,658

$5,164
4,854
2,391
$12,409

$5,241
5,554
282
$11,077

$14,395

$12,860

$11,235

$9,565

$2,755
$699

$3,355
$799

$3,955
$899

$4,555
$999

&

Cash Reserves·!r*

Restricted
, Earmarked
Operating
Running Balance

H

C

->

I

2009 Cash Reserves include beginning balances

Bond Deb! (Principal only)
• Earmarked:
Discovery Hall
Pepsi Coliseum I=und

,

BackgroiHHI

0 ..

tile rati""aie for re-organizat;o!l of ISFC Staff - 2/11/1 ()

1.

Provides for alignment to generate earned revenue 'w'hile focusing on our core line of
business and deve~opjng a strong sliccessiol1l11anagement plan while preparing for
financially leaner times.

2.

The culture we are developing is built on what we do well during the Fair and that is:
•
We always work well as a team by helping each other
•
This plays to the talents and strengths of our organization and individuals
•
We have to experiment and be flexible
•
Measurements of effectiveness and efficiencies must be ongoing

3.

The goal is to break down silos and prioritize our functions into three primary teams:
Administratio ..
•

•
•

•
•
•

Legal

Finance
Technology
Board Support
Supplies
Human Resources

Event Producer - State Fair
• Communications

•
•

•
•
•

Programming

Adveliising
Education
Development
Special Projects

Facility Management

4.

o

Maintenance

•
•
•

Projects
Event Management - Sales, Marketing, Operations, Security, Parking
Pepsi Coliseum Skate Shop

(I)

Ticketing

Specifically this elevates two Directors to Vice Presidents or rather Team Leaders,
eliminates a divisi()lT, realigns staff rates and their reporting and finally moves SOille

offices for efficiencies.
5.

This is an ongoing process and we are still considering more contract SllPP011 in various

divisions within the organization. For example could there be cost savings by finding a
contractor to implement our parking? Our approach through this process will be to

reduce budget \vhiie providing efficiencies to the operations. Shore up our current profit
centers \vhi!c looki.ng to create nev" opportunities. Continue to look al elimination

or

programs that arc ;:neffcctivc and retool di\'isions for additional roles.
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Cindy Hoye
From:

Cindy Hoye

Sent:

Thursday, January 28, 2010 5:14 PM

To:

'Andre Lacy'

Cc:

'Ted Andrew Mckinney'; 'HayhurstFarms@aol.com'; 'jkelsay@isda.in.gov'; 'Dana Huber';
'GaryE25258@aol.com'; Roger Hale; 'Matthew Rekeweg'; 'Valentine, Anne'

Subject: FW: reorganization
This was just sent to all staff to help with understanding what happened today. Obviously, it was an emotional day
for everyone. The managers were presented the new organization framework and the rationale in great detail. I
enlisted the services of HR Dimension (Steve Grow) to assist in the implementation of today and the future "change
management" for each new team. The new teams are Facility Management (headed up by Dave Hummel),
FairlEvent Producer (Margaret Davidson) and Administration (Pat Berger). While the downsizing was difficult, most
of the staff is looking forward to the new challenges. Each team meets together next week with a one month plan to
be created immediately. On going reviews will take place and I will share other points of explanation in the future.
Thanks for your support - Cindy

From: Cindy Hoye
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2010 5:04 PM
To: - All Users
Subject: reorganization
A reorganization of the Fairgrounds staff was announced today as a direct result of the financial implications to our
budget. Today was a tough day at the Fairgrounds as decisions had to be made which directly affect our ability to
continue our daily operations. Unfortunately in this reorganization a total of nine employees have been laid off.
The new organization will focus on a team effort, utilizing staff in the most efficient and effective roles as possible.
do believe these changes will allow us to move forward as a healthy, viable business. With our core business model
as facility managers and event producers, we all must be creative and willing to put forth the best effort possible. I
have no doubt this is the right course to take, and need you all to work toward this common goal. Understand that
our financial picture is challenging and we will over the course of the next several months to evaluate where we are
in relation to our bottom line.
I personally value each of you and know we can pull together to strengthen the organization. My door is always
open if you have any questions or ideas. Please feel free to contact me directly. Thanks for your support.
Cindy
Cynthia C. Hoye, CFE
Executive Director
indiana State Fair Commission
317-927-7501
ffiID'-E>@Oct;;lJJJ3St" tefa i r. co n:l
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Meeting Minutes
1ndIana State Fair Comnussion
January ]4, 20W
Administration Building
Indiana State Fairgrounds Event Center
Indianapolis, Indiana

The n"leeting of the Indiana State Fair ConmDssion was called to order at 10:05 3.m. by Chairman Andre
Lacy. The following Conmnssion members were present: Chairman Andre Lacy, Ted McKinney; Matthew
Rekeweg; Dana Huber; Susan Hayhurst; Joe Kelsay (I11diana Agriculture Director); Gary Emsweller
(C.A.S.H. 's Representative) and Roger Hale, President of the Indiana State Fair Board.
Conllnission Staff present: Cynthia C. Hoye, Executive Director; Dave HUmJ11el, Deputy Executive
Director; Joy Rothrock, Director of Legal and Governmental/Public Affairs; Pat Hudson, Executive
Secretary; Pat Berger, Director of Adminish·ation; Margaret Davidson, Director of
Presentation/Development; David Ellis, Director of Finance; Andy Klotz, Public Relations Manager; Justin
ArmstTong, The Bam Director ofC.A.S.H. and Ricb Trombley, Director of Buildings & Grounds
Others present: Lou Gerig.
Chairman Alldre Lacy recognized a quorum and called the meeting to order.
MEETING MINUTES
Chainnan Andre Lacy made the motion to approve the minutes of the December 10, 2009 COHllmssi0l1
meeting with tv-,IO conectlons. Seconded by Dana Huber, the motion caIned. A copy of the minutes is in
the official minute book.
FINANCIAL REPORT
2009 YTD Fairgrounds Revenue was $6,]98,939 and YTD Tax Revenue was $9,882,268. 2009 YTD
Fairgrounds Expenses were $]0,798,557. Non-Operating Expenses were $],285,236.
2009 YTD Revenue Grand Total was $]6,081,207.
David EJIis recomll1ended the tTallsfelTing of funds over to the Treasurer's Office ill the amount of
$6,250,000. Chairman Lacy said we recognize the petition or the appeal of having custody of funds be at
the State level rather than the CorrurussJon level and that vie have chosen to have a threshold of no less than
one million dolJars available in our Fairgrounds account. We have an open question going forward in
tenILS of how quickly the Treasurer's Office will respond to OUT needs if necessary. Ted McKinney made a
motion to approve the transfer of funds to the Treasurer's Offjce. Seconded by Dana Huber, the motion
calTied.
Chain11an Lacy thanked Lou Gerig for Ius attendance at the Comnrission meeting.
Copies of the financials are attached to the official minutes.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Roger Hale said the Fair Board has been working hard to reduce its budget by 5% and is subnuttu1g the
budget to the Comnnssion, renecting the 5% reduction for approval. The Fair Board has approved the
4-H Handbook for 2010. The Fair Board Directors attended the INAFFE Convention this past weekend.
The Fair Board is working on revising the Sale of Champions.
CASH CHAIRlVtAN'S REPORT
Gary Ems\\ieJJeT repOJied that tbey are trying to put togetber a C.A.S.H. meeting for Jmmary or February to
review the educational programs conducted in 2009 and make pians for 2010.
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CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS
Chairman Lacy opened up discussion with Commission members about their thoughts 10 close out the
meeting. The Commisslon is very complimentary of a successful 2009 given the ecoDomy and the new 17
day format of the State Fair. They would Eke to show their appreciation 10 the staff for these extraordinary
acco111plishJ."'11ents. Cindy 'VIlas asked to send to Comrnission members her goals for the year as a way to
measure the success of her leadership in 2010. Additionally, it was suggested to enter into an HR audit with
the staff and look for support from a "change management" perspective for the team.
FEBRUARY COMMISSION MEETING
The Febmary Commission meeting will be held on Thursday, Febmary II, 2010 at 10:00 a.In.
There being no fUl1her bllsiness, the meeting adjourned at 10:55 a.m.
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Meeting Minutes
Indiana State Fair Commission
March 11, 2010
Administration Building
Indiana State Fairgrounds Event Center
Indianapolis, Indiana
The meeting of the lndiana State Fair Commission was called to order at 10:05 a.m. by Chairman
Andre Lacy. The following Commission members were present: Chairman Andre Lacy; Ted
McKinney; Dana Huber; Susan Hayhurst; Matt Rekeweg; Joe Kelsay (Indiana Agriculture
Director); Gary Emsweller (C.A.S.H.'s Representative) and Roger Hale, President of the Indiana
State Fair Board.
Commission Staff present: Cynthia C. Hoye, Executive Director; Dave Hummel, Deputy
Executive Director; Joy Rothrock, Director of Legal and GovernmentallPublic Affairs; Pat
Hudson, Executive Secretary; Pat Berger, Director of Administration; Margaret Davidson,
Director ofPresentationlDevelopment; David Ellis, Director of Finance; Andy Klotz, Public
Relations Manager, Justin Annstrong, The Barn Director of C.A.S.H. and Rich Trombley,
Director of Buildings & Grounds
Others present: Representative Bill Ruppel and Lou Gerig,
Chairman Andre Lacy recognized a quorum and called the meeting to order. He recognized and
thanked Representative Ruppel and Lou Gerig for attending the Commission meeting.
MEETING MINUTES
Gary Emsweller made the motion to approve the minutes of the February II, 2010 Commission
meeting as distributed. Seconded by Roger Hale, the motion carried. A copy ofthe minutes is in
the official minute book.
FINANCIAL REPORT
20]0 YTD Fairgrounds Revenue was $1,483,936 and YTD Tax Revenue was $873,588. 2010
YTD Fairgrounds Expenses were $1,956,654. Non-Operating Revenue (Expenses) was
$733,288.
The auditors are here and will be until sometime in April.
Copies of the financials are attached to the official minutes.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Roger Hale said that he and Pat Berger had been appointed by Cindy Hoye to establish an Animal
Care Committee to be used at the State Fair. It will be a program to make sure no animal is
abused and to check animals as they come in more thoroughly and to isolate animals that may
have a health problem. They will ask Dr. Jim Weisman to be a part of the committee. Also, there
will be someone from the Board of Animal Health on the committee to set the rules and
regulations. He said they are still working and gathering information on the Sale of Champions.
Roger is challenging all the Fair Board Directors to establish goals for themselves for 201 O.
Roger and Cindy attended a reception held by the Pork Producers a couple weeks ago. They
spoke with some legislators and they are looking forward to working with us during the State
Fair.
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Ted McKinney said the Commission would like to be involved along with the Fair Board for the
fundraiser on July 31". Cindy said we have a Youth Development Fund right now and we want
to enhance that fund as a way to give back to all youth who participate during the fair such as
livestock kids, 4-H public speaking and demonstrations and FFA youth. Long tenn this might be
a way to enhance the Sale of Champions and develop more of a process of raising the money. It
is planned for Saturday night, July 31" on the north side of the Fairgrounds. She has asked Dana
Huberand Susan Hayhurst to be on the committee.
CASR CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Gary Emsweller said he didn't have anything to report and he would defer to Justin. Justin will
give a presentation on the education program.
EXECUTNEDIRECTOR'S REPORT
Chairman Lacy brought everyone up to date on the IWSA He said we will stay supportive of
helping them with donnitory space, and accommodating requests for ice time. Chairman Lacy
working with Cindy chose to make the recommendation to the Commission that we would
suspend indefinitely further efforts in consideration of building two sheets of ice on State
Fairgrounds property. Roger Hale made the motion to accept Andre's recommendation for
IWSA Seconded by Susan Hayhurst, the motion carried.
Dave Hummel said the show season is going well. Cindy said we are trying to lock people in for
a long period of years. One of the realignment's of our organization is to strengthen our yearround sales team.
Dave Hummel said the Super Bowl Committee came to us requesting a hold on several of our
buildings for activities which we had done. Recently because of the possibility of the players
strike in 2012, they have come to us and ask us to hold two weeks for the Super Bowl. We can
hold some of the buildings for two weeks but we can't hold all the ones they want because we
have contracts for 2012 already in place. We have pledged the Transportation Center to them for
both weeks.
Cindy said when we have been working with Office Management and Budget, and·one ofthe
ideas was to take a look at the Pepsi Coliseum and explore a process where we can see if there is
some outside management that would want to come in and manage the Pepsi Coliseum. In
addition to that provide some capital dollars to the facility to begin some alterations. Cindy said
she has had two individuals come to her that are interested in this opportunity. Dave Hummel
said the original building was managed by an organization which owned the Chicago Stadium
and the Chicago Blackhawks. Ross and Babcock managed it after the other organization until the
explosion in 1963. We will go through the RFI process, then it will be brought back to the
Commission for you to look at and determine if we proceed to the RFP.
Margaret went over the document "2010 What's New". Toyota's contract will run through June
this year and they do want to do something for the State Fair but we do not know at what level.
They do know that we need to know as soon as possible. Margaret said we have looked at a
combo ticket sale and it would have to be upper grandstand. We will have to figure what we need
to cover our cost.
Pat Berger said that CPI for several years has had the maintenance agreement for our telephone
system and they also have a contract for conventional services for WI-FI to exhibitors and shows.
We have had some concern with them for the past two years on their level of service for our
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exhibitors and shows. Ennco has been out here for years doing our electrical service. Also,
Ennco got into the communications business five or six years ago. Dave Hummel and Pat Berger
have decided since CPI isn't providing great service maybe it is time to approach Ennco. They
have a history of providing great service to exhibitors and us. Also, they have someone here at
the Fairgrounds seven days a week. Ennco will come back to us this week with their proposal.
Joy said Senator Delph pulled out of HB 13 67 the language delaying school start dates until after
Labor Day. He asked the School Superintendents and School Boards Association leaders in an email to voluntarily move back their calendars to late August. Senator Delph considers this action
as a very positive step in achieving the ultimate goal. Representative Ruppel said the HB 1367 is
still alive. He said the budget is running approximately $100 million a month behind in revenues.
He said if we do not have more cuts we will be in the red by approximately $1 billion by June.
Cindy said Chainnan Lacy was inducted into the Junior Achievement of Centrallndiana Business
Hall of Fame this past month.
Cindy asked Justin Annstrong to give a presentation on education. He went through a
PowerPoint on the history of our education program. Justin said there are opportunities for·
fonnal family programming which includes birthday parties and all kinds of opportunities for
programming as well as professional development for teachers and for agricultural. He said we
have not put out a schedule for the "Largest Classroom" for this fall of2010 because we don't
Imow if we can do it fmancially. A copy of the PowerPoint is attached to the official minutes.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
David Ellis said the Finance/Audit Committee will be a group made up of no more than two
Commission members and a limited number of other individuals who will advise the Commission
on financial matters. The primary responsibilities of the Committee will be to recommend short
and long-tenn financial plans and evaluate the current financial status of the COTTmussion. The
expectation is for the Committee to meet on a quarterly basis and we would like to start them the
first of April.
NEW BUSINESS
Rich Trombley said we are requesting the Commission's approval for Purchase Order number
3721 for $80,000 for the South Pavilion Roof Design. Ted McKirrney made a motion to approve
the P.O. for the South Pavilion Roof Design. Seconded by Matt Rekeweg, the motion carried. A
copy of the proposal letter is attached to the official minutes.
CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS
Chainnan's Comments included discussion about reaching our financial goals, impOJ1ance of
Strategic Plarrning and an interest to include outside supporters, and finally a hearty discussion
about the need to present production agriculture that feeds the world and sustainable agriculture
that is responsible to our environment.
APRIL COMMISSION MEETING
The April Commission meeting will be held on Thursday, April 8, 2010 at 10:00 a.m.
There being no further business, the meeting adjoumed at 11:40 a.m.
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DRAFT MINUTES
STATE FAIR BOARD MEETING
4:00 p.m., February 11, 2010
COMMUNICATiONS BUILDING BOARD ROOM
INDIANA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
INDiANAPOLIS, IN
II~DIANA

i.

CALL TO ORDER
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT
Patrick Barker
Lee Ann Eizinger
Tom Gary
Roger Hale
Dr. Chuck Hibberd
Jeannie Keating for Joe Kelsay
Bud Krohn, Jr.
Jim Lankford
Bill Leininger
Bryan Messersmith
Steve Patterson·
Al Polin
Steve Simmerman
John Tarr
Anne Valentine
Lynette Walter

II.

OPENING REMARKS
Roger called the meeting to order and thanked everyone for attending. Roger
introduced Lee Ann Eizinger, who is the new Director appointed from District Z and
asked her to give a brief history of her background. Lee Ann said she is honored to be a
part of the Indiana State Fair family and she was a ten year 4·H member.

III.

MEETING MINUTES
Roger called for changes or corrections to the January 8, 2010 minutes. Bill Leininger

moved to accept the minutes as presented. Seconded by Steve Patterson, a vote vvas
taken and the motion carried.
IV.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Cindy welcomed everyone to the Fair Board meeting. She said we have had a
challenging year and with traveling for the IAFE she has seen lots of Fairs having
financial problems. We have been cut $2 million from our budget this year so we need
to realign our revenue and we will need to do some strategic planning for the next
three years. We are looking at cross training employees so they can help in different
departments. We are divided into three categories of teams and they are Facility
Management, Event Producer and Administrative. Pat Berger will head up
Administrative, fI!,argaret Davidson will have Event Producer and Dave Hummel with
I

Facility Management. We are going through a re-organization so we have eliminated
seven full time and two part-time positions.
Cindy said we are checking on the possibilities of outsourcing parking. Ray Allison is
checking on the options.

(

Margaret introduced Dean Illingworth and Steven Craig from Habitat for Humanity.
Dean Illingworth gave an overview for the building of the home here at the Indiana
State Fair in August. He said they built approximately 300 homes for the Habitat for
Humanity last year in Indiana and 22 of them were in Marion County. The Commission,
Fair Board and Staff will be given a chance to help work on the home here. The
Habitat for Humanity will be working with different sponsors to make this an Ag related
project. The family that will be getting this home works for Kroger and Kroger is very
active in the process.
V.

PRESIDENTS REPORT
Roger Hale asked Anne Valentine to tell us about her new addition to the family. She
adopted a little girl on December 10,2009 and her name is Abigail Grace Valentine.

VI.

FINANCIALS
David Ellis went over the financials for the month of January. He gave an overview of
the 2010 Budget Summary. The 2010 Budget Summary is attached to the official
minutes.

VII.

HUMAN RESOURCES & SUPPLIES & CONTRACTS

(

Mark Anderson said he has moved down to the Communications Building and also will
be helping with supplies and contracts. Mark said a lot of the people that were on
contract last year will have to go on payroll this year because of IRS rules. Also, Julie
Izzo will be helping with supplies.
Mike Dalka handed out packets of forms to all the Directors for the Fair. He said they
will inventory everything to make sure they are where they are supposed to be. He
would like to have the forms turned in by the May Fair Board meeting.
Monica Smiley gave everyone copies of their contracts from last year and most of them
will not be renewable contracts.

VIII.

ENTRY DEPARTMENT
Kay Peterson discussed the changes being made to the Open Class Premium book.
Corrections to the attached changes: No Indiana bull classes for Shorthorn Plus. Boer
Goats will be moved from the middle of the weekend to the 1st Tuesday and
Wednesday. Pat Berger said the Premium Book is part of the contract with the
exhibitors so that is the reason the changes have to be voted on. Steve Patterson
moved to adopt the changes to the premium book. Seconded by Tom Gary, a vote was
taken and the motion carried. A copy of the changes is attached to the official
2
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minutes. Megan Bergman in the Entry Department is now handling the judges
contracts.
IX.

PRESENTATION 8: DEVELOPMENT
Margaret gave everyone a packet with license plates and key chains. She handed out a
calendar that will be posted online for the non-livestock and livestock events during
the State Fair.
Margaret said we are talking about having a fundraiser to help get funds for the State
Fair. We are looking at Saturday, July 31 st . it will be a chance to honor some of the
past directors and keep them involved in the State Fair.
Margaret gave some guidelines for our partnerships with companies and she said Ellison
Bakery is a new sponsor for the Home &: Family Arts Building.
We have leased the property for the space the new billboard occupies adjacent to Fall
Creek. We will receive revenue for leasing the space plus advertising on the billboard.

V

A.

STAFF REPORTS
Dr. Renee McKee handed out an article that will be sent to the Extension Office
to be shared with 4-H members over the state.

XI.

DIRECTOR REPORTS
Pat Barker:

Bill Leininger:

He has gotten back several judge contracts and only has a few still
out. His first assistant is working on the P.O.'s.
He has turned in his judge contracts except for one and that will be
done next week. Bill said he had a new granddaughter in January.

Jim Lankford:

He will get with Mark Anderson and re-evaluate a few things.
Everything else is on track.

Lee Ann Eizinger:

She passed since this was her first meeting.

Bud Krohn:

He got a new first assistant for Llamas and Alpacas. They had an
organizational meeting for Our Land Pioneer Building and all the
vendors were excited about this year coming up.

John Tarr:

Everything is going fine and they have had several Young Farmers
meetings.

Chuck Hibberd:

Everything is going well.

Bryan Messersmith: He needs to pay one of his judges that is coming out of Canada
more than the $600.00 for one day. Roger Hale said the Executive
Council recommended approval for the payment to the judge.
Steve Simrnemlan: Working with the Band Day coordinator on a three year contract.
3

XII.

Tom Gary:

Everything is in place and he has a list of his judges.

Steve Patterson:

Everything is going well. He thinks the fundraiser will be a great
event. The Fair Board needs to support the fundraiser and he looks
forward to it.

Lynette Walter:

She said her brother·in-law passed away in the middle of January
and she thanked everyone for their support and kind words. She
has all but three contracts back for judges.

Al Polin:

Everything is in order.

Jeannie Keating:

The Department of Agriculture has moved to One North Capitol.

Anne Valentine:

School start date bill did get through the Senate but will probably
not get a hearing in the House. The Governor's office is trying to
stay out of the debate as of now.

(

DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION
Pat Berger said the mail boxes for the Fair Board Directors have been moved across the
hall from where they were and that former office has been made into a meeting room.

XIII.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Indiana State Fair Board of Directors will be March 11, 2010 in
the conference room in the Communications Building.

XIV.

(

ADJOURNMENT

(
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DRAFT MINUTES
INDIANA STATE FAIR BOARD MEETING
DECEMBER 10, 2009
-COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING BOARD ROOM
INDIANA STATE FAIRGROUNDS INDIANAPOLIS, IN

I.

CALL TO ORDER
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT
Patrick Barker
Tom Gary
Paul Graf
Roger Hale
Dr. Chuck Hibberd
Joe Kelsay
Jim Lankford
BHl Leininger
Bryan Messersmith
Steve Patterson
Al Pol in
Steve Simmerman
John Tarr
Lynette Walter

II.

OPENING REMARKS
Roger called the meeting to order and thanked everyone for attending. He also
thanked everyone for all their efforts in working out their budgets.· He discussed the
IAFE Convention and the numerous awards presented to Indiana State Fair. He
commended the Presentation/Development and Education teams. He also
congratulated Cindy on being apPointed the Chair of IAFE for 2010.

III.

MEETING MINUTES
Roger then called for changes or corrections to the November minutes. John Tarr
moved to accept the minutes as presented. Seconded by Bryan Messersmith, a vote
was taken and the motion carried.

IV.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Cindy Hoye thanked everyone for attending and reported on the following:
.:. IAFE Convention
• Very proud of our accomplishments
• Vision - Premier year round gathering place that maximizes it's
. resources to host a wide variety of diverse activities.
• Best State Fair in the Country ... WELL DONE!!
• Kenneth Feld of Feld Entertainment was a keynote speaker
highlighted on the following:
• Time is our most valuable commodity
-J-

•
•
•
•

Customer satisfaction is #1
Peoples attention span is shorter
Family framework is different
Challenges in Circus business
o Down to one ring from three in the past
o Animal extremists, how they affect circus
.:. Governor of California is interested in selling 4 fairgrounds
.;. TN State fair is in trouble, may not run in 2010

(

Pat Berger added that the MI State fair is in talks to consider holding a livestock only
fair for the 4-H programs.
Cindy said that the Missouri State fair is cutting back their Extension program by 44%.
V.

FINANCIALS
Davie! Ellis sta\'e'dthat there haven't been any changes in the Fair financiatssincelast
monthahd th-atB98K profit is a pretty solid number.
He thanked everyone for meeting with him to go over their budgets. He asked
everyone tocut-th",jr food· budget by 20%

VI.

PURDUE EXTENSION
Chuck Hibberd gave a presentation highlighting what is going on at Purdue Extension.

VII.

ENTRY DEPARTMENT

(

Kay discussed the premium book changes. Pat stated that the premium book will be
voted on at the January 8th meeting. He added that the general terms and conditions
have been distributed and any changes must be made quickly.
VIII.

PRESENTATION

&;

DEVELOPMENT

Margaret Davidson reported on the following:
• We are busy with the 2010 campaign
• Website will be up by January.
• Boy Scouts will have a mobile exhibit on site the middle weekend.
• Humanities council meeting, may be adding HFA programming.
• American Gothic statue, getting closer
• Working with media &; promotional sponsors
• Will be doing an expanded value book
• We will be offering a midway discount pass, Walmart will be retailer
Michelle Leavell stated that they are working on the Grandstand line up and have
confirmed the follOWing four acts:
.:. 817 - Rascall Flatts
;:. 8/14 - Keith Urban
.:. 8/17 - jeff Dunham
.:. 8/20 - Sugarland
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Margaret handed out an article from the Herald Bulletin on the winner of the Statehood
day Essay. Megan Moran won the essay, discussing her favorite things about Indiana,
especially attending the Indiana State Fair. She then shared a video that Jon
McLaughlin shot during his performance at the 2009 fair, which features many aspects
of our Fair.
IX.

STAFF REPORTS
Bruce Williams discussed IT expenses for the 2009 fair and ways they are looking to
reduce cost for 2010.
Andy Klotz said we are increasing our use of social media.

X.

DIRECTOR REPORTS
Paul Graf:

We have our judges all verbally confirmed. We had a Breed Rep
meeting, and our budget is lined out. We will have a scales
committee meeting tonight after dinner.

Tom Gary:

I had my budget meeting. All our judges are lined up, except for
the honey judge and one other.

Lynette Walter:

Sheep barn is moving along. Starting open market lamb show, we
are also hosting the national Tunis show. We've added another
sanctioned Boer goat show. Vegas was very educational, Roger and
I ended up being moderators. Some of the county fairs across the
country are having beer /wine gardens; we might want to think
about this.

Jim Lankford:

Still working on Judges. Major change will be in coliseum arena,
we will be working with Rich's crew.

Pat Barker:

We got our budget done. I've met with the 4·H rabbit people. My
premium book changes are in, and my judges are turned in.

Bill Leininger:

The Hoosier Beef Congress was great. The numbers were down a
little. I'll be hiring my judges in January. I've completed my
budget.
.

Steve Simmerman: I'm working on my budget. There has officially been a formal
separation of the Indy International Wine Competition and the
Indiana State Fair. However, we did receive a letter from the
Indiana Uplands Wine Trail that they still want a presence at the
Indiana State Fair .
. Al Polin:

I've had my budget meeting with Dave. Looking at cost cutting
questions ... is the dinner really necessary, how to cut bus
transportation costs. Everything else is going ok.

·3·

John Tarr:

We are getting along real well. I met with Dave on our budget. We
would like to expand the kitchen in Pioneer Village. We have free
labor if Indiana State Fair will buy the materials.

(

Bryan Messersmith: Working with budget. Looking to reduce cost of rental lawn
traCtors. Everything else is good.

XI.

Steve Patterson:

We have a staff meeting with coordinators on Saturday. We will
work on judges. We are working on special contests like a BBQ
cook-off and cookie contest. Our budget is done.

Chuck Hibberd:

Carl is working on budget. We've had to make some adjustments
on the Animal ID process. We will use a dual track system this
year. We will authorize the use of radio frequency ID tags for
counties that don't have retinal scanning equipment.

Joe Kelsay:

We are reaching out to the commodity groups to see how we can
all work together.

DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION

Pat reminded everyone of the meeting at the convention.
XII.

NEXT MEETING

(

The next meeting of the Indiana State Fair Board of Directors will be January 8th, 2009
at 4:00pm in Veteran's room 3 at the Marriott East Hotel.
XIII.

ADJOURNMENT

(
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MeetingMih~tites

Indiana State Fair'Conirrrission
December I 0, 2009
Administration Building
Indiana State Fairgrounds Event Center
Indianapolis, Indiana
The meeting of the Indiana State Fair Commission was called to order at 10:05 a.m. by Chairman Andre
Lacy. The following Commission members were present: Chairman Andre Lacy, Matthew Rekeweg; Dana

Huber; Susan Hayhurst; Representative Bob Bischoff (State Fair Legislative Advisory Committee
Representative); Joe Kelsay (Indiana Agriculture Director); Anne Valentine (Governor's Representative);
Gary Emsweller (C.A.S.H.'s Representative) and Roger Hale, President of the Indiana State Fair Board.
Commission Staff present: Cynthia C. Hoye, Executive Director; Dave Hummel, Deputy Executive
Director; Pat Hudson, Executive Secretary; Pat Berger, Director of Administration; Margaret Davidson,
Director ofPresentationlDevelopment; David Ellis, Director of Finance; Andy Klotz, Public Relations
Manager and Justin Armstrong, The Bam Director of C.A.S.H.
Others present: Lou Gerig and Bruce Williams.
Chairman Andre Lacy recognized a quorum and called the meeting to order.
MEETING MINUTES
Chiarman Andre Lacy made the motion to approve the minutes of the November 12,2009 Commission
meeting as distributed. Seconded by Roger Hale, the motion carried. A copy of the minutes is in the
official minute book. Chairman Lacy welcomed Lou Gerig to the Commission meeting,
FINANCIAL REPORT
2009 YTD Fairgrounds Revenue was $5,848,779 and YTD Tax Revenue was $9,887,301. 2009 YTD
Fairgrounds Expenses were $9,888,545. Non-Operating Expenses were $1,170,787.
2009 YTD Revenue Grand Total was $15,736,080.
Chairman Andre Lacy made a motion to approve the financials. Seconded by Gary Emsweller, the motion
carried.
Copies of the financials are attached to the official minutes.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Roger Hale said all the Fair Board Directors had worked hard the past month to submit changes for the
Premium Book. They are getting their budgets in line with the reductions that are asked of them.
Roger said a group went to the IAFE Convention to represent the Indiana State Fair. He said the group
from our State Fair was introducing speakers, leading round table discussions and helping wherever help

. was needed. He said we received several awards and he thanked Margaret's group and everyone that was
involved in helping us to receive all of the awards. He said one of the most imp0l1ant things that happened
was that Cindy was installed as the new Chairperson for the IAFE. Also, Cindy said the education
programs from Pat Berger and his team helped win some of the awards. Roger would like for Margaret's
and Pat Berger's teams to goto the Board meeting this afternoon to be recognized for their work.
Chairman Lacy said maybe we could have a press conference to show our awards off and then use the
product of the press conference to enhance the sponsors. Lou Gerig said we could display the awards in the

State House and talk about the next year's State Fair for maybe thirty days while the legislature is in
session. Chairman Lacy said'the State Fair institution is living the mission statement and being true to who

it really is.

__ - __ I

C.A.SH CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
Gary EmswelJer said C.A.S.H. plans on meeting in January to finalize the SOIc3. He welcomed the new
people to the Commission since he wasn't at the November Commission meeting.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Cindy Hoye said she will be traveling a lot in 2010 with being the new Chair for the IAFE. She included in
her tab "Getting To Know Your Incoming Chair" so that sheet will give everyone a little background. The
mission is to champion the important role Fairs play to telling the story of contemporary agriculture.
Cindy wanted everyone to know how thankful she is to all of us for giving her the opportunity to help
continue putting Indiana on the map, support was not only rrom the Staff but also the Commission and the
Fair Board.
Cindy included with her activity report, the Non-Binding Letter oflntent between the Indiana World
Skating Academy, Inc. and the Indiana State Fair Commission. Last week there was a lot of publicity
about the Indiana Ice planning to build a $12 million hockey facility. Cindy said she and some other Staff
members will be meeting with Pam Robinson and Paul Skjodt next week to continue the dialogue.
Currently there is no formal relationship between IWSA and Paul Skjodt but it sounds like there might be a
relationship at some point. Senator Kenley put $4 million in the budget for ice rinks to be built at the State
Fairgrounds for IWSA. IWSA will need to raise the remaining $6 million before we can start to build the
ice rinks.
Cindy and Pat Berger went to Purdue and submitted a plan for MBA students to take a look at helping us
with not only analyzing lines of business but also helping us with the strategic planning process. We
should learn in the next couple weeks if we will get the students.

Cindy said she has some concern with the Board of Health and would like to advise the Commission.
Representative Ruppel has been involved. Our concessionaires are reviewed by the State Board of Health
on a year round basis to make sure we are providing safe food to our customers.
David Ellis said we had discussions with the State Treasurer about getting the State Fair Fund set up. We
have talked to them about how to access the funds and they are having us to talk to the Budget Agency and
State Board of Accounts. They have talked about trying to set us up on PeopleSoft and how we can access
this Fund. The Treasurer's office said they have not done this for anyone else but they may be able to wire
funds directly from the investment fund monies they are holding for us into our operating account. We
hope this will work out. David said we are hoping to have it done by the end of the year.
dlW~ysaid· we have -askecl;".\f,,~ne"tQ,deCJ.eas.e,tj1e'.expel1ditures·, oftlie Fair'by·5%-to'be,iwco;pplj"".Ce
WfI'fi'the"(Jovernor's TeQlIl'st W-",!!",eieonc,enn.€lII""~i"B.\'!i!W;~[!ihip.dollars. CmdW.,j",aJikingl",rtlie.ability
tQ sJ;l\.f1i <e-l)lWg;ng.foLvaxking'ill'iilie.fieafScIiQQI:,d,yril)g.ltle;!lJaW,)'air. It would generate approximate Iy

$75,000. We·iifetodkii1g·1I1,.an·.~!>tjjj".of.e'l<ptori"g·ail'artnershj,pwitll LUClfS"GiHlladitml to-see abolll
·f-<lpting,as!mttlerromd<lW'ftownto>be ·free to.tliel'ubhc. effi'd\!sald·wewNi·'r<i""i\l&m.ore·teduj;tion,in,our
Cieflel'li'l"F'lindaJ:lpr<ipf,atfon.

Chairman Lacy said he and Cindy will be meeting with Ted McKinney to get his ideas on structuring a

-fin'/iilC'e"c6miTiiiteetlllif'C'an· tallva.-b0UP0ur· finances anu .revort." ack' to t41e6omm'ss(,,{hIO ge!; the
C'ommis.ion'sc!hotrghts. @imiysaiti'silfehasbeen'ffslvedby·lhe.Govel)JQr's 9ffi~et9 keepthernqney that
weJutveiorDiscovery.-HaH.onjl(!j(] for awhileltlnger.
.. .
.
COMMISSION DIRECTOR'S REPORTS
Directors reviewed their written activity reports. Copies of these reports are a part of the official minute
book.
DIRECTORS' REPORT HIGHLIGHTS
Rich Trombley's w"asn"t here so his rep011 stands as written.
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Pat Berger said the Ethics Commission may be contacting some of the Commission to take the Ethics
training.
Margaret Davidson said the advertising campaign is well on its way. Everyone will sta11 seeing it much
earlier this year. She said we are working on sponsorships daily and they are going fairly well. We do
have a couple of new sponsorships that have come through. Red Gold is talking about doing more than
they have been doing money-wise as a sponsor at the State Fair. She said we are very busy working on the
special events for the Fair. At this time, we have four acts already confirmed for the State Fair, who are
Rascal Flatts on August 7'h, Keith Urban on August 14''', Jeff Dunham on August Ith and Sugarland on
August 20'h Some of the free shows will be back; they are the dog show, Peking Acrobats and the Racing
Pigs.
Margaret showed a video of Jon McLaughlin when he was at the State Fair this year. Jon McLaughlin is
from Anderson, Indiana and had not been to the Indiana State Fair since he was four years old. He will be
using this video to promote his upcoming new single. Also, it will be on Faceboak and YouTube.
Margaret said we will announce in January at the IAFFE convention that 2010 State Fair will be the "Year
ofthe Pig".
Dave Hummel said in December the Christmas Gift & Hobby Show and the Holiday Mart were two very
good shows and their attendance was the same or above last year. The Roller Derby was in the Pepsi
Coliseum for the first time and we had 3100 in attendance. Public Ice Skating is going very well. The
Budweiser Fight Night was canceled, but he and Jeannie Raymann will be meeting next week with three
potential people that have indicated that they would like to continue to promote boxing here.
Justin Armstrong said his report stands as written.

NEW BUSINESS
Cindy said the list of capital projects has not been acted on yet because we are waiting on the
Commission's approval. Chainnan Andre Lacy made a motion to approve the Last Quarter Maintenance,
Capital and Equipment Projects. Seconded by Susan Hayhurst, the motion carried. The list of capital
projects is attached to the official minutes.
Cindy said we entered contract negotiations with the Stagehands. "B',,(ffiuse"dfthe'comnHutiifihgissuesat
,the'~taterevel 'wewOilldnol'acoept'lll1:j',j,Qf.[ea'.e,\n,lheirco'srs'sinllil\[h,-e£tataemproyees"Hd nO!

haye a

,j'j1~edastO'eara",dwjlJ,n""h¥,g{)tl!.,g,il,,&i·se,tlliS'M''''r. We asked them to abide by the same guideline.

o,llecause'oftlle State'budgel, we,recdltliil'endaone year.coo"'alOt;'Jf theCorrrmi!;sio'n'agretl's t"that.
Previous contracts have been three year contracts. ,4t;_J.'V:ili9l:re4h:e~$llffl{t'r&te-,&sJ.a_st~Y-OO;r. Chainnan Andre
Lacy made a motion to approve the Intemational Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees Contract for one
year. Seconded by Dana Huber, the motion carried. The memo is attached to the official minutes. Dave
Hummel said the Stagehands are responsible for labor to set up and tear down sound, light and projections.
CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS
Chairman Lacy said he would like to share with everyone some of his beliefs on governance. He said he
has participated in a number of other organizations where governance becomes more important for
companies than indemnities. A lot of that ends up with transparency in building opportunities for
transparency between the CEO and the Board, which in this case is the Commission. Within the laws of
the State of Indiana in terms of Executive Sessions, we are proposing that the Commission excuses the
Staff so the Commission and Cindy can have a session to listen to Cindy and offer some thoughts and
suggestions to her.
The Chair opened up discussion based upon 2 J sl Century Govemance. Commission members and the
Executive Director discussed a format that will address con celTIS, challenges, hopes and dreams.
Additionally, Chairman Lacy-stated even though his name plate says "Chairman" he described his role as
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the lead Director and asked for forward thinking. Chairman Lacy pointed out the ITont of the
Commissioner's note books have our Mission Statement on the front, which is what we are all about.

Ideas that surfaced were seeking more assistance from the Commission members as advocates for
programs, issues, etc. The Commission would like to hear from the Executive Director in January, on her
goals and vision for this Fairgrounds/Fair and then be measured/reviewed based upon those goals for 20 I o.
The Commission would like to continually clariry the difference in their role ITom the Fair Board realizing
many people are confused. An update on the Wine industry was discussed as Dana Huber serves to
energize a new relationship with this industry.
The Christmas luncheon for the State FaiT Commission employees and Commission will be served right
after the Commission meeting adjourns. Chairman Lacy wished everyone a Mel1)' Christmas and Happy
Holidays.
JANUARY COMMISSION MEETING
The January Commission meeting will be held on Thursday, January 14,20 I 0 at 10:00 a.m.

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at II: 15 a.m.
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Activity Report - December 10'" 2009
Cynthia C. Hoye - Executive Director, ISFC

Indiana Board of Health - The Board of Health brought to our attention a procedural change
that affects how they will review violations during the State Fair. In the past they compared stand
to stand only. They now will be compiling information based on ownership. For example, if an
operator has 6 stands total, the violations will be compiled as one. Therefore, if one stand has a
violation this year, and a different stand has that same violation the next year, then that operator
will be considered a repeat offender even though it was a different location that had the violation.
The Board of Health sent out eight letters to owners from this past fair. These letters require the
owners to respond back to the Board of Health, a Plan of Action, to correct their past violations.
Copies of those eight letters along with the supporting documents were given to us to review.
Budgeting Process for 2010- Several key factors will be discussed during the Commission
meeting:
e

We have been conservative, lived within our means, prudent with our spending

•
•
•
•

and therefore have built a good base of reserves
We will be anticipating a significant reduction from the General Fund
Now need the Commission's Finance Team to help guide future spending plans
Budgeting with the Fair is smooth - decrease goal of 5%
All budgets will be presented at the January Commission meeting

Krannert School of Business - We have submitted our project plan to the Krannert School of
Business MBA program. The project is phased into two parts with the first being the analysis of
various lines of business which will then lead us into a strategic planning process. At this point,
we must wait until the end of the semester to judge student's interest in our project.
IWSA - There is more public media activity with this project. I will provide more information
and handouts on this subject at the Commission meeting.
IAFE - What a fantastic convention for the GREAT Indiana State Fair. I couldn't be prouder of
the accomplishments and recognition we received. From the Best of Show in the Hall of
Communications Awards, which we have never won, to the highlighted Ag Educational Program
where-we were front and center as one of the leaders within the Fair Industry. My thanks to the
leadership of Pat Berger on the Ag Comm ittee and Margaret Davidson with the Advertising
Committee and especially thrilled to have Roger, Lynette and Steve from the Fair Board in
attendance. The convention is also a time for professional development and sharing of programs
that are successful and we have loads of ideas to share. Finally, we secured four major headline
concerts at the convention and that alone is worth the trip.
My Chair responsibilities begin. Thank you in advance for affording me the support and
opportunity to serve this organization for the benefit of the Indiana State Fair.
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Estimated 2009 & Proposed 2010 through 2012 Income/Expense Summaries
($,000)

2009

2010

2011

2012

$10,498
9,801
697

$10,500
9,900
600

$11,100
10,500
600

$11.400
10,800

16,191
10,973
963
4,255

13,470
10,424
0
3,046

13,457
10,737
1,000
1,720

13,527

____ ~34

2,166

2,149

2,192

Overall Surplusl(Deficit)

$2,818

$1,480

$171

($324).

, Revenue includes the following General Fund Appropl'iations

$2,057

$1,629

$1.457

$1.457

$4,936
3,376
4,653
$12,965

$5,150
3,976
5,319
$14,445

$5.164
3,576
5,876
$14,616

$5,241
2.976
6,075
$14,292

$2,596

$2,447

$1,161

($620)

Indiana State Fair
Revenue
Expenses
Gain/(Loss)
Fairgrounds
Revenue'
Operating Expenses (before depreciation)
Preventive Maintenance/Capital Improvements
Gainl(Loss)
Debit Service (Principal & Interest)

Cash Reserves"'*
Restricted
Earmarlled
Opel'ating
Running Balance

Running Operating Balance without General Fund Appropriations
H

2009 Cash Reserves include beginning balances

THE MARTEN HOUSE
Hotel

I,

,\.

'\

and Lilly Conference Center
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11,059
1,200
1,268
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Indiana State Fair Commission
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures - FAIRGROUNDS
From 10/1/2009 Through 10/31/2009

(In Whole Numbers)
Total Expense

Current Full
Year Estimate

--'-------"""-"--,--

Anomalies

Amount to be
Reduced

After Reduction
5%
Reduction
& Anomalies
...-- --- ...•.--,. ,,--...•- .-.'"----_.-- .. ".--.. _----".
"-

Comparitive
Reductio-n

_._-_..-.__ .__._--_.- .

OPERATING EXPENSES
Contract Services

608,323

0

Professional Services

708,'136

Advertising

284,546

Printing & Postage

106,066

Utilities
Telephone

Office Supplies
Equipment Rentals

Maintenance Services & Supplies
Travel & Training

608,323

30,416

577.907

5.00%

67.232

640,904

32.045

608,858

14.02%

0

.284.546

14.227

270.319

5.00%

0

106.066

5.303

100,762

5. OO~yo

'1,558.666

0

0

0

1,558.666

O.OOr:yo

39.619

0

0

0

39.619

0.00%

145,565

4.308

141.257

7.063

134.194

7.81%

48.804

0

48.804

2,440

46.364

5.00%

745,344

12.870

732,475

36.624

695,851

6.64%

10,246

2.785

7.461

373

7.088

30.82%1

Food 8, Clotlling

'171.208

0

171,208

8,560

162.647

5.00%

Other Operating Expense

2L5.§Q9

14 1,]89

7,07_9
14.4 ,13"

1Eg3t~

~_4:.I_~.%

Total OPERATING EXPENSES

4,642,331

4.§J.4J.?_
n~,61Q

Anomalies:
SBOA 2007 Finacial Audit
Counter Point Software

67,232

Mimaki Printer
Accounting Software Training
Harness Race Premiums

12,870
2,785

4,308

46,4.15

133,610

},882.631

4,3(;-'\'5 9 Q

Q_,-!2.B_%
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Cynthia Hoye, Activity Report
Indiana State Fair Commission
November 12,2009
Stagehand Union Contract negotiations
This contact is up at the end of the year - and they are seeking to negotiate tenns for the
next three years. We are reluctant to look towards any increase in tenns.
Ha bitat for Humanity - at the Fair
For years, we've been after Habitat to build a home during the Fair. .. and this is our lucky
year! Habitat will build a moveable home that is constructed entirely during the Fair.
Habitat's focus is calling this an "Ag Home" and seeking support from agri-businesses
and organizations. Additionally, the hope is to find a family involved in agricUlture that is
a worthy recipient. Construction would take place on the middle north road (TBD) during
the morning hours - with a break for lunch at which time the public could tour the
construction. Habitat volunteers would resume construction in the afternoon, followed by
evening viewing hours for public. We anticipate this to be a signature "new element" of
the Fair this year.
God Bless America
Is a phenomenal public art piece - this is reminiscent of the America Gothic. We are
looking to secure a partner and use this as a drawing card to the agriculture message
during the State Fair. Margaret can give you details.
Boy Scouts
As you are aware, we are thrilled to use the backdrop of the State Fair to celebrate the
100'h anniversary of Scouting. The Fairgrounds has long been an advocate for
celebrating youth and this will be a very special effort.
International Association of Fairs and Expositions
The end of the LAFE Convention on December 3" marks the beginning of my tenn as the
Chair of the LAFE. Not only is this an extraordinary privilege for me personally - but a
tremendous time to show the "world" that the Indiana State Fair is a true leader in the fair
industry. It will be an honor to represent both! I have been invited to speak at the Western
Fairs Association meeting, the Midwest Fairs Association Meeting, the
VennontiConnecticut and Illinois State Association meetings, the LAFE Spring workshop
and Managers meeting and the Iowa Zone meeting to name a few of the opportunities. In
the meantime, your staff directors will hold down the "fort" and I am only a phone call or
email away!
Governor's Efficiency Meeting - Performance Measurements
Our team is on track with monitoring and reducing our total operating expenses. Each
area is charged with asking themselves "is this a necessity" and will it mean we are still
safe, not sacrificing perfonnance or the ability to offer excellence in customer service?
Fundamentally we are changing the culture by reducing expenditures and maximizing our
revenues. (We have met our measurement for this year!)
Horse Barn Stabling
At the July and then again September Commission meetings, we discussed the need for a
recommended policy change for pleasure horse stabling. As you recall, we have done the
cost analysis which shows pleasure horse stall rental revenues do not breakeven as a

Discovery Hall
Rich has secured the updated costs to complete Phase III of Discovery Hall (however
there is a twist). We are looking at flipping the construction priority to the third floor
rather than the first two exhibit floors, which would offset our Operational Expenses with
housing during the Fair. It would also provide the opportunity to earn revenue by renting
out the space. The costs are these:
$850,000 MEPT
$400,000 interior finishes
$300,000 elevator tower
$600,000 drywall, doors, partitions, accessories
$48,000 design
$150,000 construction management
$ t50;eeO-curbs, sidewalks and asphalt
Total Phase III - Top Floor - $2,500,000

Finance Overview
During this Commission meeting, we will present an overview of our finances. Focus
will be on how we manage the reduction in State support (10% decrease from General
Fund) and how we approach the final list of capital/projects/equipment.
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STATE OF INDIANA
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
302 WEST WASHINGTON STREET ROOM E120
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204-2738

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Charles T. "Tom" Applegate, Director

June 18,2010
State Senator Vi Simpson
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404-8935

Dear Senator Simpson,
The Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs (IDVA) is a very small agency and, in fact, may
be one of the smallest. Since 1945 the mission ofIDVA has been to ensure that Hoosier veterans,
their dependents and survivors receive any and all federal and state veterans' benefits to which
they may be entitled. We have accomplished that mission by making sure the County Veterans'
Service Officers (CVSOs) are sufficiently trained to assist the target group with their claims for
benefits.
Traditionally, the staff at mvA has been a small one. I have only two State Service Officers
whose job is to process the thousands of applications for state veterans' benefits we receive
annually. They also playa big part at our annual conference in the training of the CVSOs. The
demands ofthe job require two state service officers. One state service officer would not be able
to keep up with volume of applications received every year. The staff is rounded out with a
deputy director, an administrative assistant and a part-time temp as our receptionist.
The Indiana Veterans' Memorial Cemetery (IVMC) located at Madison, Indiana is another
branch ofIDVA. My superintendent and two grounds keepers maintain the beautiful cemetery as
the final resting place of our proud and deserving Hoosier veterans.
The other side of mvA is the educational branch, the State Approving Agency (SAA). On
the SAA side is the Director, a Program Coordinator and five Program Directors. Their mission
is to ensure the colleges and universities within the state follow the guidelines of the federal VA
in administering their G.I. Bill programs. The entire budget of the SAA comes from the federal
VA.
And finally, the Indiana Veterans' Home, located in West Lafayette, Indiana, sees to the
needs of our veterans and their spouses after they reach retirement age or they are unable to care
for themselves. They are under a separate budget.

Phone: (317) 232-3910, Toll-Free (800) 400-4520· Fax: (317) 232-7721

Website Address: www.in.gov/veteran

STATE OF INDIANA
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
302 WEST WASHINGTON STREET ROOM E120
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204-2738

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Charles T. "Torn" Applegate, Director

To meet the targeted reversion I have had to make no cuts in programs or personnel. I will be
able to meet the reversion by better handling the funds allotted to me in areas such as
conferences, newsletters, travel, vehicle usage, etc. The specific amount of the reversion will not
be determined until the close of the fiscal year, however we intend to continue the cost-cutting
initiatives started this year, to include following the Governor's guidance concerning the pay
freeze.
Thank you for giving me the platform to tell the story ofIDVA and the opportunity to share
my strategy for meeting the targeted reversion.
Sincerely,

Tom Applegate

Phone: (317) 232-3910, Toll-Free (800) 400-4520· Fax: (317) 232-7721

Website Address: www.in.gov/veteran

INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
We Protecl Hoosiers and Our Environment.
Mitchell E. Daniels Jr.

100 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 232-8603
Toll Free (800) 451-6027
www.idem.IN.gov

.Governor

Thomas W Easterly
Commissioner

June 22, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
State House
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2785
Dear Senator Simpson:
This letter responds to your June 1, 2010 request for information on how IDEM is doing its
part to deal with the State's serious income sholtfall while continuing to protect Hoosiers and our
environment.
IDEM has recognized that we had an obligation to Hoosicr taxpayers to be good stewards
of both the environment and the funds provided by the taxpayers. Therefore, since 2005 when I
created our "streamlining and efficiency task force", we have been working to provide better
cnvironmental protection while becoming more efficient. These efforts included reducing our
reliance on contractors to provide core environmental permitting and remediation functions and
the logical next step of taking over the air pollution work previously contractcd to various local
governments. The efficiencies that IDEM has gained allow us to submit a 2010-2011 general fund
budget proposal that was $5.3 million below our 2008-2009 budget. In Addition, we
accommodated a biennium federal funding decline of $1.1 million.
At the end of 2008, we took the painful but pmdent step of suspending our various state
funded grant and loan programs to ensure that there would be enough money to continue to
provide core environmental protection services. As the State's financial situation became clearer,
we took additional actions, including eliminating virtually all contracts for environmental services
and returning to our 2005 staffing level through normal attrition, using internal transfers rather
than new hiring to maintain critical fi.mctions as people left·the Agency. We also renegotiated
contracts on rented office space and automotive emissions inspections to reduce spending. With
the exception ofthe suspension of grants and loans, no IDEM programs have been materially
changed during this process. Also there have been no layoffs at IDEM. At this lime, I am unable
to predict what reversions may occur because we don't know the final budget values until the
closing ofthe FY budget.
These reductions evolved over time and each decision was made based upon saving
taxpayer fi.1llds while continuing to protect Hoosiers and our environment. I personally
communicated our thought process in the many presentations that I gave during this time starting
as far back as my presentation to the House Environmental Affairs Committee on January 28,
2009. Links to these speeches arc provided below for your convenience:
b1lP://'Ylyw.in.gov/id'2111Jfilps/com);pi9§ioncr 2009 jan agsc.prj
http;!/w",~v.i!LgCl..y1idc,-Wilk5!£2mmi§§j_oncr 2009 feb wavs and means.ppt
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http://www,in.gOlr/idem/files/commissioner 2009 april idem update.ppt
ht!p:I/IV'Yw. ill. gov/idem/files/commissioner 2009 april idem uPslilt,uflY.thl2121
http://wv/w.in.gov/ideml[ilesLcommissioncr 2009 april idem update cites.pill
http://www,in.govlidemmles/commissioncr 2009 june indiana steel£ll!.
http://www .in. gOY lidem/fil eslcommissi.Q]1>"L~Q()2_~.q§£JlJ21
hUg :1!}'!-"",~""iIl,g9.vlid e111m les/ eOm!l1issioneL.1.Q09_ iehu. ppl
h!ill.:LL:,vw~v.in.gov/idcIDlfiles/col1lmi?sionIT..JKes 2009 dec idem )010 outlook.ggl
http://www.in.gov/idcm/fiies/commi,ssioncr pres 2010 jan nirpe.ppt
http://www,in.govlidem/files/commissioner pres 2010 jan goshen college.ppt
h!ID://www.in.gQvliclem/filesjyommissioner pres 2010 jan house enviro.ppt
h1!,p~..0YWW.i!hgQvlidem/files/e0)l1111i§,aOneLt2rCs 2010 .may tr-state clee.pp!
I have also macle it a point to keep IDEM staff infOlmed of our budget challenges and the
steps the Agency is taking to address these shortfalls shown by the attached "From the
COlnn1issloner" communications.
Thank you for giving me an opportunity to answer your questions.
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Commissioner's'Notices
From the Commissioner
December 29, 2008
Dear IDEM:
I hope all of you have or have had a wonderful holiday break and are now looking forward to 2009. I am writing this on
Christmas Eve and plan to visit my children In eastern Pennsylvania where I will meet my new granddaughter Sophia.
If you read the newspaper articles in IDEM in the news, you might have the impression that we are taking a number of
unprecedented and unwise actions that will reduce environmental protection. I want to assure each you that our intent is the
opposite--we want to increase protection of Hoosiers and our environment I will address many of the changes below, but first
want to address the State's financial condition,
The Economy: Indiana is currently one of 7 States without a budget deficit. The other 6 are: Alaska, Montana, North Dakota,
Texas, West Virginia, and Wyoming. The conservative budgets we have had for the past four years have kept Indiana solvent
in vOIY trying economic times, but the most recent independent financial forecast indicates that revenues will be about $750
million below budget this year, All of State government, including IDEM, is taking actions to close the gap between our
budgeted spending and these lower revenues. The most noticeable changes include additional restrictions on hiring, the

elimination of raises this year and additional restrlctions and approval requirements for out of state trave1.
The Governor and his cabinet are working together to meet this budget challenge while maintaining employment for existing
State employees. One of the additional actions IDEM is taking is to suspend grants and loans from a number of funds
managed by OPPTA. These grants and loans promote environmentally beneficial actions, but as valuable as these grant
programs are, it is more important to properly fund our core environmental programs, including OPPTA's technical assistance
programs, Until the economy improves, we will continue to make difficult decisions to postpone activities that are good, but not
absolutely necessary. Working together with our sister agencies, we will get through this challenging tirne together and I
believe that we will be surprised by and proud of tile environmental progress that we can mal<e by rethinking our historical
practices,
Has IDEM disso'ved its enforcement 'function? NO, We have moved the onforcement case managers back io-the programs
they support to improve coordination with the compliance function. Our goal 18 to protect Hoosiers and our environrnent-·-this

means that every regulated entlty must meet its environmental responsibilities. Enforcement is a valuable and necossary too!
to persuade people "who don't get it" that they must comply. Before considering tilis change, I visited with Grant Nakayama the
Assistant Administrator of EPA's Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assistance and his staff to see if EPA had a
preference or recommendation concerning State enforcement programs. His answer was no and in fact half of the EPA
Regions are organized one way and half the other way. One of his staff opined that the problem with placing enforcement in
program offices is that the programs are more interested in solving the environmental problem than in punishing people.
Since our goal is solving the environmental problem and punishment is a tool, not a goal; that OECA staff comment helped
clarify the need to change IDEM's organization. IDEM's enforcement personnelbave made tremendous progress in speeding

up the resolutron of cases, but a number of cases are unresolved "because we are waiting on program." Placing the
enforcement function back into the programs will allow me to hold a single media office accountable for mal(ing sure that we

are not waiting on each other to improve the environment.
Are we eliminating contracts with local air agencies? YES, The six local air agencies (Anderson, Evansville, Gary,
Hammond, Indianapolis and Vigo County) generally existed before there was a State air regulatory program and they
contributed to Significant reductions in air pollution. With the passage of the Clean Air Act and the formation and maturing of
IDEM, the local agencies became agents of the state delivering State services in their local areas. As IDEM's performance and
efficiency in permitting, complaint response and enforcement resolution has improved the air quality benefits of separate local
agencies has decreased, especially since most of our remaining air pollution issues are best addressed at the multi state and
national levels.
As we evaluated how we would provide air quality services if there were no local agencies, we determined that IDEM staff
could provide the same level service for a cost that was significantly lower than the State's share of the funding for the local
agencies. This is supported by our recent experience of in-sourcing excess liability trust fund tecMical reviews and air permit
reviews previously dane by contractors. While some people bavs expressed concern about this change, I am confident that
IDEM employees will be able to deliver high quality air program selvices to these six local areas while reducing the total cost of
governrnent to the taxpayers of Indiana,

or

Are we relaxing enforcement policies? NO. We are updating and releasing as a Nonrule Policy Document previously
deliberativo guidance that prioritizes our enforcement response to different I<inds of environmental violations, For example,
neglecting to fill in a box on a report is normally less of a priority than an actual release of pollution to the environment. This is
parallel to EPA's use of HPV and SNC criteria to decide whether to pursue a violation--the difference is that we want to have

https:/1extraneI. idem.in.gov/index. php ?scction=commish&page=announcc__ 2008122 9
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some I<ind of appropriate response to every violation so that the person I<nows that it should not happen again.
Havo we decided no! to address environmental violations by other State agencies? NO. Every entity, including State
government, must meet its environmental responsibilities. However, we do handle these violations in a separate pro-cess used
only for other State agencies. When tilere is a violation at a highway rest area or a storage tank at a State facility, the person
on duty at the location normally needs upper management approval to correct the problem. As we all know, getting the
attention of the upper management for something that they have not had to deal with in the past can be difficult. We have had
much faster resolution of these issues when appropriate levels of IDEM management (including the Commissioner) works with
their counterparts in the other agency to make sure that the environmental issue is corrected. Once we help them to

understand the seriousness of the environmental Issue, our sister agencies have quickly addressed the problem.
In the event that we eould not resolve the issue at the state agency management level, EPA would normally enforce aga',not
the State to make sure that the issue is addressed.

Let's work together to not just survive, but to thrive during the New Year.
Tom Easterly, Commissioner

•

•
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Commissioner's Notices
From the Commissioner·
December 9, 2009
Dear IDEM:
As you know, Governor Daniels has directed Ihal all agencies reduce spending because of the stale's revenue shortfall, which
now exceeds $450 million. IDEM is doing its part We've have reviewed programs and expenditures and are implementing
actions that will help us meet Our spending reduction goal. Here is how IDEM will be impacted:
• Through attrition and reassignment, we are working to reduce the number of staff to the 2005 leveL Currently, there are
about ·14 more employees than in 2005. Illave initiated a review process for employment consideration of any new staff not
currently on the IDEM staff. This may help us reach our goal, but if it does not, limited layoffs may be unavoidable.
• We will renegotiate the lease and reduce space at the Shadeland facility.
1'&
i/Ij

We will cancel or renegotiate some third-party contacts and move to online renewals of the asbestos license program.
The voluntary unpaid leave program is available for employees. Information IS available online. To date, 50 employees
have pledged 324 days.

Our leadership team continues to look for other efficiencies of your time and taxpayers money. I encourage you to do the same
and to suggest ways that we can continue to find savings. During this time of uncertainty, we need to focus on doing the best
job we can to protect Hoosiers and our environment.
I pledge to do my best to work through this issue while avoiding unnecessary adverse impacts to IDEM employees and
maintalnlng or improving the environmental protection that we aJ! work to provide,

Torn Easterly, Commissioner

•
•
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Commissioner's Notices
From the Commissioner
January 27, 2010
Deal'mEM;
First, to answer an often asked question-the doctors think tila! my health issues have been successfully addressed, All test
results indicate that there is no sign of the prostate cancer and by having the bypass operation before I had a heart attack, my
heart has not been damaged and now has a healthy blood supply. As you may recall, both of these issues were initially
uncovered during one of those routine physicals that normally seem to be a waste of time. This was followed by a series of

additional tests because some test results just didn't look right In Sholt, I am an advertisement for the value of routine
physicals exams witll appropriate medical testing, Two potentially fatal health issues were addressed before they caused
damage and I can continue to look forward to a nOlmallilespan.
Second, I want to bring you up to date on some agency changes and the State's financial condition,
The biggest change is that on January 4, I filled the Chief of Staff position with Kent Abernathy -- more information on Kent's
backgrnund can be found in his hip, The reason that I decided to fill the Chief of Staff position is to help us get bacl( on track in
meeting our goals by allowing me more time to guide controversial initiativas to completion, I am asking Kent to provide routine
management oversight for the support programs in the Agency. He will also help me in ensuring that there is proper follow
through and synchronization of initiatives throughout the department. The actual working relationship of Kent with the Assistant
Commissioners and each of you will evolve over time, but I look forward to more time to personally work directly on imprOVIng

the environment
For example, ! plan to spend more time on many issues such as the six long expired NPDES permits that need to be renewed,
the seven EPA lead communities that are not adequately addreSSing their Combined Sew~r Overflows, and the significant
Anti-degradation rulemaking that needs to be completed. While the Office of Water has worked diligently on these and many

other issues and has made progres,s on all of these issues, we did not get to where we wanted to be at the end of 2009 (just
last Friday we were able 10 issue one of the six expired permits with EPA's concurrence),
As the Chair of the Envimnmental Council of the States (ECOS) water committee; I am working with EPA on two new ways for
States to work with EPA. One is the Partnership COllncil of the Office of Water and the States (PCOWS) where EPA water
leadership meets with ECOS water committee representatives roughly fOllr times a year to develop a common understanding
on policy and budget issues, The other is working with Cindy Tuck from California (who is also a Hoosier since she was born in
Evansville) as the two State representatives on the EPA/Slate Steering Committee implementing EPA's now Clean Water Act
Enforcement Action Plan.
While we have challenges ahead, we Ilave made tremendous progress in improving Indiana's environment. Did you know, for
the first time since air quality standards were established in the 1970's, that 2009 was the first year that Hoosiers in all 92
counties had clean air to breathe? I am still waiting for the final quality assured data before issuing a public announcement, but
this is a major accomplishment. Also, while we are still working with EPA on the remaining seven cities, all9B of the IDEM lead

communities are in the process of properly addressing their combined sewer ovetilaws. OUf permitting speed in all programs is
outstanding, we are very close to completing full implementation oftha virtual file cabinet, and we have cleaned up a number
of contaminated properties while maldng progress in improving our RISC guidance and CAFO/CFO rules.
On the budget issue, the revised budget projection is for a $1.88 billion shortage in this biennium. In the first month of this new
forecast, revenues currently appear to be slightly below the new forecast and the current plan is for IDEM to continue with its
plan to terminate or renegotiate contracts and continue to reduce staff to the 902 person level (we were 10 people above goal
last week, so we should get there soon). Our current personnel target includes the currently vacant AC position lor the Office
of Air Quality. We are still working to find the right person to fill this critical position, Until we get more information on actual
revenues during the biennium, IDEM and all agencies are to continue to look for ways to further reduce costs while providing

necessary services.

These reductions, when combined with announced reductions at the Universities, and K-12 education along with the money in
reserve from our past budget surplus (I.e, spending less than we received in taxes) will be used to help meet the budget
shortfall.
Tom Easterly, Commissioner

•
•
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STATE OF INDIANA
Mitch Daniels, Governor

Pamela J. Bennett, Director

INDIANA HISTORICAL BUREAU
140 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone: (317) 232-2535
Fax: (317) 232-3728
TDD: (317) 232-7763

June 21, 2010
Honorable Vi Simpson
Indiana Senate Minority Leader
Indianapolis, IN
Senator Simpson:
This letter is in response to your request about the Indiana Historical Bureau's (IHB) budget. The
Historical Bureau has not eliminated any programs or positions, but has made some changes within major
programs to meet the 10% reversion. IHB oversees two major programs: the Historical Marker
Program, which researches and approves new markers that are requested by the public, and the Historical
Marker repair/maintenance program for current markers throughout the state.
To attain the reversion goal, the Historical Bureau has done the following:
I. No pay raises have been given, and at least one employee has participated in the Voluntary
Unpaid Leave program. Travel has been reduced.
2. IHB has 2 vacancies that have not been approved by the strategic hiring committee.
3. IHB's Historical Marker Program has been modified. In previous years, $1,000 grants were
provided to help offset the full $2,000 costs of the markers. In FY 10, applicants must provide
the full cost of new markers. Both of the positions not filled by IHB are researchers; however,
research procedures are being revised for efficiencies that do not hinder the high quality of
research needed for this program. The normal September deadline for new applications has been
suspended for 20 lOin order to refine research procedures and complete work on the eleven
marker applications in hand. See www.IN.g.ov/history under Historical Markers.
4. In 2008, the IHB established the "Adopt a Marker" initiative to increase repairs and maintenance
of markers installed throughout the state since 1947. Results of that very successful initiative are
shown at http://www.in.gov/history/2349.htm. The attached email was a welcome surprise from
Massachusetts. The IHB Historical Marker repair/maintenance program continues with volunteers
throughout the state who conduct county surveys to document marker conditions. Marker
dedicated fund monies are used as needed to match local contributions for repairs.
5. IHB also has an annuallUPUI intern in Public History to provide excellent research support at a
minimal cost. Volunteers, currently five, help to keep other programs moving forward.
The Historical Bureau will not know the exact amount of its reversion until the budget closes.
Thank you for your request.
Sincerely,
~

'p~a{
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Director
Attachment: Adopt a Marker email

Equal Opportunity Employer

Submitted with Indiana Historical Bureau
Pamela J. Bennett, Director
June 21, 2010

From: Lee Wright [mailto:lee@leewright.net]

Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 11:27 PM
To: Indiana Historical Bureau
Subject: Your "adopt a marker" program
Came across your program this evening and sent the message below to my colleagues, some 700 people
engaged in historic preservation in Massachusetts.
What a great model for other states.
Congratulations.
Best-Lee Wright
The Marlborough Historical Society Board of Trustees
The Marlborough Historical Commission

From: masshistpres-bounces@cs.umb.edu [mailto:masshistpres-bounces@cs.umb.edu] On Behalf Of
Lee Wright
Sent: Monday, April 12, 2010 11:21 PM.
To: masshistpres@cs.umb.edu
Subject: [MassHistPres] state program for historic marker repair
Here's a great model that other states should follow: Indiana's "Adopt a Marker" program
http://www.in.gov/history/2349.htm
But, it's not what you think. Instead of asking individuals or organizations to pay money to the state
government so that state employees or contractors can repair the markers, the "Adopt a Marker" program
in Indiana
- Lists marker in need of repair and includes a recent photo of the marker
- Has instructions on how repairs should be made
- Shows before and after photos and credits the individuals or organizations who made the repair
And it's all online.
Wonderful in every way, right?
Any chance of a program like that here in Massachusetts?
Any place online where one can see the list of markers in Massachusetts?

. I
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100 N. Senate Avenue
Room N505
Indianapolis, IN 46204
P: (317) 232-1268
F: (317) 232-5595
711 or (800) 743-3333 (Relay IN)
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.

www.lN.gov/arts

Governor

Lewis C. Ricci
Executive Diredor

July 21,2010

Commissioners
Jeanne Mirra, Chair

Senator Vi Simpson
Room3A-N
Indiana Statehouse
200 W. Washington Street
Inclianapolis,Indiana 46204
Dear Senator Simpson,
Thank you for your inquiry about our current financial situation and necessary changes to
our operations and services. Based on the economic downturn in our state and nation, the
lAC anticipated potentially significant budget reductions and continued budget revisions.
As a result, the agency began taking steps to address this in advance of the 2008 Budget
Session.

Fort Wayne
Karen Ellerbrook,
Vice-Chair
Evansvifle

Irene Smith-King,

secretary
Gary
Gilberta Cardenas
South Bend
Sandra Clark
Bloomington

Jonathan Ford
Terre Haute
Linda Goad

Indianapolis
Judy Hess

•

•

Mid-year 2009, the agency relocated its office space from off-campus to the
Gov~rntnent Center North builcling, thereby eliminating more than $80,000 per
yearm rent.
At about the same time, the lAC reduced its full-time staffby2 (or 20%).
Remaining staff have been cross-trained and duties realigned to address the
reduction in staffing.

In late July, 2009, the Incliana Arts Commission announced it would eliminate two grant
programs and scale back others for FY 2009 to help address a 20% reduction in
appropriations approved by the General Assembly as well as an adclitional5% reversion at
that time.

Corydon
Pam Hicks
Greenwood
Linda S. Levell
Vincennes

Suzie Rentschler
Hartsville
Kelly Schreckengast
Lafayette
Richard Q. Stifel

South Bend
Earl Williams

Muncie

•
•

The lAC eliminated the Presenter Touring Program and American Masterpieces
Program.
The Arts In Education Program was cut by 50%.

•

The Inclividual Artist Program was reduced by 20%.

•

The Major Arts Organizations grant program was reduced by23%.

•

Block grants to the lACs Regional Arts Partnership program were scaled back by
21%.

!

1-

While these measures helped in part to address what is in the current fiscal year a 30%
reduction in lAC state appropriations (20% from General Assembly and two 5% reversions),
and the anticipation of at least one additional reversion of 55 for the upcoming year, the lAC
realized that more would need to be done either through additional cuts to grant programs or
by a dramatic restructuring of the grants administration program. After several months of
development and public input, the lAC voted in March 2009 (with revisions in April 2010 in
a special session) to restructure its regional grants and services delivery system in an effort to
help grants throughout the state rebound toward pre-cut levels.
The majority of lAC grants and services will continue to be administered regionally as they
have been. Primary changes occur in the amount of money allocated to Regional Arts
Partners for their own arts programming, and for delivery of technical assistance services
which will be project-specific rather than provided in a lump sum. In addition, some
technical assistance has been re-centralized, and some funds for arts projects have been
reduced. Through this reallocation, the lAC accomplishes greater economy of scale for all
grant programs, greater accountability for regional service delivery, and more equitable
distribution of grant money to organizations of similar size providing similar programming.
It also focuses more targeted services on our small and midsized arts organizations which are
most at risk during these difficult economic times. The end result is that many grants to
smaller and midsized, community-based cultural providers may actually return to pre-budgetreduction levels in the upcoming year.
In addition, it should be noted that the lAC has fully implemented all global cost-saving
measures as requested by OMB, including restrictions on travel, marketing and new hires.
So many thanks for all you continue to do to help the arts in our State and to serve our
citizens.

/\n

All best regards,
l
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Lewis Ricci
Executive Director
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Indianil Arts Commission
Conner::ling People to the Arts

News Release
Release: Immediate

Date: March 22, 2010

Contact: Rex A. Van Zant
317-232-1273 (voice)
317-232-5595 (fax)
rvanzant@iac.IN.gov

Arts Commission to hold information session on
restructure of grants and service delivery system
(Indianapolis, Indiana) - In the wake of continued budget reductions, the Indiana Arts
Commission (lAC) announced today an information session March 24, 2010 to review plans
to restructure much of its grants and service delivery system.
The information session will be held from 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. (EDT) in the Auditorium of the
Indiana Government Center South Building. The session is intended to provide details of
the restructuring proposal approved at the March 12 Commission meeting.
"Our processes have always been open to the public, and the Commission felt strongly that
before implementation there should be an opportunity to share details of the plan with our
constituents and solicit public input," explained lAC Executive Director Lewis C. Ricci. "The
plan focuses agency funding and energy on services which address common needs in the
State, and helps to partially restore grants to pre-cut levels for organizations of all sizes."
The restructuring of service delivery is the lAC's effort to address current and anticipated
reductions to its state budget appropriation, which has declined 30% for the current fiscal
year.
"The Indiana Arts Commission is following the example set by Governor Daniels and the
legislature in making tough choices to address the financial challenges facing our state now
and for the foreseeable future," Ricci said. "Our current business model worked with a
larger budget, but it cannot be sustained in this economic environment. The alternative
being presented uses economies of scale in our service operations and some redistribution
of funds which result in more of our money being available to our granting pool statewide.
It also standardizes grant categories statewide, giving all applicants fair access to available
grant money."
The March 24 meeting will permit lAC Commissioners and staff with the opportunity to
present the details of the plan to a larger audience, answer questions about the process
and rationale for the changes, and receive public comment.
(more)
Indiana Arts Commission
100 N. Senate Ave., Rm. N505

Indianapolis, IN 46204

"It is important for the public to know that this is a restructuring of our regional service
delivery system, and that the lAC will still be distributing the majority of its grants through
a regional system." Ricci emphasized. "We anticipate that many of the organizations
currently acting as our regional service partners will continue to do so under this
restructured system as regional agents, although other organizations will now be able to
apply for agent status as well."

Those planning to attend the March 24 meeting must enter the Government Center South
public entrance and follow directions to the first floor auditorium.
For more information about the proposed restructuring including a list of frequently asked
questions, visit the lAC website at www.IN.govfarts
On behalf of the people of Indiana, the Indiana Arts Commission advocates engagement
with the arts to enrich the quality of indiVidual and community life.

###

Indiana Arts Commission
100 N. Senate Ave., Rm. N505

Indianapolis, IN 46204

News Release
Date: April 16,2010

Release: Immediate

Contact: Rex A. Van Zant
317-232-1273 (voice)
317-232-5595 (fax)
rvanzant@iac.lN.gov

Arts Commission to adopt modified restructuring
plan to sustain grants, programs and services
(Indianapolis, Indiana) - After extensive review of public input and recommendations from
its regional re-granting organizations, the Indiana Arts Commission (lAC) today approved a
modified version of a restructuring plan unveiled last month.
"The Commission's desire to gather additional public input as well as review possible
options from our regional representatives is reflected in the adoption of this revised plan,"
said Lewis C. Ricci, executive director of the Indiana Arts Commission. "As with our original
restructuring proposal, this plan will still involve regional delivery of the vast majority of
our grants and services to community-based cultural providers."
One change from the original restructuring plan would be returning one specific grant
program to regional delivery that had been proposed for centralization.
"Based on public input, as well as concerns expressed by regional partner organizations,
Arts Organization Support II grants would return to the regional granting agent," Ricci said.
"The lAC will still provide a centralized grant application process and have final approval on
these grants, but at the same time preserves the regional review and grant award process
in which the regional organizations have developed expertise."
In the original restructuring plan all technical assistance services would have been
centralized. In the modified plan the lAC will still deliver some centralized technical
assistance, but will also work with each regional partner to deliver specific, strategic local
services based on cultural needs assessments and planning conducted by the lAC. The
regional re-granting agents would receive a specific amount of money designated as
"strategic initiative funds" to deliver these services.
"In the current economic climate we can no longer provide a lump sum to each regional
agent for development and delivery of general, technical assistance services," Ricci said.
"Under this plan, the lAC will develop the overarching goals and objectives with the
regional agents submitting proposals for specific strategic programs to meet those goals
and objectives."
(more)
Indiana Arts Commission
100 N. Senate Ave., Rm. N505

Indianapolis, IN 46204

The initial restructuring plan was developed over several months to address the lAC's
reductions in state budget appropriation and endeavor to minimize financial impact on the
agency's grant recipients. By restructuring some grant program levels and centralizing
grant delivery of one program, the goal of the lAC's original plan and revised plan is to
restore many grants to pre-budget reduction levels.
"Having worked with Director Ricci and the lAC staff on many initiatives, I am very
impressed by the dedication and effort made to maximize the efficiency of their operations
with the funding available to them and still minimize impact to their constituents and the
people they serve," said State Representative Eric Koch (R-Bedford). "These are very
challenging times for all segments of government, and I applaud the Commission for its
vision, creativity and flexibility in meeting these challenges."
On behalf of the people of Indiana, the Indiana Arts Commission advocates engagement
with the arts to enrich the quality of individual and community life.
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Indiana Arts Commission
100 N. Senate Ave., Rm. NSOS

Indianapolis, IN 46204

OFFICE OF FAITH-BASED AND
COMMUNITY INITIATIVES
l'vIitchell E. Daniels,Jr., Governor· Isaac E. Randolph,Jr., Executive Director

June 18,2010

The Honorable Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
The Senate, State ofIndiana
State House
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Dear Senator Simpson:
I am responding to your letter dated June 1,2010 in which you request information about
implemented and or proposed cuts for SFY s 2010 and 20 II,
The Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives (OFBCI) does not intend to cut its
services or programs to Hoosiers. First, approximately 98% ofthe OFBCl's revenues are
federally derived. The State provides about two-percent (2%) to match an administrative grant
awarded by the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS).
I am pleased to report that the OFBCI will maintain its commitment to Good Works
Indiana - Strengthening Families grantees in FY 20 II. Moreover, our agency received
substantial increases to its administrative and AmeriCorps'State grants supported by the CNCS.
Under the Edward M. Kennedy Serve America Act of 2009, the OFBCI will receive an
additional one million dollars for its AmeriCorps*State formula grants in PY 2011. This grant,
plus support for four (4) grantees funded at the national competitive level, will support almost
1,000 AmeriCorps Members across our state. These grants will yield between five (5) and ten
(10) million dollars in education awards, which Members can use to apply to existing student
loans or current college tuition.
Finally, in an effort to remain frugal with the taxpayers' money during this difficult
economic period, the OFBCI has not increased staff salaries for the past two (2) years. Our
agency has limited in-state and out-of-state travel and supply purchases. Finally, the agency's
senior staff has accrued more than two weeks in unpaid leave.
302 \Xlest Washington Street, Room R012
Indiana Government Center, South Complex
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
TeL (317) 233-4273
Fa" (317) 233-5660
www.IN_voy/ofbci

Agency Leiter to Senator Simpson

Page 2 of2

I thank you for the opportunity to present the facts as they relate to the Office of FaithBased and Community Initiatives (OFBCI).
Sincerely,

Isaac E. Randolph, Jr.
Executive Director

cc:

Lawren Mills, Office ofthe Governor

Office of Faith-Based and Community Initiatives

June 2010

STATE OF INDIANA
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

STATE BOARD OF ACCOUNTS
302 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
ROOM E418
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204-2769
Telephone: (3 I 7) 232-25 13
Fax: (3 I 7) 232-471 I
Web Site: www.in.gov/sboa

June 17, 2010
Senator Vi Simpson
Senate Democrat Leader
4965 West Woodland Drive
Bloomington, IN 47404
Re: Budget Reductions
Dear Senator Simpson:
This is in response to your letter dated June 1 in which you request information on program cuts
our agency has made. Our agency's primary program is to audit all state and local governmental units in
accordance with Indiana Code 5-11-1.
We have made the following cuts and cost-savings measures during the 2009-10 fiscal year:
1.

We have had 15 field examiners retire or resign during the current fiscal year.
these vacancies have been filled.

None of

2.

Our agency has traditionally held a 2-day Annual Meeting in order to provide training to all of
our field examiners throughout the State. The decision was made to cancel our Annual
Meetings for 2009 and 2010 as well as any out-of-state travel. Training needs will be met
through field district meetings and webinars.

3.

We implemented an agency policy effective October 1, 2009 that every field examiner being
reimbursed mileage would not be reimbursed for the first 10 miles they travel to and from
their audit location each day.

4.

In accordance with the State's Temporary Voluntary Unpaid Leave (TVUL) program we have
allowed all of our employees to take days off without pay if they wished.

5.

We have saved in other operating costs during the current fiscal through the following costcutting measures and changes in procedures: Hard copies of our audit reports are no longer
mailed out; instead we email electronic copies to officials, citizens, etc. This has resulted in
substantial savings of postage, paper, toner, report covers and binders. All of my
Supervisors and my 2 Deputies turned in their blackberries. We discontinued a news clip
service.

Senator Vi Simpson
June 17, 2010
Page 2

To date we have been able to operate with a reduced budget without any layoffs. This has been
due in large part to our employees' willingness to take TVUL days and donate part of their mileage
reimbursement. Additionally we have implemented some operating efficiencies as mentioned above.
We continue to fulfill our statutory duties through this budget reversion. Services to the citizens
have not been impacted by these actions.
Please contact me should you need any additional information.

Bruce A. Hartman, CPA
State Examiner

MB
cc: Governor Mitch Daniels
Chris Ruhl, Budget Director

STATE OF INDIANA

Archivist
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Jim-Corrldan,
- - Director
' - -& State
---MITCHELL E. DANIELS, JR., Governor

INDIANA COMMISSION ON PUBLIC RECORDS
402 West Washington Street Room W472
Indianapolis Indiana 46204·2739
Telephone: (317) 232·3380
www.IN.gov/Icpr

June 15, 2010

Honorable Vi Simpson
Indiana Senate Minority Leader
Indianapolis, IN
Senator Simpson;
Thank you for your letter seeking information from the Indiana Commission on Public Records (ICPR)
about its finances. During the nearly twelve months that have passed in the 2009·10 fiscal year, the
Commission has worked to meet its reversion requirement of 10%. We have retained all the programs
of the Commission and its staffing. ICPR is composed of the State's Records Center, State Archives,
Forms Management, Records Management, and the Scanning & Microfilming Departments.
To attain the reversion goal, ICPR has done the following:
1. No pay raises have been given and at least one employee has participated In the Voluntary
Unpaid Leave program, one position is on hold and has not yet been filled.
2. ICPR has shifted parts of Its operating expenditures to a dedicated account established to
support the State Archives and preservation of materials.
3. We have also been creative in finding win·win strategies to generate additional revenue for ICPR
while reducing costs for other agencies. For Instance, ICPR has established a service to provide
confidential shredding of documents to agencies and utilizes its regular transportation service to
the government center to pick·up and deliver the materials. The State is saving nearly 25% over
previous expenses under the new program.
ICPR will not know with certainty our reversion amount until the budget closes ..
Thank you for you request.
Sincerely,

4~lv--/~~ rridan
(rect r & State Archivist

Equal Opportunity Employer

DNR

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr., Governor
Robert E. Carter, Jr., Directol'

Indiana Department of Natural Resources

June 21, 2010

Hon. Vi Simpson
Minority Leader
Indiana General Assembly
200 W. Washington
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Dear Senator Simpson,
It is my pleasure to respond to your letter of June 1, 20 I 0, in which you ask for information
on spending reductions made by the Department of Natural Resources.

I believe you will find that we have taken a variety of wide-ranging actions that have
allowed us to make the necessary spending adjustments required to bring our budget in line
with the realities of state revenue while causing the least impact to our constituents and our
state's natural resources.
Following is a list of programmatic actions we have taken during the past fiscal year, and
enclosed with this letter you will find previous public mention of each. The fiscal impact of
these actions will be available once the state officially closes the books on FYI 0 in the
coming weeks.
•

Lake and River Enhancement - restrict spending to marine enforcement patrol funding

•

Williams Dam - closure of campground, removal of on-site property management upon
retirement
Ernie Pyle Birthplace - reduction in state spending, de-accession

•

Grissom Air Museum - assisted museum in self-sufficient operation and eliminated
general fund subsidy

•

Wabash River Heritage Corridor Commission - new statutory funding from mineral
rights allowed elimination of general fund subsidy
Pool hours - reduction in pool hours and associated seasonal staffing

•

Nuisance Wildlife Hotline - eliminated outside contract to maintain hotline

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Printed on Recycled Paper

•

Reduction in printing and marketing costs -most notably, we have reduced the annual
Hunting and Fishing guides to the essential rules, regulations, and need-to-Imow
information

•

Closure of the State Museum on Monday's - besides a few special occasions, the ISM,
like most other similar institutions, is now closed to the public on Mondays

In addition, we have talcen several other actions, listed below, which in aggregate have
allowed us to align our budget more closely with the actual revenue realized by the state.
•

Strategic management of full-time vacancies due to attrition

•

Fleet reduction - primarily a marked reduction in passenger vehicles
Reduction in in- and out-of-state travel- we have imposed strict guidelines on all
travel, and have encouraged better coordination of essential travel

•

Voluntary Unpaid Leave - DNR has seen a strong response from employees wishing to
do their part to help us meet our revised spending plans

•

Reduction in seasonal and intermittent hiring - we've reduced the number of summer
hires over previous years, but have increased our utilization of state and federal jobtraining and job-placement programs
Careful pIioritization of capital spending - we have limited capital projects to healthand-safety-related issues and a few necessary emergency repairs

We have been diligent in doing our part to ensure that the state is able to meet its
Constitutional obligation to operate with a balanced budget while stIiving to maintain the
quality of service and stewardship expected of the Department. We've also been fortunate
that Hoosiers and outdoor enthusiasts from across the cOlmtry have continued to take
advantage of the opportunities provided by the DNR, and as such we have continued to see
an increase in things like license sales and park attendance, which has led to an increase in
dedicated revenue allowing for some offset to our reduced general fund subsidy.
Please feel free to contact me if you have further questions or concerns.

Jr., Director
"mtment of Natural Resources

Enclosures

DNR: Lake & River Enhancement
"

,
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Lake & River Enhancement Program
The goal of the Division of Fish and Wildlife's Lake and River Enhancement Section is to protect and
enhance aquatic habitat for fish and wildlife, to insure the continued viability of Indiana's publicly
accessible lakes and streams for multiple uses, including recreational opportunities, This is
accomplished through measures that reduce non-point sediment and nutrient pollution of surface
waters to a level that meets or surpasses state water quality standards,
To accomplish this goal, the LARE Program provides technical and financial assistance for
qualifying projects. Approved grant funding may be used for one or more of the following
purposes:
1. Investigations to determine what problems are affecting a lake/lakes or a stream segment,
2, Evaluation of identified problems and effective action recommendations to resolve those
problems.
3, Cost-sharing with land users in a watershed above upstream from a project lake or stream for
installation or application of sediment and nutrient reducing practices on'their land,
4, Matching federal funds for qualifying projects,
5, Watershed management plan development,
6. Feasibility studies to define appropriate lake and stream remediation measures,
7. Engineering designs and construction of remedial measures,
8, Water quality monitoring of public lakes,
9, Management of invasive aquatic vegetation
10. Sediment removal from qualifying lakes,

June 16, 2010 Message from the Department of Natural
Resources:
"Due to the ongoing budget issues facing the state, new LARE grant awards for Biological,
Engineering, and Watershed Land Treatment projects have been suspended indefinitely.
As you know, the state is facing an unprecedented fiscal crisis, All state agencies are pursuing
emergency measures to contain spending and safeguard the state's balanced budget, These
measures include postponing certain projects, realigning staff and other resources, and reevaluating programs and procedures, As a part of this process, we are re-evaluating certain
portions of the LARE program, including how funds are utilized. However, DNR remains committed
to the health of Indiana's lakes and rivers and to the specific projects - such as control of aquatic
invasive species and sediment removal - that LARE has provided assistance with in the past, LARE
staff will continue to be a resource, and we will continue to provide whatever assistance we can to
our project partners, The nature and amount of that assistance may well evolve as we continue to
deal with budgetary restrictions,
The LARE staff will continue to service the ongoing projects that have previously been awarded
grants. These projects currently amount to over $1.75 million,
Additional sources of potential funding are being explored, but for now applicants and potential
LARE applicants may also wish to seek other sources of funding."

More Information About LARE
Technical assistance to this program is provided through the LARE staff's aquatic biologists, and
program specialists.

http://www.in.gov/dm/fishwild/2364.htm

6/2112010

,DNR: Lake & River Enhancement
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Fiscal Year 200Q-Ol to Present

6/2112010

Vanator, Jon
LARE grant applications status

Subject:

Memo to: LARE Contacts
From;

Greg Biberdorf, IDNR, DFW, LARE Program Manager

Date:

March 18, 2010

Snbject: LARE Grant Applications Status
Following a review of all applications for aquatic vegetation management and sediment removal submitted for
Lake and River Enhancement (LARE) program funding in 2010, the Department of Natural Resources has
made determinations regarding the project proposals. Since funds are very limited and grants are awarded on a
competitive basis, this year'sfocus will be limited to the eradication of "super exotics" such as hydrilla, starry
stonewort, and parrot feather. We have to stop these exotic vegetation infestations where they are found to
avoid similar problems elsewhere in Indiana's lakes. These are the main priorities until these plants are no
longer a threat to other lakes. This does mean, however, that many other aquatic vegetation control and
sediment removal projects, while still eligible for 2011 funding, will not be funded in 2010.
Last year's highest priority, the whole-lake hydrilla eradication project at Lake Manitou, remains at the top of
LARE's 2010 aquatic vegetation control list. We hope that other sources offunding will be available for this
critical eradication project next year. This would free up more funding for other projects.
As always, we simply cannot accommodate every request for funding. However, your continued support of and
interest in Lake and River Enhancement is greatly appreciated.

1

Mitcheli E'

Indiana Department 01 Natural Resources
Lake and River Enhancement Program
Division of Fish & Wildlife
402 W. Washington Street, Rm W273
Indianapolis, IN 46204

June 7,2010
CLARE applicant)

Re:

Lake and River Enhancement Program update

Thank you for your application for Lake and River Enhancement funds for (_____)
Due to the ongoing budget issues facing the state, new LARE grant awards for Biological,
Engineering, and Watershed Land Treatment projects have been suspended indefinitely.
As you know, the state is facing an unprecedented fiscal crisis. All state agencies are pursuing
emergency measures to contain spending and safeguard the state's balanced budget. These
measures include postponing certain projects, realigning staff and other resources, and reevaluating programs and procedures. As a part of this process, we are re-evaluating certain
portions of the LARE program, including how funds are utilized. However, DNR remains
committed to the health of Indiana's lakes and rivers and to the specific projects - such as control
of aquatic invasive species and sediment removal - that LARE has provided assistance with in the
past. LARE staff will continue to be a resource, and we will continue to provide whatever
assistance we can to our project partners. The nature and amount of that assistance may well
evolve as we continue to deal with budgetary restrictions.
The LARE staff will continue to service the ongoing projects that have previously been awarded
grants-projects that currently amount to over $1.75 million.
Additional sources of potential funding, are being explored, but for now applicants and potential
LARE applicants may also wish to seek other sources of funding
Sincerely,

Gregory L. Biberdorf
LARE Program Manager

INDIANA LAKES MANAGEMENT WORK GROUP
Natural Resource Educatiou Center
Ft. Harrison State Park, 5753 Glenn Road, Indianapolis
June 9, 2010

AGENDA
9:00 a.m.

l. Subgroup meetings

Biology Subgroup - Bill Jones
a. Invasives, blue-green algae, fertilizer issues
Structures/Density/Recreation Subgroup - Pete Hippensteel
a. Presentation by Steve Lucas regarding proposed
aerators rule and piers rule
b. Follow-up on letter to NRC regarding aerators issues
ofLMWG were:
1) The exemption should only be allowed for a
single aerator.
2) The exempted area should be limited to no
further than 25 feet from shore.
3) The spraying of water above the lake
surface (i.e. fountains) should be prohibited.
c. Follow-up on piers discussion

11 :00 a.m.

II. Convene full group - Chair Dembowski
a. Self-introductions of members and guests
Ill. Report from Biology Subgroup - Bill Jones
IV. Report from Structures/Density/Recreation Subgroup - Pete
Hippensteel

12:00 Noon

Lunch break (on your own)

I :00 p.m.

V. Action items for full group to follow up on:
a. Vacancies on LMWG - Rep. Dodge and/or Chris Smith
b. Chair of LMWG for July 1.20 la-June 30. 2011
c. Ralph Taylor Memorial - Chris Smith
d. Phosphorous free fertilizer draft legislation by IWF - Rep.
Dembowski

1:30 p.m.

VI. Review of Summary of actions on recommendations in 1999 Final
report

2:15p.m.

VII. Plans for interim report to be provided to LSA and presented to
Senate Natural Resources Committee - Greg Biberdorf

2:30 p.m.

VIlI. LARE program update - Chris Smith/Greg Biberdorf

2:45

IX. Other items
X. Opportunity for public comment
Xl. Next meeting - potential dates in August, September, October?

3:00 p.m.

XII. Adjourn
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Outdoors events

Outdoor events: Williams Dam campground closes, National Wild
Turkey Federation banquets, archery shoots, Goose Pond events
February 14, 2010

To add an event to the Outdoor calendar, e-mail outdoor@heraldt.com or call 812-331-4359.

Campground closes
The cam pground at the Williams Dam Public Fishing Area southwest of Bedford will close in March,
according to Indiana Department of Natural Res~JUrces officials. The fishing area, fishing platform and
two boat ramps will remain open but will be without staff after June.

Wild turkey banquets
Area chapters of the National Wild Turkey Federation will have banquets. They include:
Glaciers Edge Strutters, Martinsville. Banquet will be Feb. 23 at American Legion Post 230,701 E. Morgan
St., Martinsville. Con tact Nathan Lowder, 765-349-1499.
Monroe Coun ty Limbhangers, Bloomington. Banquet will be Feb. 27 at the Am vets, 5227 W. Airport
Road. Doors open at 4 p.m.; dinner starts at 6 p.m. Tickets: $50 for single (with membership); $70 for
couple (one membership); $265 for sponsor (includes membership and $100 raffle tickets); $5 Jakes ticket.
Contact Aaron Stolberg, 812-360-4400.
Muscatatuck River Longbeards, Brownstown. Banquet will be March 20 at Pewter Hall, 850 W. Sweet St.,
Brownstown. Contact Michael Spalding, 765-479-2646.

Sycamore Land Trust birthday party
Sycamore Land Trust members and friends are invited to Cedar Crest for an informal evening to
celebrate the trust's 20th birthday and honor the founders and key leaders from 5 to 8 p.m. Feb. 25. Please
bring SLT a birthday gift. Go to www.bloominljon.in.us(-sycamore for more.

Boat, sport and travel show
The Indianapolis Boat, Sport and Travel Show will be Friday through Feb. 28 at the Indiana State
Fairgrounds. There will be more than 600 exhibitors, seminars on fishing, Dock Dogs, a cam p exhibit,
Twiggy the water-skiing squirrel, and selections of hunting, archery and camping gear. Hours are 3-9 p.m.
Friday and Feb. 22-25, 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Saturday and Feb. 27, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Feb. 21 and 28 and 1-9 p.m. Feb.
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26. Regular admission prices are $12 for adults, $11 for seniors 60 and older, $8 for children ages 6-12 and
free for children 5 and younger. Go to www.indianapolisboatsportandtravelshow.com/.

Deer, turkey, waterfowl expo
The l3th annual Indiana Deer, Turkey and Waterfowl Exposition will be Feb. 19-21 in the Exposition Hall
of the Indianapolis State Fairgrounds. Events will include the Indiana State Waterfowl Calling
Championships, open to Indiana residents sat least 17 years old. Go to
www.indianadeerandturkeyexpo.coml.

Archery shoots
The Bloomington Archery Club will host a 3-D shoot on Saturday at its range on May Road, south of
Bloomington. Sign up will be 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Ribbons will be awarded. Call the clubhouse at
812-825-9237, Scott Henderson at 812-272-7212 or Randy Kieft at 812-825-9854.
The Bloomington Archery Club will host an indoor 3-D brush shoot on Feb. 27. Registration begins at 11
a.m.

SICWMA annual meeting
The Southern Indiana Cooperative Weed Management Area will celebrate its second year with an annual
meeting for partners March 3 at Muscatatuck National Wildlife Refuge. The public is invited from 9:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. A free lunch will be provided for all who preregister. CWMAis a grass-roots group
committed to prevent or control alien species in southern Indiana. Keynote speaker will be Doug Keller
from the Indiana Department of Natural Resources who will speak on aquatic invasive species. Contact
Mary Jane Deel at White River RC&D at 812-883-3006, ext. 5, or e-mail Maryjane.Deel@in.usda.govby
March 1 if you plan to attend. Meeting is free if you register by March 1; cost is $5 if you register at the
door.

Marsh Madness
Goose Pond Fish and Wildlife Area's annual Marsh Madness bird festival will be March 5 and 6 at various
locations around Greene County. Weekend pass costs $7 through Feb. 19 and $10 after that. The supply of
passes is limited. Tickets for March 6 only cost $5. The event kicks off 5-6:30 p.m. March 5 with a chili
dinner at Humphrey's Park Roy Clark Community Building in Linton. Indiana Wildlife Federation
executive director John Goss will deliver the keynote speech. March 6 activities will go from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. and will include bus tours to Goose Pond, as well as worKshops on photography, oil painting and
backyard wildlife habitat. There will also be presentations on birds of prey and crafts and activities for
children. For ticket info, e-mail mail@friendsofgoosepond.orgor ca11812-659-9901. To register for
workshops, call 812-847-0165.

MCSWCD meeting
The annual meeting of the Monroe County Soil and Water Conservation District will be March 4 at St.
Paul United Methodist Church on West Third Street in Bloomington. Doors will open at 6 p.m. Guest
speaker will be Jim Farr, Bean Blossom watershed coordinator. Advance tickets are available through Feb.
26 for $5 per person, then tickets will cost $10 per person. Ca11812-863-2080 or e-mail
martha.miller@in.nacdnet.net.
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Maple syrup camp
A Maple Syrup Camp for students in grades 4-8 will be March 5-7 at Bradford Woods. Space is limited to
20 girls and 20 boys. Cost is $125. To register, call Sheryl McGory at 765-342-2915, ext. 5202, or e-mail
smcglory@indiana.edu.

Garden panel
A garden panel abou t identifying and eradicating invasive species and giving landscape alternatives with
native plants will be 6:30 p.m. March 11 at T.e. Steele State Historic Site, 4220 T.e. Steele Road, Nashville.
The panel will include Ruth Ann Ingraham, local author and co-founder of INPAWS; Ellen Jacquart,
director of stewardship for the Indiana Chapter of The Nature Conservancy; Cathy Meyer, naturalist with
the Monroe County Parks and Recreation; and Gene Bush, gardener and garden writer for Munchkin
Nursery and Gardens. Contact tcsteeleshs@dnr.in.govorcaIl812-988-2785.

Catfish tourney
A catfish tournament sponsored by Hoosier Energy and Indiana Catfish Association will be March 20 at
Turtle Creek There is a $,2,500 payout. Entry fee is $10. Go to www.indianacatfish.com for more.

Brown County State Park
Events at nature center unless listed:
10 a.m. Saturday: Native Americans on Southern Indiana.
10 a.m. Saturday: Winter tree 10 with members of Brown County Native Woodland Project. Meet at
Lower Shelterhouse for two-hour hike. Dress for the weather. Hot drinks provided.
2 p.m. Saturday: Discovery hike.
3 p.m. Saturday: What's Fur fer? talk
Feb 26: Learn to square dance at Abe Martin Lodge with the Bucks and Does.
Call 812-988-5240. Gate fee is $5 per vehicle ($7 out-of-state).

McCormick's Creek State P;uk
All events at nature center unless listed:
Feb. 20: Eco-craft ideas workshop. $3 per person. Preregister by calling 812-829-4344.
Gate fee is $5 per vehicle ($7 out-of-state). Call 812-829-4344.

Spring Mill State Park
4 p.m. Saturday: Pioneer Village Stroll. Meet next to the Weaver's Cabin in the Pioneer Village for the
one-hour stroll.
1-3:30 p.m. Feb. 21: Touch Table, featuring natural and cultural objects you can touch. Spring Mill Inn
Game Room.

~
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7:30 p.m. Feb. 24: Winter Whispers adult nature study group meets in the Elm Room at Spring Mill Inn.
10 a.m. Feb. 27: Winter Whispers field trip. To participate, you must attend the Feb. 24 meeting. Meet in
the game room at Spring Mill Inn. Dress for weather. Group will be outside one to two hours.
Gate fee is $5 per vehicle ($7 out-of-state).
Copyright: HeraldTimesOnline.com 2010
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Williams Dam campground to close
News Brief - News: Nature
Wednesday, 10 February 2010 08:01
Williams, Ind. - The Indiana Department of Natural Resources Division of Fish & Wildlife plans to
phase out a small campground that is part of the Williams Dam Public Fishing Area southwest of
Bedford in Lawrence County.
Camping will no longer be allowed beginning in March.

However, the 37-acre fishing area, fishing platform and two boat ramps that provide free public access to
the White River will remain open but without staff on site after June 2010. Only the 30-unit campground
and a handful of buildings associated with the cam pground are being removed.
Williams Dam is one of 29 state-managed public fishing areas across Indiana and the only one with a
campground and on-site staff. Future management will be include mowing, trash pick up and law
enforcement patrols.
The closure of the cam pground is based on several factors, including:
• Rising costs to operate a facility that generates little revenue;

• Staffing changes;
• Non-compliance with State Department of Health sanitary regulations.
• The campground lacks a sanitary dumping station required by the State Department of Health, and installing one

could cost as much as $40,000.

loomla SEF URLs by Artlo
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For immediate release: Feb 09,2010
Posted by: [DNR]
Contact: Phil Bloom
Phone: (317) 232-4003
Email: dnrnews@dnr,jn,gov

Williams Dam campground to close
The DNR Division of Fish & Wildlife has announced plans to phase out a small campground
that is part of the Williams Dam Public Fishing Area southwest of Bedford in Lawrence County.
Camping will no longer be allowed beginning in March.
However, the 37-acre fishing area, fishing platform, and two boat ramps that provide free
public access to the White River will remain open but without staff on site after June 2010.
Only the 30-unit campground and a handful of buildings associated with the campground are
being removed.
Williams Dam is one of 29 state-managed public fishing areas across Indiana and the only one
with a campground and on-site staff. Future management will be consistent with management
at other public fishing areas which involves mowing and trash pick up. Law Enforcement will
continue patrolling the area.
The planned closure of the campground is based on several factors, including:
• Rising costs to operate a facility that generates little revenue;
• Staffing changes;
• Non-compliance with State Department of Health sanitary regulations.
The campground lacks a sanitary dumping station required by the State Department of Health,
and installing one could cost as much as $40,000.

Link to this event: http://www.in.gov/portal/newsevents/51014.htm

http://www.in.gov/portal/newsevents/51014.htm
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INDYSTAR COM
State ready to shut
Ernie Pyle home
Final action could come today; move
will save $50,000 a year spent on outof-the-way site
By Bill Ruthhart

Posted: May 18, 2010

State officials today are expected to take
the fmal step in perlllanently closing the
Ernie Pyle State Historic Site.
Pyle's boyhood home, located in the small
town of Dana about 25 miles north of
Terre Haute, has been a state historic site
since 1976 and since 1995 has included a
visitor center full of historic exhibits
from his life as afamed World War II
correspondent.
Department of Natural Resources officials
decided Jan. 1 to close the site, citing a
savings of $50,000 in maintenance costs
per year. The cut was part of DNR's
efforts to meet spending reductions
ordered by Gov. Mitch Daniels as the
state faces slumping revenue.
Friends of Ernie Pyle, a group that has
supported the site, has fought since
January to appeal the decision.
Phil Hess, president of that group, said
earlier this month he and others had met
with Daniels' top aides, trying to
persuade the administration to
reconsider its decision.

But the Department of Natural Resources
Commission placed the Pyle home on
today's agenda and is expected to vote to
close it permanently as a state-owned
public facility.
In a letter earlier this year to Hess arid
the Friends of Ernie Pyle, DNR Director
Robert Carter said the state would be
willing to consider transferring the home
to the group and even would consider an
exception to allow it to retain its state
lristoric site desigrtation if certain upkeep
and service requirements were met
Otherwise, Carter said, the home would
be turned over to the state's Department
of Administration, which would sell it at
public auction and move all its artifacts
to the Indiana State Museum. Some
already have been transported.
State officials also pointed to the low
attendance at the Pyle site -- about 1,500
visitors a year -- as a reason to closeit.
Hess said Monday he's disappointed with
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the state's decision and worries about the
home's future.
Hess said his group has about $40,000 in
savings, but he doubted that would be
enough to run the home for a year.
Unlike the state, he said, the group
would face insurance expenses. It also
would have to make bathrooms
handicapped-accessible before reopening
the site.
Another option would be to transfer the
site to a local government. Hess said the
town of Dana does not have the money
to operate it but that county officials
would support the group in "every way,
except fmancially."
"I wouldn't expect to be able to keep the
exhibits here," Hess said, adding that
other members of the group have been
more optimistic about raising enough
money to run the site.
"The community has cheered us on and
said, 'Keep the site .in Dana,' but cheering
is a lot easier than doing.
Advertisement

"I don't know what we'll do."
(
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27, 2010

Mid-Day Update
Indiana FFA switches departments, from education to agriculture - 7 Hours
Ago

Indiana closes Ernie Pyle site
Boyhood home of World War 2 reporter closed
The Associated Press

DANA, Ind. - The state historic site featuring famed World War II correspondent Ernie Pyle's
Indiana boyhood home has been closed.
The state agency that oversees the small museum in the western Indiana town of Dana says it
has been by far the least visited of a dozen such historic sites.
Department of Natural Resources spokesman Phil Bloom said the Pyle site has averaged
1,500 visitors a year, with the next-lowest attended sites drawing about 10,000 people.
Retired site curator Evelyn Hobson says she's mad that Indiana State Museum staffers took
much Pyle memorabilia from the property to Indianapolis.
Bloom says the state museum is expanding its World War II exhibit to give more attention to
Pyle and his memorabilia.
The Herald Bulletin 1133 Jackson St. Anderson, IN 46016
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For immediate release: May 11, 2010
Posted by: [DNR]
Contact: Marty Benson
Phone: (317) 233-3853
Email: dmnews@dnr.in.gov

Natural Resources Commission meeting, May 18
The Indiana Natural Resources Commission (NRC) will meet May 18 in Indianapolis, at Fort
Harrison State Park Inn's Roosevelt Ballroom, beginning at 10 a.m. EDT. Members of the
public are welcome.
Topics on the agenda include:
• Preliminary adoption of amendments governing wild animal rehabilitation permits. The
amendments would, among other changes, establish new requirements for becoming a
licensed rehabilitator, and strengthen rules regarding housing requirements for keeping
such animals.
• Preliminary adoption of amendments governing the use of DNR properties, specifically
Redbird State Recreation Area and Interlake State Recreation Area.
• Consideration of a non-rule policy governing prospecting to provide guidelines to
prospectors, DNR employees and riparian owners.
• Preliminary adoption of amendments governing the use of cast nets and live gizzard
shad, threadfin shad, and alewife as bait for fishing.
• Consideration of nature preserve designation for a 1,300-acre property in Floyd County
to be named the Dr. Sherman A. Minton Nature Preserve.
[ . Consideration of a recommendation to deaccess Ernie Pyle State Historic Site.
For a complete agenda and more extensive background information and these and other
topics, seeht1Q:llwww.in.gov/nrc/2354.htm
The NRC is an autonomous board that addresses issues pertaining to the Department of
Natural Resources. The 12 member board includes seven citizens chosen on a bipartisan
basis, three ex officio members from state agencies, and one representative of the Indiana
Academy of Science. The Commission meets at least four times annually.
The Fort Harrison State Park Inn is at 5830 N.Post Road in Indianapolis, phone (317) 5910904.

« Back to News Release List
Link to this event: .bttp:l/www.in.gov/portal/newsevents/53949.htm

http://www.in.gov/portal/newsevents/53949.htm
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**AMENDED**
NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION MEETING
Fort Hamson State Park Inn--Roosevelt Ballroom
5830 North Post Road
Indianapolis, Indiana

May 18, 2010
10:00 A.M. EDT (9:00 A.M., CDT)
AGENDA
I. MINUTES
II. DIRECTOR'S REPORT
III. REPORT Deputy Director, Bureau of Lands, Recreation and Cultural Resources (John
Davis)
IV. REPORT Deputy Director, Bureau of Resource Regulation (Ron McAhron)
V. REPORT - Chair, Natural Resources Advisory Council (Patrick Early)
CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR
I. Updates on Commission and Committee Activities
DNR, EXECUTIVE OFFICE
2. Consideration and identification of any topic appropriate for referral to the Advisory
Council
ADVISORY COUNCIL
3. Consideration of proposed Standard Operating Procedure to assist with implementing the
statutory directive that the Natural Resources Commission and the Department of Natural
Resources seek repayment of costs expended regarding the reviews of conservancy
districts; Administrative Cause No. 10-028W (Download Related Materials)
INDIANA STATE MUSEUM AND HISTORIC SITES
4. Consideration and evaluation of the Ernie Pyle State Historic Site for deaccession
(Download Related Materials)
DIVISION OF OUTDOOR RECREATION
5. Consideration of preliminary adoption of amendments to 312 IAC 8, which governs the
use ofDNR properties, to address public use of Redbird State Recreation Area and

.,

Interlake State Recreation Area and to make technical changes, including restructuring of
definitions; Administrative Cause No. 09-025T (Download Related Materials)
DIVISION OF RECLAMATION
6. Consideration of preliminary adoption of amendments to 312 lAC 25 governing surface
mining and reclamation; Administrative Cause No. OS-067R (Download Related
Materials)
DIVISION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
7. Consideration for approval of a new non-rule policy (Information Bulletin #62)
governing prospecting to provide guidelines to prospectors, DNR employees, and
riparian owners; Administrative Cause No. 09-171A (Download Related Materials)
S. Comprehensive Fish and Wildlife Rule Enhancement Project: Response to suggested
substantive amendments; Administrative Cause No. 08-061D (Download Related
Materials)
9. Consideration forprelirninary adoption of amendments to 312 lAC 9-3-14.5 governing
furbearing mammals; Administrative Cause No. 10-074D [THIS ITEM HAS BEEN
WITHDRAWN.J
10. Consideration for preliminary adoption of amendments to 312 lAC 9-10-9 that govern
wild animal rehabilitation permits; Administrative Cause No.1 0-015D (Download
Related Materials)
11. Consideration for preliminary adoption of amendments to 312 lAC 9 governing the use
of cast nets and live gizzard shad, threadfin shad, and alewife as bait; Administrative
Cause No. 1O-075D (Download Related Materials)
DIVISION OF NATURE PRESERVES
12. Consideration of the dedication ofthe Dr. Sherman A. Minton, Jr. Nature Preserve, Floyd
County (Download Related Materials)
NRC, DIVISION OF HEARINGS
13. Consideration of recommended report of the Natural Resources Commission with respect
to the Petition for Maxinkuckee Lake Conservancy District (Marshall County);
Administrative Cause No. 09-167C [Consideration ofthis item will occur after 11:00
a.m., EDT.J (Download Related Materials)
14. Consideration of recommended report of the Natural Resources Commission with respect
to the Petition for Northwest Lake Conservancy District (Johnson County);
Administrative Cause No. 09-207C (Download Related Materials; Exhibit A)
15. Consideration of report of public hearing and comments, and recommendation of final
adoption of amendments to 312 lAC 9, governing fish, reptiles, and permits (3rd
Technical Rule Package); LSA Document #09-616(F); Administrative Cause No. 0905SD (Download Related Materials)

,

16. Consideration offinal action on readoption of rules goveming off-road vehicles and
snowmobiles (312 lAC 6.5); LSA Document #1 0-51(F); Administrative Cause No. 10001 T (Download Related Materials)
17. Consideration of final action on readoption of rules governing grant programs (312 IAC
26); LSA Document #10-161 (F); Administrative Cause No. 1O-006T (Download Related
Materials)
18. Consideration of final action on readoption of rules governing research, collection,
quotas, and sales of plants (312 lAC 19); LSA Document #1O-60(F); Administrative
Cause No. 10-005N (Download Related Materials)
DIVISION OF LAND AQUISITION
19. Information Item: Acquisition of2,050 Acres in Putnamville Indiana for a new Fish and.
Wildlife Area in exchange for 1,035 acres ofland at Atterbury Fish and Wildlife Area for
the expansion of Camp Atterbury Joint Maneuver Training Facility.
20. Information Item: Exchange of an Easement over Deep Lake at Greene Sullivan State
Forest to allow water withdrawal for the Bear Run Mine in exchange for 40 acres of
highly desirable in-holdings.
PERSONNEL INTERVIEW
21. Consideration of Douglas Green as Assistant Property Manager of Willow Slough State
Recreation Area, Morocco, Indiana
22. Adjournment
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BREAKING: 'Green' Energy Company Threatens Economics
Professor ... with Package of Dismantled Bomb Parts
Posted By Christopher Horner On June 24, 2010 @ 12: 16 pm In Column 1, Uncategorized
Comments

I 90

Spain's Dr. Gabriel Calzada - the author of a damning study [1] concluding that Spain's "green
jobs" energy program has been a catastrophic economic failure - was mailed a dismantled
bomb on Tuesday by solar energy company Thermotechnic.
Says Calzada:
Before opening it, I called [Thermotechnic] to know what was inside ... they
answered! it was their answer to my energy pieces.
Dr. Calzada contacted a terrorism expert to handle the package. The expert first performed a
scan of the package, then opened it in front of a journalist, Dr. Calzada, and a private security
expert.
The t(rrorism consultant said he had seen this before:
This time you receive unconnected pieces. Next time it can explode in your hands.
Dr. Calzada added:
[The terrorism expert] told me that this was a warning.
The bomb threat is just the latest intimidation Dr. Calzada has faced since releasing his report
and following up with articles in Expansion (a Spanish paper similar to the Financial Times). A
minister from Spain's Socialist government called the rector of King Juan Carlos University - Dr.
Calzada's employer - seeking Calzada's ouster. Calzada was not fired, but he was stripped of
half of his classes at the university. The school then dropped its accreditation of a summer
university program with which Calzada's think tank - Instituto Juan de Mariana - was
associated.
Additionally, the head of Spain's renewable energy association and the head of its communist
trade union wrote opinion pieces in top Spanish newspapers accusing Calzada of being
"unpatriotic" - they did not charge him with being incorrect, but of undermining Spain by daring
to write the report.
Their reasoning? If the skepticism that Calzada's revelations prompted were to prevail in the
U.S., Spanish industry would face collapse should U.S. subsidies and mandates dry up.
As I have previously reported at PJM (here [2] and here [3]), Spain's "green jobs" program was
repeatedly referenced by President Obama as a model for what he would like to implement in
the United States. Following the release of Calzada's report, Spain's Socialist government has
since acknowledged the debacle - both privately [4] and publicly. This month, Spain's
government instituted massive reductions in subsidies to "renewable" energy sources.
Dr. Calzada is a friend of mine, kindly writing a blurb for the jacket of my latest book: Power
Grab: How Obama's Green Policies Will Steal Your Freedom and Bankrupt America [51. My book
details the Spanish "green jobs" disaster uncovered by Dr. Calzada, plus similar "green"
economic calamities occurring in Germany and Denmark - also programs Obama has praised as well as in Italy and elsewhere.
As I detail in Power Grab [51, they felt Spain would be in a dire position without the U.S. playing
the role of sucker. With today's revelation, now we know just how far the "green energy" lobby
will go to keep the money fiowing.
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(Click here [6J for coverage on this incident from Spanish media.)

Article printed from Pajamas Media: http://pajamasmedia.com
URL to article: http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/breaking-green-energy-companythreatens-economics-professor-with-package-of-dismantled-bomb-parts/
URLs in this post:
[1] author of a damning study: http://www.juandemariana.org/pdf/090327-employmentpublic-aid-renewable.pdf
[2] here: http://pajamasmedia.com .. /blog/spains-green-policies-an-economic-disaster /
[3] here: http://pajamasmedia.com .. /blog/leaked-spanish-report-obamas-model-greeneconomy-a-disaster-pjm-exclusive/
[4] privately: http://pajamasmedia.com .. / .. / .. / .. / .. /blog/spains-green-policiesan-economic-disaster /2/
[5] Power Grab: How Obama's Green Policies Will Steal Your Freedom and Bankrupt America:
http://www.amazon.com/Power-Grab-Policies-Freedom-Bankrupt/dp/1596985992
[6] here: http://www.expansion.com/2010/06/24/opinion/tribunas/1277399007.html
Copyright © 2010 Pajamas Media. All rights reserved.
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Grissom Air Museum faces state funding loss
Associated Press
February 2, 2010

PERU - The museum at Grissom Air Reserve Base in northern Indiana is losing the last of what had been
$75,000 a year in state funding.
Grissom Air Museum leaders say that it will open as scheduled for the season on March 2. The museum's
state funding was cut by 10 percent in 2008 and has been eliminated for this year.
Museum board chairman Ron Myers says the funding loss is a serious blow. He says museum leaders
expected a reduction in state funding, but not a total cutoff.
Myers said the museum will have to rely more on admissions and support from members and sponsors
to continue operations.
The 26-year-old museum has some two dozen aircraft on display at its site along U.S. 31 about midway
between South Bend and Indianapolis.
Copyright: HeraldTimesOnline.com 2010
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Indiana enviromnent funds feel pinch of
bndgetcuts
By Rick Callahan, Associated Press Writer
Published Nov 18th, 2009

Indiana is dipping into a wide range of state funds,
including several devoted to improving or protecting the
environment and natural resources, as part of its latest steps
to offset a steep drop in state revenues.
Twenty·three dedicated funds are on an initial list that Gov. Milch Daniels'
administration expects to tap to combat the revenue shortfall--and a quarter of those
have missions related to the state's environment or natural resources.
Those indude funds that promote recyding, help remove invasive aquatic plants
dogging some of the state's lakes and support efforts to redevelop old industrial sites.
Hoosier Environmental Council executive director Jesse: Kharbanda said it's
understandable that state funds have to make sacrifices during a budget crisis. Tax
collections continue to fan millions short of estimates, and Daniels has said the surplus
that stood at $1.3 billion in July would be wiped out by nexthlgust if the trend
continues.
But Kharbanda questions whether funds intended to help the environment or the
state's natural assets are "getting the short end ofthe stick in terms of being raided."
"One wonders how much of it is a reflection of the lack of dout of the stakeholders of
these different funds and how rooch of it is merit?" Kharoanda said.
State Budget Director Chris Ruhl said environmental groups aren't being targeted and
that the Indiana Department of Environmental Management maintains more such funds
than most other agencies.
"lI:s target list is larger than other agencies, and frankly, IDEM has a lot offunds where
there's excess or surplus monies,~ he said.
Ruhl said the budget agency has analyzed many of Indiana's more than 100 dedicated
funds, focusing on those with balances of $500,000 or more. The state then assessed
how much was obligated and how ITIJch money was drawn from each fund on an
ongoing basis,
Other funds on the list indude an Indiana State Police fund that aids DNA collection
and analysis and a court fee-financed fund that supports alcohO!- and drug-prevention
efforts.
Ruhl said budget offidals e>pect to tap about 30 dedicated funds and that together
they should provide hundreds of millions of dollars.
kl June, the state shifted $11 mllion from a fund that finances loan and grant programs
10 attract recyding businesses to Indiana to the state's main dlecking account to help
offset last fiscal year's revenue shortfall.
That fund, sustained by state fees trash haulers pay at landfills, is going to take
another hit to its balance, whidl currently stands at $6,5 mllion. Ruhl said he
questions how successful the recyding fund and other funds on the state's list have
been at delivering their intended results.
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Jeff MUler, a member of the Recycling Market Development Board that oversees the
grant and loan programs, said the panel is pursuing a cost-benefit analysis to quantify
the jobs and environmental benefits of the recycling businesses the program brings to
Indiana.
~Many

of us board members see our program as differing from other funds, in so far as

our program creates jobs," he said .• Job creaijon is of such great importance."
\t\tIile the state is preparing to siphon fNlay mlilions of dollars from dedicated funds, it's
also scouring ils agencies for far smaller amounts to tap.
The state Department of Natural Resources opted not to renew the $75,000 contract
for the executive director of a panel that promotes the cultural and natural heritage of
the Wabash River, Indiana's official rfver. The agency cited the revenue shortfall and
Daniels' order that state agencies cut their budgets by 10 percent.
John Gettinger, chainnan of the Wabash River Heritage Corridor Commission, said the
DNR's action leaves the panel without an executive director for the first time since

2002 and will threaten its efforts to promote recreational and cultural activities along
the 47Q..-mile river.
"We feel that we have a rfght to manage our own budget, that it was a power that the
Legislature gave us," he said. "We ran our own show up until this situation developed:
DNR spokesman Phil Bloom said the contract isn't the only one the agency may cancel
as it works to meet the governor's directive. He said all funds, accounts, grants and
contracts are under review.
"We are taking a look at aU contracts and putting on hold those that aren't mission
criticai Of dUplicative in how they function and this is one of them." Bloom said.
John Goss, a former DNR director who now serves as executive director of the Indiana
Wildlife Federation, hopes' the state doesn't deplete a fund that helps control invasive
aquatic weeds and prevent sediment buildups on Indiana lakes and rivers.
Goss said the fund, which is supported by a fee on boat traller licenses, has improved
water quality, fish habitat and navigation on dozens of Indiana lakes over the last
decade.
"If they're going to wipe it out, that would be a setback for aU these weed control and
sediment control programs. They've been a big success," Goss said.

Tagged as: Green
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State Park and Reservoir Swimming Pool Hours for 2010

Note: Some pools may close prior to Labor Day Weekend when lifeguards begin to return to school. Be sure to check at each property.
Note: All times listed are local times.

DNR: Miscellaneous

Page 1 of2

Miscellaneous
Camp stores
Located at many parks, and operate seasonally for your convenience.
Canal boat rides (seasonal)
Whitewater Canal Historic Site $1.00 per person. Children in arms ride free.
Boat rides
Hardy Lake, and Cagles Mill Lake and Twin Caves at Spring Mill State Park, $3.00 per adult, and
$1.00 per child.
Swimming
$2.00 daily pool admission per person. $35.00 Swimming Permit good for 25 daily pool admissions.
Swimming at beaches is free. $.25 Lockers (where available). Note: Swimming at DNR Pools and
Beaches will close in the middle of August.
Lifeguards are on duty at all swimming pools.
A Swim at Your Own Risk policy is in effect at all beaches except at Indiana Dunes State Park.
o Swimming pools and the beaches may close toward the end of the summer season when
lifeguards are unavailable.
• Pool hours may vary by property. Click here to sec:: the 2010
hours schedule, For any upto-the minute changes, contact the property you plan to visit. Property phone numbers can
be found in the Indiana Recreation Guide.
o For pool operations, all infants, toddlers or small children who are not "potty trained" shall be
required to wear an elasticized swim diaper before entering the pool area.
• Fecal incidents may result in closure of the pool. These closures can last from several hours to
24 hours.
o For children age 12 and under to enter a beach or pool area they must be supervised by
someone age 16 or older.
o
o

Toboggans
Pokagon State Park $10.00 per hour rental.
Wyandotte Cave tours
NOTICE: Groups claiming tax exempt status must furnish a tax exemption certificate in
accordance with regulations of the Department of Revenue. In most cases, lodging is
not tax exempt. Most fees subject to state sales taxes. A fee of $27.50 will be charged
for all checks returned by the bank.

Rates & Fees Navigation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entrance Fees
Cabins
Camping
f\1isceHaneous
Boatlng
Horse Use: Fees

• Shelter F<eservation
Renta!
• Recreation

http://www.in.gov/dnr/parklake/5059.htm
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Got a raccoon problem? Groundhogs in your alley?
Hoosiers dealing with nuisance wildlife can now access a broad

range of information, any time, any day, through the Indiana
Department of Natural Resources website.
An easy link to the DNR's new Nuisance Wildlife webpage is on

M+tid4'.

the main DNR website. Just visit www.dnr.in.gQY

and click on the "Dealing with Nuisance Wildlife" icon with a
photo of a raccoon. It can also be accessed directly at
www.in.gov/dnr/!ishwild/2351.htm
The DNR previously shared a wildlife .contacts hotline with the

I
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v.wwworldvision.org
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U.S. Department of Agriculture but that line was staffed only
during business hours and was not reachable at night or on
weekends and holidays. That hotline will cease operation on Jan. 1.
The Nuisance Wildlife webpage provides specific information on
the general characteristics, food habits, distribution, reproduction,
prevention and control techniques, and disease threats of many
species of mammal and birds as well as general information about
snakes.
"Many wild animals in Indiana have become displaced as the
result of urban growth and removal of their habitat," the DNR said
in a statement released on Monday. "While some species may
move to other areas where natural habitat exists, some species
actually thrive in urban settings. Wild animals such as these are
protected by the State of Indiana for all of the citizens of Indiana,
but sometimes they cannot peaceably coexist."
"Because of the large number of raccoons and other species that
cause a nuisance for landowners throughout the state, the DNR is
unable to provide assistance to actually help remove the animals,"
the DNR added. "The DNR does offer some solutions and advice
on how to try to prevent future problems and remove wild animals
that have created a problem."
The DNR also licenses individuals to provide nuisance wild
animal control services to the public. Find one near you by going to
ilttJl:llw iId lifehotlin~. in 10
and clicking on the «Find a Professional" link near the top of the
page.
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For immediate release: Dec 28, 2009
Posted by: [DNR]
Contact: Phil Bloom
Phone: (317) 232-4003
Email: dnrnews@dnr.io.gov

Nuisance wildlife information is now online
Hoosiers trying to deal with nuisance wildlife can now access a broad range of information any
time of the day, any day of the year on the Indiana Department of Natural Resources Web site.
An easy link to the DNR's new Nuisance Wildlife online product is on the main DNR Web site.
Simply go to www.dnr.IN.gol.. and click on the Dealing with Nuisance Wildlife icon with a
photograph of a raccoon. It also can be accessed at WWW.IN.gov/<;lnrlfishwild/2~3~51.htm.
The DNR previously shared a wildlife conflicts hotline with the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
but that phone line was staffed only during business hours and was not reachable at night or
on weekends or holidays. The hotline will cease operation Jan. 1.
The Nuisance Wildlife page provides specific information on the general characteristics, food
habits, distribution, reproduction, prevention and control techniques, and disease threats of
many species of mammals and birds, as well as general information about snakes.
Many wild animals in Indiana have become displaced as the result of urban growth and
removal of their habitat. While some species may move to other areas where natural habitat
exists, some species actually thrive in urban settings. Wild animals such as these are
protected by the State of Indiana for all of the citizens of Indiana, but sometimes they cannot
peaceably coexist.
Because of the large number of raccoons and other species that cause a nuisance for
landowners throughout the state, the DNR is unable to provide assistance to actually help
remove the animals. The DNR does offer some solutions and advice on how to try to prevent
future problems and remove wild animals that have created a problem.
The DNR also licenses individuals to provide nuisance wild animal control services to the
public. Find one near you by going to http://wildliJehotline.info/and clicking on the "Find A
Professional" link near the top of the page.
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Newest stories in 'Outdoors':
• Rookie rowers take to the wateron Lake Lemon
no comments

• South Bend sees possible increase in vultures
[10 comments]

• Monroe County youth have images on display at
Monroe Bank
Many people are fishing for ways to save money, and that includes officials with the Indiana Oepartment of Natural

[1 comments]

Resources.

• Was thai a 'cherwink' or a 'threep'? Sometimes
ii's hard to tell

People across Indiana will notice one of the DNR's ways of saving money: the 2010 Indiana Fishing Regulations.

no comments

• Don't let the outdoors bug you

Instead of the glossy. 44-page, color magazine that contained the 2009 Indiana Fishing Guide, this year, there's a
six-page green-and-white pamphlet that has the regulations, license information, bag limits and specific information
about certain Indiana fish.
~We

took out a lot of feature stories and advertising," said Phil Bloom, director of communications for the Indiana
Department of Natural Resources.

Bloom said the streamlined product was the result of work between the DNR divisions of Fish and WldHfe, Law
Enforcement and Communications. The goal was to lower the cost that last year was "in the neighborhood of
$100,000" down to less than $20,000.
"That's money they can save that can be used elsewhere,· Bloom said of the Division of Fish and Wildlife.
The 201 0 pamphlet still has the basic rules and regulations anglers need to follow. For people who want more,
including some features and more information about specific species and locations, Bloom said the agency is working
to put more online, at wwwJn.gov/dnr.

no comments

• Outdoor events: Lost River Tour, muzzle loading
rifle shoot, Casting Kids Contest, landowner
workshop, archery shoot
no comments

• Fishing report: Lake Monroe
[BcommenlsJ

• Three planets to dance in the night sky in June
no comments

• America's native horses honored at Texas
museum
no comments
• Lake Monroe fishing photos: Share your catch
with us
[2 comments]

WEATHER

If you go the website's main.page and click on "2010fishing guide" under the Quick Unks, you'll see a picture of a
person on a boat. If you click on the photograph, you'll get the six..page document that is also available at many
outdoor retail stores and bait shops throughout Indiana.

Today

87 6

Below that picture are links to more information, including bass regulations, license exefllltions, Ohio River rules,
information about repllles and amphibians, Indiana size and bag limits and trout and salmon regulations.
Bloom said the DNR also has added more information online atwww-in.govldnrlfishwild. Some of that includes spring
turkey dates, youth turkey hunl opportunities, turkey hunting safety and a safety video.
The goal is to have more on hunting and trapping online instead of having such a large hunting and trapping guide,
Bloom said. The online area would include sections on deer,
turkey, small game, rabbit and squirrel, fishing and waterfowl. In the fishing area, there wilJ be breakouts for general
fishing, Lake Michigan fishing, trout and salmon and Ohio River fIShing.
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Indiana Department of Natural
Resources shrinks fishing
regulations brochure, puts more
info online
May 09, 2010 (Herald-Times _ McClatchy-Tribune Information Services via COMTEX) -Many
people are fishing for ways to save money. and that includes officials with the Indiana
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Department of Natural Resources.

People across Indiana will notice one of the DNR's ways of saving money: the 201 0 Indiana
Fishing Regulations.

Instead of the glossy, 44.-page, color magazine that contained the 2009 Indiana Fishing Guide,
this year, there's a six-page green-and-wh~e parrphlet that has the regulatiOf'1s, license
information, bag lim~s and specific information about certain hdiana fish.
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'We took out a lot of feature stories and advertising," said Phil Bloom, director of
communiC<3tions for the Indiana Department of Natural Resources

Bloom said Ihe streamlined product was Ihe result of work between the DNR divisions of Fish
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The 201 0 pamphlet still has the basic rules and regulations anglers need to follow. For people
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who want more, including some features and more information about specific species and
locations, Bloom said the agency is working to put more online, at www.in.gov/dnr.
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The goal is to have more on hunting and trapping online instead of having sum a large
hunting and trapping guide, BloOO1 said. The online area would include sections on
deer,turkey, small game, rabbit and squirrel, fishing and waterfowl. In the fishing area, there
will be breakouts for general fishing, lake Michigan fishing, trout and salmon and Ohio River
fishing.
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DNR employees recognized
for achievements
DNR wildlife biologist, Steve
Backs, who has been intimately
involved with the restoration of
the state's wild turkey population,
was presented with a lifetime
achievement award by the National Wild Turkey Federation at
its national convention.
Backs, a member of the DNR
Division of Fish aud Wildlife, was
one of two men receiving the Federation's Wayne Bailey Lifetime
Achievement Award.
"Indiana turkey hunters largely
owe the opportunity to enjoy
their sport within state lines to
Steve and his lifetime body of
work," said Robert E. Carter Jr.,
DNR director.
Conservation Officer Rodney
Clear was named the NWTF's Wildlife Enforcement Officer of the Year
for Indiana at the same event.
DNR's North Region fisheries supervisor Stu Shipman was
recently honored by the Indiana
Chapter of the American Fisheries
Society. The Excellence in Fisher-

ies Science Award was presented
in recognition of his exceptional
record of service to AFS and the
profes'sion over the past 35 years.
Conservation Officer Tony
Mann received the Conservation
Officer of the Year Award from
the 'Indiana Bowhunter Association, while former Outdoor Indiana staff writer Brandon Butler
was awarded that organization's
Outdoor Communicator, of the
Year Award.
The IBA also honored DNR
Hoosier Heritage Coordinator
AmaudaWuestefeld as DNR Employee of the Year for her work
in developing the first Hoosier
Outdoor Experience.
•
1---------------1

New Recreation Guide
available
Your free. guide to Indiana's best
values in outdoor recreation is
available now, all across the state.
You can find the guide at various
retail outlets and, of course, at state
parks, reservoirs and other DNR
properties, and at dnr.IN.gov.
•

Fishing/Hunting and Trapping
Guide
The DNR is not going to
pUblish fishing or hunting
regulations in the same largescale format as in recent years.
Although the booklets were a
popular aud helpful tool, they
carried production and distribution costs that continued to rise.
Instead, the DNR will print
and distribute a condensed version of each that lists license
requirements, bag; limits, season
dates aud a few other basic reg,
ulations. The cost savings of this
switch approaches $200,000,
which can now be applied to
conservation programs that also
benefit the resource and those
who' use it.
Coupled.with this change,
the DNR plans to expand and
customize its online content to
provide even more information
to anglers, hunters and trappers.
The fishing regulations are
available new at vendo;s who
sell fishinig licenses, DNR properties and dnr.IN.gov.
•

TABLE FARE
Dandelion Wine
t

'r

f you can't beat 'em, tum 'em into wine. D~ndelions are flowers to
kids, weeds to gardeners, and the main ingredient of a smooth and
sweet natural wine.

I

Ingredients
3 qts. daudelion flowers
1 lb., white raisins
1 gallon of water
3 lbs. grauulated sugar
2 lemons
'1 orange
yeast and nutrient

Directions
Pick flowers just before starting
to make wine. Leave the petals
on the flower heads, but trim the
heads of auy stalk. Put flowers in a
large bowl. Set aside 1 pint of water,
and bring the remainder to a boil.

Pour boiling water over flowers.
Cover tightly with cloth or plastic
wrap. Leave for two days, stirring
twice daily. Do not exceed this time.
Pour flowers and water in large
pot aud bring to a low boil. Add
sugar aud the peels (peel thinly
and avoid any of the white pith)
of the lemons and orange. Boil for
one hour, then pour into a crock
or plastic pail. Add the juice aud
pnlp of the lemons and orange.
Allow to staud until cool (70-75
F). Add yeast aud yeast nutrient,
cover, and put in a warm place
for three days. Strain and pour

into a secondary fermentation
vessel such as a bottle or jug.
Add raisins and fit a fermentation trap to the vessel.
Leave until fermentation ceases
completely, then rack and add
the reserved pint of water and
whatever else is required to top
up. Refit the airlock and set aside
until clear. Rack and bottle. Wine
must age six months in the bottle
before tasting, but will improve
•
remarkably if allowed a year.

[Aoopted recipeJrmn G.J.J. BerSteps in WinemakingJ
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Kaczorowski, Don
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kaczorowski, Don
Friday, June 18, 2010 9:43 AM
Kaczorowski, Don
FW: Ordering your 2010 Indiana Recreation Guides

Greetings from the Indiana Department of Natural Resources!
The 20 10 Indiana Recreation Guide will soon be available for distribution. You have ordered Indiana
Recreation Guides in the past, and we want to offer you the opportunity to do so again this year.
The Recreation Guide provides your patrons with information about the facilities and services at each of our
state parks, reservoirs, state forests, fish and wildlife areas, nature preserves and state historic sites.
There will be 100 Recreation Guides per case and there is no cost to receive them.
For those of you who have ordered Fishing Guides or Hunting and Trapping Guides in the past, these will be
produced differently in 2010. Due to budget restrictions, the Division ofFish and Wildlife will be reducing the
number of pages in the Hunting and Trapping Guide and reducing the number of copies printed. License
vendors and DNR properties will receive priority for receiving copies. Hunting, trapping and license
information will continue to be available on the Division of Fish and Wildlife website.
The annual Fishing Guide is being discontinued and will be replaced by a six page Fishing Regulation
booklet. Much ofthe information normally found in the Fishing Guide will be available on the Division ofFish
and Wildlife website. Copies ofthe Fishing Regulation booklet should be available by April I, 2010.
Please respond via email by February 6.
To ensure that you're included in our initial shipment of guides, please send an email to
DNRGuideReguests@dnr.IN.gov and include the following information:

1. The number of cases of Recreation Guides you would like to receive. (100 per case)
2. The number of Hunting and Trapping booklets you would like to receive
3. The number of Fishing Regulations booklets you would like to receive
4. The business address to which you would like the guides shipped. Be sure to include the store/site name.
require a business address for shipping purposes. Residential addresses and post office boxes cannot be
accepted.)
5. A contact name, phone number and email address.
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Please feel free to call Amber Caddell at (317) 234-5593 or send an email to DNRGuideReguests@dnr.in.gov
with any questions.

Update your subscriptions, modify your password or e-mail address, or stop subscriptions at any time on your Subscriber Preferences
Page. You will need to use your e-mail address to log in. If you have questions or problems with the subscription service, please
contact support@subscriptions.in.gov.

This service is provided to you at no charge by the State of Indiana.
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Benson, Martin
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

IN Dept of Natural Resources [mydnr@dnr.in.gov]
Friday, June 18, 2010 11 :42 AM
Benson, Martin
Error in printed fishing regulations; New Fishing Guide posted online

Error in printed fishing regulations
The printed six-page fishing regulations document that was distributed across the state earlier this year contains
an error under Largemouth Bass on page 3. The Sugar Creek verbiage under "20-inch minimum size and onefish daily limit" should be listed under a new separate section called "Special Stream Black Bass Regulations,"
along with the 12- to IS-inch slot size limit information for the Blue River, which is also incorrectly listed in the
Largemouth Bass section on page 3. "Black bass" includes largemouth, smallmouth, and spotted bass.
A corrected online version ofthat document can be viewed at http://www.in.gov/dnr/fishwildI2347.htm by
clicking on "compact version." The DNR regrets the error.

For more information: Marty Benson, DNR assistant director of communications, (317) 233-3853,
mbenson@dnr.in.gov.

New Fishing Guide posted online
The 2010 DNR Fishing Guide online publication is available for viewing at
http://www.in.gov/dnr/fishwild/2347.htlI!. by selecting "large format."
The large-format version of the 2010 guide is an expanded version of the printed guide available in past years.
In addition to regUlations, the new online guide includes feature articles on bank fishing, creel surveys, the
Brookville Lake bass survey and fishing for walleye, as well as a list of where to fish in Indian~ and many
color photos.
The change to an online publication was made to save on printing costs. In lieu of that guide, the six-page
regulations brochure referred to above was pri.nted and distributed across the state.

For more information: Marty Benson, DNR assistant director of communications, (317) 233-3853,
mbenson@dnr.in.gov.

About Fish and Wildlife Management in Indiana
Fish and wildlife management and public access are funded by fishing and hunting license revenue and also
through the Sport Fish and Wildlife Restoration Programs administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. These programs collect excise taxes on sporting arms and ammunition, archery equipment, fishing
equipment, and motor boat fuels. The money is distributed among state fish and wildlife agencies based on land
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Contact: Marty Benson
Phone: (317) 233-3853
Email: dnrnews@dnr.in.gov

New Fishing Guide posted online
The 2010 DNR Fishing Guide online publication is available for viewing at
http://www.in.gov/dnr/fishwild/2347.htm. by selecting "large format."
The large-format version of the 2010 guide is an expanded version of what was available in a
printed magazine in past years. In addition to regulations, the new online guide includes
feature articles on bank fishing, creel surveys, the Brookville Lake bass survey and fishing for
walleye, as well as a list of where to fish in Indiana, and many color photos.
The change to an online publication was made to save on printing costs. In lieu of that guide, a
six-page regulations brochure was printed and distributed across the state. An online version
of that document can be viewed at the link listed above by clicking on "compact version."

Link to this event: http://www.in.gov/portal/newsevents/54969.htm

http://www.in.gov/portallnewsevents/54969.htm
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Indiana State Museum will close on Mondays
December 3,6:04 AM· Steve Polston - Indianapolis Outdoor Travel Examiner
The Indiana State Museum will adjust its public operating schedule beginning Jan. 4 by closing its galleries and public spaces on
most Mondays during 2010.
The exceptions are Martin Luther King Day, Jan. 18; NCAA Final Four men's basketball championship game day, April 5; Labor
Day, Sept. 6; and all Mondays from Thanksgiving through the end of the year, Nov. 29, Dec. 6, 13,20 and 27.
"This win bring the Indiana State Museum into alignment with most other museums and cultural institutions that close on
Mondays," said Kathleen McLary, interim director of the museum. "It also will provide a more efficient time for specialized
cleaning and gallery adjustments."
Administrative staff will continue to work on Mondays, and the Museum's guest services telephone reservation center will be
operational.
Other Indianapolis venues closed on Mondays include the Children's Museum of Indianapolis, Indianapolis Museum of Art, and
the NCAA Hall of Champions. Also, art museums at Indiana University and Notre Dame, and the Cincinnati, Cleveland and Fort
Wayne museums of art are closed on Mondays.

The Indiana State Museum will be closed on Mondays.
(Photo/Steve Polston)
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